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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The overall objective of the Department of Defense Computer-aided
Acquisition & Logistic Support (CALS) Program is to integrate the
design, manufacturing, and logistic functions through the
efficient application of computer technology. CALS is a program
to apply existing and emerging communications and computer-aided
technologies in DoD and industry to:

o Integrate and improve design, manufacturing, and
logistic functions; thereby bridging existing "islands
of automation."

o Actively influence the design process to produce weapon
systems that are more reliable and easier to support
and maintain.

o Shift from current paper-intensive weapon support
processes to a highly automated mode of operation,
based on a unified DoD interface with industry for
exchange of logistic technical information in digital
form.

The CALS program was established by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense in September 1985 to implement the recommendations of a
Joint Industry/DoD Task Force. Management is provided by a DoD
Steering Group, an OSD CALS Policy Office, and their counterparts
in each Military Department and the Defense Logistics Agency.
The CALS Policy Office has obtained the support of the National
Bureau of Standards in the selection and implementation of CALS
standards. An Industry Steering Group has also been established
to focus the work of key industrial associations and the defense
contractor community in CALS implementation.

The Bureau has been funded since Spring 1986 to recommend a suite
of industry standards for system integration and digital data
transfer, and to accelerate their implementation. NBS activities
during 1986 were primarily aimed at:

o familiarizing NBS technical staff with key DoD logistic
functions and CALS demonstration projects,

o briefing DoD personnel, contractors, and other
interested parties on Federal, national, and
international standardization efforts that are expected
to support CALS objectives,

o identifying a preliminary set of standards required for
data interchange in support of CALS, and

o developing reports on the four broad categories of
standards required to support the interchange of CALS
digitized technical information: (1) product definition
data, (2) graphics, (3) text, and (4) data management.

As a result of these efforts, NBS made a preliminary
identification of several high-priority standards implementations
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needed for CALS data interchange and access.^ Building on
knowledge and experience gained during FY86, NBS focused on the
following activities in FY87: developing a CALS Framework,
Development Plan and Core Requirements Package; providing
technical support for standards development and implementation;
and conducting workshops and meetings to promote dialogue with
the Services, the Defense Logistics Agency, and industry.

A major FY87 thrust was the completion of initial documentation
of the high-priority standards required in the CALS environment.
Some of these standards (e.g., SGML, IGES) required tailoring or
enhancement. Other standards required a "push" (e.g., CGEM) for
their development in a timely fashion. These four volumes are a
collection of the final reports presented to the CALS Policy
Office. 2 The collection is divided as follows;

VOLUME 1:
Text

Evaluation of Text Interchange Methods

Plan for Conformance Testing for DoD Implementation of SGML

Guidelines for the Development of Tags for SGML

The NBS FIPS - SGML Validation Suite

The NBS FIPS - SGML Reference Parser

Using SGML - Application Guidelines

ODA/ODIF Implementation Agreement a Document Application
Profile

Data Management
CALS Report on Data Management Standards

Supporting Logistic Support Analysis (LSA) Using the
Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS)

Media
ICST Recommendations on Optical Disks and Interface

Requirements for Planned EDMICS Procurement, Final
Report

Kemmerer, S., Editor, "Final NBS Report for CALS,
FY86," U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of
Standards, NBSIR 87-3566, May 1987.

The publishing of this collection of reports does not
imply the CALS Policy Office has endorsed the
conclusions and recommendations presented.
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Raster Compression
Report on Raster Graphics

Tiled Raster Interchange Format, TRIF Version 1.0, Rev. 1.2

Conformance Testing
NBS Plan for Validation (Conformance Testing) of Computer

Products in Support of the CALS Program

VOLUME 2;
Graphics

Raster-to-Vector Conversion: A State-of-the-Art Assessment

Development of CGM Validation Routines

CALS Application Profile for CGM

CALS Requirements Reflected in the Extended CGM (CGEM)
Standards Effort

A Reference Implementation for CGM, Functional Requirements
and Conceptual Design

IGES to CGM Translator Design Specification

VOLUME 3:
Graphics

CGM Registration For CALS Requirements

VOLUME 4

:

Product Data
Guidelines for Testing IGES Translators

Guidelines for IGES Application Subsets
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The following are additional deliverables completed by NBS during
FY87 but under separate cover. They are available through the
CALS Policy Office.

CALS Core Requirements , Phase I .

0

CALS Framework*

CALS Program Integration of Logistic Support Analysis and
Reliability and Maintainability Data Deliverables

CALS Current State of Digital Technology (Phase I.O)

CALS Workshop Proceedings:
Graphics Data Interface for Engineering Design and Technical

Publication Systems (January 13/14)
Introduction to the Core Requirements Package (April 23)

MILSTD-1840A, Automated Interchange of Technical Information

MILSPEC-D-28000 , Digital Representation for Communication of
Product Data: Application Subsets

MILSPEC-M-28001 , Manuals, Technical: Markup Requirements and
Generic Style Specification for Electronic Printed Output
and Exchange
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ASSESSMENT OF RASTER-TO-VECTOR CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY

I. PURPOSE

Assess state-of-the-art raster-to-vector conversion technology
and develop recommendations for CALS. (Task 2. 2. 1.2. 2)

II . BACKGROUND

Currently, raster data is required to maintain many DOD logistic
systems. There was unanimous agreement at the DOD/NBS/Industry
Workshop on Automated Technical Manual Systems and Automated Data
Repositories, held at NBS on June 24-25, 1986, that the need to
accommodate use of raster data was unavoidable, but future
directions should be toward the increased use of vector format.
This would reduce storage costs, make the pictures more easily
modifiable, and allow for the interface to both IGES and CGM,
since all of the graphics standards, including IGES, require
vector format to be utilized effectively. The workshop
participants concluded that CALS principals needed to become more
knowledgeable concerning state-of-the-art raster-to-vector
conversion and possibly accelerate advancements in this
technology. In addition, the general availability of this
technology has to be assessed so that alternative strategies can
be developed if raster-to-vector conversion is not available in a
timely manner.

1.0 Review of CALS-Related Requirements for Standards

In FY86, the NBS contracted with System Development Corporation
to review and analyze the requirements of CALS-related projecrs
for graphics standards (This is part of the Graphics Interchange
portion of the FY8 6 Final NBS Report for CALS) . The report
surveyed a selection of Army, Navy, and Air Force projects that
fell into the following three broad application areas: printing
and publishing systems, paperless presentation and maintenance
aids, and automated engineering data repositories and product
definition data. The salient results of that study are
summarized in

,

the following. Those conclusions bearing on
raster-to-vector conversion are shown in bold type.

In the technical manuals area, there is an urgent need
to define a common DOD approach to SGML, including the
use of CGM files to import graphics pictures. IGES is
needed for the transport of product data between CAD
systems, CGM for transport of pictures between
publishing systems, and a raster standard—perhaps a
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siibset of CGM to store the print-on-demand images,
which have already been laid out on the page and
formatted. Strong, reliable validation procedures are
required to build user confidence in the standard
products available from the commercial marketplace.

There is a general need for a raster-to-vector
conversion capability, but product definition data need
not be carried along. The users want a family of
stzmdards, with increasing capeibilities availedDle at an
increase in complexity and cost. They want text and
graphics capaibilities in a single standard.

In the engineering data repositories area, there is an
expressed need for textual data standards and for data
base standards. There- are some instances where IGES is
used to maintain pictures; CGM could be used instead,
with a savings in storage, processing time, and
complexity.

In all areas, there is a tremendous backlog of data
that must be accessed, manipulated, and outputted,
CTirrently in raster format. Much of this data is
archived on aperture cards that would have to be
digitally scanned. Data in this format will be part of
the CALS datSLbase for a very long time.

In general, there is a broad, short range need for
saving images in raster format. However, in the long
term, all users indicate that they'd like to convert to
an all-vector format. This would permit them to modify
the picture, transform it, and exchange it with
otherwise incompatible systems. Whatever format is
chosen—facsimile-based, CGM-based, or something
entirely new, a strong validation progrcun for file
generators and interpreters is required.

Also in the Graphics Interchange portion of the FY86 Final NBS
Report for CALS, architectures for four CALS applications
areas—engineering design, publishing, procurement support, and
interactive delivery systems—were proposed. Use of raster, CGM
vector, and CAD databases are shown. These architectures will be
used in the Recommendations section of this report to explain
where the raster-to-vector conversion process fits into CALS
programs

.

2 . 0 Relevant Standards

2.1 CCITT Facsimile Standards

Two CCITT facsimile standards, known informally as Group 3 and
Group 4 facsimile, cover the encoding and transmission of raster

2



data. Both formats deal with black-and-white images only;
gray-scale and full color images are not presently covered by
these standards.

Group 3 facsimile provides for two options: (a) a one-dimensional
Huffman coding compression method and (b) a two-dimensional
compression method based on differences between scan lines.
Group 4 facsimile specifies the exact same coding method as Group
3 option b, but the protocol is designed for packet switched
networks, so the Group 4 protocol assumes error-free
transmission.

The encodings support only a restricted number of resolutions.
For Group 3 facsimile, horizontal resolution is stated as 1728
dots over 215 mm; vertical resolution is either 3.85 lines per mm
or 7.70 lines per mm. For standard A4 paper, this is equivalent
to about 200 dots per inch in both X and Y for the fine
resolution mode. Group 4 facsimile supports higher resolutions
of 240, 300, and 400 dpi square, in addition to the 200 dpi
square mode of Group 3 facsimile.

2.2 The Computer Graphics Metafile

The CGM provides a file format suitable for the storage and
retrieval of picture description information. The file format
consists of an ordered set of elements that can be used to
describe pictures in a completely device-independent way. One or
more pictures can be stored in a single metafile, and the
metafile is defined in such a way that, in addition to sequential
access to the whole metafile, random access to individual
pictures is well defined. That is, the pictures are completely
independent, one from another; their appearance does not depend
upon the order in which they are accessed or displayed.

In addition to a functional specification, the CGM standard
documents three standard encodings of the metafile semantics. The
Character encoding requires minimum metafile size and is suitable
for transmission across networks of heterogenous systems but is
expensive to encode and decode. The Binary encoding requires
minimum effort to generate and interpret but is nor well-suited
for exchange between computers of different arithmetic data
types. It is nearly as efficiently coded as the Character
encoding. The Clear-text encoding provides maximum readability
and editability for ease of use by humans (e.g., for debugging
purposes) but, generally, pays a heavy penalty in size and
performance. The size is much larger because English and other
natural languages contain a lot of redundancy. The performance
is worse because parsing and recognizing text strings and
converting text strings to internal numbers for use by a graphics
subsystem is expensive in its use of CPU cycles.

In Appendix 1 of the Graphics Interchange portion of the FY36
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Final NBS Report for CALS, the standardized CGM elements are
listed by type. The ESCAPE and APPLICATION DATA elements have
been provided to support uses of the CGM in ways that go beyond"
the exchange of pictures. Nongraphical data and graphical
elements not yet standardized can be incorporated into metafiles
in a regular way. When these extended metafiles are exchanged by
cooperating processes, standard commercial products can be used
to handle the standard metafile elements, and new code needs be
written only for the special, non-standardized elements. Large
groups of users of extended metafiles can get together and agree
upon a set of extensions—just like MAP and TOP users have agreed
upon guidelines to the implementation of the OSI standards. For
example, the elements of a business chart—like legend entries,
tick marks, and axis labels—or the elements of a project
schedule— like PERT chart symbols, milestone markers, or
title—could be marked in the metafile. An editing program could
be written to read .such metafiles and allow modifications to them
before rendering the chart on a hardcopy device or including it
in a report or manual.

In the absence of any facsimile standard capable of handling
multicolor images (i.e., those with more than one bit per pixel),
a CGM employing only the CELL ARRAY primitive could be used.
Images expressed with either indexed or direct color
specifications can be represented. In the Character-Coded and
Binary encodings, run-length encoding may be used to reduce the
size of the resulting CGM files.

The CGM was approved as ANSI/X3.122 in 1986. It became FIPS 128
in March of 1987.

2.3 The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is a mature
standard, first published in 1981, for the digital exchange of
database information among present-day CAD systems. Now in its
third version, engineering drawings, 3D wireframe and surfaced
part models, printed wiring product descriptions, finite element
mesh descriptions, and process instrumentation diagrams are
application usages addressed by IGES.

IGES information, including drawings and 3D wireframe product
models, is intended for human interpretation at the receiving
site. However, IGES is often used to attempt interchange between
CAD databases and to feed external geometric data into a CAD
system, where the data are expected to be processed automatically
by computer as well as being worked on by human operators.
Consequently, when used for this kind of interchange— a purpose
it was not originally designed for, IGES files are often
restricted in the kinds of entities used.

4



III. DISCUSSION

1.0 Methcxiology

This study was performed in phases, which are described in detail
in the following paragraphs.

Phase 1: Examine the Literature. Recent computer graphics
literature was examined to find articles describing
raster-to-vector conversion methods, techniques, and uses. The
articles located are listed in part 1.0 of the Reference section
of this report.

Phase 2: Locate and Contact Vendors. From a variety of sources,
sixteen companies were identified and contacted. These companies
are listed in part 2.0 of the Reference section of this report.
Seven companies- (ANA Tech, Audre, Autodesk, Optigraphics

,

Scan-Graphics, Skantek, and SysScan) were sent a special letter
requesting their cooperation and assistance. In particular, they
were asked to send technical information documenting their
proprietary vector output files and to describe what elements of
IGES are being used when IGES output is selected. Four of these
companies (ANA Tech, Autodesk, Optigraphics, and Scan-Graphics)
supplied the requested technical documentation.

Phase 3: Learn the Process. All the vendor literature, technical
documentation, and articles were read. A complete picture of the
overall raster-to-vector conversion process was worked out.
These results are documented in section 2 below.

Phase 4: Analyze the Process. Each stage in the raster-to-vector
conversion process was analyzed with respect to some or all of
the following characteristics:

- Speed

- Accuracy and Consistency

- System Cost

- Conversion Cost and Time

- Data Interchange Requirements and Opportunities.

Section 3 below contains this analysis.

Phase 5: Analyze the Vector and CAD Entity File. For the four
vendors who supplied technical documentation, the global
structure and the specific entities used to represent the
scanned-in picture or drawing were determined. Then these
entities were compared with the representational power of COM.
Finally, those IGES entities which are actually used to transfer
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the picture to a CAD database using IGES were examined. Section
4 below reports these results.

Phase 6: Draw Conclusions and Make Recommendations. Based on the
analyses of sections 3 and 4, conclusions about the current
usability of off-the-shelf, commercial raster-to-vector systems
to meet some or all of the CALS requirements are drawn. These
can be found in the Recommendations and Impacts and Conclusion
sections of this report.

2.0 Review of the Current State-of-the-Art

Figure 1 represents a synthesis of all the processes
conventionally included in the phrase "raster-to-vector
conversion." Not all vendors provide products that accomplish all
these processes; in fact, most vendors do notl However, all the
stages must be progressed through when converting a
representation of a drawing or image of a geometric object to a

form whereby it can be incorporated into a design and subjected
to engineering analysis and modification. Less ambitious
objectives permit some of these stages to be skipped.

The rest of this chapter defines and discusses the current
state-of-the-art of each step in the process. We identify the
inputs and outputs of each step and explore the possible uses of
each output in its native form (as directly produced by the
process) and in some modified form (as transformed by some
auxiliary conversion process)

.

[Note: These descriptions borrow liberally from the various
vendor descriptions; however, the total description represents a

synthesis of all the products and does not necessarily represent
the full capabilities available from any one vendor.

]

Step 1: Scanning and Storing the Document

The first step is the physical scanning process in which the
paper sketch or drawing, aperture card, or photograph is
raster-scanned. Millions of discrete samples are taken at
closely spaced intervals across the entire surface of the
document. Each sample is converted to a digital value that
indicates the tone (black-and-white, gray-scale, or color value)
of the drawing at a given point. This process results in
producing a so-called raster database.

Such a database simply represents an image by storing, for each
horizontal and vertical picture element (pixel) , the code for the
color representing that pixel. Even when compressed, these
raster files vary greatly in size, but they typically are very
large, easily lO to 20 times the size of geometrically defined
CAD files for the sane picture. When uncompressed, they can be
another order of magnitude larger.

6



Figure 1. The Raster-to-Vector Conversion Process
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For example, a simple uncompressed black-and-white (1 bit per
pixel), PC resolution (640 by 480) picture occupies at least
640x480x1 "bits or 38,400 bytes not counting any control and-

structural information required by the file format. A more
typical black-and-white E-size drawing scanned at 200 dots per
inch will occupy (36x200) x(48x200) xl bits or 8,640,000 bytes, 225
times larger than the simple PC image.

When color or gray-scale images are involved, the numbers grow
even more impressively. A 16-level (4 bits per pixel) gray scale
or color picture of that E-size drawing would occupy over 34
million bytes of storage, while a more typical A-size photograph
at the same resolution and color depth would still occupy 7.48
million bytes. For publishing purposes, one must often store 24
bits of color or more. This blows up our A-size color
photographic image to more than 22 million bytes.

Raster file compression techniques, such as those specified by
the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 Facsimile standards, can be applied
to reduce the amount of space required, but they are costly in
computing time and, depending upon the nature of the image, may
not achieve more than a 5-15% reduction in size.

These compression techniques were designed originally for and are
most effective on documents that evidence a lot of visual
uniformity, such as is found in office memos and reports with
standard typewriter fonts and in simple engineering drawings.
Long runs of all white or all black areas are replaced by counts
of the number of all white or all black areas. Compression
ratios of 10:1 to 20:1 are common.

However, many maps, satellite images, and photographs do not
contain such visual coherence. Furthermore, these standards do
not address the coding and compression of gray-scale and full
color images. Consequently, compression of less than 20% is
often seen for these more complex and life-like images.

There is practically no intelligence in a raster database. It
neither represents nor differentiates between line, arcs, and
text. This raster type of data can be stored, edited, retrieved,
and distributed, but it cannot be sent directly to a CAD/ CAM
system. A raster storage system is seen either as a replacement
for a microfilming system (with appropriate data management and
distribution capabilities) , a picture reproduction system, or as
the first step in the drawing conversion process.

If the image to be captured and vectorized is already in raster
format—such as would be delivered by video capture boards or
satellite imaging systems, this first step can be by-passed.

3



step 2 : Editing the Raster Image

Before att'empting to apply pattern recognition techniques to find
the geometric entities, it is often productive to use a raster
editor to modify the raster data by adding, deleting, or altering
pixel information. Non-zero pixel values caused by specks of
dirt, smudges, and creases in the paper may be removed. Lines of
uneven width may be "airbrushed” to a more uniform consistency.
Broken lines caused by a faulty pen or pencil in the drawing may
be joined.

A raster image that is edited is typically held in working image
memory, thus permitting rapid access to the data. with mouse
control, the system operator can continuously pan and zoom over
the entire image to select an area of interest. For large
drawings and images, this requires megabytes of memory.

Step 3: Recognizing the Geometric Entities

This principal step in the raster-to-vector conversion process,
sometime called image conversion converts raster data to CAD
compatible vector data, that is a geometry definition file or
vector file. In the more sophisticated systems, text information
is extracted from the raster data and converted to ASCII
character strings by automatic and user interactive processes.
Graphic information is extracted from the raster data and
automatically converted to geometric entities like lines,
polylines, circles, arcs, arrowheads, and solid areas.

Among competing raster-to-vector systems there is great diversity
in the nature of the contents of the vector file. The less
capable systems produce a file of short line segments combined to
represent text, polylines, arcs, circles, etc. Depending on the
quality of the vectorization software, real CAD lines may be made
up of 10 or 15 short vectors and arcs and circles may be made up
of hundreds of line segments. Like raster data, short vector
data can be stored, retrieved, edited, and distributed.
Additionally, this type of data may be used as input into a
CAD/ CAM system.

The problem with this type of data is its limited usefulness for
most CAD applications. For engineering drawings, the file size
may be as large or larger than the corresponding raster image
file. Consider the following example.

A black-and-white "D" size drawing scanned at 200 dots per inch
requires 4.32 Mbytes in pixel storage. Compressed at a
conservatively estimated 10:1 ratio, this drawing would require
about 432 Kbytes in its raster form. A sample view in this "D"
size drawing could require 50,000 short vectors, espec ially If
there is a lot of annotation or a lot of curved objects in the
drawing. Assuming that each short vector occupies 9 bytes (1
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byte for the line opcode plus 4x2 bytes for each 16-bit
coordinate) ,

this same drawing in vector foirm could occupy 450
Kbytes. Furthermore, many CAD systems—especially the PC-based
ones—cannot accept even this much data in a single drawing file.

Because the data are not differentiated as CAD entities (e.g.,
lines, arcs, text, splines, and dimensions) ,

editing it on a CAD
system is nearly impossible. For example, to change the radius
of what appears to be a circle on a CAD system, the operator must
redefine the group of short vectors as a circle. That is, all the
line segments comprising the circle would have to be erased and a
new circular element, specified by the CAD system, would have to
be defined, before the element could be manipulated directly as a

circle. An even more painful example is text. Correcting a

simple typographic error or updating a date is nearly impossible
if the text characters are known to the system only as short
vectors

.

Despite their obvious problems, short vector databases have a

place in CAD. They can be used to produce backgrounds that won't
change and therefore don't have to be edited. A prime example of
this application is providing street, sewer, and railroad
background for utility mapping. In these cases, vectors do not
have to be geometric entities at all. The advantage of short
vectors over raster images in this application is that the image
is represented in a device-independent form: the picture can be
scaled and rotated at will to fit the needs of the application.
This has especial value in publishing and procurement
applications

.

In most of those systems that provide more that just short
vectors as a result of the image conversion process, the
extracted geometric, textual, and symbolic elements are placed
into separate layers. These layers help the operator during the
next step—editing the vector file. The layers help sort the
mass of information generated during this stage into manageable
and more uniform collections of objects.

In some systems, in addition to the geometry definition file, the
conversion process will also build a condition or constraint
file, as the expert system within the software automatically
assigns changeable constraints to the geometry (such as tangents,
symmetry, and collinearity)

.

Step 4: Editing the Vector File

The vector editor allows the system user to examine the quality
of data being produced by the image conversion process and make
modifications. The editor typically includes provisions for
adding, modifying, or deleting geometric primitives in the vector
image. The operator may also reorganize the layered data and
standardize any of the following information:
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- the width of various sets of lines

- the line type—e.g., dashed or dotted—of various lines

- the line join and end characteristics

- the heights of characters

- the fonts of character strings

“ the grouping of similar items into symbols of a uniform size
and orientation

- the solid or hatched patterns used to fill areas.

Step 5: Converting to a CAD Entity File

In the more expensive and sophisticated systems, steps 3 and 4

may be combined with step 5. That is, the output of the image
conversion process is a set of CAD elements that can be accepted
directly into a CAD database. However, more frequently, there is
a human-assisted, semi-automatic process required to convert the
standardized vector file into higher level CAD entities.

Often referred to as "geometric elements," the highest level of
database intelligence is referred to as CAD entities. To create
this intelligence level, the drawing conversion system must pass
to a CAD system neither pixels nor short vectors, but rather the
same entities that are used and stored in the target CAD system
database—lines, arcs, splines, polygons, ASCII text, notes,
dimensions, labels, and the like.

Even the few drawing conversion systems that can produce this
type of data automatically vary vastly in the level of usefulness
and intelligence within the database. To evaluate the level of
database intelligence, it is helpful to ask a series of
questions

:

- Is there connectivity between the different elements of
geometry? Is a given line, for example, connected to the
given arc it appears to be connected to?

- Can a geometric entity like a template be moved simply by
touching a point and executing the move command? Will the
simple entity (the given line) that is touched move or will
the entire entity consisting of its sub-entities move?

- When data is passed to the CAD system, are physical
conditions such as crucial tangencies, true perpendicularity,
true parallelism and collinearity maintained? All the above
elements of Intel 1 1 igence are assumed by the appearance of
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the drawing until the user tries to use the data he obtains
from the drawing conversion system and finds it imprecisely
or incompletely defined.

Step 6: Checking the File for Consistency and Accuracy

To be truly useful, a CAD database must not only be intelligent
in its maintenance of geometry, connectivity, ancestoral
relationships, and physical relationships, but also the database
must be accurate and checked for consistency.

When a database is said to be accurate, it means that the
geometry sent to the CAD system is absolutely accurate to the
corresponding dimensions present in. the drawing at the specified
scale of the drawing. This means that, if the dimension of a
line is 9.87 6 mm, that value is the mathematical norm (i.e.,
length) of the vector whose coordinates are passed to the CAD
system as the geometric representation of that line.

A few raster-to-vector conversion systems can pass accurate
geometry that is driven by dimensions and is stored with an
accuracy of up to 14 significant figures. Drawing conversion
systems based primarily on hardware actually may introduce
inaccuracy into the database. This is true if one considers t.hat
generally the starting point for these systems (the drawing that
was prepared with a pencil) is generally not accurate even to the
width of a line (about one-hundredth of an inch) . In addition,
the accuracy provided by the scanner alone is, at best, equal to
its resolution (e.g. , about 8 pixels per mm) . Furthermore,
unless the original mylar (if it exists) is used for the scan,
the drawing will not normally be even as accurate as it was
drawn.

The only way to guarantee true database accuracy is to attack the
problem from a software standpoint. This means taking the
scanned data with its dimensions and reproducing a new set of
geometry based on the exact dimensions, definitions and physical
properties of the geometry. Consequently, to get an accurate
database, the system—perhaps with varying amounts of operator
assistance—must build a numeric dimension and tolerance file
prior to image conversion. To do this, the system must
recognize, convert, and store the pixel dimension and associated
tolerances

.

To build up a 3-D CAD entity file from a drawing consisting of
2-D orthographic or perspective projections, the system needs to
be more intelligent than is required for processing 2-D drawings.
Furthermore, the operator must participate and specify view
information by indicating on the drawing view windows, names of
views, the view scale, and a point that is coincident in all
views. During the conversion to CAD entities, a "cross-view"
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linking process builds a 2 1/2-D model based on this information.

An accurate file is not necessarily checked for consistency; that
is, the file is not necessarily:

- free of conflicts in dimensions (e.g., an overall
dimens ionadds up to several subdimensions) even when
considering multi-view drawings;

- free of ambiguities, such as geometry with no dimensions or
geometry that has the potential to be confusing to a designer
or to a CAD system with regard to tangency points,
parallelism, perpendicularity, collinearity , etc.

;

and

- free of errors in basic design logic.

Step 7 : Interchanging the File with Other Systems

The output of step 5 (and step 6, when performed) is an entity
file in each vendor's proprietary format. An entity file is not
a CAD database. In order to be accepted by any CAD system, it is
necessary to translate the vendor-specific CAD entity file into a
format that is recognized by the target CAD system. Two
approaches are used: one based on standards and one not.

The standards-based approach converts the CAD entity geometry
file to an IGES file. The data then can be acquired by any CAD
system that can read IGES files. The non-standards-based
approach simply provides translators to the more widespread CAD
database formats: Autotrol, AutoCAD, CADAM, Computervision , and
Intergraph are among the most popular.

The advantages of the first approach are obvious: only one
translator is needed. The principal disadvantage is that the
various CAD systems don't all accept all the IGES elements
specified in the IGES standard. Consequently, a "lowest common
denominator" for IGES is often followed. In section 4 below,
exactly which IGES entities are actually produced by some of the
raster-to-vector conversion systems is reported.
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3.0 Analysis of the Raster-to-Vector Conversion Process

3 . 1 Overview

It is impossible to compare systems on the basis of vendor
literature and documentation alone. Not only do each of the
systems have different architectures, prices, and mixes of
hardware and software, but also they are positioned to serve
different niche markets. Consequently, one system may be
optimized for engineering drawings, another for well logs, and
still another for mapping applications. When asking the
question, "Which system is best?", the only answer is It all
depends !

:

- It all depends on what one wants to do with the picture after
it is scanned. Is the drawing only to be included in a
technical manual or is the conversion process simply the
first step in a redesign of the part shown in the drawing?

- It all depends on how much throughput one needs. How many
drawings must be converted over what period of time? Is
conversion needed for one project only, for a limited time?
Or is this going to be a continuing process?

- It all depends on how much one is willing to pay!

To further complicate the analysis, the performance of each
system is directly related to the nature of the drawing being
scanned. The density of the lines, the number of symbols, line
weights, and text fonts, the amount of text, the extent of and
variation in filled areas, the amount of crossing and touching
lines—all contribute to the measure of complexity.

In order to make speed comparisons across competitive systems,
benchmarks on the identical drawings would have to be performed.
But speed is directly related to the price one pays and is not
the only consideration. Accuracy, consistency, and richness of
the resulting CAD entity file may also be important for many
applications

.

3 .

2

Speed

The ANA Tech VANA system, with its hardware vectorizer, can
automatically convert an E-size drawing to vectors in 5-7
minutes. Up to an additional hour is typically required to
transform the dumb vector file into CAD entities. The other
high-end systems also take in the 30 minutes to 2 hour range. At
the low end, Autodesk's CAD/Camera will take from 5 to 7 hours on
a PC/AT for a drawing of similar complexity.

The scanning process, producing only a raster database, takes
from 90 seconds to aoout 4 minutes at 200 lines per inch. Not
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unexpectedly, the more expensive systems have greater throughput
or scan at greater resolution.

3 . 3 Accuracy and Consistency

Minimum detectable line width ranges from .002 to .005 inches.
This is a function of the resolution of the scanner. However, as
explained in Step 6 of section 2 , the accuracy of the resulting
vector file depends heavily upon the quality of the original
document, unless human-assisted methods are used to correlate the
vector geometry as scanned in with the intended absolute
dimensions as represented by dimension lines and other
annotations on the drawing.

Only by performing the functions from Step 6, can a CAD-accurate
database be produced. As yet, no system can perform this step
without human intervention.

3 . 4 System Cost

Prices for automatic scanner systems range from $100,000 to
almost $300,000, depending upon speed, sophistication, editing
capabilities, and hardware capacity. Where editing is supported,
an Apollo, Digital microVAX, or Sun class workstation with
stand-alone computing power is provided.

Scanners without workstations are priced in the $4 OK to $12 5K
range, depending on speed, accuracy, intelligence, and
resolution. The highest priced offering—the ANA Tech Eagle 800
for $125K—includes on-the-fly vectorizing of the drawing. The
other systems create only a raster database, which is later
processed by software to create the vector and CAD databases.

Software-only solutions that run on the IBM PC/AT like Autodesk's
CAD/Camera and Professional CAD/CAM's ProCAD+V/R are much less
expensive ($3K to $10K) , but are less capable and much slower.

Service bureaus are available if the lease or purchase of
dedicated in-house systems cannot be justified. They charge from
$150 to $300 for each E-size drawing converted.

3 . 5 Conversion Cost and Time

No formal studies have been published concerning the time and
cost of converting drawings. Consequently, one must depend upon
anecdotal information and marketing claims; however, there is
generally good agreement on the numbers.

Optigraphics claims that the payback for a scanning and
conversion system can be achieved by processing about 1000
drawings (about one year's work for most engineering
departments)

.
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Audre estimates that conversion of a complex E-size drawing costs
about $11CT and takes four hours, compared with $1,350 and 30'

hours using a standard CAD digitizing approach.

Anderson Reports estimates $225-$550 for the automated path
(taking 5-9 hours) and $450-$1000 for manual digitizing (taking
16-40 hours) . A reported side benefit of the automatic path is
better quality: one experiment reported 30% fewer errors.
Anderson also estimates that the tradeoff point between using a
service bureau and buying one's own system is about 800 drawings.

For consistent and accurate drawings (the highest level of CAD
database) , Metagraphics claims that their system is 4 times
faster than digitizing via a conventional CAD/CAM system. They
also claim a 3:1 cost advantage.

3 . 6 Data Interchange

Most of the commercial systems studied can accept , already
digitized raster databases at the front-end (that is, after Step
1) . CCITT Group 3 and 4 facsimile formats are generally the only
standards supported at this interface. As mentioned in Section
2.1 of the Background section, these formats apply only to
black-and-white (one bit per pixel) images. At present, this is
not a limiting factor because none of the commercial
raster-to-vector systems can handle multiple bit-per-pixel (color
or gray scale) images. However, this could become a concern in
the future, especially for CALS Interactive Delivery System
applications

.

No formal standardized format for the CAD-compatible or
CAD-accurate vector databases has been adopted across the
commercial systems. As described in section 6, each offeror has
a proprietary vector file format and structure, but none are
compatible with any of their competitors. Autodesk's CAD/Camera
product does produce an AutoCAD file— a format that has become a
de facto industry standard on PC-based CAD systems.

To export these databases, the suppliers offer translators. As
explained in Step 6 of section 2, translators to IGES as well as
to the proprietary formats of the major CAD/CAM systems are
available. In section 4 below, it is pointed out that, in
general, only a .few IGES entities are used. Consequently, some
of the semantic content of the CAD-compatible database may be
lost when using IGES to transfer the data into a CAD/CAM system.

Also in section 4, it is concluded that the Computer Graphics
Metafile standard could serve as a common representation of CAD
entity databases, especially if enhanced with a few features as
concluded in the Reccmnendat ions section of this report.
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4.0 Analysis of Vector and CAD Entity File Contents

Four ven'dors --ANA Tech, AutoDesk, Opt igraph ics , and-
Scan-Graphics--provided sufficient technical information to
permit a detailed examination of the vector and CAD entity file
elements generated by their systems. All of these systems
perform some automatic recognition of CAD entities. In the
following sections, the results of the analysis is presented.

4 . 1 Entities Used

Line Entities. All four systems support solid lines; only
Scan-Graphics appears not to store line width information in the
entity file. None appear to have a line type attribute (e.g.,
dashed, chained) ; rather, broken lines seem to be represented by
a series of short vectors.

Curved Entities. All systems can recognize circles and circular
arcs. ANA Tech and Optigraphics also can detect ellipses and
elliptical arcs. Optigraphics can also represent curved entities
as B-splines.

Area Entities. All systems can recognize outlined or "hollow"
filled areas without holes. Only Scan-Graphics cannot detect
solid areas. Both ANA Tech and Optigraphics can also detect and
represent filled areas with holes. Optigraphics can also detect
the special case of a solid filled or hollow rectangle. Autodesk
(CAD/ Camera) and Optigraphics provide special support for an
arrow entity.

Fill Styles. Only outlined ("hollow") and solid fills are
supported by some systems. None support patterned or hatch
filled regions.

Text. Only Autodesk has no automatic recognition of text
entities. From the remaining three systems, support for the
various text attributes is uneven. All support character height,
orientation, and spacing. Only ANA Tech and Scan-Graphics
support recognition of several text fonts, while only
Optigraphics and Scan-Graphics support character expansion
factor. Only Scan-Graphics stores text alignment information.

Color. None of the systems support the storage and
representation of color or gray-scale information.

Symbols. ANA Tech supports only "points" or "dots." Autodesk
supports both "points" and a limited concept of symbols or
"blocks." Both Optigraphics and Scan-Graphics support a general
symbol recognition and symbol representation facility. Symbol
rotation and scale can be detected and represented in the
Scan-Graphics system, while this feature is planned for but not
yet supported on the Optigraphics system.
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4 .

2

Structure

4.2.1 ANA"Tech

The output of the image conversion process is structured into
layers. As mentioned in section 2 above, layers are used to sort
out the mass of information generated during raster-to-vector
conversion into more manageable and more uniform collections of
objects. For example, all text may be placed in one layer, all
geometric elements in another, and all symbols in a third layer.
For the ANA Tech system, it is unclear from the documentation
what criteria are used to decide which elements are placed in
which layer.

ANA Tech's vector file is called Standard Output Format (SOF)

.

Entities can be grouped and connectivity relationships expressed.
4.2.2

AutoDesk

All vectors produced by the image conversion system are stored in
an AutoDesk DXB file that is readable by AutoDesk's widely-used
AutoCAD program. The vectors are placed on layer "LINES" in the
vector database, and solids are placed on layer "SOLIDS." The
raster scan lines comprising any text strings or symbols that
were identified are placed on layer "SYMBOLS," with borders drawn
around them on layer "OUTLINES." Text and symbols are not
automatically processed or recognized by the system.
Instead , human intervention using the AutoCAD product is required.

4.2.3 Optigraphics

Optigraphics Database Format (ODF) is a more highly structured
file format than ANA Tech SOF or AutoDesk DXB. Three sections
comprise the file: a header section containing global attribut.es,
a symbol library section containing the definitions of various
symbols discovered in the drawing, and the geometry entity
section containing the representation of the drawing itself.
Within the geometry entity section, layers and groups of
primitives may be identified.

4.2.4 Scan-Graphics

The Scan-Graphics vector data format IDS, produced by its RAVE
image conversion software, does not provide for any structuring
of the picture data. However, an operator using their
interactive vector editing software, IGMS, may organize the data
into as many as 64 separate levels. The documentation also
refers to an element type ASSORTED which may be used in the
future to provide structure to the elementary data. Finally,
there is an element USER-DEFINED SYMBOL that allows one to
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include symbols that have been previously defined and recognized
by the RAVE software.

4 . 3 Comparison with CGM

4.3.1 ANA Tech

The SOF entity types and their Computer Graphics Metafile
equivalent are given below;

END-OF-FILE CGM END METAFILE

DRAW/MOVE CGM POLYLINE

DATA WINDOW CGM CLIP RECTANGLE/CLIP INDICATOR

LINE WEIGHT CGM LINE WIDTH with LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION
MODE equal to "ABSOLUTE"

TEXT with attributes
CGM TEXT with attributes TEXT FONT INDEX,
CHARACTER SPACING, CHARACTER HEIGHT, and
CHARACTER ORIENTATION

TEXT CONTINUATION CGM APPEND TEXT

RESOLUTION CGM SCALING MODE equal to "metric"

AREA with no holes CGM POLYGON with fill "solid"

AREA with HOLE commands
CGM POLYGON SET with fill "solid”

FONT FILE NAME list
CGM FONT LIST

LAYER CGM BEGIN PICTURE

POINT CGM POLYMARKER

POLYGON CGM POLYGON with fill "hollow"

CIRCLE CGM CIRCLE and CIRCULAR ARC CENTER

ELLIPSE CGM ELLIPSE and ELLIPTICAL ARC CENTER)

Two more elements do not map directly into CGM elements: GRAPHIC
ITEM NUMBER and CHAIN/CONNECTION. These elements are used to
store connectivity relationships between coordinates making up
the picture. This information is included in the SOF only if
needed and requested by the generator of the SOF. If the CGM
were to serve as a replacement for the SOF, APPLICATION DATA
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elements of the CGM would need to be specified to contain this
additional information.

Other Notes:

1. Each layer can be mapped directly into a CGM picture; one or
more CGM pictures comprise a CGM metafile.

2. The SOF may optionally contain font tables, that is,
character height and width information about each ASCII
character in each font. Inclusion of this information can
be suppressed during the generation process.

3. The SOF may also contain line width tables, that is,
information describing how lines of various widths are
normalized to a constant width. For example, a line width
table of [1,3,*6, 8;] indicates that lines ranging in width
from 1 to 5 units should be drawn at 3 units and those of 6

units or greater width should be drawn uniformly at 8 units
wide.

4. The generator of the SOF may indicate whether the character
height is measured from the baseline to the cap line (the
default) or from the bottom line to the cap line. In the
CGM, all character heights are measured from the baseline to
the cap line only.

4.3.2 AutoDesk

The vector file contents produced by CAD/camera map directly into
CGM primitives as detailed in the following:

LINE CGM POLYLINE with line type "solid" and
line width "nominal"

POINT CGM POLYMARKER with marker type "dot"
marker size "nominal"

and

CIRCLE CGM CIRCLE with interior style "hollow"

ARC CGM CIRCULAR ARC CENTER with line
"solid" and line width "nominal"

type

TRACE CGM POLYGON with interior style "hollow"

SOLID CGM POLYGON with interior style "solid"

POLYLINE with closure flag
^Jo immediate effect on CGM
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VERTEX CGM POLYLINE

BULGE CGM CIRCULAR ARC 3 POINT

WIDTH Either (1) CGM LINE WIDTH if width is
constant or (2) CGM POLYGON if width is not
constant, as in an arrow

SEQEND Nothing or CGM POLYLINE if closure flag is 1

SCALE FACTOR CGM SCALING MODE "metric”

NEW LAYER CGM BEGIN PICTURE

LINE EXTENSION CGM POLYLINE

TRACE EXTENSION CGM POLYGON with interior style "hollow"

BLOCK BASE CGM POLYMARKER with marker type equal to
block number

NUMBER MODE CGM VDC TYPE

Other Notes:

1. BLOCK BASE maps into CGM POLYMARKER only if the symbols
denoted by block number are known to the receiving system as
built-in markers.

2. No recognition of text primitives is performed by
CAD/Camera

.

4.3.3 Optigraphics

Information in the header section maps to the CGM elements
SCALING MODE "metric" and VDC EXTENT. The maximum linewidth
element cannot be represented directly in the CGM, but would be
used during rendering to clamp the width of wide lines ro some
reasonable maximum.

Information contained in the Symbol Library Definition Section
does not directly map to any concept contained in the current CGM
specification.

.
However, current work on extending the CGM to

include the concept of segments is underway. When complete,
these new CGM elements will be able to represent symbols well.

The geometric entities map directly to CGM entities with two
exceptions as noted in the list below:

VECTOR STRING CGM POLYLINE or POLYGON
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RECTANGLE

CIRCLE

CIRCULAR ARC

ELLIPTICAL ARC

B-SPLINE

ARROW

FILLED AREA

TEXT STRING

SYMBOL OCCURRENCE

CGM RECTANGLE

CGM CIRCLE

CGM CIRCULAR ARC CENTER [CLOSE]

CGM ELLIPSE or ELLIPTICAL ARC [CLOSE]

No CGM counterpart; use GDP or reduce to
POLYLINE '

s

No CGM counterpart; use GDP or reduce to
POLYLINE'S or POLYGON

CGM POLYGON or POLYGON SET

CGM TEXT with attributes CHARACTER HEIGHT,
CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR, CHARACTER
SPACING, CHARACTER ORIENTATION

INSERT SEGMENT under transformation or
POLYMARKER only in very special
circumstances

.

Other Notes:

1. The rotation and scale parameters of SYMBOL OCCURRENCE are
not yet supported.

2. Generalized Drawing Primitives (GDPs) for B-SPLINE and ARROW
would have to be registered and supported for the CGM to
perform well as a replacement for ODF. [Both of these are
going through the registration process via another CALS
task.

]

3. All vector entities have a display type: solid
(corresponding to CGM INTERIOR STYLE "solid"), hidden
(corresponding to CGM interior style "empty" with no
boundary visible) , centerline (corresponding to "hollow"
filled areas with "solid" borders)

,
cutplane and phantom.

These last two display types are not explained in the
available documentation.

4. All vector entities have line width.

5. No vector entities have color.

6. Although text is recognized, specification of text font is
not supported, unlike the ANA Tech and Scan-Graph ics
systems

.
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4.3.4 Scan-Graphics

Only seven^ element types are used by RAVE to represent the-

scanned image. These are listed below along with their
correspondence with CGM elements.

SIMPLE VECTOR (centerline)
CGM POLYLINE

SIMPLE VECTOR (outline)
CGM POLYGON with interior style "hollow"

CIRCLE CGM CIRCLE

CIRCULAR ARC CGM CIRCULAR ARC CENTER

TEXT with attributes
CGM TEXT with the attributes CHARACTER
HEIGHT, CHARACTER ORIENTATION, CHARACTER
EXPANSION FACTOR, CHARACTER SPACING, TEXT
ALIGNMENT, and TEXT FONT INDEX

FIDUCIAL Not supported directly by CGM; would have to
be represented by a registered GDP (a

fiducial appears to be a text string
representing a latitude and longitude)

CENTERED SYMBOL CGM POLYMARKER with attribute MARKER SIZE and
MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION MODE equal to
"absolute"

USER-DEFINED SYMBOL
Would correspond to INSERT SEGMENT under
rotation and scale, when the extended CGM has
been defined to include a segmentation
facility

.

Other Notes:

1. Color cannot be represented.

2. Several additional elements—ellipse, hyperbola, parabola,
and dimension line— are planned to be used but are not yet
generated by the RAVE software.

3. Line width information appears to be specified outside the
IDS—at least the documentation provided did not seem to
include a place for that information.

4. There was no indication in the documentation of how software
reading the IDS would know whether a SIMPLE VECTOR
represented a centerline or an outline.
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4 . 4 Interface to IGES4.4.1

ANA Tech

Only four of the SOF elements are mapped to IGES entities:

MOVE/DRAW Maps to the IGES COPIOUS DATA entity (106)
form 11.

TEXT Maps to the

CIRCLE Maps to the

ELLIPSE • Maps to the
1.

IGES GENERAL NOTES entity (212).

IGES CIRCULAR ARC entity (100)

.

IGES CONIC ARC entity (104) form

What happens to the other graphic primitive information from
POLYGON and AREA elements is unstated. Presumably the outline
information is converted to lines (IGES COPIOUS DATA form 11)

,

but what happens to the filled portion is not documented.

4.4.2

AutoDeslc

CAD/camera cannot directly output IGES files. However, because
the CAD/camera vector files can be read by AutoCAD, IGES files
can be produced if there is an IGES file generator available from
AutoDesk. The IGES entities so created are not described in the
available documentation.

4.4.3

Optigraphics

Optigraphics sales literature states that vector data can be
expressed in an IGES format optimized for the target CAD system.
However, no documentation describing the actual IGES entities
used was made available.

4.4.4 Scan-Graphics

RAVE IDS files can be converted to IGES formatted vector files
according to the following mapping of IDS data types to IGES
entities

.

SIMPLE VECTOR (centerline)
IGES Line Entity (110) or Copious Data Entity
(106 form 12)

SIMPLE VECTOR (planar outline)
IGES Plane Entity (108)

CIRCLE and ARC IGES Circular Arc Entity (100)



TEXT

DIMENSION

IGES General Note Entity (212)

LINE (when supported)
IGES Leader Arrow Entity (214 form 2)
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPACTS

1 . 0 Regarding the Process

As described in Section 2 of the Discussion section above, three
types of databases are typically created during the process of
converting a physical document (paper, aperture card, etc.) to a

digital form. These types are: (1) a compressed bitmap file with
editing capabilities limited to cosmetic cleaning up of the
digitized image; (2) a CAD-compatible vector database, which
represents the drawing in an efficient manner and which permits
easy modification and redisplay at different sizes, resolutions,
and orientations on a wide variety of hardcopy and softcopy
devices; and (3) a CAD-accurate geometric database, which is
dimensionally accurate and consistent, permitting engineering
analysis and redesign using a CAD/CAM system.

If the goal is to clean up and make a few minor changes to an old
drawing, a bitmap database will suffice. In CALS, bitmap
databases could be used:

- To provide images and photographs for technical publishing
applications. Maintenance manuals and user's manuals,
informative newsletters, and technical specifications are
just a few of the end-products of the on-line computer-based
publishing industry that has emerged in the past few years.

- To support procurement; that is, drawings could be
disseminated as part of bid packages.

- To support computer interactive training and maintenance
delivery systems. Photographs, drawings, and even animated
sequences could be displayed at a raster graphics terminal to
explain how to use or fix a piece of military equipment.

Resizing and rotating raster images is expensive and introduces
distortions caused by statistical resampling of the image (known
as aliasing effects) . Similarly, aliasing effects appear if one
needs to display an image with a different resolution than the
resolution at which it was scanned in and stored. Consequently,
limited use can be made of these raster databases. Even if one
were to standardize on, say, 200 dot per inch resolution for
storing and displaying documents today, in the future, 300, 400,
and even 500 dot per inch display technology will be affordable
and commonplace. Indeed, already today in the technical
publishing industry, 300 dpi is the laser printer standard; 400
dpi is available on some high-end large format electrostatic
printers used for CAD/CAM, facilities management, and mapping
applications; and 500 dpi and higher is used in the color
pre-press and typesetting worlds.
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Recommendation 1: The CALS program should continue to
participate in a standards development activity to specify a

former! raster image file format. The standard should:

- Incorporate CCITT and other compression algorithms.

- Be based on the CGM file structure and encoding
techniques.

- Support multiple bit-per-pixel images.

- Not be tied to any particular set of resolutions.

If the drawing will be used in other designs, will be changed
often, is needed at various sizes and orientations, and will be
displayed on a variety of hardcopy and softcopy devices with
different resolutions, a CAD-compatible (vector and fill area)
database is most useful. In CALS, CAD-compatible databases could
be used:

- In engineering design systems, to input older designs that
are intended to provide a conceptual starting point for new
designs or to input new conceptual designs developed on
stand-alone CAD workstations (perhaps even PC-based)

.

- To support the technical publications process in all its
phases. Pictures represented as CAD-compatible databases can
be cropped, scaled, rotated, and composed to fit the needs of
the documentation. They can be modified and enhanced by a
graphics artist or technical editor to emphasize or
illustrate certain features vital for proper maintenance or
use.

- To support the procurement process in all its aspects.
Drawings can be manipulated just as in the technical
publications process for similar purposes. In addition,
diagrams, drawings, and displays represented as standardized
CAD-compatible databases can be disseminated by the
Government to bidders to be used as benchmarks in the
evaluation of the graphical speed, capacity, and capabilities
of military components and subsystems. Conversely, a oid
package may request that bidders submit standardized,
CAD-compatible databases representing the display
capabilities of their systems. Government employees could
then use these data to evaluate the technical merits of the
proposals

.

- To support computer-based interactive delivery of maintenance
and training assistance. Pictures stored as CAD-compatible
data are much more suitable for manipulation, enhancement,
and animation than are images stored in raster form. Where
photographs or high-density maps are needed, a hybrid
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approach with the raster data in the background and vectors,
filled polygons, and text overlayed in the foreground is a
very viable approach.

Within CALS, converting drawings to CAD-accurate databases is
needed in three situations:

1. When a major engineering design effort is undertaken and
that effort is based on a previous design. For example, an
improved design of an airframe would probably want to start
from the complete geometrically accurate database of the
current airframe.

2. When spare parts need to be procured or reprocured. For
example, in the automated manufacturing of reprocurement
parts, the database could be included in the bid package for
a supplier to pass directly to a numerical control machine
for manufacturing.

3. When a part or subsystem needs to undergo extensive
engineering analysis. For example, analysis for points of
high stress or strain in a helicopter propellor.

Recommendation 2: Suppliers of Raster-to-Vector Conversion
systems should be urged to supply CGM (FIPS 128) files as a
standard way of exporting both the unprocessed vector
information (that is, the output of Steps 3 and 4) and the
processed vector information (that is, the output of Steps 5

and 6) . This would permit vector representations of
drawings to be immediately usable in a wide range of
publishing and drawing systems that plan on using
ANSI/X3.122 (FIPS 128), CGM, as their standard for importing
pictures and diagrams. Publishing systems built around
ODA/ODIF already specify the use of CGM.

2 . 0 Regarding IGES

Exporting CAD-compatible information using IGES is an important
feature of present-day systems. However, the weak conformance
rules associated with the IGES standard (X3 . 110-1981) reduce its
effectiveness, and therefore, only a few entities from IGES seem
to be used by any of the raster-to-vector conversion systems.

Recommendation 3: Using the set of conformance guidelines
and application subsets for IGES (EX)D-D-IGES) ,work with
industry suppliers to raise the level of intelligence that
can be understood by all IGES interpreters. Then, develop a
set of specifications for raster-to-vector conversion
systems conformance. The specifications should indicate how
different components of a drawing should map to IGES
entities

.
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3 . 0 Regarding CGM

Recommendation 2 suggests that CGM be used as the primary vehicle
for exporting digital representations of drawings obtained from
raster-to-vector conversion systems. Although CGM can be used in
its present form as documented in section 4 of the Discussion
section above, enhancements to CGM could be made to make the use
of CGM more efficient and effective. Several ESCAPE'S and GDP's
should be specified and registered with the ISO Registration
Authority.

These are described in the following:

An ARROW line attribute ESCAPE
This modal attribute would apply to all subsequent
polylines and circular and elliptical arcs and
would allow four enumerated values: (0) no arrows;
(1) arrow at end; (2) arrow at beginning; and (3)
arrows at both ends.

An ARROW SHAPE attribute ESCAPE
This modal attribute would control the appearance
of any arrows drawn as a result of the ARROW
attribute. Control over the length of
arrowhead—from tip to base, its width at the
base, and whether the arrowhead is filled or
outlined should be provided as aspects of this
attribute.

A SPLINE GDP element
The parameterization should probably be based on
non-rational B-splines. However, experts from the
CAD/CAM field should be consulted prior to this
GDP's definition.

An ESCAPE control element
Specified as a two-state flag, this element when
encountered in a metafile would disable or enable
clearing of the viewing surface at the beginning
of the next picture and all subsequent pictures.
This functionality has been proposed in the TOP
3.0 CGM application profile and is needed to
implement layers.

Two of the above items, namely the ARROW line attribute escape
and the SPLINE GDP element, have already been identified in Task
2. 2. 2. 2.

2

of the CALS SOW, and have been prepared for the
registration process. In addition, NBS will be investigating
whether there is a future need for representing fiducials,
hyperbolas, parabolas, and dimension lines directly in the CGM.
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Recommendation 4; As outlined above, CAI.S should prepare
several proposals for Graphical Item registration to support
raster-to-vector conversion technology.

The more sophisticated raster-to-vector systems support the
creation of a Symbol Library for a drawing by recognizing
instances of common geometric forms like diamonds, resistors, and
arrowheads. In the current CGM, each instance of such a symbol
would have to be described with its full geometry. No references
to global definitions of symbols are possible. However, the
extended CGM development work taking place within ISO and ASC
X3H3 is considering adding a segmentation facility to CGM. The
rules regarding where segments can be defined and the scope rules
relating to referring to segments have not yet been decided.

Recommendation 5 : Continue work through the Standards
committees to advocate that the extended CGM permit segments
to be defined outside a picture? i.e., in the metafile
descriptor. Such segment definitions should be able to be
referenced from within any of the pictures comprising the
metafile. A facility comparzJDle to GKS's INSERT SEGMENT
under transformation (to permit scaling, rotation, and
translation of the symbol) should be supported in the CGM.

This recommendation is already being worked on in support of Task
2. 2. 1.2.1 of the CALS SOW.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Three standards are relevant to the raster-to-vector conversion
technology. Photographs and drawings may be scanned in and
stored in one of the CCITT Group 3 or 4 facsimile formats.
Similarly, previously generated raster images may be accepted by
a raster-to-vector conversion system in one of the CCITT formats.

Unstructured vector data may be represented using the formats
provided by ANSI/X3.122, the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM)

.

The CGM provides a standard syntax and semantics for storing and
transmitting a broad range of color, gray-scale, and
black-and-white pictures, represented as both vector drawings and
raster images. Three encodings of CGM have been standardized.
Each encoding meets different design objectives—compactness,
speed of processing, and ease of understanding.

Structured and edited geometry data can be formatted for entry
into CAD/CAM systems for subsequent modification and analysis
using ANS/Y14.26M, the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
(IGES) .

The specific recommendations made above concern CALS sponsorship
of changes and improvements in these standards to support CALS
requirements associated with scanning, storing, editing,
modifying, and exporting drawings in digital form by automated,
computer-based raster-to-vector conversion systems.

Generally speaking, the technology has advanced to the point that
most raster-to-vector conversion problems can be solved by the
application of some combination of automatic and manual methods,
at an acceptable speed, with adequate accuracy. Each application
requirement has its own price point; whether the price is
cost-effective depends completely upon the application and the
volume of work required. Where justified, the conversion process
should begin now using current raster-to-vector conversion
technology

.
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GLOSSARY

character set The set of displayable symbols mapped to
individual character codes in a text string. A
character set is independent of the font or
typeface.

color In the context of this report, in addition to
its ordinary meaning, the word color includes
bi-level black-and-white (so called, monochrome)
systems and multilevel gray-scale systems.

color table A table for use in mapping from a color index to
the corresponding color.

control elements Metafile elements that specify metafile
delimiters, address space, clipping boundaries,
picture delimiters, and format descriptions of
the metafile elements.

descriptor elements
Metafile elements that describe the functional
content, format, default conditions,
identification, and characteristics of a

metafile.

device-dependent A system or portion of a system that contains
logic, algorithms, or data that are consistent
with the behavior of a specific graphical
device

.

device-independent
A system or portion of a system that contains
logic, algorithms, or data that do not require
nor represent knowledge about the behavior of
any particular graphical device.

device coordinates
The coordinates native to a device;
device-dependent coordinates; physical device
coordinates

.

direct color A color selection scheme in which the color
values are specified directly, without requiring
an intermediate mapping via a color table.

escape functions Graphical functions that describe
device-dependent or system-dependent elements
used to construct a picture, but that are
other'w'ise not standardized.
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external functions
- Functions present in some graphics standards -

that communicate information not directly
related to the generation of a graphical image.

metafile A mechanism for retaining and transporting
graphical data and control information. This
information contains a device- independent
description of one or more pictures.

metafile generator
The process or equipment that produces a

metafile

.

metafile interpreter
The process or equipment that reads a metafile
and interprets the contents to produce again the
picture represented in the metafile.

normalized device coordinates (NDC)
Coordinates specified in a device-independent
coordinate system, normalized to some range
(typically 0 to 1)

.

pixel The smallest element of a display surface that
can be independently assigned color.

prior agreement A process whereby the generator of a metafile
and the recipient of the metafile come to some
understanding regarding the content or format of
the metafile, that understanding not being
recorded in the metafile itself. In a blind
interchange environment, prior agreement can be
used to overcome limitations of exchange
standards

.

segment A collection of graphical functions that can be
manipulated as a unit. Once functions are
grouped into segments, they are referred to as
segment elements.

world coordinates
Coordinates specified in a device-independent
'coordinate system, whose units are selected by
and are meaningful to the client.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: VENDOR LIST

The following table lists the companies contacted and the
information received.

VENDOR NAME TECH.DOC. SALES LIT.

ANA Tech Corp X X
Audre, Inc. X
Autodesk, Inc. X X
Automated Scanning, Inc. X
Eikonix X
Formative Technologies X
Impell Corp. X
Metagraphics X
Optigraphics X X
Professional CAD/CAM X
QC Data X
Scan-Graphics X X
Scan Group International X
Scitex X
Skantek
SysScan, Inc. X
Versatec X
Vidar X

Complete mailing addresses are given below. Where known,
technical or marketing points of contact are provided.

ANA Tech Corporation
10499 Bradford Road
Littleton, CO 80127
303-973-6722
Contact: Mr. Jerry Hasten

Audre, Inc.
10915 Technology Place
San Diego, CA 92127
619-451-2260

Autodesk, Inc.
2320 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965
415-331-0356
Contact: Mr. Gary Wells
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Automated Scanning, Inc.
8000 E. Girard, Suite 402
Denver, CO- 80231
303-696-6242
Contact: Mr. Don Van Dyken

Eikonix Corporation
23 Crosby Drive
Bedford, MA 01730
617-275-5070

Formative Technologies, Inc.
Foster Plaza VII
Anderson Drive
Pittsburg, PA 15220
412-682-8000

Impell Corporation
2201 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
415-549-9119
Contact: Mr. Jerry Goedicke

Metagraphics, Inc.
30 Commerce Way
Woburn, MA 01801
617-935-6380
Contact: Mr. James Nemecek

Optigraphics , Inc.
9339 Carroll Park Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
619-292-6060
Contact: Mr. Hiram French

Professional CAD/CAM Systems, Inc.
6709 Chokeberry Road
Baltimore, MD 21209
301-486-0644
Contact: Mr. Karl Yatovitz

QC Data Collectors, Inc.
777 Grant Street, #111
Denver, CO 80203
303-837-1444
Contact: Mr. Kenneth Turnbull

Scan-Graphics, Inc.
700 Abbott Drive
Broomall, PA 19008-4373
215-328-1040
Contact: Mr. Larry Krueger
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Scan Group International
5200 S. Quebec Street, Suite 300
Englewood, CO 80111
303-771-0017
Contact: Mr. Richard Amico

Scitex America Corp.
Eight Oak Park Drive
Bedford, MA 01730
617-275-5150

Skantek Corp.
150 Bethel Road
Warren, NJ 07060
201-647-7747
Contact: Mr. Jeffrey Arnold

SysScan, Inc.
100 Jerico Quad
Jericho, NY 11753
516-937-0002
Contact: Mr. Darrell Johnson

Versatec
2710 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051-0982
408-338-0243

Vidar Systems
520 Herndon Parkway
Herndon, VA 22070
703-471-7070
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLES

Examples of the Raster-to-Vector conversion process from ANA
Tech, Automated Scanning, Scan-Graphics, and QC Data (using an
Optigraphics system) are contained in this appendix.

Note especially the final five diagrams from QC Data. This
series illustrates how the same drawing is represented with
increasing fidelity, accuracy, and completeness as it is
manipulated by several stages of processing.
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ANA T-CH CORPORATION

ORIGINAL

To Hand Digitize on CAD System:

U Hours

VANA Scan/Vector Ize

:

7 Minutes

VANA OUTPUT
(Uned 1 1 ed )
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AutomatBCgSLanri^
Automated Scanning, lnc_

Automated Scanning, Inc.

Automated Scanning, Inc

Automated Scanning Offers Several Conversion Options

Original Drawing
This IS a copy of an ink on mylar second
generation black line copy submitted

for scanning. Automated Scanning, inc.

can work from original vellums. CB
mviars. blue lines, and even seoia onnts

Line Edge or Area Scan
Line edge or AREA reproduces solid

areas very well. Using "area fiil" this

vector representation is an excellent

Technical Publications output in

addition, it makes a suoero tracing or

redrawing "ghost" layer
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Center Line Scan
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'eorcduce solid areas
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CAD editino

Redrawn File

Automated Scanmno, Inc can ce

a full range of conversion cC'C^s "•

ciudinQ complete reorav^s 5er''3i_,ce

we use tne latest tecn^-c ogm'^

prices for redraws are sc'^e
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Crawing conventions or ;'a^:a':s
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REPORT

CALS SOW TASK 2. 2. 3. 3.

2

DEVELOPMENT OF CGM
VALIDATION ROUTINES





August 27, 19*17

DEVELOPMENT OF CGM VALIDATION ROUTINES

1 . PURPOSE

Accelerate development of CGM validation routines.
(Task 2. 2. 3. 3. 2)

2

.

BACKGROUND

As a result of NBS/ICST efforts on DoD CALS in FY 86, CGM was
recommended as the computer graphics standard of most immediate
benefit to DoD CALS. CGM, or the Computer Graphics Metafile, is
a standard which provides for the description, storage, and
communication of graphical information in a device-independent
manner for automated information interchange. CGM will provide
CALS with more efficient transfer and more compact storage of
illustration files.

But the development of standards is, alone, insufficient for DoD
CALS needs. The increasing complexity of computer technology
standards such as CGM demands the creation and implementation of
conformance tests to ensure that CALS systems will in fact be
able to interchange data. Thus, requiring the use of CGM in
major DoD weapons and automated systems procurement will ensure
the availability of products that due in fact support the CGM
standard.

DoD CALS has a very ambitious schedule for having such
conformance tests in place to serve CALS needs. However, the NBS
Strategic Plan for Validation of Computer Products in Support of
the CALS Program predicts that CGM conformance tests will not be
ready for at least three years. Validation tests for CGM are in
their infancy, but NBS hopes to build on the extensive body of
knowledge gained from the development of the GKS validation tests
to try and accelerate this process for CGM. This particular task
is a continuing effort, which will be accomplished by
participating in the development by West Germany of the CGM
conformance tests. If direct participation is not possible, then
NBS/ICST will input CALS comments concerning the timeliness and
quality of these tests on a continuing basis. This report serves
as an update to DoD CALS concerning efforts made so far under
this task.

3. DISCUSSION

par>_ of ohj.s tas/^, Daniel R. Benigni and Mark Skaii of iCBl'
attended a GKS-3D and CGM Certification Workshop in Manchester,
U.K. on March 2-4, 1987. The workshop was intended to examine
in-depth the strategies for validating conformance tc CGM and
GKS-3D. Of course, the CGM session was the primary concern
because of its possible repurcussions for CALS' needs for CGM



testing. Other participants .included represents tiv/es of the
various test centres in Europe, naniely the U.K., France, and West
Germany. They are the groups involved in testing implementations
of the GKS computer graphics standard, and will be adding
conformance testing of CGM implementations once they have been
written. Thus they have a great stake in coming up with a CGM
conformance strategy that is feasible.

3.1 CGM SESSION RESULTS

The CGM session concluded that the CGM standard has weak
conformance requirements and tests for conformance solely to the
standard were not sufficient. Test centres agreed with ICST's
position that determining conformance of CGM generators and
interpreters is essential for a test centre since the essence of
CGM is to ensure that it can transfer graphical data between two
systems. ICST introduced the concept of Application Profiles
(AP's) as a means to define specific user requirements which
should be tested against. This strategy envisions that different
constituencies such as MAP/TOP and CALS would develop AP's for
the CGM which generic test routines would use as input to test
for minimum requirements for CGM generators and interpreters.
Test centres in Europe indicated that they would be willing to
test for different AP's. This is very important for CALS, since
it could provide a mechanism for meeting CALS' specific testing
requirements for CGM.

A proposed CGM testing architecture including testing for CGM
generators and interpreters was defined based on the model for
OSI transport layer testing. The conclusion about this
architecture was that checking results would still be very
manually intensive (i.e., visually comparing two pictures).
Another problem concerns how to tell the implementation under
test (lUT) how to create a metafile. Possible options include:
let the site choose; give the site example graphics programs in
GKS to produce metafiles; or give the site a picture from which
to derive a metafile. These problems were not resolved at this
meeting

.

3.2 CGM TESTS STATUS

During the workshop MBS/ICST learned that GTS Gral, under
contract to GMD, has begun work on CGM conformance tests to the
standard in the form of a syntax checker which only tests the
static metafile. Although this is of limited use for CALS, it
does provide the basis for building further tests on top of it.
Peter Scloendorf of GTS Gral, who is developing this software,
gave the status of this development. In brief, he has almiost
>^Oinpiv=i_<=d chis syncax checker for oinary encoaed metafiles and
will be completing the software for all three CGM standard
encodings in the next few months. NBS will be monitoring this
work as closely as possible.



3.3 NCC AND TESTING OF THE COMPUTER GRAPHICS METAFILE

NBS, in conjunction with Eurographics, is cosponsoring an
international workshop entitiled "The CGM in the Real World,"
which will take place at NBS in September. NBS, as cosponsor,
has been able to assign a number of topics to top experts in the
field to write position papers on various aspects of the CGM. In
part to satisfy this particular task, Jane Pink, GKS Test
Service Manager at the National Computing Centre Ltd. (NCC) in
the UK, was asked for her opinions on how CGM implementations
might be tested, what would be involved, how a test service might
be set up for CGM, and what efforts the UK is planning for CGM
testing. Her paper, entitled "Testing of the Computer Graphics
Metafile" has been received, and here is a brief excerpt from it;

It has been determined that very little testing for
conformance can be carried out on a CGM implementation.
Such testing is limited to checking the file format of a
given metafile. However, it is likely that useful
information could be provided by an evaluation service,
providing for testing of generators and interpreters.

...such a service would be economically viable, ...assuming
that funding can be found for development of the test system
required, (since) it is likely that the demand from users of
CGM implementations will force the implementors to submit
their products for testing. The CGM has been included in
the TOP (Technical and Office Protocol) Application Profile
and it is likely that tests for conformance to this profile
will be required.

Future work in the UK on CGM testing will be directed toward
ensuring that the tests and test procedures (that are
developed for CGM) are accepted on an international basis.

Thus, it appears that the UK is serious about expanding their
test services to include the CGM. NBS will be closely monitoring
future efforts of the NCC in the area of CGM conformance testing
as part of this continuing task.

4 . RECOMMENDATION

Continue monitoring this work and provide comments and input
concerning the timeliness and quality of the work.

5 . IMPACT

1<BS/IC3T was able co set direction for an architecture tor the
development of CGM conformance tests which coincides exactly with
the elements of the Statement of Work for CALS this year. First
is that testing to the standard itself is not enough; the tests
must include the CGM generators and interpreters. Part of the
work this fiscal year is to develop a plan for the development of



additional conformance tests needed to validate software that
generates and reads metafiles, which will be in the form of a
reference implementation for CGM. Second, the test centres have
initially agreed to test to CGM Application Profiles, a concept
that NBS introduced at the CGM session. This is also reflected
in the Statement of Work, which has a task to develop conformance
definitions for CGM generators and interpreters in the form of an
Application Profile. This task is being accomplished by defining
an CGM Application Profile for CALS.

6. CONCLUSION

The result of this meeting for CALS is that some thought is being
given to developing tests for CGM conformance, now that the
standard is in place, and implementations are starting to hit the
market which purport to adhere to the standard. NBS plans to
continue this work, and through our efforts on the Application
Profile for CGM in CALS and the development of the reference
implementation, we hope to accelerate this effort in the coming
years to meet CALS schedule needs.
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8. APPENDICES

Reference D provides an in-depth report of the entire CGM session
of the Manchester Workshop, and follows as Appendix A.



APPENDIX A

TESTING THE COMPUTER GRAPHICS METAFILE

REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP HELD AT
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The group considered the conformance requirements of the CGM.
The CGM recognises two levels of conformance: firstly, E^ull

Conformance where a metafile conforms to both the abstract
specification of the CGM (Part 1) and to one of the three
encodings (Parts 2-4); secondly, Functional Conformance where the
metafile conforms to the abstract specification but uses an
encoding other than those described in the standard. It was
considered that clearer, and possibly stronger, conformance
requirements could have been specified. It was recognised that,
in practice, such conformance restrictions are being recognised
for application areas, such as MAP/TOP and the Office Document
Architecture Standardisation.

Validation testing of a metafile and evaluation of the Generator
and Interpreter were considered to be needed by a testing centre.
Although only the metafile itself can be tested for conformance
there will be value in further evaluation. This may offer
testing to application profiles, such as the MAP/TOP profile.

Testing for full conformance of a metafile was discussed in some
detail. There is a need to test the semantics and syntax of a
metafile. This can be similar for all three encodings. The
elements included can be compared with the element list.
Consistency of parameters can also be examined.

Functional conformance is more difficult to test. We need to
extract information about the test metafiles and thus test their
conformance to the abstract specification of the CGM. The group
felt that it was reasonable to require a clear text encoding
description of the metafile from the system under test. Binary
or character encoding could also be supplied but may require more
work for the implementor. This clear text metafile could then be
tested by the test centre.

An overall testing strategy was envisaged with the test centre
having a CGM encoder and decoder capable of producing and
interpreting any legal metafile. Illegal metafiles may also be
produced for testing. The test centre would take a metafile from
the test implementation and check for conformance to the standard
as described above.

It was considered useful to be able to specify the content of the
test metafiles. The only other alternative is for the test site
lo cnoose cne metariies to be tested; rhis is inconsisueac
between tests. The test centre could specify the metafiles using
one of two approaches: describe pictures to be created by the CGM
generator, either in some formal way or simply as pictures; or
to give the test suite some GKS programs from which metafiles can
be created. This latter choice does not define the precise



nature of the xetafile produced but has the advantage or
specifying the picture to be produced in a standard v/ay and is
more equitable between tests.

Testing the interpreter is not part of the standard but may be a
useful evaluation, or necessary for particular application areas.
The test centre, having extracted information about an
implementation, would generate test metafiles to the alleged
support level. The pictures produced by the interpreter could be
checked to some standard pictures and script. These may be the
same pictures as used for the GKS operator tests where
appropriate. In cases where both a generator and interpreter are
available an output metafile can also be tested.

Report information is also necessary. A file of statistical
information on the content of a metafile would be produced.
Information containing details of errors is also necessary. This
latter file will contain information on the nature and location
of the error; a reference to the standard where appropriate; a
list of any parts of the metafile which have been skipped; and a
summary of the elements.



The CGM Group

Anne Mumford and Jane Pink made a presentation to the group
indicating possible testing strategies.

1 . Introduction to the CGM

The CGM consists of 4 parts:

Part 1 Abstract Specification

2 Character Encoding

3 Binary Encoding

4 Clear Text Encoding

The CGM defines two levels of conformance:

full conformance
- to Parts 1 and an encoding from Parts 2-4

functional conformance
- to Part 1

Tests for conformance are only tests of the generator. It may be
useful to have evaluation tests as well.

What approach can be made to CGM testing? We can learn from GKS
tests and also from OSI tests,
appropriate for the CGI too.

The tests for the CGM may be

2. Good test tools

Jane Pink briefly discussed criteria for good t
important points were:

est tools The

- test tools should be easy to
intensive, and not too costly to

implement

.

implement

.

Not too labour

- result reporting should be as automated as possible

.

Less
manual checking. Less reliance on human judgement.

These criteria make life easier for the test centre.

The presentation then looked at a possible testing strategy for
the CGM.

An important part of testing the CGM is to ensure that it can
transfer grapl'.icul lati between two systems.

Looking at testing CGM interpreters and generators. The only
test service commercially available, which bears some similarity
to the testing of CGM interpreters and generators is OSI testing.
In OSI testing, the aim is to check for the correct transfer of



dana ar la'-’er of the model between 2 systems. A limioc-'d OSI
test ser'/ioe iias been avaxiable. at NCC since l93i an:! part: of
this test service is a test system for testing for conformance to
Laver 4, the Transport layer, of the OS I 7 -layer model.

It seemed sensible to investigate the test strategy used for
transport layer testing and see if it was applicable to the COM.
It we briefly look at the test model used (figure 1).

3 . QSI Transport Laver Testing

3 . 1 Introduction

The aim is to demonstrate that the Transport Service under test
is capable of providing for the transfer of data between users.

The . testing involves communication over a live network between
two distinct systems, one of which is under the control of NCC.

3 . 2 Test Method

As with all 3rd party test systems 'black box' testing is used
i.e. the internals of the system under test are not examined.
OSI testing is carried out remotely, controlled from the NCC test
machine

.

3 . 3 Elements of the OSI Test System

Test Driver.

Overall control of the tests to be performed is done by the test
driver

.

The test driver reads and executes tests held on backing store.

"Reference Implementation"

An implementation of the Transport Service with an additional
capability of sending/receiving invalid data.

Data is transmitted to the Implementation Under Test (lUT) by
means of the network seir/ice, provided by layer 3, the network
layer

.

The Reference Implementation also receives data from the lUT and
decodes it.

Exceni"‘>op Ot=‘noi-a^cr

- logs incoming and outgoing data ( PDU ' s

)

generates invalid data.



ACTIVE TESTER SYSTEM UNDER TEST

Figure 1

NCC OSI Testing Model



System Under Test

ICJT - Implementation Unaer Test.

The Test Responder is supplied by NCC, in a number of programming
languages. It represents a predictable user to the lUT and
controls and observes the implementation.

3 . 4 Summary

In summary the similarities to CGM testing are:

- trying to demonstrate that data can be transferred correctly
between systems.

However, in OSI testing, activity can be monitored both at the
upper and lower interfaces of the lUT.

Therefore for transport layer testing, we can observe via the
network layer (the transport layer uses services of the network
layer) and the presentation layer (the transport layer provides a
service to the presentation layer).

The CGM is different. We can only examine activity at one
interface

.

However, Anne and I have attempted to fit CGM testing into an OSI
like model.

3 . 5 A proposed CGM Test Architecture (Figure 2)

The test library contains test data.

The utility program controls the encoder/decoder . The utility
program is capable of generating test cases according to
information supplied about the capabilities of the lUT.

The encoder /decoder is a CGM implementation with the extra
capability of being able to generate incorrect CGM data streams.

3.6 Test process

The encoder /decoder sends a CGM to the lUT. The lUT interprets
the metafile and outputs the picture to a display. The display
can then be manually checked for correctness. The lUT can then
be asked to generate the metafile. The encoder/decoder reads the
metafile and outputs the picture to a display for checking.

Figure 3 looks at testing onlv the CGM generator. This is more
difficult. we are asking the implementor to generate a
particular test picture from some picture description data. The
picture IS stored in a metafile. The encoder/decoder reads the
metafile and outputs the picture to a display for checking.
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Figure 2
A Proposed CGM Test Architecture



Cone las ions^ .7

Process descri’ceo for CCM testing is very manuH.lly intensive. We
must Look at ways or automating the test model.

4 . Testing The CGM Generator

The state diagram from the CGM (figure 4) gives a useful basis
for testing.

We can recognise different levels in the metafile.

Metafile Level

BEGIN Metafile
METAFILE Descriptor

Picture Level

BEGIN Picture
PICTURE Descriptor

Picture Body Level

BEGIN Control
PICTURE Elements
BODY

We can look at the structure independent of the actual elements.
Details can be output in the report.

Internal consistencies can also be checked, e.g. if the VDC TYPE
is to be integer then are integers used?

Testing can be automatic and recovery attempted to the next
element

.

Errors can be reported along with the script giving the metafile
contents. This could be clear text encoding.

Pictures

Picture
Body

Primitive
Elements

END
METAFILE

END
PICTURE

Attribute
Elements

A major problem is how to tell the implementation under test how
to create a metafile. Possible options are:

- let site choose

- give site example graphics programs in e.g. GKS to produce
metaf iles

.

- if the 3*'srem Is c'' interoreter and a generator then give tte
interpreter a metafile and get the lUT to produce a display and
a metafile. This ls then checked. This is not ideal as we
cannot guarantee output will be the same as input.
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Testing the CGM Generator
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Figure 4
The State Diagram from the CGM Standard



ths CClM Interpreter

The test centre can send valid mecafilas which the ii.terprerer
claims to cope with. The graphical output can be checked. Also
the interpreter could possibly produce a metafile which is sent
back for testing on the test service machine. This could
possibly go tjhrough another loop back to the lUT.

6 . Evaluation

This is also useful and things which might be included are:

- can the interpreter cope with

- invalid metafiles

- metafiles with elements beyond those it claims to support

- what elements are supported?

- DRAWING SET

- DRAWING Plus CONTROL SET

- MAP/TOP Application Profile

- does the interpreter have the same capability as the generator.

These presentations were used by the CGM group as a basis for
discussion.



the CGM Group: Monday 2nd March 1 98'^Minutes of

1 . Members of tne Subgroup for the workshop:
Chair - Anne Mumford, Loughborough University
Members - Pecer Schloendorf, GTS-GRAL

Clemens Fflueger, GMD
Jane Pink, NCC
Martin Goebel, PhG-AGD
Dan Benigni, NBS
Mark Skall, NBS

2. The first order of business was to try and decide on an
Agenda to work by. Four points were mentioned, namely;
a) What are the goals and objectives of CGM in the area of

conformance?
b) Discuss Full vs Functional Conformance.
c) Discuss structure and syntax.
d) Discuss CGM relationships to other standards

- GKS, CGI, Extended CGM.

3. In order to better understand the goals and objectives of the
CGM standard with respect to conformance, the following
portions of the CGM specification are repeated here so there
will be no confusion.

7.1 Forms of Conformance
This standard specifies functionality and encodings of
Computer Graphic Metafiles, it does not specify operations
or required capabilities of metafile generators or
metafile readers. Guidelines are provided in Annex D,
however, for those striving for uniformity of results.

A Metafile may conform to this Standard in one of two
ways. Full Conformance occurs when the Metafile conforms
to one of the encodings specified in the Standard.
Functional Conformance occurs when the content of the
Metafile corresponds exactly to the Functional
Specification given in part 1 of this Standard, but a
private encoding is used. These rules are expanded in the
following sub-clauses.

7.2 Functional Conformance of Metafiles.
A Metafile is said to be functionally conforming to this
Standard if the following conditions are met.
a) All graphical elements contained therein match the

functionality of the corresponding elements of this
Standard

.

b) The sequence of elements in the Metafile conforms to
the relationships specified in this Standard, producing
the structure specified in this Standard. For example,
cae Mecaiile must begin with BEGIN METAFILE and end
with END METAFILE, include exactly one metafile
description at the beginning which contains at least
all the required elements, and so forth, as specified
in this Standard.



c) Mo elements appear in the metafile other than those
specified in the Standard, unless required for the
encoding technique. All non-s tandardized elements are
encoded using the ESCAPE elements on che ehteinal
elements APPLICATION DATA and MESSAGE.

7.3 Fiy.1 Conformance of Metafiles.
A Metafile is said to be fully conforming to this Standard
if the following conditions are met.

a) The Metafile is funtionally conforming, as specified
above

.

b) The Metafile is encoded in conformance with one of the
standardized encodings specified in this Standard.

7.4 Conformance of Other Encodings.
A functionally conforming Metafile may use a private
encoding. While it is beyond the scope of this Standard
to standardize rules for private encodings, Annex B
suggests minimum criteria that private encodings should
meet

.

Also under the topic of the goals and objectives of CGM with
respect to CGM Conformance, the first question that arose
was

:

Who will apply for CGM testing?

Will they generally have both generators and interpreters?

At this point Mark Skall introduced the concept of the
Application Profile (AP), which is being used in the MAP/TOP
arena in support of CGM as the interchange format for
computer graphic picture description information in an OSI
environment

.

An ’AP defines conformance characteristics or permissible
combinations for all possible data streams that conform to
that profile. In Mark's words, it defines a set of
require.ments needed by a generator and interpreter to
transfer data for a class of applications. An AP insures
inter-operability of implementation of ISO 8632.

The AP for MAP/TOP specifies conformance to the CGM in terms
of PERMISSIBLE, BASIC, NONBASIC, and DEFAULT values.
Permissible values are the range of values for CGM elements
as specified in ISO 3632. Basic values are the range of
permissible values that are mandatory for conformance to this
AP . Monbasic values are the remainder of permissible values
for C^M «] ements, default values for CCM elamaizts ur

:

the implicit initial values that are assumed for each
parameter. Default values are explicitly overridden by the
Metafile Description Elements, Picture Description Elements,
Control Elements, and Attribute Elements.



Aftar a short discussion, the question was pcseu ~.c toe sub-
aroup: -o we need to test beyond the lunct i :uial

specification? The answer was yes. Then there was some
discussion of what the breadth of testing should be. We
would like as a start to be able to have a simple, automatic
pass/fail test, but that is good for only the syntax testing
and for consistency of metafile definition. But then the
discussion turned on the need of testing the entire system,
of which CGM is only a part. Then we tried to identify what
the whole system might be in a CGM testing environment.

The two figures from Jane's and Anne's talks on their
proposed CGM testing architecture were then debated. It was
argued that in both of these figures, too much emphasis was
placed on the manual side of testing via displays, which
could be placed in a number of places.

It was discussed what form the data should be in 'if either of
these figures were used. The ' Encoder/Decoder

' , which
specifies a full reference implementation capable of
producing any legal CGM, could pass data to an Implementation
Under Test ( lUT ) in the form of data, or a metafile, or
pictures. The pros and cons of each were discussed. The
point was also raised about the lUT - should it create a
metafile which the testing service could use to test against?
Should an lUT be able to choose from a number of pictures
from a particular AP for a class of applications? How does
an implementor get these pictures?

In terms of interpreters, the test service could have a
metafile based on an AP and restricted by what the lUT says
it supports. Then the lUT mught have 3 choices of output,
either: pictures, another metafile, or to a CGI. If pictures
were the choice, then we come around to the same argument
about manual comparison with no guarantees.

The meeting broke off with Mark expressing
developing a list of issues.

the need for



M i nutes of the CGM Group: Tuesday March 3rd 1997

9,00 aci - 11.00 am

1 , latrcduct ion - Suminarv of previous discussions

It is i(^entified that the testing of CGMs requires the
testing of the syntax and semantics of the CGM which provides
a picture capture mechanism.

Testing according to "application profiles" seems to be
useful to reduce the complexity of testing tools and to
provide a useful service. Further evaluation of generators
and/or interpreters seems to be desirable, although this is
very badly (not) described in the standard. For the second
purpose the need was seen to separate between generator
testing and interpreter testing.

The overall aim of the group is to set up a test strategy for
CGM. The first steps will be to consider aspects for testing
"Full Conformance". Then it must be evaluated if the tools/
strategy is also applicable for testing "Functional
Conformance"

.

2 . CGM - Syntax Checker

Peter introduced us to the work he has done so far for
testing CGM syntax. The checker (see appended paper) is made
for binary encoded metafiles and assumes a certain file
format

.

The checker is prepared to test the structure of a CGM, i.e.
performing state transitions according to the delimiter
elements (e.g. BEGIN METAFILE, BEGIN PICTURE, BEGIN PICTURE
BODY, END PICTURE, END METAFILE). Furthermore, within each
state the checker is prepared to decide which Metafile
Elements are allowed and which are illegal.

As the tool is divided into decoder and checker (state
transition machine) it could be used for other encodings
assuming the decoder will be exchanged.

The checker recognises fatal errors, i.e. errors in the
structure (multiple existence of the BEGIN METAFILE, ...) and
other (non fatal) errors, e.g. illegal use of metafile
element. An error report is generated. In the case of fatal
errors the checker stops whereas in the case of other errors

the checker skips to the next delimiter element. It should
be mentioned that the error behaviour is not yet determined
and may be changed

.

It is recommended to extend the checker to be complete state
transition model of CGM, i.e. including the "PARTIAL TEXT"
state.



Araas precisely defined in CGM (for syntax ’lestir.c )
j
j

It is intended to specify as many aspects as possible chat
are to be used for precise testing of full conformance.
Precise, in this case means that a "PASS/FA.IL" decision is
possibielj Four aspects found so far are:

a) the valid CGM Structure - which is expressed by the state
diagram (Figure 4). Delimiter elements perform state
transitions

.

b) the appearance of illegal elements - within each state a
certain class of metafile Elements is allowed while others
are illegal. The use of illegal elements results in an
invalid metafile.

c) consistency with the CGM element list - the Metafile
Descriptor Eleinents describe the functional capabilities
required to interpret a metafile (section 4.3 of the
CGM Standard). This Metafile Descriptor potentially
defines "application profiles". A metafile must not use
other elements than those specified in the descriptor
element

.

d) consistency of parameters - depending on settings/
selections (e.g. colour selection mode) the parameters of
specific metafile elements could be restricted to specific
types (e.g. index or RGB values) or limited to specific
ranges for parameter values.

The extension of the CGM within ISO defines metafile
categories. For different metafile categories, like a GKSM-
category with session capture facilities, the testing tools
may be different, because different categories (picture
capture - session capture) may contain different state
transition models or allow/permit the appearance of metafile
elements in different states.



j a ^ _ r 9 lat 1 on shiTjS between e lements in r.he_ '•netiin
jJ-_£

There are complicated interrelationships between element 3 .n

metafile. The aim is to lock for possiole checks for consistenc'^ ,

Metafile Descriptor Elements

Element Elements effected

VDC Type graphical primitive elements, vdc extent

Integer Precision )

Real Precision )

graphical primitive elements
and attribute elements

Index Precision attribute elements

Colour Precision colour attribute elements, background
colour where direct colour is used

Colour Index Precision colour attribute elements
Maximum Colour Index where colour selection mode is indexed

Colour Value Extent colour attribute elements, background
colour where direct colour is used

Metafile Element List discussed elsewhere

Metafile Defaults
Replacement

Font list text font index (check that fonts not
listed are not then requested in the
metafile

)

Character Set List character set index
alternate character set index
(check that not used one that is not
listed in the metafile descriptor)

Character Coding Announcer character set index
alternate character set index
(check that only the extension mechanism
stated is used)



Picture De s cristcr Elements

N.3, Locki.uq et €mccdingr;, to see if it car* be checked, f-.r excn-’ilv

,

whecher a real number ha.e been given if that is required. This was
considered, but left for passible future discussion.

Element Elements effected

Scaling Model graphical primitive elements

Colour Selection Mode colour attribute elements, auxiliary
colour

Line Width Specification
Mode

line width elements

Marker Size Specification
Mode

marker size element

Edge Width Specification
Mode

VDC Extent

edge width element

Control Elements

Element Elements effected

VDC Integer Precision )

VDC Real Precision )

Auxiliary Colour

Transparency

Clip Rectangle

Clio Indicator

graphical primitive elements

The need to check whether a given value is within a given range
appears in several situations, for example

item valid values

integer precision 8, 16, 24, 32

character set list 0 , ... 4

•!+• cTQfar-ic: ^ Wo — ccc'^ide a routine ~ '~ri n.

c

these
a unified manner.

hese inter-relationships are summarised in the tables over



Con:sistenc7/ graph for (Source of influence: Descriptor elements)

VDC Type > vdc extent
graphical primitives
attrihxite elements

integer (real) precision > attribute elements
graphical primitives

index precision > attribute elerieits

Cblour precision if sel-mcde=direct >
)

)

)

Max colour index if sel-(node=indexed — >
) colour attribute elements

colour index precision if sel-mode-=indexed -

) background colour
->)

)

colour value extent if sel-mode=direct —->)

elanent list > all elements used in OGM
(Check: legaLL elements <— >

elements used)

Font list > text font index (range check)

Character set list > )

) character set index
Character coding announcer >

) altemat. char. set. index
) (range check)



Ccnsistenc/ 'Traoh for 'XM (Source of Lnfluence: Picture desciptor elements)

(check; mode announced < > mode used)

Scaling mode
graphical attritute elements

Colour Selection Mode
auxiliary colour element attribute

line width specification mode > line width element

marker size specification mode > mariner size element

edge width specification mode > edge width element



Consiaterie/ graph fcr (Source of influence: control elanents)

vdc integer preci^cn >

vdc real precision >

integer precision (range check) —

>

character set list (range check) —

>

graphical primitive eleinents

attribute elements

graphiccLl primitive elements
attribute elements

provide check that a given value
is within the required range

provide check that a giv^ value
is within the required range



?3TcLTiet:ar Checks Derived Fror Descrirticns

02^ el

Descr. el

graph
el»

graph
attr

VDC
extent

colour
attr

backgr.
ooi

text
font.ix

char
set.ix

alt.chr
set.ix

VDC type X X X
Integer prec X X X
Real prec X X X
Index prec X X X X X
Colour prec X X X
Max. col. lx X X
Col. ix. prec X X
Col.val.ext X X X
Font list X X
Giar.set.lst X X X
G'.ar.ccd.ann X X X

*2

Scaling Mode X X

Col.Sel.Mode X X
LW Spec.Mode X
MS Spec.Mode X
EW Soec.Mode X

*3

’/DC Precision X X

MF descr . el
*2 ?ic-Descr-ei
*3 Cent. el
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So far, it has been assumed that we have full conformance. We

need to consider how to go about testing functional conformance

.

We also need to think about the sort of output to be output from
a test service. Finally we must consider the overall testing
strategy presented on Monday.

Testing for functional conformance

The idea was suggested of splitting off the decoder from the
checker. The checker would be supplied by the test laboratory.
The implementor would supply the decoder for a private encoding,
which would provide mappings to the function calls. The test
laboratory would have to define the interface to the checker.

Alternatively, a subroutine library could be supplied to the test
site, which would enable them to create a metafile in one of the
encodings

.

It was agreed that some type of functional interface (language
bindings) is what is required.

It is probably reasonable to ask the implementor to provide an
interface to the test software.

It was agreed that we need something which is a functional
interface for a decoder to call

lUT

creates

CGM (own encoding)

Implementor has
decoder

requirement of test lab

pictures 1. CGM (in any one of 3 encodings)
or 2. File (e.g. BEGIN MF

BEGIN PB etc)
or 3. Clear text encoded metafile

A method is required to translate private encoding to a standard
encoding

.

It is probably not reasonable to ask them to produce 1 . The test
lab must provide some software to enable them to produce a file
as in 2. Software would be a series of subroutines. For
example, when they produce a BEGIN metafile, they call a
particular subroutine.



Alternatively the implementor would be asked to output a file in

a defined format giving details of the functions called.

It was suggested that the implementor should produce a clear text
encoded metafile. The implementor would be presented with part 4

of the standard and they would produce a file of clear text
encoding.

In order to test private encodings, some interface is required
and that interface might as well be a script in clear text
encoding

.

People who provide metafiles, should at least be expected to
produce a clear text encoding. In effect, the implementor is
being asked to produce one of the encodings. The conclusion is
that this is as easy as asking the implementor to provide the
information in some other form. However, this is back to full
conformance

.

For the purpose of operating a test service, the suggestions of
Annex B of the CGM Standard for designers of private encodings,

i.e. - to ensure the ability to translate a metafile encoded in
one of the standardized encodings into a private encoding

- to ensure the corresponding ability to translate a private
encoded metafile to one of the standardized encodings

has been reinforced as the only practicable solution to enable
testing.

Additional constraints have to be placed on the implementors to
enable functional conformance to be tested.
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Functional conformance is contradictory - requires private
encodings and allows for no private encoding in the same section.

To verify fJnctional conformance, additional requirements beyond
the standard must be met by the implementors - translation of a

private encoding to a clear text encoding.

In theory, functional conformance cannot be tested if we stick to
the conformance sections within the standard.

Should conformance sections be. modified? If so, how?

Should private encodings be allowed? Since "private" language
bindings are not allowed in the functional standards.

The Validation Testing & Registration (VTR) Group in ISO
TC97/SC21 /WG2 should be involved in conformance sections of all
standards

.

Overall Strategy for Testing

A) The NCC Model for testing the OSI transport layer (layer 4)

was presented

- check for correct transfer of data (same as CGM testing)
( see figure 1

)

- note relationship between OSI testing strategy (and ASN.1)
and CGM testing

3) A proposed CGM Test Arc,hi tecture (see figure 2) (CGM
Interpreter

)

Note manual checking still required.

A ProDosed CGM Test Architecture (CGM Generator) (see figure
3 )

Test Centre will test metafiles at their site

How do we define the metafile which is produced from the lUT?

Study conformance for CGM Generator testing is a syntactically
correct metafile.

Test Centre will '-rererate pictures for lUT to produce a
metafile for a generator. Test Centre can then compare
pictures with the pictures interpreted from the metafile
generated by the lUT.



Hew do W0 ;'reatf> a rnecafile?

'
. Test jido cnooses - not fair test

2. Give example program e.g.GKS

3. Give picture

4. Give picture descriptors (in English Language)

How many tests are necessary to test an Application Profile (AP)
for a CGM (i.e. how many pictures need to be described for a
generator?) (we may get guidance from GKS test suite developers
at Plenary )

.

Test Centres will have to contact each implementor (or user) to
determine what elements he / she is supporting. Pictures must
then the developed to test all those capabilities.

3+4 can be used to describe a metafile.

These problems are expanded later in this report.



issue r Hew to Select Mecafiles for Testing CGM Generators

Descr lot ion The problem is we should specify a strategy fci.

giving the implementor guidance in producing
metafile output for testing purposes.

1

Alternatives

:

1 . Let the Implementor choose an appropriate set
of metafiles

2. Describe metafile output in forms of application
programs, such as GKS

3. Give actual pictures to the implementor

4. Give precise picture description in some formal
form like clear text encoding

pro 1 : Less work for implementor and tester

pro 1 : Only metafiles within the scope of the application
profile are generated.

pro 2-3-4:con 1 : Not a fair test for different generators

pro 1 : The implementor could provide degenerate metafiles
that would pass the test

pro 1 : Picture comparisons not possible because picture is
not known.

pro 2 : Easier for implementor to generate metafiles (if
application interface supported)

pro 2 : Allows a description of picture by tester

con 2: You have to test both the application + the COM
driver

con 2: The mapping between the application + CGM may not
be defined (may be defined for GKS programs in
Annex but not for others)

con 2 :

pro 2 :

Picture contents comparison very hard, but possible

Possible to compare picture content, but very hard
automaoically and at operator interface.



crc N’cr. lirr-itsd to ^^.pecific applicatJ. on interface
(less work Cor tester)

pro 3: Conpariscn at operator interface very easy

con 3-4: Lot of work to code picture into metafiles

con 3 :
* Requires an implementor to have good interpreter to

compare pictures

con 4

:

pro 4

:

con 4

:

Very restrictive - picture level must be at level
of metafile elements (e.g. specified with Z EXTENT)

Picture contents
automatically

.

of metafile are

Isolated test of CGM output driver, not
integrated metafile generator

comparable

of

con 4: Requires detailed descriptions by tester

Pro 1 -2-3-4: Allow testing of CGM syntax and consistency

Recommendation: Recommend Alt.

2

This can be summarised in the table below:

Criteria

Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3

1 . Fairness of test 3 0 0

2 . Amount of work for
Implementor

3 . Amount
Tester

of work for

1 3

2 2

4. Syntax checking 0

5. Visual testing at
Operator I/F 3

6. Automatic check of
piciure curiueii'wS 3

0 0

1 0

Alt 4

0

3

2

0

1

0

where 0

3

Best
Worst
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1 . Vie have co accept the fact that we can't ask an ijiplementcc
to create a metafile. How to create a metafil e ic a real
problem not easily solved, and we recognise tnat fact.

Tomorrow, we will develop an issue format for this problem of
creating 4 metafile, with pros and cons. We could not solve
this problem.

2. Using Fig. 3, the question became of dividing it into distinct
pieces to try and attack the problem. Would the lUT have a
generator as well as an interpreter? In other words the lUT
would be able to accept the tester's CGM and then generate a
metafile back to the tester. Cannot guarantee that an lUT
will generate a metafile - it is not mandatory in the
standard

.

A. Produce a test metafile and Pass Metafile to lUT .

With questionnaire response information, the tester should
be able to produce a metafile that can be sent to the
implementor, who tests it on his system. Where possible
the metafiles in the test library will follow the type of
scripts in the GKS tests as far as general pictures are
concerned. We would then expect the lUT to produce
"reasonable" pictures. Good operator test mechanism.

B . Take Metafile back from lUT
Is it useful to try and automate this? It will come down
to only looking at the picture again. It seemed that the
metafile should be tested at the lUT site only. In this
case, with (A), have both a generator and interpreter,
and then it can't be determined where errors occurred.

Individual tasks for the evening:

( 1 ) Diagram looking at the relationship between elements - Peter and
Clemens

(2) The issues on to create a metafile - Martin and
Dan

(3) What output might be produced by a test centre? - Jane and
Mark

(4)

Summarize what done and check minutes Anne
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The work was reviewea and a report for plenary was nrepareo.

Relatiionship with other Standards

We will have 'application profiles' in the metafile categories of
the extended* metafile work in ISO.,

Do we need to check the mapping of metafile generators to COM?
This would make testing easier.

Should the mapping be in the COM or GKS Standard?

Generation of CGM by GKS should be in GKS. The interpretation is
the mapping of CGM to GKS. Therefore it should be in CGM. Some
debate on this.

Need for relationship between Standards needs to be specified.
Again another WG2 issue.

Felt that work done at this meeting may be extensible to CGI.

How can we test picture contents automatically in CGM/CGI?

Picture must correspond to Application Profile for both CGM/CGI.

Can set up picture description of primitives and their bound
primitives. May be useful for functional standards. Possibly
need to use bit-map for 'lower' standards e.g. CGM/CGI. Then you
need to rely on operator tests or interface testing 'near' to the
screen

.
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CALS APPLICATION PROFILE FOR CGM

I. PURPOSE

Extend Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard conformance
definitions to include generators and interpreters of metafiles.
Currently, conformance requirements in the CGM just refer to the
syntax of the metafile, not to programs which generate metafiles
and read metafiles. Conformance criteria are needed for these
programs to ensure that the complete graphical image is ported
between devices. This is being accomplished by the creation here
of an Application Profile (AP) detailing CALS' use of the CGM.

This document comprises the final specification of the CGM
Application Profile for CALS. High compatibility with the
MAP/TOP V3 . 0 CGM Application Profile (Appendix 1) has been
achieved. There are some differences however, and these are
detailed in this report, along with what is being done about
them. This final report concludes with a description of
additional work which will be needed in order to advance the
Profile to a functionally richer "version 2."

II . BACKGROUND

1.0 Overview of CGM

The Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard, ANSI X3. 122-1986
and ISO 8632/1-4, specifies the syntax and semantics of a
standard file format for storing and communicating computer
graphics pictures. By intentional choice of scope, it limits the
specification to the syntax and semantics of a set of CGM
"elements" for the device-independent description of computer
graphics pictures.

In the year that it has been an ANSI standard CGM's use and its
incorporation into other standard interface and exchange
specifications has been increasing. There are over two dozen
implementations existing or known to be in progress in the US
alone (there are more internationally) . It has been designated
as a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 128,
incorporated as the graphical metafile of the MAP/TOP V3 .

0

specification, and designated as the Geometric Graphic Content
Architecture of the ISO compound document standard (ISO 8613,
currently in DIS stage), aka "ODA/ODIF."

2.0 The Need for CGM Application Profiles

The syntactic specification in the CGM standard is complete and

1



unambiguous. It is, as well, redundant in the sense that there
are three distinct encodings of the same functionality: binary,
character, and clear text. The redundancy serves a useful
purpose, as each encoding is tailored to certain computing
environments and applications, and so the CGM client has the
opportunity to choose a syntax that is optimized to the intended
application.

The semantic specification is less complete. The expected
overall results of using the geometric primitive elements are
well enough specified. However some of the finer details, such
as the precise appearance of joints and endpoints in lines, are
unspecified. This underspecification of semantics was
intentional on the part of the committees formulating the CGM,
since it allows a wider range of existing systems to be
accommodated and makes the standard more adaptable to the various
needs and philosophies of a diverse clientele.

On the other hand, the semantic ambiguity does mean that there
will be no single correct interpretation of a given CGM, and
hence it will be difficult to unambiguously describe an intended
picture using CGM. This is a distinct drawback in certain
application environments. The CGM application areas of Technical
Illustration and Technical Publishing, which are central to the
CALS effort, clearly comprise such environments where unambiguous
semantics are critical.

There are further sources of uncertainty in using CGM in an
application environment. A CGM is produced by a component of a
graphics environment known as a "metafile generator." The
content of a CGM is rendered into pictures by a component known
as a "metafile interpreter." The CGM standard specifically
excludes standardization of the behavior of metafile generators
and metafile interpreters. (Most such behavior is described as
"implementation dependent.") In doing so, a certain
unpredicability of results is introduced into the graphics system
viewed as a whole; for example, CGM generators serving GKS
(Graphical Kernel System, ANSI X3. 124-1985) clients in the
product lines of two different vendors might map out-of-range
attributes differently.

These two sources of ambiguity in using CGM— incomplete semantics
and non-specification of the behavior of generators and
interpreters—do not diminish the utility of the CGM for
technical illustration and technical publishing. CGM is a sound
and suitable basic protocol for these areas. But they do mean
that some further specification (beyond that in the published
standard) is required in order for the use of CGM to be effective
and unambiguous.

Such a specification is precisely what an Application Profile
(AP) consists of. In the case of CGM, an AP can specify;

2



1. complete semantics;

2 . the behavior of CGM generators and CGM interpreters

;

3. additionally, an AP can extend the functionality by defining
additional parameter values, ESCAPE elements, and
Generalized Drawing Primitive (GDP) elements.

Some caution must be taken on the points 1 and 3, to avoid
specifications incompatible with anticipated extensions to the
standard (via Graphical Registration, the Addendum process, or
the normal 5-year review and revision process)

.

An AP specifies minimal and maximal requirements for generators
and interpreters, and ties down all implementation dependencies
of the CGM. As the name suggests, an AP is a set of
specifications appropriate to a given application environment.

One such AP has already been targeted and substantially
completed. It is the CGM Application Profile of TOP (Technical
Office Protocol) , endorsed by a number of major industrial
constituents and incorporated into the MAP/TOP V3 . 0

specification.

For CGM to be used effectively in the CALS Technical Publishing,
Administrative Publishing, and Technical Drawing applications, an
AP must be designated for CALS as well.

3 .

0

Contents of the CGM Standard

A survey of the content of the CGM standard is given in Appendix
2 of this report. It is a copy of an article which appeared in
the August 1986 issue of the magazine IEEE Computer Graphics and
Applications

.

4 . 0 Obj ectives

4.1 Scope of the CALS Application Profile

There are two categories of specification that should be
considered in an Application Profile of CGM:

1. resolution of ambiguities in the metafile and in the
behavior of generators and interpreters;

2. extension of the CGM functionality to handle perceived
functional deficiencies in the standard.

Any Application Profile must accomplish the first task. The

3



second task is important for CALS constituents as well, and could
be handled by definition of ESCAPE and GDP elements, as well as
additional parameter values of existing elements. Presumably
such extended CGM functionality would be submitted for Graphical
Registration. The CGM is functionally lean when measured against
the requirements of automated publishing and technical
illustration. Almost any picture from these application areas
can be represented. For example lines and areas can be used to
represent in the CGM many of the "higher-level” entities of IGES.
But the consequence of simulating the entities with very
primitive geometric elements is a loss of efficiency and data
compaction in the CGM.

In order to be an efficient picture mechanism in the CALS
environment, extension of the functional capabilities of CGM is
necessary. Such extension is taking place formally now within
ISO (the Extended Metafile, Addendum 1 to CGM, and CALS
requirements are being injected into this development process)

.

Unfortunately, even the "fast-track" ISO addendum process is a
slow process.

Another NBS CALS SOW Task for FY 87, 2. 2. 2. 2. 2, entitled CGM
Registration for CALS Requirements, has been completed. Its
purpose was to:

1. identify needed extensions to CGM, and;

2. prepare and submit Graphical Registration proposals for
same.

However, NBS believes that it is (with a few exceptions)
inadvisable to include many of the proposed extensions in the
current CALS Application Profile. Doing so would encourage their
immediate use. While they are useful and needed functionality,
they will be examined and likely modified by graphics standards
bodies before they have official standing in the Standards arena.
Implementations which use the proposals too early in the
registration process would likely be non-standard when the
proposals eventually complete processing.

This Application Profile for CALS will therefore not include
extended functionality, with the following exceptions:

1. the published TOP profile contains two specified ESCAPES,
one of which is an encoding of a function that is stable in
ISO CGI and in the CGEM (ISO Extended Metafile)

;

2 . the additional linetypes and hatch styles detailed in the
CGM Registration report referred to above.
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In summary, the CALS CGM Application profile;

1. will specify semantics and syntax that are ambiguous or
unspecified in CGM;

2. will not, except as noted, specify extended functionality
for CGM.

With regard to point number 2, it must be emphasized again that
these extended functionalities are important to the CALS
community. The problem at this time is the immaturity of the
proposals and the immediate need for an initial AP for the CALS
community. Extended functionalities should be included in a

"Version 2" upgrade of the CALS AP in the near future; that is,

as soon as the work of the ISO and Graphical Registration
committees has progressed far enough.

4.2 Relationship to the TOP Profile

Proliferation of "dialects" of CGM is clearly undesirable and
contrary to the interests of US industry. In fact, occurrence of
such private dialects is directly contrary to the purpose of
standard interface specifications such as the CGM and would
destroy much of the benefit to be gained by using such a
specification.

Accordingly, the highest priority objective of this task was to
realize a CALS application profile that is either identical to,
or is downwardly compatible with, the TOP AP. In other words,
where the APs overlap they should be identical, but CALS may be
somewhat richer or may go further in specifying constraints.

Fortunately there is significant common interest and shared
requirements between the sectors of industry represented on the
MAP/TOP committees and the clientele of the CALS initiative,
particularly in the areas of technical illustration and compound
document exchange. This means that accomodation and convergence
of the profiles (implying changes to both drafts) should be
achievable.

4.3 Specific Goals of the Application Profile

Other specific objectives to be achieved in the specification of
the CALS CGM AP include:

1. A CALS metafile must be a legal CGM; that is, CALS syntax
must be a subset of CGM syntax and CALS semantics must be
legal CGM semantics. This means, for example, that the CALS
environment cannot assume or specify implicit element
defaults that differ from the CGM standard.
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2 . The picture specified by a CALS metafile should be
unambiguous. This means, for example, that private values
of attributes (such as private linetypes) cannot be allowed,
and private elements (private escapes and GDPs, for example)
must be prohibited.

3. The behavior of generators in producing a CALS metafile
should be specified so that identical sequences of activity
at the application level result in identical metafile
contents ( intermediate layers in a graphics environment may
complicate this)

.

4. The behavior of interpreters in parsing and rendering CALS
metafiles should be as unambiguous as possible. This means
that such things as fallback actions when the interpreter
lacks capability, or fallback actions in the face of
geometric degeneracies, should be specified.

5. The format ambiguities of the CGM, such as the "record size"
of the binary encoding (unspecified in CGM) should be
specified

.

6. The CALS CGM AP should be rich enough to accomplish useful
things economically.

7. The AP should be formulated with awareness of the evolution
of graphics standards. In particular, the content of the
Extended Metafile (ISO 8 63 2 Addendum 1, the first set of
extensions to CGM, currently near DP stage) should be
carefully followed. No specifications should be made in the
CALS AP which compromise compatibility with these standards
activities

.

3. Similarly the activities of the Graphical Registration
process (including CALS requirements submitted via the work
done under CALS SOW task 2. 2. 2. 2. 2) must be tracked. Future
compatibility must again be protected.

9. A CALS metafile should be self-identifying as such.

In some cases, these criteria will be mutually contradictory,
which means that it will not necessarily be possible to satisfy
all of them at once.

5.0 The TOP Profile and CALS

As stated above, the highest priority in the specification of the
CALS profile is to avoid proliferation of dialects of CGM. This
was recognized in the work breakdown for this project, v,hich
specified these particulars:
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o Analyze the TOP Application Profile with respect to its
suitability for CALS;

o Analyze CALS requirements for CGM interpreters and
generators;

o Either recommend adoption of the TOP Application Profile
as is, or negotiate with TOP on a compromise Profile
acceptable to both TOP and CALS

;

o Deliver to DOD the recommended Application Profile for
CALS.

Accordingly, emphasis in this task was placed on:

critically reviewing the proposed TOP AP;

establishing a working relationship with TOP graphics
representatives

;

preparing comments and suggestions for changes to TOP
'with the technical review by and endorsement of ASC X3H3
graphics experts;

presenting these to TOP during their comment and review
period

;

and following through with the cooperative effort to
refine the proposals and the resulting TOP profile.

5.1 Historical Overview

When this project commenced, the TOP review process (on the CGM
Application Profile for MAP/TOP V3.0) was less than two weeks
from completion (January 1987 was the scheduled closing date)

.

Although the draft profile had been available for some time, few
graphics experts had taken the considerable time required to
carefully read and critically review it, since at that time it
was 30+ pages of fairly dense and terse technical material.

The first result NBS obtained was an agreement to extend the
review period until 10 February 1987, a week after the close of
the January 1987 ASC X3H3 working meeting in Ft. Collins, CO.
Prior to that meeting, the TOP AP was studied intensively. The
Profile was found suitable for CALS application requirements in
stated purpose, direction, and intent. But there were numerous
problems in the draft proposal.

Fortunately, many of what at first appeared to be serious
technical problems were due to editorial and organizational
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problems, as the Profile drafted attempted to replicate much of
the technical material of Part 3, the Binary Encoding, of CGM.
In this transcription process many errors (some substantial) were
introduced. A plan was devised to reorganize the Profile, and
this was pursued at the Ft. Collins X3H3 meeting.

In addition, there were a number of technical problems:

1. The concept of conformance, particularly "Basic
Conformance," was not clear.

2. Ambiguity was introduced by not prohibiting private values,
e.g., private linetypes, in a Basic CGM (although it was not
clear if this was intentional or an editorial problem)

.

3. There were a number of minor problems with allowable
precisions, datatypes, etc.

4. There were a number of proposed ESCAPES and GDPs which NBS
thought should be withdrawn. Some were not of broad enough
interest; some needed to be reformulated with somewhat more
deliberation and input from other graphics experts; and the
encoding of Data Records for all required improvement.

5. There was some confusion as to whether the Profile specified
implicit element defaults different from CGM. If this were
true then a TOP metafile would not be a standard CGM.

6. The definitions of the predefined bundle tables (for
interpreters to use) needed adjustments.

Proposals were formulated to deal with the editorial and
technical problems. These were considered and improved upon by
an ad hoc working group, which included CALS, X3H3, and TOP
proponents, at the Ft. Collins meeting of X3H3 in the last week
of January 1987.

The output of this effort was a list of corrections to the
initial parts of the profile, and a redrafting of a key 23-page
technical section into 6 concise pages. These changes were
presented to X3H3 plenary for endorsement, and sent forward to
the TOP committee under the cover letter of the X3H3 committee
chair. This packet is included in this report as Appendix 3.

In addition to this liaison statement from X3H3 , 11 members of
X3H3 (suppliers and consumers in the computer graphics industry)
sent individual TOP Comment forms endorsing the results of the
Ft. Collins meeting.

The comments were well received by the TOP experts, since they
represented significant editorial and technical improvement
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without changing the basic emphasis or intent of the profile.
Most of the recommended changes were incorporated.

In March NBS had an opportunity to review the complete revised
profile. A number of inconsistencies and oversights were caught.
These were dealt with by TOP experts and X3H3 experts informally,
and carried into the next version of the TOP profile as editorial
changes

.

Study of the final TOP AP still reveals a number of minor
problems. Some of these are editorial. Some are oversights

—

areas of specification that would be useful but were not
considered in time for the publication of this version of the TOP
profile

.

At the "COM in the Real World” workshop sponsored by NBS and
Eurographics, held in Washington DC in September 1987, a number
of these items were discussed between TOP and CALS graphics
experts. There were agreed changes to both profiles as a result.
It appears that the two profiles will converge and be nearly
identical in areas of substance.
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III. DEFINITION OF THE CALS APPLICATION PROFILE FOR CGM

1 . 0 Conformance

The CALS CGM AP specifies conformance in terms of "permissible”
and "basic” values. Permissible values are the range of values
of CGM elements as specified in ISO 8632. Basic values are a
subset of the permissible values and they constitute the "Basic
Set." For example, permissible values of MARKER TYPE include all
non-zero integers, while basic values include the standardized
enumerated values 1 to 5

.

CALS defines a conforming basic metafile to be one that contains
no elements or parameters outside of the Basic Set. CALS defines
a conforming basic generator to be one that produces only
conforming basic metafiles (or can be reliably commanded to
function in that mode) , and additionally conforms to any
additional generator requirements in this profile.

CALS defines a conforming basic interpreter to be one that at
least correctly interprets any conforming basic metafile, and
conforms to any additional interpreter requirements specified in
this profile. In addition, any conforming CALS interpreter
should be able to parse and skip any elements that it doesn't
understand or support, and any parameter values that it does not
support

.

For interpreters, there are two levels of conformance for the
judging what comprises "correct" interpretation of a metafile:
minimal level and publication level.

Publication Level; all of the elements specifications of the CGM
and this application profile shall be
accurately implemented. This includes the
specifications of CGM annex D.2 and D.5, and
the treatment of indeterminate specifications
of circular and elliptical primitives in
D.4.5. The results should be completely
predictable across implementations conforming
at this level; that is, suitable for
publication as the name implies.

Minimal Level; the specifications of CGM annex D.2
(degeneracies) and D.3 (mapping color to
black-and-white) shall be implemented. The
treatment of indeterminate specifications of
circular and elliptical primitives in D.4.5
shall be followed. The capabilities of annex
D.5 of CGM and of the Basic set as defined in
this profile shall be present. However the
following interpreter fallback actions of D.4
may be taken:
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AUXILIARY COLOR
APPEND TEXT
RESTRICTED TEXT
CELL ARRAY
LINE TYPE
LINE WIDTH
MARKER TYPE
MARKER SIZE
TEXT PRECISION
CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR

CHARACTER SPACING
CHARACTER HEIGHT
CHARACTER ORIENTATION
CHARACTER SET INDEX
FONT DESIGN
HATCH INDEX
EDGE TYPE
EDGE WIDTH
PATTERN SIZE

CGM (ISO 8632) specifies three encodings of the abstractly-
specified metafile functionality: binary, character, and clear
text. This application profile is an application profile for the
CGM Binary Encoding, ISO 8632/3. Future application profiles may
be developed (or this profile extended) for the other encodings
of CGM.

2.0

Metafile Constraints

The Basic Set is defined by -the limitations on Basic Values noted
below. Where an element is not mentioned, it is implied that the
Basic Set includes all values permitted in the CGM.

2.1

Delimiter Elements

TABLE 1. Delimiter Element Constraints

Element Basic Values

no-op An arbitrary sequence of n octets, n=0.. 32767.

2.2

Metafile Descriptor Elements

TABLE 2. Metafile Descriptor Element Constraints

Element Basic Values

Metafile Description (Note 1)
Integer Precision 16
Real Precision (1 ,16,16 ) (fixed)

(0 ,9,23) (floating point)
Index Precision 16
Colour Precision 8, 16
Colour Index Precision 8, 16
Font List (Note 2)
Character Set List (0 ,4/2) (Note 3)

(1 ,4/1) (Note 4)
Character Coding 0 (Basic 7-bit)
Announcer 1 (Basic 8-bit)
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Note 1 ; The Metafile Description element's string:
should include a substring briefly identifying company
or product, so that interpreters can account for known
idiosyncrasies of generators; shall contain the
substring "CALS/BASIC-1"

.

Note 2 : The character set is ANS X3.4, 7-bit American
National Standard Code for Information Interchange
(7-bit ASCII)

.

Note 3 : The character set is ANS X3. 134/2, 8-bit
American National Standards Code for Information
Interchange (8-bit ASCII) . This is equivalent to ISO
8859/1, Right-Hand Part of Latin Alphabet Number 1.

Note 4 ; Four simultaneous fonts are supported. The
font names are selected from the basic font names in
Section 6 below.

2 .

3

Picture Descriptor Elements

Note that the scale-factor parameter of SCALING MODE is always a
floating point number, even when REAL PRECISION has selected
fixed-point for other real numbers. This is not an error—-a

floating-point parameter is needed for some situations where low
precision fixed-point reals would not encompass the range at all
(for example, scaling a plot done with 32-bit integer coordinates
onto a 1-meter piece of paper) and for other situations where
using a fixed-point scale factor would produce unacceptable loss
of resolution. It is not apparent in the CGM standard what the
precision of this floating point parameter is when fixed point
reals have been selected: its precision is (0,9,23).

2 .

4

Control Elements

TABLE 3. Control Element Constraints

Element Basic Values

VDC Integer Precision 16, 32
VDC Real Precision (1,16,16) ( fixed)

(0,9,23) (floating point)

2.5

Graphical Primitives

To ensure portability and predictable results, CALS metafiles may
contain only those GDP elements that are defined in CALS
profiles. This revision of the profile does not contain any such
GDPs.
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2 .

6

Attribute Elements

TABLE 4. Attribute Element Constraints

Element Basic Values

Line Bundle Index 1-5
Line Type 1-5 (Note 1)

Marker Bundle Index 1-5
Marker Type 1-5
Text Bundle Index 1-2
Text Font Index 1-4
Character Set Index 1-2
Alternate Character Set Index 1-2
Fill Bundle Index 1-5
Hatch Index i-6 (Note 2)

Edge Bundle Index 1-5
Edge Type 1-5
Pattern Table Starting Index, 1-8

nx, 1-16
ny, 1-16

Colour Table start index 0-255

Note 1 ; Additionally, the linetypes (and edge types)
defined in section 3.1, which have been submitted for
Graphical Registration, are in the Basic Set of this
profile.

Note 2 ; Additionally, the hatch styles (indexes)
defined in section 3.2, which have been submitted for
Graphical Registration, are in the Basic Set of this
profile.

2 .

7

Escape Element

To ensure portability and predictable results, CALS metafiles may
contain only those ESCAPE elements that are defined in section

7.0

below.

2 .

8

External Elements

The 'action required' flag of the MESSAGE element is restricted
to the value 'no action required'.

3 . 0 Additional Attribute Values

3 . 1 Linetypes

The following additional linetypes were specified for CALS in the
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Final Report for CALS SOW Task 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 , and have been submitted
for graphical registration. Refer to that report for a complete
definition. The name of the linetype is given, followed by the
numeric value (the linetype parameter) by which it shall be
referenced prior to registration.

TABLE 5. Additional CALS Linetypes

linetype CGM parameter value

chain line -11301
center line -11302
hidden line -11303
phantom line -11304
double arrow -11305
single dot -11306
single arrow -11307
stitch line -11308

3.2 Hatch Styles

The following additional hatch styles were specified for CALS in
the GSC report, and have been submitted for graphical
registration. Refer to that report for a complete definition.
The name of the hatch style is given, followed by the numeric
value (the hatch index parameter) by which it shall be referenced
pending registration.

TABLE 6. Additional CALS Hatch Styles

hatch style CGM parameter value

across grain wood -11401
with grain wood -11402
bronze, brass, copper, and compositions -11403
cast iron or malleable iron and general

use for all materials -11404
steel -11405
concrete -11406
cork, felt, fabric, leather, and fiber -11407
earth -11408
magnesium, aluminum, and aluminum alloys -11409
marble, slate, glass, porcelain, etc. -11410
rock -11411
rubber, plastic, and electrical insulation -11412
sand -11413
sound insulation -11414
thermal insulation -11415
titanium and refractory material -11416
water and other liquids -11417
white metal, zinc, lead, babbitt, and alloys -11418
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4.0

CALS CGM Defaults

The CGM specifies a complete set of defaults. In some cases,
these defaults do not match CALS application requirements.
However, any CALS metafile must be a legal CGM, including
implicit defaults, thus each deviation requires that the affected
element either:

1. Appear in the METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT element, or

2. be explicitly specified for its value to be applicable.

Therefore, each CALS metafile shall contain in the Metafile
Descriptor a METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT element that includes
(at a minimum)

:

TEXT PRECISION element; precision 2 (stroke)

.

Each CALS metafile shall also contain in the Metafile Descriptor
the CHARACTER SET LIST element, with the first two indices set to
(0,4/2), (1,4/1).

The CGM leaves the definition of the default color table
implementation dependent. Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 specify how
conforming CALS generators and interpreters shall initialize
their color tables. This removes any implementation dependencies
in color selection while in a closed CALS environment. While it
is not required by this profile, generators may include this
color table in the defaults replacement. This will give
predictable results even in those cases where the metafile may
leave the CALS environment (for color at least — there are other
environment dependencies which cannot be resolved in this way)

.

5.0

Specification of Semantic Ambiguities

The CGM leaves the semantics of a number of graphical details
unspecified or "implementation dependent." This is unacceptable
where predictable interchange is required. The following
specifications are made for CALS generators and interpreters:

5.1

View Surface Clearing

The view surface shall be cleared at the beginning of each
picture (see however the section on ESCAPE elements)

.

5.2

Clipping

Clipping shall be done to the intersection of the viewport and
the device view surface limits when the clipping indicator is
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'off. Clipping shall be done to the intersection of the clip
rectangle, the viewport and the device view surface limits when
the clipping indicator is 'on'.

5 . 3 Linetype Continuation

Linetype shall be maintained (continued) across the interior
vertices of a polyline.

5.4 Edge Type Continuation

Edge type shall be maintained (continued) across the vertices of
a filled area boundary.

6.0 CGM Font Specifications

The fonts in Table 7 are public domain fonts, available from NTIS
# PB251845 (NBS Special Publication 424, April 1976). All of
these fonts are considered to be basic capabilities of a CALS
conforming basic metafile. Any of these fonts may appear in the
Font List element in a CGM that conforms to this AP. The font
names are specified in a manner compatible with ISO 9541, Font
and Character Information Interchange. The font name (Font
Identifier for Base Font) is a concatenated string of the
Universal Font Name and a User Readable Font Name. The User
Readable Font Name is the concatenated string "HERSEY:" to
designate one of the Hersey fonts, and "name string" to designate
the particular typeface.

It is recognized by CALS that the Hersey fonts may not be of
adequate quality for modern publication requirements. The CALS
profile considers any rendering of a requested font conforming if
the rendering is "metrically identical" to the font metrics of
the requested font. This means that the placement and alignment
of the string and the placement, size, and shape of individual
characters (i.e., the drawn portions of the character cells) are
measurably identical. This would allow a good quality filled
font to be substituted for a stroked Hersey font, for example.

Finally, the Hersey "fonts" are really a mixture of fonts and
character sets (e.g., Greek is a character set). The
requirements of the CALS profile are served by providing that the
necessary character sets be supported in part, and the necessary
typefaces be supported in part, so that the combinations required
to render the listed 16 Hersey "fonts" are supported in full.
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TABLE 7. Basic Font Names

1. HERSEY CARTOGRAPHIC ROMAN
2. HERSEY CARTOGRAPHIC GREEK
3 . HERSEY SIMPLEX ROMAN
4. HERSEY SIMPLEX GREEK
5. HERSEY SIMPLEX SCRIPT
6. HERSEY COMPLEX ROMAN
7. HERSEY COMPLEX GREEK
8 . HERSEY COMPLEX SCRIPT
9. HERSEY COMPLEX ITALIC
10. HERSEY COMPLEX CYRILLIC
11. HERSEY DUPLEX ROMAN
12. HERSEY TRIPLEX ROMAN
13 . HERSEY TRIPLEX ITALIC
14. HERSEY GOTHIC GERMAN
15. HERSEY GOTHIC ENGLISH
16. HERSEY GOTHIC ITALIAN

7 .

0

Escape Elements

Support of the following ESCAPE elements is required in CALS
conforming implementations.

7.1

Disable Clearing of View Surface

The normal interpretation of a CGM is such that the view surface
of a device is cleared on each Begin Picture Body element. This
Escape element will disable the clearing of the view surface for
all of the pictures in the metafile. The effect of this Escape
element is to permit multiple metafile pictures to be imaged on
the same view surface with a mapping as described in the CGM
standard. The pictures may have different VDC Extents. Each
picture will be mapped into the current device viewport (whether
default or specified by the Device Viewport Escape element) . If
used, this Escape element must appear in the Metafile Descriptor.
This Escape element is a basic capability of this profile.

Escape Identifier : -301

Escape Data Record : null

7.2

Device Viewport

The default device viewport for interpreting a picture in CGM is
the largest rectangle which maintains the aspect ratio of the VDC
Extent. This Escape element redefines the device viewport for
the picture to some portion of the available view surface. If
used, it must appear in the Picture Descriptor. The
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specification units for the viewport are real fractional
[0.0, 1.0] — the fraction is applied to the default device
viewport. If the scaling mode has been set to metric, then the
device viewport has precedence — the scaling mode is ignored.

Escaoe Identifier: -302

Escaoe Data Record; A single string of text containing the
specification of the viewport.
Parameters in the viewport are separated
by at least one blank character and/or a
single comma character. The decimal
point of the real fraction is required.
Leading zeroes of the real fraction are
optional. There are four parameters:

PI: First corner x-coordinate . Real
fraction of the default device viewport,
in the range [0.0, 1.0].

P2 : First corner y-coordinate. Real
fraction of the default device viewport,
in the range [0.0, 1.0].

P3 : Second corner x-coordinate. Real
fraction of the default device viewport,
in the range [0.0, 1.0].

P4 : Second corner y-coordinate. Real
fraction of the default device viewport,
in the range [0.0, 1.0].

Example: a viewport equal to the upper right quarter of the
default viewport could be coded as:

Escaoe Identifier -301

Escaoe Data Record ".5 .5 1. 1."

This Escape element is a basic capability of this profile.

8 . 0 CGM Implementation Dependencies

This section specifies implementation dependencies and
environmental constraints for this AP.

8.1 General Guidelines for CGM Elements

Unless otherwise noted in this application profile, the
guidelines of CGM Annex D shall be treated by CALS generators and
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interpreters as specified in section 1.1.

Name: Metafile Defaults Replacement

Descriotion: The Metafile Defaults Replacement element shall
not be partitioned. Note that the CGM standard
permits multiple occurrences of this element, so
that partitioning should not be required.

Name:
Descriotion:

Restricted Text
Minimal capability of a basic conforming CALS
interpreter shall be to render the complete
restricted text string (including appended text)

,

scaled isotropically (i.e., specified aspect ratio
for the- text is not distorted) such that the
string fits into the text extent parallelogram.

Name

:

Color Table

Descriotion: The Color Table element has an unspecified effect
when it appears in a picture subsequent to any
graphical primitives. The Color Table element
should appear prior to any graphical primitive
elements to insure that interpreting systems
without dynamic color update capabilities can
render the intended effect.

Name

:

Pattern Table

Descriotion

:

The Pattern Table element has an unspecified
effect when it appears in a picture subsequent to
any graphical primitives. The Pattern Table
element should appear prior to any graphical
primitive elements to insure that interpreting
systems without dynamic pattern update
capabilities can render the intended effect.

8.2 Implementation Requirements for Generators and Interpreters

The specifications in this section augment those of ISO 8632/1
annex D.5 and ISO 3632/3 clause 8.

8.2.1 Additional Generator Specifications

This CALS AP specifies that the values of attributes (e.g.

,

linetype) are restricted to a certain set. When a CALS generator
receives (from the application or graphics system client) a value
outside of the Basic set, it should be handled as follows:
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—If the index is selecting an attribute (e.g., linetype)
,
then

the CGM generator should map it by MODULO onto the Basic range;

—If the index is defining an attribute (e.g., color table), then
it should be ignored if outside the Basic range.

These choices for the generator are consistent with annex D of
CGM.

In the absence of specific application requirements to the
contrary, CALS metafile generators shall initialize their color
tables as described in the next section.

8.2.2 Additional Interpreter Specifications

In the absence of any color table elements (in either the
defaults replacement or the body of the metafile) in a metafile,
CALS interpreters shall initialize their color tables as follows:
the starting color index is set to 2 and the remaining 2 54
entries are a repetition of the following 8 entries:

TABLE 8. Default Color Table

Index Values Meaning

2 (255,0,0) Red
3 (0,255,0) Green
4 (0,0,255) Blue
5 (255,255,0) Yellow
6 (255,0,255) Magenta
7 (0,255,255) Cyan
8 (0,0,0) Black
9 (255,255,255) White

Color table defaults for colour indices 0 and 1 are defined in
the CGM standard as corresponding to the nominal background and
nominal foreground colours, respectively.

8.2.3 Minimum Data Structure Support

Name : Maximum Color Array Dimension

Description : The basic value for the number of color values
that can appear in a color array or color list
parameter. CELL ARRAY and PATTERN TABLE have
color array parameters and COLOR TABLE has a color
list parameter.

Basic Value : 1048576 for CELL ARRAY (one 1024x1024 image);
2048 for PATTERN TABLE (eight 16x16 patterns)

;
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Name ;

Description :

Basic Value :

Name:

Description ;

Basic Value :

Name :

Description :

Basic Value:

256 for COLOR TABLE (entries 0-255)

.

Maximum Point Array Length

The basic value for the number of points and VDC
that can appear in parameters for metafile
elements.

1024

Maximum String Length

The basic value for the length of an individual
string of characters.

256 for all string parameters except data records;
32767 for data records.

Bundle Table

Bundle representations are not settable in the
current version of the CGM. To insure
predicatable results, CGM interpreters and
generators conforming to this profile shall use
the following default bundle tables.

See Table 9.

!

i

I
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TABLE 9. CALS Default Bundle Tables

Bundle Type 1 2

Bundle Index
3 4 5

Line Bundle

Line Type solid dash dot dash-dot dash-dot-dot
Line Width 1 1 1 1 1

Line Color 1 1 1 1 1

Marker Bundle

Marker Type dot plus asterisk circle cross
Marker Size 1 1 1 1 1

Marker Color 1 1 1 1 1

Text Bundle
Font Index
Text Precision
Character
Expansion Factor
Character Spacing
Text Color

1

stroke

1

0
•

1

1

stroke

0.5
0

1

Fill Bundle

Interior Style hatch hatch hatch hatch hatch
Fill Color 1 1 1 1 1

Hatch Index 1 2 3 4 5

Pattern Index 1 1 1 1 1

Edge Bundle

Edge Type solid dash dot dash-dot dash-dot-doo
Edge Width 1 1 1 1 1

Edge Color 1 1 1 1 1

8.2.4 Metafile Transfer Format

Operating system dependencies for file formats can often be more
of a burden for interoperability than differences in interchange
formats. To ensure COM interoperability some conventions are
required for exchanging metafiles.

For transfer purposes the COM shall consist of fixed length 80
octet records. If the transfer medium is magnetic tape, the
80-octet logical records should be blocked into 800-octet
physical records.

In addition, the bit/octet/word order of section 4.3 of Part 3 of
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CGM (ISO 8632/3) is the correct order for interchange between
conforming CALS implementations.

8.2.5 Error Processing

A CALS conforming interpreter should gracefully recover from any
exception condition. If there is something which is not
understood by the interpreter, then if possible that element
should be skipped, appropriate error warnings generated or
logged, and interpretation continue with the next element
following the problem element.

3.2.6 The Use of OSI Data Transfer Services

To transfer a CGM file between two CALS systems the services
provided by either FTAM (File Transfer, Access and Management) or
MHS (Message Handling System) can be used. Remote access to part
of a CGM file is not addressed at this time..

8. 2. 6.1 Using FTAM to Transfer Metafiles

One should specify the CGM file Document Type entry number as
NBS-1 or FTAM-3, Document Type Name as '(ISO standard 8571
document type (6) unstructured binary (4) }

'

for
Contents-Type-Attribute or Contents-Type-List parameters. The
contents of the CGM file should be mapped onto a sequence of
octet strings. The boundary of octet strings has no significant
meaning.

Note: FTAM does not provide a standard document type for a CGM
file. Therefore the Presentation Layer can not be fully used and
it is left up to the user or application programs that remotely
access using FTAM to know that a given file contains CGM
formatted information.

8. 2. 6.

2

Using MHS to Transfer CGM Files

Specify the Body as USABodyPartsBodyPartNumber '
7

' . The contents
of the CGM file shall be mapped on to the body of an IPM (Inter-
Personal Message) as a sequence of octet strings. The boundary
of the octet strings has no particular meaning.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPACTS

1.0 Differences between the TOP and CALS APs

At this point there are a number of differences between the CALS
and MAP/TOP V3 . 0 profiles. These are expected to be eliminated
in the revision and review cycle of the TOP profile.
Collaborative development between TOP and CALS graphics experts
has led to apparent consensus on a number of changes to the TOP
profile. The substantive differences are:

1. The Metafile Description element of a CALS metafile contains
the substring CALS/BASIC-1.

2. The CALS profile allows both floating and fixed point reals
and real VDC. TOP currently allows only floating.

3. In the CALS profile, the implicit default viewport (for
ESCAPE -302) is the largest area of the available view
surface that has the same aspect ratio as the implicit
default VDC EXTENT. The latter is square, so the implicit
default viewport is the largest square area of the available
view surface. The specification of isotropy is missing from
TOP (but believed to be intended)

.

4. The data structure support for Color Table in CALS is 256.
TOP has 254 (believed to be an error)

.

5. The data structure support for Pattern Table in CALS is
2048, eight 16x16 patterns. TOP has 1024, four 16x16
patterns (believed to be an error)

.

6. As specified in the TOP profile, the only fonts available
for predictable interchange are the Hersey fonts. The CALS
profile considers any rendering of a requested font
conforming if the rendering is "metrically identical" to the
font metrics of the requested font.

7. CALS has added a number of additional linetypes and hatch
styles. It is not known if these are appropriate for the
TOP constituents and whether TOP will adopt them. They have
been submitted for graphical registration.

8. CALS adds a number of additional requirements for generators
and interpreters. In particular, the default color table of
TOP becomes a generator and interpreter conformance
requirement in CALS.

9. CALS specifies two conformance levels for interpreters,
minimal and publication.



2.0 Recommended Future Work on the CALS Profile

2.1 Extended Functionality

Significant functional deficiencies have been pointed out in CGM,
when it is considered for efficient use in technical publishing
and technical drawing applications. Other CALS studies have
listed the deficiencies and proposed solutions through graphical
registration. Some of these are fairly non-controversial . Some,
such as the text proposals, may be controversial and may be at
variance with some solution proposals in the graphics standards
community.

The controversial proposals need further detailing and analysis.
The non-controversial ones need to be expedited through the
registration process (and into the standards themselves) and then
incorporated into the CALS Application Profile when they are
stable. They should not be incorporated until they appear to be
fairly stable. Sometime in the next year the second revision of
this profile should begin, and it should continue as a

collaborative effort with the MAP/TOP community.

The user defined linetypes and hatch styles, presented at the end
of this report, should be submitted for registration.

2 . 2 Fonts

A good and useful set of mandated fonts is the highest priority
functional extension for the next year. There should be serious
consideration given to developing a good high-quality public
domain font set to replace the Mersey fonts. The Mersey fonts
are a precedent for this proposal.

At the least, there should be investigation of the possibility of
metric specification of fonts, following the work of ISO 9541, to
allow widespread and uniform implementation of a set of
high-(^ality fonts. A priority is to accomplish this free of any
proprietary claims of current patent or copyright holders.

2 . 3 Conformance

At least two levels of conformance for interpreters are needed by
CALS. The number may be higher but this has not been
ascertained. More levels lead to confusion in the market place.
It should be determined whether one or more intermediate
conformance levels are needed.

2 . 4 Encodings

A single encoding has the advantage of low implementation cost
and thus reduces the barrier to adoption of CGM technology into
CALS environments. There is some controversy over whether the
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binary encoding is adequate to serve the CALS needs. There are
two issues; data compactness and network communications. Little
quantitative information exists on these questions. This
information should be generated and the question of encodings
reconsidered during the next year.

2 . 5 File Format

Early implementation experience, as revealed at the "CGM in the
Real World” workshop, indicates some confusion over the meaning
of the fixed length 80-octet file format for binary files. There
are alleged to be some system-dependent problems with achieving
this. Some pre-TOP CGM implementors chose a continuous byte
stream as the file format. This in turn cannot be handled in
some language/operating system environments. This question
should be studied and the. profile adjusted and enhanced (if
necessary) during the next year.

3.0 User Defined Linetype and Hatch Style Proposals

During study of the TOP profile and the CGM registration task,
the need for user defined linetype and hatch style elements
became apparent. As part of this project general purpose and
flexible formulations of these were developed. These are
presented here. They should be submitted for graphical
registration as linetypes with corresponding ESCAPES.

3.1 User Defined Linetype

This element defines a linetype and associates it with an index
for future reference:

Parameters

:

linetype (IX) - index of linetype being defined;
number of dash elements (I) - number of elements in the

defined line pattern;
list of dash elements (nl) - I>=0, n>=l

n=l means a solid line;
1=0 interpreted as a dot;
First element is a dash, second a space, etc;

Additional parameters (or ESCAPE attributes)

:

duty cycle unit selector = {VDC, mm, native device
units , abstract

}

the value of 'abstract' indicates that the
implementation may normalize and map the sum of the
dash pattern elements at its discretion,

duty cycle (repeat length in units of '..selector')
These two controls define the length of the dash
pattern.

adaptive flag = {no, yes) - an "adaptive” linetype is one
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where every vertex falls on an inked portion of the
line. This is accomplished in plotters by temporarily
modifying the duty cycle for each line segment (ceiling
function) such that there is always an integral number
of repeats (and all predefined linetypes have their
gaps_array defined such that they begin and end with
inked or "pen down" portions) . Default is "no" or
non-adaptive, so that the duty cycle is always the same
regardless of line segment length, unless the user
requests otherwise.

3.2 User Defined Hatch Style

This element defines a hatch style and associates it with an
index for future reference:

Parameters

:

hatch index (IX) - index of hatch style being defined;
style indicator (E) - (parallel, crosshatch);
number of hatch elements (I) - number of elements in

the defined hatch style;
list of hatch elements (nl) - I>=0, n>=2

the array gives alternating (line width, gap
width) - a direct analogy to the linetype array.
Center of the first hatch line is matched up with
PATTERN REFERENCE POINT, if implemented. 0

interpreted as thinnest line width available.
Error if sum of hatch elements is 0.

Additional parameters (or ESCAPE attributes)

:

units indicator = (VDC, mm, device units, abstract)
specifies the units in which 'angle' and 'duty
cycle length' are specified. Also controls the
manner of transformation of the hatching: If VDC,
then the hatching transforms with segment
transform and anisotropic transforms (as if you
had done POLYLINES) ; otherwise, the hatching is
like "wallpaper" that shows through the
polygon-shaped hole - you've mapped all that's
necessary into device units and are doing hatching
in device space. The value of 'abstract'
indicates that the implementation may normalize
and map the sum of the dash pattern elements at
its discretion.

angle (dx, dy) * - default is horizontal;
duty cycle (repeat length)

Specifies the distance measured perpendicular to
the hatch line. The sum of hatch elements in the
hatch element list is normalized to this distance
before presentation of the hatch on the view
surface

.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The TOP Profile was not suited to CALS requirements at the start
of this effort, so most of the efforts for this NBS CALS Task
were expended studying and recommending changes in the TOP
Application Profile of CGM.

Collaborative efforts with TOP graphics experts have been ongoing
throughout most of 1987, right up through the "CGM in the Real
World" workshop (Sept 1987, a joint NBS/Eurographics workshop).
Adjustments made to the TOP profile (and further adjustments
pending) created an adequate basis for an initial specification
of a CALS profile. As part of another NBS CALS Task, functional
extensions to CGM have been recommended, by the process of
Graphical Registration of ESCAPE and GDP elements.

A number of these are reasonably stable: specifically the
proposals for additional hatch styles and linetypes. These are
adopted into this CALS AP as "private" linetypes and hatch
styles, pending completion of graphical registration. Many other
of the extension proposals need close examination by graphics
experts.

When this process has completed or at least stabilized, this
initial CALS profile should be amended or extended to include
such functionality. Similarly, CALS should begin adopting
Extended Metafile (ISO Addendum 1 to CGM) functionality
referenced in the NBS study on needed extensions (e.g., symbol
library facilities) as such stabilizes.

The most serious functional deficiency is the lack of text fonts
of decent quality. The work of ISO draft standard 9541 should be
followed closely here. Future work for CALS should focus on a

method of specifying an adequate and useful set of fonts in a way
which relieves conformers to the profile of obligations to
holders of copyrights on some of the more useful fonts.

Finally, it may prove desirable that all CGM encodings be
available as conforming CALS interchange. This does create a
greater implementation cost for conformers to the profile. Hence
before this is mandated, the results of using only the binary
encoding should be evaluated; and the properties of the encodings
should be carefully studied to ascertain whether the claims of
the CGM standard are valid.
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MAP/TOP V3.0 CGM APPLICATION PROFILE
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Chapter 6 Graphics Specifications

Techoical and Omee Protocols

The computer graphics community is faced with a number of interface and interconnechon

choices and a number of different ways of implemenang those choices. Device* independence

guarantees that a diverse set of computer graphics hardware can be used in a manner transparent

to the operator. It is in the interest of the end-user to have standards speculed for all the

interfaces. Failure to include any of the interfaces will only result in further proliferaaon of non-

standard practices and will lessen the benefit of specifying any standard.

The selection of such standards is not simply a case of determining the "best” from a number of
candidates. Some graphics standards- are not sufficiently well developed in the standards

defimtion process to be considered for this TOP Specification. It is important that emerging
standards reach a level of marunry, such as that represented by the Intemaacnal Organizaaon tor

Standardizaaon (ISO) Draft Imemadonai Standard (DIS) level. In order to avoid confusion
among the vendor and user communities. Under these guidelines, ISO 7942, Graphical Kernel
System (GKS), and ISO 8632, Computer Graphics Metafile (COM), have been selected for this

version of the TOP Specification. As the emerging graphics, sondards mature, their inclusion

will be considered for funire versions of TOP. Refer to Appendix D foe more uiformaaon on the

status of current and emerging graphics standards.
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6.1 TOP Computer Graphics Reference Model

Compuier graphics can be defined as the generation and manipulaaon of pictures .s;.-g

computers. An application program which produces or manipulates computer grapnic ptcrures

requiirs computer graphics services which provide the following:

• Graphics output, the generation and display of pictures on graphics hardware,

• Graphics input, the acquisidon of pictorial informadon from an operator,

• Graphics interacdon, the control of interacdon between graphics input and graphics

output in a single Interacuve applicadon,

• Graphical dau bases, storage and retrieval of (possibly structured) graphical data, and

• Graphics metafiles, the generadon, interchange and imerpretauon of picture

desOTpdons.

Computer graphics standards provide these services in an applicadon-independent and device-

independent manner. Applicadon independence guarantees that the graphics requirements of a

wide vanety of applicaaons can be met with a smad number of Applicadon Program Interface

(API) standards. Device-independence guarantees that a diversity of computer graphics

hardware can be used in a manner oansparent to the operator.

The computer graphics standards developed by ISO TC97/SC21AVG2 anempt to provide a well-

defined, intemaaonaily-accepted funcnonality to meet each of these general requirements. No
single standard can perform ail of the above computer graphics scr/iccs adequately for ail

classes of applicaaons. The requirements of applicaaons wuh respect to computer graphics are

very diverse; therefore, a compaable family of standards e.xists to serve parncular consaruencies

with specialized requirements.

TOP specifies the use of the CGM standard ISO 8632 [CGMRef7-l01 to provide 2-dimensionai

picture interchange between End Systems and the GKS standard ISO 79J-2 [CGNLRcfl31 to

provide an API and Device- Independent Graphics Services (DIGS) for 2 -dimensional graphics.

Standards addressing 3-<iimcnsional graphics have not reached a level of matunry for

specincaaon in TOP. at this ame. The TOP Graphics Reference .^todel illusaates the

recommended CGM and GKS implementaaon. providing inter-operabiliry b-erween graphic

applicaaons and hardware. GKS is necessary to provide the ponability of appiicaaon programs
and programmers, which is idennfied as an imponant user requirement. Furuie revisions of TOP
may refine this computer graphics reference model. Ln parncular. there ire muinple standards

concerned wuh the API currently under developm.ent within ISO TCT97/SC21/‘'»V‘G2. For their

communication requirement, graphics applicaaons will make use of the services provided by the

Appiicaaon Layer of the OSI Reference .Model. Standard interfaces between computer graphics

and commumcaaon aspects of acpLicauons do not exist today. Such topics will be the subject of

future actenaon (refer to .Appendix G).

Figure 6.1-1 shows an ovcriil view of the computer graphics environment. There is a graphics
appiicaaon process and, opaonaily, an operator (if the appiicaaon is intcracnve or input^ven).
The computer graphics functioniiiry is provided by computer graphics sen-uces. which mav use
both graphics hardware and graonics software. This is decomposed into a device-indeoendent
layer and a device-dependent la>er.
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The graphics applicauon may be either a self-contained commercial product or an apphcanon

program or set of programs designed and written by the user. Common applicaaons found in the

technical office include desk-top publishing systems, drafung programs and integrated

spreadsheets which create business graphs. Common technical applicauons include Computer-

Aided Design packages, simuiaaon and scientific data analysis. It is not within the domain of

any standards body or specificaaon at this ame to standardize particular applicaaon programs.

Applicaaons use the computer graphics services through invocaaon of an API. Different APIs
will be appropnate for different kinds of applicaaons. This document specifies the use of one
API; GKS (ISO 7942). GKS supports the needs of many graphics applications. There are

programming Language Applicaaon Bindings (LABs) for the API. TOP specifies which of the

proposed LA^s are mandatory for conformance.

The APIs are implemented to provide the DIGS of the Device- Independent Graphics Layer
(DIGL). DIGS are standardized in the functional specificaaon of an API standard. The GKS
funcaonal specificaaon is Pan I of ISO-7942.--

The DIGL provides services common to all graphics architectures and hardware. Its use makes
device-dependencies oansparent to the user.

A significant feature of current computer graphics systems is the ability to maintain and modify
intemaily resident graphics data structures. This capability off-loads the overhead of

maintaining the graphical data base from the applicaaon program onto the DIGS. GKS fat

output levels higher than 0) supports a graphical data strucrure called the segment. At output

level 2. GKS suppons a specialized GKS workstaaon into which segments can be stored and

later retneved and copied to some other GKS workstaaon.

The device-independent nature of the API is achieved by segregaang ail of the device-dependent

graphics funcaonaiicy into a separate layer of the TOP Graphics Reference .Model, beiow the

DIGL (refer to Figure 6.1-1). This Device- Dependent Graphics Layer (DDGL; supports the

interfacing of the DIGS to specific graphics devices or workstations. The interface between the

DIGL and the DDGL is the Device Interface. The Device-Dependent Graphics Service (DDGS)
IS often implemented as a device dnver.

NVliile ISO TC97/SC21/'WG2 is currently standardizing the graphics funcaonaiicy of the DDGL.
the Computer Graphics Interface iCGD standard [CGNlReflb] is not specified at this ame due to

the incomplete nature of this projecL The CGI defines a VLmiai Device [menace fVDO between
the DIGL 'and the DDGL.

CGM (ISO 8632) is also at the level of the Device Interface. Vy"hde CGI is an interleave

interface, the CGM is a staac analog of much of this funcaonaiicy. The CGM is a picture

desenpaon metafile, i.e.. u contains, m device*, system- and instailaaon-independent form, the

picnire desenpaon information represented by the graphics funenons invoked through the API.

Rather than record an audit trail of the funenons invoked through the API. the CG.M stores- the

output pnmiQves and atmbutes which compose the picture. The CG.M can be used for archiving

and transferring such picture desenpaon informaaon.

The CGM, which is graphics system and device-independent, is created by a CG.M generator.

The CGM generator resides at the level of device dnver and is invoked by the applicanon-

cailable layer. In mm. tne CG.M may be interpreted by in ipplicanon-callable device-

independent graphics system. GKS is an application callable. device-indet?«ndent graphics

system recommended in the reference model. .A mapping between GKS and CGM identifies a

subset of the GKS funcaens which ire used to generate and interpret a CG.M. However, the

CGM generator/interpreter can oe independent of any graphics system.
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Device dnven access actual gnphics hardware or metafiles through an Operaang System

Interface. Physical devices may be distributed on a networic.

The TOP Computer Graphics Reference Model of Figure 6.1-1 also depicu the existence of file

stores outside the domain of the computer graphics services. The graphics applications programs

may maintain application-dependent data bases in system-dependent file stores.

Other relevant emerging standards such as GKS-3D (ISO 8805, [CGMRefld]) and PHIGS (ISO

9592. [CGMRefl5]), which are shown m Figure 6.1-1, are bnefly discussed in Appendix D.

6.1.1 Services Required/Affected by Graphics

Pictures stored in a CGM encoding may be transferred across a network using the services of

File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM) or Message Handling Systems (MHS).

The following application is intended to demonstrate how selected standards specified in this

version of TOP can be used together and to denwnstrate their importance to the end-user. It is

not intended to be an all encompassing view of graphic requirements. It is only one example of

a TOP requiremenL

The purpose of this applicadon is to create a technical report to be delivered to a customer. The

report is to be created in a totally clecnonic form, with the eventual goal of delivenng the repon

in electronic form. The report is to contain objects from several source systems. These systems

include: CAD/CAM applicauons. engineenng analysis applicaaons, graphic arts developm.ent

systems, cxisang hardcopy airwork (image) and text from PC and Host-based systems.

To capture CAD/CAM and engineering drawings for inclusion in the repon requires he
generaaon of a metafile. The CGM (ISO 8632) is specified in this version of TOP to saasfy this

requiremenL Similarly, artwork created by graphics arts personnel via a presentaaon graphics

applicanon also requires the generanon of a COM. Exisang hardcopy artwork is captured m
electronic form via a scanner and software. This input will also be stored in a CGM.

For each of these objects to be included in the technical report, they must be cransferred to the

target system. The target system is where all of the enunes will be merged into an editable fomi.

Tne CGM data will be transferred to the target system from the wide vanety of source systems

asing services such as FTAM or .MHS.

.A graphics editor is required on the target system to finalize the graphics and image for inclusion

in the repoTL This editor must be capable of importing and exporting a TOP conforming CG.M.
An editor of this type requires an API to a graphics subsystem. GKS (ISO 7942) has been
selected as the TOP API. The funcaonaiity required of this ^tor includes scaling, rotanng, text

annotacon, etc.

These objects will then be merged wuh the text into an electronic compound document formaL
This format should be one that can be transferred to users on other systems. TOP is specifying
Office Document Architecture/Office Document Interchange Format (ODA/ODIF, ISO 8613)
for this purpose.
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6.2 Computer Graphics Metafile

This section defines the TOP COM AppUcaaon ProfUe (AP) for the Computer Graphics Metafile

Interchange Format Building Block. The funcnonai descnption and binding rules for tnis

building block are found in Chapter 2. Secuon 2A. 10.

6.2.1 CGM Introduction

The TOP CGM AP defines the conformance characteristics or permissible corabinadons for all

possible daa streams that are specified in the profile. In addition, the TOP CGM AP defines

additional requirement for transmitting, receiving. Interpreting and handling valid CGM data

streams. The definition of such implementauon constraints is usually outside the scope of an

ISO standard. However, such APs are required and necessary to insure uniform implemenuaon
of such standards, especially where interchange in an open systems environment is concerned.

6.2.2 CGM Scope

The TOP CGM AP defines the CGM implementation that is required for computer graphics

picture informadon interchange. CGM implementadons that conform to this AP will be able to

be integrated into other applicaaon processes such as compound document inteichange. This AP
can, in the future, be supplemented by addiaonai CGM APs.

6.2J Definitions

APPLICATION PRORLE (AP) - A specificanon that defnes the use of an Intcmaaonai

Standard, with a definition of all possible data streams that conform to that profile. An
AP insures mteropcrability of implemenuaons of an Intemanonal Standard.

BASIC VALUE - The subset of permissible values for parameters of a CGM element that

are mandatory for conformance to this AP.

CGM MI - A CG.M metafile input worksianon.

CGM MO - A CGM metanie output workstaaon.

CO.MPOUND DOCUMENT • A digital analog of a document containing more than one
component objects (such as character, computer grapnics, image or tacsimiie daa).

COMPOL'ND DOCUTvlE.NT LNTERCHA.N’GE FORMAT - Th,e scecirlcacon for a

mechanism for storing and transferring a compound document. Refer to ISO 3613.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS INTERPACE (CGI) - The specificauon for interface techniques
wuh graphical devices.

COMPUTER GRAPHICS MET.AFiLE iCGM) - The specificanon for a mechanism for

storing and transferring picrare desenpeon informanon. Refer to ISO 8632.

DATA INTERFACE • Te communicanon boundary (i e.. interface) between scfrAire

rniodules or devices com.orsing one or m.ore operanon codes and daa las conmasted
with a subroutine cail mterr'ace).
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DEFAULT value - The implici: viiue for a parameter of a CGM element. For example,

default Metafile Name in Begin .Metafile element is a null sanng.

DEVICE DRIVER • The device-dependent pomon of a graphics system which suppons a

physical device. The device driver generates device class specific output.

GRAPHICAL KERNEL SYSTE.M - A standardized applicaaon programmer’s interface to

graphics systems. Refer to ISO 7942.

METAFILE - Synonymous with CGM..'^"^ representation for the storage and transfer of

graphical data and control informauon. This informaaon contains a device-independent

description of one or more pictures.

METAFILE GENERATOR - Synonym.ous with CGM Generator. The software or hardware
that creates a picture or conveys informaaon in the CGM represcntaaon.

METAFILE INTERPRETER - Synonymous w.th CGM Interpreter. The software or

hardware that reads the CGM and interprets the contents.

PERMISSIBLE VALUES - The range of valid values for a parameter of a CGM element as

specified in ISO 8632.

VIRTUAL DEVICE - An idealized computer graphics device that presents a set of graphics

capabiliaes to graphics software of systems via the CGI.

Note: Refer to ISO 3632. clause 3 and ISO 7942. clause 3, for further derlniuons of

computer graphics terms.

6.2.4 CGM Architectural Concepts

The CGM is designed to be usable and useful to a wide range of acplicaaons. graphics systems

and devices or workstaaons. The CGM is graphics system indecendent, as weil as device-

independenL The CGM is created by a CG.M Generator. The CGM Generator resides at the

level of the device dnver and is invoked by the applicaaon callable layer. Tne CGM Generator
can be used to record device- independent picture desenpnons. conceprually in parallel wuh the

presemaaon of images on actual devices. Figure 6.2-1 illustrates the TOP Graphics Reference

.Model for creaaon of the CG.M.

The CGM is designed to be interpreted in one of r*o ways. First, the CGM can be interpreted by
a special applicaaon program, that in turn invokes a device-independent graphics system to

render the CGM. Second, a device-independent graphics system may have funenons that can be

invoked by an applicaaon to get. read and interpret metafile elements using the faciliaes of a

CGM metafile input workstaaon. Figure 6.2-2 illusuates a CG.M Generator (
primary; Reference

.Model. Figure 6.2-3 lilusoutes the CG.M Interpreter (alternate) Reference .Model.

The GKS may be the device-independent graphics system that is used in Figures 6.2-2 and 6.2-3.

GKS (ISO 7942), however, does not specincaily refer to the CG.M any more than it does to

mother specific class of grapnics device.
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Application
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Davies indeoendent
Graphics racility .

CGM MO CG!
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CGM Generator Facility

t

File Store

Figure 6.2-1: CGM Generator Reference Mcoel
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r'gure 6.2-2: CGM Int9r;:reter Reference ‘/coel
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File Store

Figure 6.2-3: Alternate COM interpreter reference Mccei
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r'gure S.2-2; CGM Interpreter Reference ‘/ccei
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6.2.S CGM Conformance

The TOP CGM AP specifies conformance in terms of "penTussible ’ and ’basic' values.

Pennissible values are the ran§e of values of CGNl elements as specified in ISO 8632. Basic

values are a subset of the permissible values that consutute the 'basic set”. For example,

permissible values of LINE TYPE include all non-zero integen. while basic values include the

standardized enumerated values I to 5.

TOP defines a conforming "basic metafile’’ to be one that contains no elements or parameter

values outside of the basic set. TOP defmcs a conforming "basic interpreter" to be one that

correctly interprets any conforming basic metafile and may have more capability as well. TOP
defines a conforming 'basic generator " as one that produces only conforming basic metafiles, or

can reliably be directed to funcnon in a mode of producing basic metafiles.

In addition, any TOP conforming basic interpreter should correctly parse and ignore any
elements and parameter values that it does not support.

CGM (ISO 8632) defines the form (syntax) and the functional behavior (semanncs) of the

ordered set of metafile elements. There are three different encodings of the CGM that have been

standardized. These include Gear Text Encoding, Character Encoding and Binary Encoding.

This AP specifies the CGM Binary Encoding, ISO 8632/3. Future APs may be developed for the

other encodings.

For interchange of CGM files on a TOP network the binary encoding is required.

The basic form for the command header and smng parameter header is the long form. The long

form of the command header is deuiled in ISO 8632/3, subclause 4.4. The long form of the

string parameter header is detailed in ISO 8632/3, subclause 6. note 6.

6.2.6 Metafile Constraints

The basic set is defined by the limuadons on permissible values below. Where an element is not

menuoned, it is implied that the basic set includes ail values permitted in the CGM.

6.2.6. 1 Delimiter Elements

Element Basic Value

NO-OP .An arbitxarv seauence of n octets,

n=0.1,2 3276'7

Table 6.2-1: Delimiter Element Constraints
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6.2.6.2 Metaiilc Descnptor Elexcncs

Element Basic Value

Metafile Description

Integer Precision

Real Precision

Index Precision

Color Precision

Color Index Precision

Maximum Color Index

Font Index
Chaiacter Set List

Character Coding Announcer

(Note 1)

16

0.9,23 (floating point)

16

8.16

8.16

255
(Note 4)

0.4/2 (Note 2)

1.4/1 (Note 3)

0.1

Note 1: Implementors should use the Metafile Dcscripdon element’s string to include a

bnef idenoficanon of their company or product, so that mterpreters can account

for known idiosyncrasies of generators. The string "TOP/BASIC- 1'* should be

used to label the metafile as conforming to this profile.

Note 2: The character set is ANS X3.4. 7-bit American Nadonal Standard Code for

Informaaon Interchange (7-bit ASCED.

Note 3: The character set is ANS X3. 134/7, 8-bit Amencan Nadonal Standards Standard

Code for Informaaon Interchange (8-bit ASCID. This is equivalent to ISO
3859/1. Right-Hand Part of Laun .Alphabet Number 1.

Note 4: Four simultaneous fonts are supported. The font names are selected from the

basic font names in Table 6.2-8.

Table 62-2: MeuijUe Descnptor Element Constraints

6. 2.6.3 Picrure Descriptor Elements

Element Basic Value

Scaling .Mode (Note 1)

.Note 1: Implementors should use care in specifying the value of the m.etnc scaling factor

to ensure that it has sufficient sigruiicant resolunon to specify the intended

accuracy.

Table 6 2- J Picture Descriptor Element Constraints
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6. 2. 6. 4 Control Elemcms

Element Basic Value

VDC Integer decision

VDC Real Precision

16.32

0.9.23 (floating point)

Table 62-4: Control Element Constraints

6. 2.6.5 Graphics Pnrmuve Elements

To ensure portability and predictable results, TOP conforming basic metafiles may not contain

any Generalized Drawing Pnmiave (GDP) elements.6.2.6.6

Attnbute Elements

Element

Line Bundle Index

Line Type
Marker Bundle Index

Marker Type
Text Bun^e Index

Text Font Index

Character Set Index

Alternate Character Set Index

Fill Bundle Index

Hatch Index

Pattern Index

Edge Bundle Index

Edge Tv-pe

Pattern Table

Color Table

Basic Value

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-2

1-4

1-2

1-2

1-5

1-6

1-8

1-5

1-5

Pattern Table Index. 1-8

nx, 1-16

ny, 1-16

Starting Color Index. 0-255

Table 62-5: Attribute Element Constraints

6.2.6.T Escape Elements

To ensure portability and predictable results. TOP conforming basic metafiles may contain only
those ESCAPE elements that are dcf.ned in Sccuon 6. 2. 3. 2 of this AP.
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6. 2.6. 3 External Elements

Element Basic Value

Message Action Required Rag, 0

Table 6.2 -6: External Element Constraints

6.2.7 CGM Defaults

The CGM specifies a complete set of defaults. In a few cases, these defaults are not appropnate
for TOP requirements. However, any TOP metafile must be a legal CGM. This includes

implicit defaults specified in ISO 863Z/1. clause 6 and ISO 8632/3, clause 8. Therefore, each

deviaQon from the implicit defaults requires that the affected element either:

1. Appear in the .Metafile Defaults Replacement element, or

2. Be explicitly specified for its value to be applicable.

Each TOP conforming basic metafile shall contain m the .Metafile Desenptor a .Metafile Defaults

Replacement element mat includes at a munimum;

1. VDC Real Precision elem.ent, where precision is set to (0,9,23) (floating point).

2. Text Precision element, where precision is set to 2 (smoke).

3. Color Table element, w here the starting color table index is set to 2 and the list of direct

color values for the remaining 264 enenes are a repeaaon of the following eight entnes;

Index Values .Meaning

2 (265.0. 0) Red
3 (0. 265.0) Green
4 (0. 0. 255) Blue

5 (255. 255.0) Yellow
6 (255.0. 255) Magenta
7 (0. 255. 255) Cyan
3 (0. 0.0) Black
9 (255. 255. 255) White

Table 6 2-7: Default Color Table

Color table defaults for color indices 0 and I are explicitlv defined in uhe CGM standard as

corresponding to the nominal background and nominal foreground colors, respeenvely.
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Each TOP conforming basic mcafile shall also contain in the Metafile Desenptor. the following

elements;

1. Real Precision element, where precision is set to (0.9.23) (foaung point).

2. .Maximum Color Index element,where the maximum color index is set to 235.

3. Character Set List element, where the first two character set indices are set to (0.-1/2)

and (1,4/1).

It is not apparent in the COM standard what the default value for the precision of the floating

point real parameter of Scaling .Mode should be. TOP conforming generaton and interpreters

shall assume that the real precision for this parameter is (0.923).

6.23 CGM Related Private Use of Elements

6.2.8. 1 Fonts

The fonts in Table 6.2-8 are public domain fonts, available from the U.S. National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) [CGMRef5|. All of these fonts are considered to be basic capabilmes of a TOP
conforming basic metafile, .Any of these fonts may appear in the Font List clement in a CGM
that conforms to this AP. The font names axe specified in a manner compaable with ISO 9541,

Font and Character Inforraanon Interchange [COMRcfll]. The font name (Font Idenaf.er for

Base Font) is a concatenated string of the Universal Font .Vame and a User Readable Font .N’ame.

The Universal Font .Name for these fonts is assumed to be 'NBS“. pending the registraaon of

NBS with an Organizaaon Name. The User Readable Font Name is the concatenated string

’HERSHEY:’*, to designate one of the Hershey fonts and '’name smng", to designate the

parucular rypcface.

1. N"BS HERSHEYiCARTOGRAPHIC ROMAN
2. N-BS HERSHEYiCARTCXIRAPHIC GREEK
3. N"BS HERS HEY:SIMPLEX RO.MAN
4. N^S HERSHEY:SLMPLEX GREEK
5. .N'BS HERSHEY:SLMPL£X SCRIPT
6. .N'BS HE.RSHEYiCONtPLEX RONUN
7. .N'BS HERSHEY;COMPLEX GREEK
8. .N'BS HERS HEY.CO.MPLEX SCRIPT
9. .N'BS HERSHEY:COMPLEX ITALIC
10. N'BS HERSHEY:COMPLEX CYRILLIC
11. .N'BS HERS HEY;DUPLEX R'ONLAN
12. .N'BS HERSHEY;TR1PLEX ROMAN
13. .N'BS HERSHEYtTRIPLEX ITALIC
14. N'BS HERSHEY;GOTHIC GERMAN
15. NBS HERS HEY -.GOTHIC ENGLISH
16. .N'BS HERSHEYiGOTHIC ITALIAN

Tibie 6 2-8: Basic Foni Names
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6. 2.3. 2 CGM Escape Elements

The following Escape elements are required in all TOP conforming basic metafiles.

6.2.8.2.1 Disable Clearing of View Surface

The normal interpretation of a CGM is such that the view surface of a device will be cleared on
each Begin Picrure Body element This Escape element will disable the clearing of the view
surface for all of the pictures in a metafile. The effect of this Escape element is to permit

mulaple raetaille pictures to be imaged on the same view surface in a temporal manner (i.e.. last

picture overlays previous picture) with a mapping as desenbed in the CGM standard. Picnires in

the metafile may have different VDC Extents. Each picrure will be mapped into the current

Device Viewpon for the picture. This Escape element must appear in the metafile desenpaon
(that is, between the Begin Metafile element and the first Begin Picture element). The Device
Viewport is defmed by the Device Viewport Escape elemenu The default Device Viewport is

the available view sunace.

This Escape element will have no effect on the resetting of the metafile defaults on each Begin

Picture elemenL This Escape element is a basic capability of this A?.

Escape Identifier -301

Escape Data Record: N7.A

6. 2.3. 2.2 Device Viewport

The default Device Viewpon for interpreting a picture in the CGM is the available view surface

of the interpreang device. This Escape element will redefine the Device Viewpon for the picrure

to some pcnion of the available view surface. This Escape element must appear in the Ehcrure

Desenpaon (that is. between the Begin Picrure element and the Begin Picture Body element).

The specificaaon units for the Device Viewpon dcfiniaon is a real fracnon. in the range [0.0,

1.0], of the default Device Viewport. The default Device Viewpon is the available view surface.

Tnis Escape element is a basic capability of this AP. If this Escape elerrent is specified when
the Scaling Mode has been set to metne units, then the Device View-pon Escape wul cause

pomons of the resuiang picmre that do not fit into the specified Device Viga-pon to be clicped.

^*e VDC Extent is mapped into the specified Device Viewpon such uhat the ongin of the VDC
Exxnt coincides wun the ongin of die specified Device Vic'wpon.

Escape Idenaficr: -302

Escape Data Record: .A single str.ng of texL This suing is the specificaaon of the

Device Viewpon. Parameters in the string are separated by at least

one bianJc character andyor a single comma character. The decimal

point of the real fracaon is required. Leading zeroes of the real

fraction are opuonal. There are four parameters. Invalid

pirameten will result in this Escape element being ignored.

?!: Fu'St comer x -coordinate. Real fraction of the default Device
^ cewcert. .n :.~.e .ainge [0 0. 1 0).

?Z, .-nst com.er v-cc-ordunate. Real fraction of the default Device
'.hew port. :n t.ne range [0.0. 1.0].
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P3: Second comer x -coordinate. Real fracaon of the default

Device Viewport, in the range [0.0, l.O].

P4: Second comer y-cobrdinate. Real fracaon of the default

Device Viewpon, in the range [0.0, l.O].

For example, a Device Viewpon equal to the upoer right quarter of the default Device Viewpon
would be coded with the following Escape element:

Escape Idendfier.

Escape Data Record:

Escape Idendfien

Escape Data Record:

-302

••,5..5,1..1.’‘

OR

-302

0.50 0.50 l.O 1.0"

A Device Viewpon equal in width to the left one tenth of the default Device Viewpon and equal

in height to the default Device Viewpon would be coded with the following Escape element:

Escape Idenufier: -302

Escape Data Record: 0.. 0.. . 1. I.
"

6.2.9 CGM Implementation Dependencies

This secdon desenbes the implementadon dependencies and environmental constraints for this

AP. Specifying the nominal values for implementauon pracnces. defaults and opaons will

faciliate uniform generaaon and interpretaaon of the CGM.

6.2.9. 1 General Guidelines for CGM Elements

Unless otherwise noted in this AP. all of the guidelines of ISO S632. .Annex D, shall be idhctud

to by TOP CGM generators and interpreten. In pameuiar. the minimum interpreter capabiliaes

of ISO 8632. Annex D.5, plus the interpreter funcaons defined in Secnon 6.2.6, should be the

minimum supported capabilities.

Name: Metafile Defaults Replacement

Desenpdon: The Metafile Defaults Replacem.ent element shall not be
panitioned. In addiaon, no part of the element will be paraaoned.
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Name: Resmcted Text

Descripaon: .Minima] capability of a basic conforming TOP interpreter shall

render the complete restncted text string (i.e.. Append Text
elements permitted), scaled isotropically (i.e., specified aspect

rano for the text is not distorted), such that the text smng fits into

the Text Extent paraileiogram.

Name: Color Table

Descnpdon: The Color Table element has an unspecified effect when it appears
in a picrure. subsequent to any graphical pnmidve elements. The
Color Table element should appear pnor to any graphical pnmiave
elements to insure that interpreting systems without dynamic color
update capabiiiucs can render the intended effect.

6.2.9.2 Implemenudon Guidelines for Generators and Interpreters

This secnon is meant to augment ISO 8632/1. Annex D.5 and ISO 8632/3, clause 8.

6.2.9.2.1 Minimum Data Structure Support

Name: .Ma,ximum Color Array DimiCnsion

Descnpaon: The basic value for the number of color values that can appear in a

color array or color list parameter. CELL ARRAY has a color list

parameter. P.ATTERN TABLE has a color array parameter.

COLOR TABLE has a color list parameter.

Basic Value: 1048376 for CELL .^RRAY n.e.. one 1024 x 1024 image)
1024 for PATTER.N T.ABLE (i.e.. four 16 x 16 patterns)

2f4 for COLOR TABLE (i.e.. enenes 2-235)

Name: Maxamum Point Array Length

Descnpaon: The basic value for the number of points and VDC that can appear

in parameters for m.etanle elem.ents.

Basic Value: 1024

Name: .Miximum Sanng Length

Descnpaon: The basic value for uhe length of an individual senng of characters.

Basic Value: 2:6 for all stnng parameters except data 'ecorcs
32'67 for data records.
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Name:

Description;

Basic Value:

Bundle Table

The bundle rcprcsentauons are not settable in the current version

of the CGM. This implemenuaon dependency detracts from the

open interchange of the CGM. The following default bundle table

values will permit a picture to be uniformly rendered by all

conforming basic TOP interpreten.

Refer to Table 6.2-9

6 .2 .9 .2.2 CGM Transfer Format

Operating system dependencies for file formats can often be more of a burden on interoperabiliry

than differences in interchange formats. To ensure CGM interoperabiliry, some convennons for

file formats are required.

The file containing the CGM should be formaned into fixed length 80 octet records. If the

record length is less than 80 octets, even octet records are required.

Note: When the files are transferred on magnetic tape, the 80 octet records should be

formatted into blocks of 800 octets.

6.2.10 CGM Error Processing

A TOP conforming interpreter should gracefully recover from any excepnon condiaon. If there

is something which is not undentood by the interpreter, processing of the metafile should

conanue with the metafile element preceding that which caused the excepnon. Exact details for

excepnon handling are outside the scope oFthis specificanon.
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6.2.11 CG.M Conformance Testing

Conformance tesang rccommendanons for the conforming TOP basic metaille a ill be addressed

by subsequent releases of this spectficaaon.

Bundle Type Bundle Index

Bundle
Represenudon 1 2 3 4 5

Line Bundle
Line Type Solid Dash
Line Width 1 1

Line Color I 1

•Maricer Bundle
.Marker Type Dot Plus

.Marker Size I I

•Marker Color I I

Text Bundle
Font Index I I

Text Precision Stroke Stroke

Character I 0.5

Expansion Factor

Character 0 0

Spacing
Text Color 1 I

Fill Area Bundle
Intenor Style Hatch Hatch

Fill Color I 1

Hatch Index I 2

Pattern Index I 1

Edge Bundle
EdgeT;/pe’ Solid Dash
Edge Width 1 I

Edge Color I I

Table 62-

. Dot Dash-dot...Dash-dot-dot
1 1 1

1 1 1

Astensk Circle Cross
1 1 1

1 1 1

Hatch Hatch Hatch
1 1 1

a a 5

1 1 1

Dot Dash-dot Dash-dot-dot

1 1 1

1 1 I

uc Bundle Table
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6.2.12 CGM References

These references relate to documents applicable to this specification and axe in addition to those

referenced in ISO 8632.

CGMRefl

CGMRe£2

CGMRef3

CGMRef4

CGMRefS

CGMRef6

CGMReH

CGMRefS

CGMRef9

CGMReflO

CGMRefl 1

CGMRefl2

CGMRefl 3

CGMRefU

ANS X3.4 • 1986. 7-bit Amencan Naaonal Standard Code for

Information Interchange.

ANS X3.41 - 1974. American National Standard Code Extension

Techniques for Use With the 7-bit Coded Character Set of Amencan
NaQonai Standard Code for Information Interchange.

ANS X3. 134/1-1987, American Nadonai Standard Code for 8-bit

ASCII S mac ture

ANS X3. 134/2- 1987, American Nadonai Standard Code for 7-bu and
8-bit ASCII Supplemental Multilingual Graphic Character Set.

.VBS Special Publicadon 424 - Apnl 1976, Hershey Fonts.

ISO DIS 8613. Informaaon Processing - Text and Office Systems -

Office Document Architecture and Interchange Format (.ODA/ODIF).

ISO 8632/1. Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Graphics -

Metafile (CGM) for the Storage and Transfer of Picture Desenpaon
Informaaon. Part I; Funcuonal Spccificadon.

ISO 8632/2. Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Graphics -

Metafile (CGM) for the Storage and Transfer of Picnire Desenpaon
Informaaon. Part 2; Character Encoding.

ISO 8632/3. Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Graphics -

Metafile (CGM) for the Storage and Transfer of Picture Desenpaon
Informaaon. Part 3; Binary Encoding.

ISO 8632/4, Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Graphics -

-Metafile (CGM) for the Storage and Transfer of Picrure Desenpaon
Informaaon. Part 4; Clear Text Encoding.

ISO 9541, Lnformacon Processing Systems - Font and Character

Informaaon Interchange.

ISO DtS 8859/1. Informaaon Processing - 8-Bii Single Byte Coded
Graphic Character Sets. Pan 1; Laon Alphabet Pan 1.

ISO 7942. Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Gnphics -

Graphical Kernel System (GKS) Functional Desenpaon.

ISO DIS 8805 . Informaaon Processing Systems - Computer Graphics
- GraohicaJ Kernel System for Tlnree Dimensions 'GKS-3D)
Fu.nctionai Desenpaon.
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CGMRefl5 ISO DP 9592. [nformauon Processing Systems • Computer Graphics -

Programmers Hierarchical Inceracnve Graphics System (PHIGS).

CGMRefl6 ISOTC97/SC21 N1179. Information Processing System - Comcuter
Graphics • Interfacing Techniques for Dialogues with Gnpnicai
Devices iCGD.

6.2.13 The Use of OSI Data Transfer Services

To. transfer a CGM file bcrween rwo TOP End Systems, the services provided either by FTAM
or by MHS can be used. Remote access to pan of a CGM file is not addressed at this arae.

Using FTAM to transfer CGM files:

One should specify the CGM file Document Tvpc entry number as or
FTAM-3, E3ocuraent Type Name as ‘{ISO standard 8571 document

. type (6)

unstrucmred binary (-i)}’ for Contents-Typc-Attnbute or Contenis-T:^-List
parameten. The contents of the CGM file should be mapped onto a sequence of

octet strings. The boundary of octet scnngs has no significant meaning.

.Vote: FTAM docs not provide a standard document type for a CGM file. Therefore, the

Presentaaon Layer can not be fully used and it is left up to the user or appucacon
programs that rem.otely access files using FTAM to know that a given file contains

CGM formatted informaaon.

Using MHS to transfer CG.M files:

Specify the Body as USABodyPirts BodyPartNum.ber ‘7’. The contents of the CGM
file shall be mapped on to the body of an IPM as a sequence of octet stnngs. The
boundary of the octet smings has no parr.cuiar semantics.
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SURVEY ARTICLE ON CGM TECHNICAL DETAILS
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The Computer Graphics Metafile

Lofton Henderson, Henderson Software

Marsaret Journey, Precision Visuals

Chris Osiand, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

Th« Computer Graphics Metafile ia thv onty stai^

Card for graphical database specification deeigne<lte

serve a wide range of applications. Ae auett, thier?

standard fO€ capturing, multiple, device-independent

picture deflnittona Is necessarily complex. CGM it a
precise^ concise and aometimea terae 3pecificatloft«

and it ie hard to graap all the ramifications even after,

several readlr>g«''The purpose of this article is to

provide some idee of the basic goals of CGM, its

structure, and what It does and does not standardue-
aa well aa to illustrate how it worKs when applied.

TA he Computer Graphics Metafile, or CG.M. uill soon

become the first standard for a general-purpose graphical

metafile. The computer graphics mdustrv '.vill have for

the first time, a versatile and standard definition of a file

for the capture, transfer, and archiving of pictorial in-

formation. Understanding CG.M is no easv task, hovvev er:

Its definition has the conciseness and precision ot a legal

document, containing numerous subtleties and intricate

detail. Even with careful studv the proper interpretation

and usage of the metafile is easilv lost m the details.

This article presents an overview of CGM s basic phi-

losophv, describes us contents, and outlines its uses.
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Topics include the general concepts of graphical meta-

files, including what tvpe of metafile CGM is, and the

structure and contents of CGM and the funcuonalitv of

the metafile itself. Several detailed CGM application

scenanos are developed to illustrate the adaptabilitv of

CGM and how CGM elements may be used to achieve this

versatility.

What is a sraphical metafile?

Consider two graphical sessions on a local area net-

work. On one computer an application program is gener-

ating graphical representations of technical data and

saving them for later off-line plotting. The file format is

binarv. resembling a low-level graphics device protocol

but in fact corresponding to no existing graphics device.

Elsewhere in the network a technical writer is interac-

tivelv generating illustrations with a drawing package

based on GKS. During the session a complete ASCII

TImetabt* for CGM
197S SetH«c I workshop explores standardization

for computer graphics; identifies need for sev-

eral levels of graphics standards

1979 GSPC 79 issued containing first proposal for a

graphics metafile standard

1980 Work begins on the Virtual Device Metafile

(VDM)

1982 VOM proposed as ISO work Item

1983 VOM accepted as ISO work item

1984 Rrst ANSI public review; first ISO DP baltot;

name changed from VDM to Computer Graphics

Metafile (CGM); cleartext encoding added

1985 Second ANSI public review: second ISO DP-

ballot: ISO begins investigation of work item for

compatible revision of CGM Incorporating at

least GKS dynamics and session capture

198S CGM becomes ANSI standard

1987 CGM becomes ISO standard

cleartext script of the dialogue across the GKS worksta-

tion interface is being recorded for later editing and

session restart.

Though seeminglv dissimilar, both graphical files pro-

duced bv these hvpothetical applications are graphical

•metafiles. Because the concept of a graphical metatile

encompasses a wide range of objects, the definition is

crv broad: a graphical metafile is a mechanism for the

capture, storage, and transport of graphical information.

APPLICATION
PflOGRAM

oevice-iNOEPeNoeNT
metafile
READER/

interpreterGRAPHICS PACKAGg

DEVICE
DRIVER

METAFILE
GENERATOR

CGM

Figure 1. CGM as it relates to a graphics application

environment.

Later we will see some detailed application examples. Fur

now a brief list of some metafile uses will suffice '.o

illustrate the concept. Graphical metafiles provide

• a data format for picture archiving

• a graphical protocol for off-line and off-site plotting

• a single format for spooling to multiple dissimilar

plotting devices

• the possibilitv and impetus for a single standard

interface to picture-generating devices

• a vsav to reuse the same picture without recumout-
ing It

• a means to preview pictures before committing
output to slow or expensive media

• a basis for debugging and qualitv assurance tools

• a basis for session save restart mechanisms
• the glue for unifv mg and integrating distinct graphics

applications and hardware software svstems m a

distributed computing environment

Relationship to a graphics system

.A metafile is a graphical database. Consequentlv
,
there

must be a component of a graphical svstem for generat-

ing the database concurrentlv v».ith the execution ut an

application (the metafile generator). There must also be a

component for reading, interpreting, and rendering the

graphical information in a metafile (the metafile inter-

preter). Figure 1 illustrates the relationship of a CG.M-like

metafile and these processing components to the rest of a

graphical svstem. In this figure the interpreter as an
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emitv IS not as wdl defined as the generator. In different

environments the interpreter mav be a stand-alone pro-

cess. It mav be a component of the graphics svstem, or it

mav be a combination of the two.

Figure 1 implies that the generator and interpreter are

software components—which is the current state of

technology. However, there is no reason that their func-

tions (panicuiarlv the functions of the interpreter) should

not migrate into hardware. This migration is. in fact, one

of the purposes and anticipated benefits of metafile

standardization.

Implicit in the definitions, examples, and conte.xt dia-

gram just described is the separation of the processes

generating metafiles and the processes using them. There

IS onlv a single, one-wav connection between the two tv pes

of processes—the metafile itself. This constraint has

implications for the design of metafiles and the selection

of metafile elements, and is one of the primarv distinctions

between a metafile and an interface such as Computer
Graphics Interface (CGI). In particular, the functions of a

metafile must be independent of the final output device.

Types of metafiles

To understand what CG.\1 is and is not. we should first

distinguish two tvpes of metafiles: picture capture and

iession capture. This classification must not be taken too

strictlv. The tvpes are not exclusive and a metafile defini-

tion could share characteristics of the two tvpes.

A picture-capture metafile is one whose primarv func-

tion IS the capture of multiple, device-independent picture

definitions. It provides a mechanism well suited for stor-

ing or transmitting randomlv accessible and conciselv

defined collections of independent images. CG.\1 is a

picture-capture metafile.

\ session-capture metafile is designed to capture the

complete output dialogue across some interface in a

graohical svstem. It thus provides a mechanism suitable

tor 'ecorping tne exact state of a graphical svstem during

a grannies session. The GKS metafile I GKS.M) annex of the

Grapnical Kernel Svstem contains sueha definition, but It

is not part ot tne standard.

Definition of CGM
CG.\1 IS a iiaiic picture-capture metafile. That is. it

wontams no elements (functions) with dvnamic effects on

partiallv defined pictures. A change of transformation to

achieve zoom is an example ot a dvnamic effect.

The definition of CG.M scope, particularlv us limitation,

'.vas the most difficult and persistent issue during CG.M
jpecification. A large constituenev wanted a picture-

capture metafile that could be standardized relativelv

quicklv Another important constituenev —including

users of the nonstandard GKS.M—desired dv namics. ses-

Dion capture, segmentation, and other adv anced features

with useful functionalitv The limited scope was finallv

adopted, and more advanced and complex tunctionalitv

was put off for a second phase of ->tandardization Work
IS alreadv underwav on this advanced i but backwardlv
..ompatible) metafile definition. The first prioritv of this

•-tfort is to e.xtend CG.M to serv e as a tullv capable GKSM.

CG.M is not an application programmer standard, as are

GKS and PHIGS. Rather, it is a specification for svstem

designers and svstem implementers. Figure 1 shows the

(conceptual) placement of the metafile generator at ap-

proximatelv the level of device drivers in a graphics

hierarchv.

Generalitv is a kev attribute of CG.M. It is designed for

use with a wide varietv of devices, applications, and

svstems. The same metafile can be interpreted on a low-

resolution monochrome terminal, a high-resolution mul-

tipen plotter, or a raster device with high functionalitv.

CGM can be used in simple and minimal applications, in

which the priority is blind interchange of substantivelv

correct pictures to a varietv of dev ices, and precise tuning

of output IS unimportant. But it is also highlv tailorable:

The generator can target a particular device or class of

devices and tailor the metafile contents (such as the

metafile coordinate svstem) accordingiv. The mecha-
nisms of tailoring are such that device independence of

the resulting metafile is preserved.

What does CGM standardize?

CGM standardizes the semantics and svnta.x of a set of

elements for the device-independent definition of pic-

tures. The standard is organized in four parts. Part 1 is a

functional specification. All standardized elements are

identified, their parameterizations are described (in an

abstract fashion), and their meanings are defined. An

appendi.x (annex .A) gives a highly concise definition in a

formal grammar.
The remaining three parts present data encodings of

the functionalitv of Part 1 Different applications have

conflicting needs: compactness of the metafile vs. speed

of generation and interpretation vs. readabilitv. editabil-

itv. and ease of transfer, etc. These conflicting needs are

met bv providing three distinct encodings: character,

binarv. and cleartext.

Part 2 IS a character encoding. Opcode and parameter

data are encoded bv characters from the ASCII character

5et iCG.M actuailv specifies standard national character

set based on ISO o4g ' ASCII is tne LS version and is

identical to ISO ft-id but for a ^mail number of code

positions, which ISO O-fb savs are to oe defined bv the

national standards bodies of the ISO members.) The
resulting encoded data consists of printaole characters.

Elements and parameter lists in this encoding are self-

delimiting: that is. there is no leading length indication.

The encoding is compact and can be transmitted directlv

through standard character-oriented communications
services. There are no unusual escaoe or control

sequences to confuse the communications serv ice.

Part 3 IS a bmarv encoding. It is intended for applica-

tions in which speed ot generation and speed of transla-

tion are most important. It is reasonabiv compact as well.

The formats tor encoded data are either chosen tor their

similaritv to data formats in computers, or designed for

fast decoding and processing. For example, integers are

encoded as 2's complement binarv integers: reals can be

encoded with either a floating-point format based on

A.NSI, IEEE standard P734 or a fixed-point format. En-

-.oded elements are aligned so that parameter and opcode
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entities will, on most computers, align convenientlv with

respect to computer \vord boundaries (for speed of

parsing).

Part 4 is a cleartext encoding. It is human readable. For

example, a circle centered at (0,0) with radius .25 would
be encoded as CIRCLE 0. 0. 25:. It is transmittable with

standard character-oriented services, like character en-

coding, but IS not very compact and is relatively slow to

generate and interpret. An important feature is its ease of

comprehension and manipulation using standard text

editors.

A vital feature and design pnnciple of encodings is their

translatabilitv—any CGM in one encoding must be trans-

latable to an equivalent metafile in the other two encod-

ings. Equivalent ' means that no information is lost, and

interpretation of the metafiles will yield the same picture.

Hence, translation from one encoding to another and

back again will yield the same picture, although the exact

,

bit streams of the two copies might differ.

Understanding what is «of standardized with CGM is as

important as understanding what is standardized. In the

functional specification, a set of picture-defining elements

is standardized, along with parameterizations. Metafile

generators and metafile interpreters are not standardized.

This point has led to considerable confusion. The question

often arises "Would an interpreter be a conforming

interpreter if it . . Within CGM such a question cannot

be answered. The semantics and syntax of the metafile

elements are standardized, but not the behavior of pro-

cesses that manipulate metafiles.

Part 1 does contain an appendix (annex D) that gives

some useful guidelines to implementers of interpreters,

but it is not pan of the actual standard. The annex
descnbes what minimal functionaiitv should be provided

and the reasonable responses to exception conditions in a

metafile.

Although Pans 2, 3. and 4 standardize the encodings of

elements in the appropnate stvle. they do not specify

anvthing about physical record formats of the encoded
data. These formats are acknowledged to be imponant
for successful metafile interchange, but specification is

bevond the scope of graphics standards committees— it is

in the domain of groups standardizing file structure,

transfer, and management.

CGM structural overview

A computer graphics metafile is an ordered sequence
of elements with a simple two-level structure (see Figure

2). E'"'ery metafile consists of a metafile descriptor and a

collection of logically independent pictures. Each picture

consists of a picture descriptor and a picture bodv con-

taining the actual picture definition. The ,MD contains

descriptive information that applies to all pictures in the

metafile. The information enables the interpreter to cor-

rectly parse the metafile and identifies the resources that

may be required to render the pictures correctly. The PD
also contains descriptiye information, but PD elements

pertain only to the picture in which the PD resides.

Each picture definition is self-contained and logically

independent of all other picture definitions m the meta-

file. .After the ,MD is interpreted, pictures mav be ran-

domly accessed and correctly interpreted without the

Figure 2. CGM structure: BM = begin metafile: EM = end

metafile: BP = begin picture: BPB = begin picture body:

EP = end picture.

need to interpret any of their predecessors. Such picture

independence is possible because CG.M defines elements

that can be thought of as having a state as being in their

default state at the start of each picture. Hence, changes

of state in previous pictures have no effect on later ones.

Picture independence was one of the most significant

design cntena of CGM.

Coordinate systems

The coordinates of CGM elements are called virtual

device coordinates. VDC space is a two-dimensional Car-

tesian coordinate space. As we will discuss in more detail

later, the VDCs of panicular CGMs are highly configur-

able. The representation of VDC space can be integer or

real, and the precision (which determines the range and

granularity) can be varied. The coordinate space can

even be inverted and mirrored by reversing the normal

senses of the -i-.t and -i-,v directions.

Color specification

Both indexed and direct selection of color are sup-

ported in CGM. In indexed mode the color specifier is an

index into a color table (CGM contains a function for

defining the contents of the color table). In direct mode
the color specifier is an RGB tnple. RGB is the onlv coior

system supported bv CG.M. Other systems such as HLS
(hue. lightness, saturation) are more user-fnendlv. but

CG.M IS not a user-level standard, and the other systems

are easily convened to equivalent RGB specifications.

The metafile elements

Tables 1 and 2 list the CGM elements. Manv of the

elements will be familiar to those who have worked yvith

standard device-independent graphics systems (such as

GKS). Only elements that are unusual or that are asso-

ciated with major CG.M features are of interest here.

As Table 1 shows, there are eight classes of elements.

The first three are unusual ( relative to such specifications

as GKS) in that thev do not describe anv graphical

functionality. Rather, they structure the metafile and
descnbe its format and contents. Their function is to

communicate nongraphical but vital syntactic informa-
tion from generator to interpreter. It is by these elements
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that the metafile is tailored for different constituencies,

and Its contents announced to its recipients.

Most of the elements m the remaining classes are the

familiar graphical functions that specify picture compo-

nents and their appearances. GKS functions form the

kernel for these elements. The bcisic set of GKS functions

was considerably augmented to serve wider constituen-

cies and provide functions appropriate for a low-level

standard such as CGM.

Delimiters

Five elements delimit the structure of the CGM. as

illustrated in Figure 2. Two of the elements have meaning
bevond simply delimiting structure: all elements assume
their default values upon BEGLN PICTURE. BEGIN PIC-

TURE BODY tells the interpreter that the view surface is

to be cleared if the interpreter intends to present the

picture on a clean view surface.

.Metafile descriptors

The' elements of this class make several imponant
declarations that applv to the entire metafile. First, the

tvpe and format of the metafile parameter data tvpes are

descnbed: V DC TYPE is used to declare whether the

representation of VDC space will be integer or real: SET
<.\x.x> PRECISION functions are used to declare the

precision of each metafile data tvpe. The e.xact nature

depends on the encoding, but precisions are tvpicallv a

field width in some units meaningful to the encoding

—

bits, characters, etc. For e.xample. LNTEGER PRECISION
of binarv encoding gives the number of bits used to

represent parameters of tvpe integer in the metafile.

METAFILE ELE.ME.NT LIST gives a list of all elements

that might be found in the metafile lit is an upper bound,

but need not be the least upper bound). Hence, inter-
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prefers can be told up front what resources they will need

to interpret the metafile.

Part 1 of the standard gives a default value for each

element for which a default makes sense. These defaults,

which are the values that elements assume at the start of

each picture, mav be replaced for the entire metafile with

METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT. Thus, a com-

mon set of initial attribute values need not be included at

each picture start.

As mentioned earlier, the color system of COM is RGB.

Abstractly the range of each component (red. green, blue)

IS the real range [0.0. 1.0]; whereas a given encoding may
represent the components with a different data tvpe or a

different numerical range (e.g.. integers in binary encod-

ing). COLOUR VALUE EXTENT defines the mapping
between the abstract range and the numerical range of

the encoding.

Other MD elements allow specification of the character

bets and fonts to be referenced in the metafile, as well as

the mechanism bv which character sets will be selected.

Picture descriptors

This class contains descriptive elements that apply on a

picture-by-picture basis. VDC E.XTENT defines a window
in VDC space in which the image will be defined (as well

as allowing the minronng and inverting of VDC space).

This element plus the ,MD element VDC TYPE and the

control elements VDC <x.\.\> PRECISION allow com-
plete tailonng and customizing of the metafile coordinate

space. It can be configured as an abstract normalized
address range for ma.ximum device independence. But it

can also be configured to mimic the addressabilitv of a

particular target device to take advantage of panicular
device characteristics. In the latter case, the mechanisms
of CGM ensure device independence.

CG.M contains no coordinate or mapping transforma-

tions. However SC.ALING .MODE allows the specification

of abstract or scaled VDC interpretation: abstract implies

that VDC ma\ be correctlv rendered at anv size to display

the picture: scaled specifies that VDC must have a given

metric size for the picture to be properly rendered. Thus
bcaled mode allows for the specification of precisely sized

drawings. This is the onlv presentation directive for

interpreters that CG.M contains.

COLOUR SELECTION MODE declares indexed or

direct mode on a picture-by-picture basis. .Mixing color

modes within a picture is not allowed. <xxx> SPECIFI-
CATION MODE allows a choice of modes for specifying

such sizing elements as line width and marker size.

BACKGROUND COLOUR specifies the initial view sur-

face color for the picture and implicitK defines color

index 0 if the color mode is indexed.

Controls

Elements of the control class and all remaining classes

mav appear anvwhere within a picture bodv. The VDC
<xxx> PRECISION elements complete the familv of

metafile coordinate tailoring functions. The clipping

functions are formulated in a manner that differs slightlv

from but is designed to support higher level graphics

specifications such as GKS.

A final pair of elements, TRANSP.ARENCY and AU.XIL-

lARY COLOUR, give access to capabilities available in

some raster display devices—the ability to specify the

local background color of character cells, dashed lines,

etc.

Graphical primitives

The graphical pnmitive elements define the geometnc

objects that make up the pictures—lines, text, circles, etc.

Table 2 presents and categonzes all graphical primitive

elements. CGM contains a nch set of pnmitives for lines,

markers, filled areas, text, and a generalized raster

function.

The graphical primitive elements of GKS form the basis

for this class, but GKS contains onlv a single element in

each. category. The reader familiar with both standards

will also notice differences in parameterization. The
parameterizations of GKS functions are designed for a

user interface; those of the low-level CGM are designed on

the assumption that CGM is generated at the bottom of the

transformation pipeline of a svstem such as GKS.

CGM contains a POLYGON SET element as well as the

basic POLYGON. With this element multiple disconnected

polygonal regions may be defined, making it easv to

define, for.example, an annulus (which is awkward with

the basic POLYGON).
To give users access to nonstandardized drawing

functions. CGM contains (as does GKS) a GE.NERALIZED
DRAWING PRIMITIVE (GDP). CGM goes funher than

GKS, however, standardizing a set of the basic geometnc

objects (CIRCLE. RECTANGLE, ELLIPSE, etc.), which

would be GDPs in GKS. These occur often enough in

available graphics devices and their value in data com-

pression is high enough to warrant standardizing them in

a low-level standard such as CGM.
CGM contains two text functions not usually found in

higher level svstems: RESTRICTED TEXT and APPEND
TE.XT. Both are supplied because the INQUIRE TE.XT

EXTENT function of higher level svstems, which allows

accurate sizing and concatenation of text strings, is not

possible in a metafile environment (the generator and
interpreter may be separated in time and space). RE-
STRICTED TE.XT ensures that the displaved text will not

exceed a specified area (parallelogram) within the picture.

APPE.ND TEXT allows a text string to be built, aligned,

and displayed as a single unit from several pieces. It also

allows text attributes (color, font, etc) to be altered

between the pieces.

CELL .ARRAY is a generalized raster function, like its

GKS equivalent.

Circular arc elements in CG.M exist in two different

parametenzations, centered and three-point. Dual para-

metenzation is a good illustration of how CGM func-

tionality has been dnven in part by its level in the

graphics hierarchy. Direct users of the standard are

system implementers and tool builders, and implemen-
tation details can be critical. The two forms of arc

elements differ as to where computational error is in-

curred dunng rendenng. Hence, both are provided so

that the implementer can choose according to the de-

mands of the application.
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Attributes

Attnbute eiemenis descnbe how the graphical pnmi-

tive elements are to appear, for example, the color of the

lines or the style used to fill areas. As with the graphical

pnmitives, GKS attnbutes provided a kernel, which was

extended to form the CGM attnbute set. Table 2 presents

the categones of primitives, the pnmitives in those cate-

gones, and the attnbutes controlling the appearance of

the pnmitives.

CG.M allows either bundled or individual selection of

attnbutes. In individual selection of attnbutes, the more

familiar style, each attnbute is adjusted individually and

all subsequent pnmitives are displayed according to the

new value. In bundled selection of attnbutes. for each

pnmitive type <.\xx>. a single attnbute called <xxx>
BUNDLE LNDEX is manipulated. <xxx> BUNDLE IN-

DEX IS conceptually an index into a table, each of whose

entnes contains a complete and distinct combination of

the individual attnbutes of the primitive. Hence, the index

selects all attnbutes at once—as a bundle.

In CGM. as in level 0 of GKS. all bundles are predefined;

that IS. the system implementer initially defines the con-

tents of the bundle tables, which the user cannot later

adjust. Predefined bundles are a good way to guarantee

the distinct appearance of pnmitives in environments

where applications cannot ascenain target device capa-

bilities (such as metafile environments).

For some pnmitives. such as line elements, all attnbutes

can be bundled. For others, such as text elements, some

can be bundled and some cannot. Although the cor-

respondence breaks down if pursued too far, the attn-

butes that cannot be bundled tend to be geometnc
(CHARACTER HEIGHT, for example) and those that can

be bundled tend to control appearance or rendenng

(color attnbutes. for example).

A set of attnbutes called ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS,
with one .ASF for each attnbute that can be bundled,

determines whether attnbute selection is individual or

bundled.

As indicated earlier, sizing attnbutes such as LINE
'AIDTH and MARKER SIZE mav be specified in one of

two moqes. In the scaled mode, the size is a scale factor to

be applied to the nominal size of the target device at

displav time. In the absolute mode, the size is specified in

V DCs. and thus should have a fixed relationship to the

rest of the defined picture (or to the window defined by

\ DC EXTENT) as the picture is scaled and displaved.

Most CG.M attnbutes are patterned after similar GKS
attnbutes. with two notable additions. CGM has a set of

attributes for controlling the edges of filled areas. It also

separates the concept of character set from the concept

of font (tvpeface) and provides attnbutes for indepen-

dentlv selecting character sets.

CG.M has parameter values that are not standardized in

GKS. For example. HATCH I.NDE.X standardizes six basic

hatch stvles: INTERIOR STYLE has an emptv stvle. and
TE.XT ALIGNME.NT has values for continuous alignment
as well as the discrete alignment of GKS.

Escapes and externals

There will alwavs be cases in which an application

would benefit from using a standard but also needs some

nonstandardized functionality. It is for these cases that

everv graphics standard has included an ESCAPE ele-

ment. ESCAPE gives the user a catch-all for specifvmg
nonstandard functions within the rules of the standard.

GDPs are intended for access to nonstandardized graphi-

cal pnmitives (graphical objects), and ESC.APE is intended

for all other nonstandardized graphical functions, such as

control functions and transformations.

CGM adds an element APPLICATION DAT.A. which is

provided for any nongraphical purpose the user desires.

For example, the element might be used to embed docu-

mentation of the picture or to embed the raw data used

to generate the picture. APPLICATION DATA corre-

sponds to the user item of GKS.

Applications

CGM has been designed to serve a wide range of

applications, even though the requirements mav differ

greatly. For example, in some applications performance

may be the most imponant factor, while for others the

abilitv to communicate with other systems mav be

paramount.
One way CGM matches the needs of different appli-

cations is to specify different encoding schemes. The
details of precisely how values are encoded can also be

specified within CGM. Finally, some value tvpes. such as

color, can be specified in a number of vvavs. each cor-

responding to a large area of application.

CGM can be used in an unlimited number of vvavs both

in centralized and distributed computer graphics sv stems.

Three wavs are described here as examples of how CG.M
may be applied to (and tailored for) panicular tvpes of

use:

• access to graphics devices via a spooling svstem

• archiving of computer-generated pictures

• description of pages containing mixed text and
graphics

For each of these aoplications, we will desc.nbe the

advantages of using CG.M. the relationship between the

graphics svstem and CG.M. and CG.M functions that are

especiallv useful to the apolication.

Each of these examples suggests a CGM generated bv

and output from a computer program. W hile this stv le of

using the metafile is likelv to be the most common, it mav
not alwavs be the one used. CG.M has the facilities, for

example, to serve as the file format tor an image input

svstem— a scanner or digitizer that produces raster

representations of scanned images.

Accessing spooled graphics devices

One of the most common uses of anv graphics metafile

IS to transfer information from a computer program to a

graphics device that is either too slow, too remote, or too

busv to handle the drawing requests as fast as the

program generates them Here, as vvith line printer outout

from the earliest davs, a spooling svstem is used. Adopting

CG.M as the accepted format for the spooling svstem is

advantageous for a number of reasons;
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• If character encoding is used, the format is highly

compact, comparing favorably with most common
manufacturers encodings.

• If bmarv encoding is used, the computational effort

required for generation and interpretation can be

minimized, and the encoding is still quite compact.

• The large range of graphical functions available in

CGM (the many pnmitives and all their attnbutes)

allow much greater data compression than is typical

of earlier formats.

• Data is transportable through networks that accept

onlv seven-bit entities (assuming the appropnate

encoding is used).

• Since the file need not contain any information

specific to the intended device, the output can be

rerouted to other graphics devices if the original

device has been incorrectly specified or is out of

service.

The generating program can either use or ignore any

known information about the target device. For example,

in a GKS system CGM could be either an OUTPUT
workstation or a .MET.AFILE OUTPUT workstation. If

CGM were generated by an .MO workstation, the appli-

cation would be blind to the characteristics of the target

device.

If the generating workstation were OUTPUT, then its

workstation description table would describe the charac-

teristics of the target device, and the information would

be available to the application. The CGM generator itself

could tailor the metafile contents (such as address space)

to exploit known target device capabilities.

The full range of CGM functions can be used to obtain

precise and compact descriptions of the pictures. The
metafile descriptor elements mav be set to reflect the

range of facilities required in the final output device if

there is anv chance that the file may be rerouted.

Picture archiving

In manv applications, graphics pictures are stored for

periods of minutes up to several vears. The shortest times

are tvpicailv encountered when previewing graphical

output from a batch program. Intermediate times are

encountered when holding information on line that might

otherwise be pnnted out. The longest times are for the

archiving of pictures. For all these applications, the viewer

needs access to the picture from anv suitable device,

using the capabilities of that de\ice to the best advantage.

For long-term storage the picture must still be viewable

when It IS restored.

The design of CG.M ensures that these requirements

are met.

• Pictures stored in CG.M format mav be completelv

device-independent, avoiding problems of file format

and device incompatibilitv

• Anv device-specific functions are stored in a wav
that allows the viewing svstem to skip them when
their use would be inappropnate.

• Every CGM file is self-identifvmg. both as to origi-

nator and the version of CGM being used. This self-

identification. together with the status of CGM. pro-

vides the best insurance that viewing mechanisms
will still exist when CGM pictures are restored from

ancient archives.

The archival CGM is normallv generated in the same
way as for the spooling system application described

earlier. Since we are not likely to know when the picture

is generated what device will be used to view it after it is

restored from the archive, the metafile descriptor ele-

ments are used to record the facilities required for

successful interpretation of the metafile.

Mixed text and graphics

Documents that contain text and graphics mav be

stored in revisabie form, suitable for input to a lav out

svstem. or in nonrevisable form, output from such a

svstem. CGM can assist at both stages.

•A revisabie document mav contain pictures in CG.M
format or instructions to merge in pictures from other

files in CGM format. Pictures generated by computer or

input by a scanner are likelv to be stored using character

encoding or binary encoding: pictures could also be

prepared by hand using cleartext encoding. This approach

to preparing documents has been adopted bv the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization groups devel-

oping a standard for composite document architecture

(ISO DIS 3613/ 1-6). The architecture currentiv soecities

that pictonal information is to be encoded using CG.M.

The wide range of elements available in CG.M allows

efficient encoding of most tvpes of pictures.

CG.M could also be used for a nonrevisable document
form. .A number of approaches are possible:

• CG.M could be used just for graphical information:

the text would be in a different format.

• Each page of the document could be tullv converted

to a bitmap: CG.M would be used to store tne se-

quence or pages as pictures, each containing CELL
ARR.AY elements.

• CG.M could be used to store both text and graohics.

using the wide range of text attribute elements to

obtain the different tvpetaces. ..haracter sets, and

character sizes.

The last method allows top-qualitv text reproduction onlv

if the lavout svstem can assume a particular output

device and knows all the font attributes of that device.

The advantage is that the document can be prev lewed on
other graphics dev ices.

Extensibilitv is buiit into CG.M via such elements as

APPLIC.ATION DAT.A. which allows nongraphical. aopii-

cation-specific information to be embedded in the meta-

file. .Anv of the three methods described could use APPLI-

C.ATION DAT.A elements to pass nongraphical directives

from the lavout svstem to a lavout postprocessor or

output device.

For a more comprehensive discussion of mixed text
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and graphics, see the article bv W. Horak referenced at

the end of this article.

Other standards

There are a number of other graphical database speci-

fications besides CGM in the computer graphics industry.

We have alreadv mentioned GKSM. a metafile specifica-

tion tailored to certain needs of GKS. North Amencan
Presentation Level Protocol Svnta.x and Initial Graphics

E.xchange Specification are two other specifications tai-

lored to and used within specialized applications sectors.

The pnmarv distinction between CG.M and these speci-

fications IS that CG.M IS a \ersatile and general-purpose

specification designed to ser\e a wide range of applica-

tions m diverse environments. .NAPLPS and IGES are

tailored to specific applications. Still, compatibilitv be-

tween formal and de facto standards is highlv desirable,

regardless of the intended constituencv of the speci-

fication—files aiwavs seem to find their wav across the

boundaries of specific application areas into other en-

V ironments.

Accordinglv. some of the diverse groups working on

generalized and special-purpose standards are beginning

to devote considerable effort to maintaining close liaison.

Such liaison pavs off m greater compatibilitv and reduc-

tion of effort, since existing work is incorporated instead

of equivalent specifications reinvented. The adoption of

CG.M as the picture-defining protocol of the current ISO

specifications for ODA ODIF (office document architec-

ture and office document interchange format) is a good

example of the benefits of such close cooperation.

Conclusion

The Computer Graphics Metafile is a standard designed

tor div erse graphics env ironments requiring a mechanism
fur the capture, transfer, and archiving of pictures. ,-UI of

he •.echnical issues regarding CG.M have been resolved,

una the final eOitonal review is m progress. Follow-on

urst IS alreadv underw av to extend CG.M to better serve

5ome needs juch as GKS.M. >.v nich were outside the scope

jf the initial etfon. Thus, CG.M will be the first member of

an anticipated tamilv of compatible graphical metafile

standards.
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Accredited Standards Committee

X3, INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS*
Doc. No.; WH3/87“39 (cover)

Qate; ^ February 1987

Project:

Ref. Doc.: TOP TCOlO

Reply to: Dr- Peter Bono
Bono Associates
PO Box 643

Gales Ferry, CT 06335

Tom Haug
TOP Technical Review Committee
Boeing Computer Services

M/S 7C-16
PO Box 24346

Seattle, WA 98124-5720

Dear Mr. Haug:

Thank you for extending the closing date for comments on the TOP Specification

Change: "TCOlO Graphics." We appreciate this opportunity to comment. Because almost

all major graphics suppliers and many graphics users are represented on X3H3 (the

current membership of X3H3 is over 80 members), we are confident that our reviewing

TCOlO will result in greater consensus and compliance to TOP version 3.0.

During the week of January 26. a group of X3H3 experts spent over 80 man-hours
reviewing in detail this TOP Change. Overall, we have found very few technical details

that we recommend be changed. Our aim in doing this review was to follow closely the

apparent intent of the document, correcting obvious mistakes and "tightening up" the

specification so that adherance to TOP 3.0 will achieve the goal of completely

predictable results when interchanging graphics pictures.

Most of the recommended changes in the TOP-CGM profile are editorial and

organizational. In particular, we recommend replacing many pages which duplicate the

CGM with a short description of how the TOP-CGM profile differs from the full CG.M
standard. This change, along with explicitly pulling out the Conformance and Defaults to

their own sections, will make the pertinent information easier to find, and eliminate

many of the transcription errors we found in the current document.

There are a number of recommended technical changes as well. These include;

1. The "basic set" of parameter values should be limited to those values with

standardized meanings (e g., Iinetype 1 to 5) — private values should not be allowed

in the basic set.

2. Floating point reals should be added to the basic set. since they are already

required to decode the SCALING MODE parameter.

3. The defaults for COLOR PRECISION and COLOR INDEX PRECISION should be

changed to 8.

4. The right-hand portion of the "Latin 1 Character Set’ (ISO 8859/1) should be added
to the basic CHARACTER SET LIST.

'Ootrtting ufHifr O'oewdurwt of Amonetn SiariOarOi Innitult

X3 ComouHf ind Eau'0'T'»f'» ' »CUjrtn Aiiocit'O"
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5. Elements that only had one legal basic value, that being the default, should be

eliminated from the basic set — this includes PATTERN INDEX and PATTERN
TABLE.

6. Most of the proposed GDPs and ESCAPES should be withdrawn from the proposal

so that wider consensus on the proper formulation and functionality may be

attained. The ‘disable clear’ and ‘viewport’ were left in, in the latter case with

minor changes to track the current CGI and extended CGM documents.

7. Encoded parameters in data records should be separated by blanks.

8. The predefined fill bundles should be all hatch and vary by hatch indexes 1 to 5.

9. The default foreground and background colors should be specified as being

"naminal" (as in CGM) rather than black (0,0,0) and white (1,1,1). Black and white

should be explicitly added to the default color table. The default color table is

included in the Metafile Defaults Replacement, for indexes 0 to 9, with repetition

of 2 through 9 to fill the table implicitly.

On Friday, January 30, 1987, Accredited Standards Committee X3H3 unanimously
approved the detailed revisions suggested for TCOIO attached to this letter.

Sincerely yours.

Dr. Peter R. Bono
Chair, X3H3
Technical Committee on Computer Graphics

cc: Sylvan Chasen, Chair, TOP Graphics Subcommittee
Lockheed-Georgia Co.

Dept. 72-92, Zone 419

.Marietta, Georgia 30063

Alan Francis, CGM Rapporteur
Cyclops Group
Open University - Walton Hall

Milton Keynes .MK7 6AA
ENGLAND

.X3H3;

Debby Cahn
Frank Dawson
Andrea Frankel

Lofton Henderson
John McConnell (for X3H3 distribution)

Tom Powers
Barry Shephard
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Comments on TCOlO TOP-CGN! Profile X3H3/87-39

Section 3.4

On page 8, reword the paragraph:

"The COM is designed to be interpreted in one of two ways:

firstly, by a special application program that, in turn, invokes a

device independent graphics system to render the COM;
alternatively, the device independent graphics system may have

application callable functions to get, read, and interpret metafile

elements, using the facilities of a COM metafile input workstation.*

Conformance

The conformance statement in the second paragraph of 3.1 needs clarification and
strengthening, and should be relocated. Delete the paragraph at its current location.

Retitle 3.5 as "Conformance* and insert the following text at the beginning of the

section:

"The application profile specifies conformance in terms of of

PERMISSIBLE and BASIC values. Permissible values are the range

of values of COM elements as specified in ISO 8632. Basic values

are a subset of the permissible values. For example, permissible

values of linetype include all non-zero integers, while basic values

include the standardized linetypes 1 to 5.

Any legal' COM is a legal TOP metafile. TOP defines a conforming

"basic metafile" to be one that contains no elements or parameter

values outside of the basic set, and that obeys any noted restrictions

on the presence of ESCAPE elements. A conforming "basic

interpreter" is one that at least correctly interprets any conforming
basic metafile (and may have more capability as well). A
conforming "basic generator’ is one that produces only conforming

basic metafiles, or can reliably be directed to function in the mode
of producing basic metafiles.

In addition, any TOP metafile interpreter should correctly parse and

pass over any elements that it does not support and any parameter

values that it does not support."

In the current first paragraph of 3.5, replace the last sentence with:

"This application profile is an application profile for the CGM
Binary Encoding, ISO 8632/3. Future application profiles may be

developed for the other encodings of CGM."

Delete the page references in the last sentence of section 3.5; they may not be correct in

the final ISO text.
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X3H3/87-39 Comments on TCOlO TOP-CGM Profile

Sectioa 3.6

Note: The following text is intended to replace the current section 3.6.

The Basic Set is defined by the limitations on Basic Values noted below. Where an

element is not mentioned, it is implied that the Basic Set includes all values permitted in

the CGM.3.6.1

Delimiter Vaiues
3.6.2

Metafile Descriptor Elements

Element Basic Values

INTEGER PRECISION 16

REAL PRECISION (1,16,16) {fixed)

(0,9,23) {floating point)

INDEX PRECISION 16

COLOUR PRECISION 8, 16

COLOUR INDEX PRECISION 8, 16

FONT LIST Refer to clause 4

CHARACTER SET LIST (0, 4/2) {ASCII)

(1,4/1) Note I

CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCER 0 {Basic 7 -bit)

1 ( Basic 8-bit)

iWote 1: This set is named "Right-Hand Part of Latin Alphabet Humber 1’.

contained in ISO 8859/1. ECMA 94, and ANSI X3.?.

Note 2: We also suggest that implementors use the METAFILE
DESCRIPTION element's string to include a brief identification of their

company or product, so that interpreters can account for known idiosyncrasies

of generators. TOP may also wish to establish a string (e.g.. "TOP/ BASIC")
which labels the metafile as conforming to this profile. The metafile rr.ay

always be interpreted without using the contents of the METAF ILE
DESCRIPTION: its use is optional.

3.6.3

Picture Descriptor Elements

Note that the scale-factor parameter of SCALING MODE is always a floating point

number, even when REAL PRECISION has selected fixed-point for other real numbers.
This is not an error — a floating-point parameter is needed for some situations where
low precision fixed-point reals would not encompass the range at all (for example,
scaling a plot done with 32-bit integer coordinates onto a 1 -meter piece of paper) and
for other situations where using a fixed-point scale factor would produce unacceptable
loss of resolution.

3.6.4

Control Elements
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Commeats oa TCOlO TOP-CGM Profile X3H3/87-39

Element Basic Values

VDC INTEGER PRECISION 16. 32

VDC REAL PRECISION (1.16,16) {fixed)

(0,9.23) {fioattng point)

3.6.5

Graphical Primitives

To ensure portability and predictable results, TOP-conforming metafiles may contain

only those GDP elements that are defined in TOP profiles.

3.6.6

Attribute Elements

The PATTERN TABLE and PATTERN INDEX elements are not included in the Basic

Set, as patterned fill is not able to be supported easily in a device-independent manner
(e.g., on pen plotters). The default pattern table is described in the CGM as having one
entry, a solid "foreground colour* in the first position; therefore, selection of interior

style ‘pattern’ results in solid fill.

Element Basic Values

LINE BUNDLE INDEX 1-5

LINE TYPE 1-5

MARKER BUNDLE INDEX 1-5

MARKER TYPE 1-5

TEXT BUNDLE INDEX 1-2

TEXT FONT INDEX U
Refer to clause 4

|

CHARACTER SET INDEX 1-2

ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET INDEX 1-2

FILL BUNDLE INDEX 1-5

HATCH INDEX 1-6

EDGE BUNDLE INDEX 1-5

EDGE TYPE 1-5

COLOUR TABLE start ndex 0- 1 023

3.6.7

Escape Element

To ensure portability and predictable results. TOP-conforming metafiles may contain

only those ESCAPE elements that are defined in TOP profiles.

3.6.8

External Elements

The ‘action required’ flag of the MESSAGE element is restricted to the value ‘no action

required’.
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X3H3/87-39 Comments on TCOlO TOP-CGM Profile

In line with the recommnendations for simplifying and restructuring 3.6. add this

material on defaults after section 3.6:

3.7 TOP-CGM Defaults

The CGM specifies a complete set of defaults. In a few cases, these defaults are not

appropriate for TOP requirements. However, any TOP metafile must be a legal CGM,
including implicit defaults, thus each deviation requires that the affected element either:

1. Appear in the METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT element, or

2. be explicitly specified for its value to be applicable.

Therefore, each TOP metafile shall contain in the Metafile Descriptor a METAFILE
DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT element that includes (at a minimum):

1. TEXT PRECISION element; Precision - 2 (stroke).

2. COLOUR TABLE element;

Index Values Meaning

2 (255,0,0) Red
3 (0,255,0) Green
4 (0,0,255) Blue

5 (255,255,0) Yellow

6 (255,0,255) Magenta
7 (0,255,255) Cyan
8 (0,0.0) Black

9 (255,255,255) White

This sequence of colours is implicitly repeated, thus 256 default colour indices are

specified. Color table defaults for colour indices 0 and 1 are explicitly defined in

the CGM standard as corresponding to the nominal background and nominal

foreground colours, respectively.

3. CHARACTER SET LIST element; (0, 4/2). (/I, 4/1)

It is riot apparent in the CGM standard what the default value for the precsion of the

floating point real parameter of SCALING MODE should be. TOP generators and

interpreters should assume that the real precision for this parameter is (0, 9, 23). If a

precision other than the default is desired for this floating point parameter and if the

rest of the reals in the metafile are to be fixed point, then the mechanism described in

the CGM standard, clause 5.3.12, for setting defaults for multiple mode parameters

should be used.

Sectioo 4

We strongly recommend that all of se ction 4.2 GDPs should be withdrawn for now. The
need for the particular GDPs chosen and their specification has not been adequately
reviewed, and serious technical problems have been identified with the ones proposed

For the same reason, delete the ESCAPES specified m 4.3.1 through 4.3 5. .More general
and useful proposals for algorithmic specification of linetype and hatch style are now
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Comments on TCOlO TOP-CGM Profile X3H3/87-39

being formulated within X3H3 and should be available for an early addendum to the

TOP profile.

In the "viewport" ESCAPE, the parameter should be ‘fraction’, real between 0.0 and 1 0,

not percentage. ‘Fraction’ is what is now in CGI, and this formulation should be

compatible. Add the following statement:

"A TOP-conforming metafile may include the "viewport" ESCAPE
only if it does not include the SCALING MODE element with the

value ‘metric’.

The encoding of data into ESCAPE and GDP data records should have better readability.

Specify that at least one blank shall separate parameters.

On p.31, 4th line from the bottom — metafile description should be Metafile Descriptor.

The next sentence should read "That is, between the BEGIN METAFILE and the first

BEGIN PICTURE."

Section 5

Section 5.1, insert at the beginning:

"Unless otherwise noted in this application profile, all of the

guidelines of CGM Annex D shall be adhered to by TOP generators

and interpreters. In particular, the interpreter minimum capabilities

of D.5 should be be the minimal capability of a basic-conforming

TOP interpreter, unless richer capabilities are specified in the "basic

set" of section 3.6 of this TOP application profile. The interpreter

fallback actions, such as those for APPEND TEXT, are to be

applied as well."

Section 5.1: METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT - use "shall" in place of "will".

APPEND TEXT — delete — it’s covered in Annex D. COLOUR T.ABLE — change

"indeterminate" to "unspecified".

Section 5.2, change the categories "Default" to "Basic value:".

Section 5.2, Maximum string array length — a data record is a single string, not an array

of strings. The only place where we can see that this applies is FONT LIST, whose

datatype is nS.

Section 5.2, Maximum string length — see previous comment. 256 is inadequate for data

records, since they are single strings. Suggestion: "1) 256 for all strings but data

records; 2) 32767 for data records."

Section 5.2, for the Fill area bundle, using hatch interior style for all entries and varying

the hatch index makes much more sense — use hatch indexes 1 through 5.

Section 8

Section 8.0, the font working group in SC18 is WG8 Check and correct the references.
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I . PURPOSE

Inject CALS requirements for extended CGM (CALS SOW Task
2. 2. 1.2.1). Work is just beginning to develop a more powerful
and consolidated metafile for graphics picture transfer. This
metafile would allow much more substantial modifications to be
made on pictures being transferred and would be more compatible
with existing graphics standards (GKS, GKS-3D, PHIGS) . It is
imperative that CALS requirements with respect to picture
modification be input to this effort in its early stages of
development. This task is a continuing effort, and is partially
accomplished by representing CALS in the standards effort to
design the extended CGM.

This work was accomplished through a contractor, Mr. Lofton
Henderson, of Henderson Software, who is a member of the
following:

o the Accredited National Standards Committee X3H3 on
Computer Graphics Standards;

o the sub-committee, X3H3.3, Computer Graphics Metafile, and
Computer Graphics Interface (CGI)

;

o the U.S. delegation to the International Standards
Organization Working Group 2 (IS0/WG2)

,
Computer Graphics

Standards

;

o the IS0/WG2 CGM Rapporteur Group, responsible for
processing comments, refining the standard, and issuing
interpretations of the standard; and

o the IS0/WG2 sub-group developing the Extended Metafile
standard

.

As is apparent, Mr. Henderson is in a unique position to ensure
that CALS requirements get addressed and injected into the
extended metafile (CGEM) work at the national and international
levels. He will be referred to in the remainder of this report
as the NBS representative, which serves to properly identify the
role that he has played in furthering, under NBS direction, the
needs of CALS in the development of CGEM.

II . BACKGROUND

After six years of deliberation, circulation, balloting, and
refinement the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) is now a
standard. It became an ANSI standard (X3 . 122-1986) on 27 August
1986 and was published a few weeks later; it received final
approval from ISO WG2 in September 1986 and its publication is
just completed (ISO 8632/1-4 1987) . It became FIPS 128 in March
1987 .

The excessively long time period for completion of the standard
is typical of the standards making process. It is due in part to

1



the time required to resolve the conflicting interests of the
diverse constituencies that participate in the standards process
—ANSI and ISO standards are by consensus and compromise among
many factions.

Another consequence of the consensus process is that the standard
tended to be a least common denominator graphical metafile for
the various constituents. It is, to a large degree, the area of
overlap that all participants in its formulation agreed should be
in a graphical metafile. As a result, it is functionally lean
(although not as much so, in primitives and attributes, as other
standards like GKS) . There was in fact a faction that believed
that this is exactly what the first standard metafile should be,
servicing common needs of diverse constituencies, with sufficient
overlap and leanness that processing could be completed
relatively quickly.

The disadvantage of a lean CGM is that it is difficult to use the
CGM efficiently in some application environments. Much useful
additional functionality, particularly to support clients such as
GKSM, technical illustration and publishing, and compound
document exchange, was proposed for CGM during its formulation.
Most of the proposals were deferred or deflected. The ANSI and
ISO committees decided that the lean first generation CGM should
be standardized as quickly as possible, and an addendum or
extension process should immediately commence and begin sorting
through the proposals to enrich CGM functionality in the
direction of the requirements of more advanced metafile
applications. (This agreement to start on CGEM immediately was
the deal that finally unblocked much European opposition to CGM,
due to perceived deficiencies, and allowed CGM to become and ISO
standard

. )

This approach was first defined in the ISO meeting at Timberline,
Oregon in July 1985. Technical work producing a working draft
was carried forth at an ISO meeting in Egham, England in
September 1986. At this meeting it was also decided to process
the extensions, known as Computer Graphics Extended Metafile, as
an addendum to CGM (ISO 8632) ; the addendum process is the
fastest processing path through the ISO standards labyrinth. Two
addenda were actually identified: Addendum 1 extending CGM
sufficiently to serve as a GKS Metafile; Addendum 2 extending the
metafile to 3D.

The Working Draft was circulated for international comment and
balloting in early 1987, with the intention that the national
standards bodies (e.g., ASC X3H3 in the US) should generate
positions and submit comments. The plan was that the comments be
processed at an ISO/TC97/SC2 1/WG2 meeting in France in May 1987,
and the CGEM addendum be advanced to Draft Proposal (DP) status
at that meeting.
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ACRONYMS AND TERMS

ASC X3H3 Accredited Standards Committee X3H3 ,
the ANSI

accredited committee responsible for computer graphics standards
in the US

.

X3H3.3 The subcommittee of X3H3 that is responsible for CGM and
CGI.

ISO TC97/SC21/WG2 International Standards Organization,
Technical Committee 97, Standing Committee 21, Working Group 2,

the international counterpart to X3H3

.

Working Draft (WD) The first complete draft of a proposed ISO
standard, the starting document for subsequent work and review.

Draft Proposal (DP) The second stage in the ISO processing
pipeline. After national bodies have commented on the WD, it is
altered and refined and then registered as a DP. Another round
of ballot and comment takes place on the DP.

CGM Computer Graphics Metafile, ANSI standard X3. 122-1936 and
ISO standard ISO 8632/1-4 1987.

CGI Computer Graphics Interface, another ANSI/ISO standards
project, currently at the DP stage, which exists about at the
level of the CGM in the graphics pipeline (device level)

.

CGI is an interactive (input) and highly extended and enriched
interface specification, whereas CGM has output-only
functionality (for picture definition) and is a picture
description protocol (a graphical database) . CGI embeds CGM
output functionality as a subset.

GKS Graphical Kernel System, an application programmer interface
to computer graphics, now an ANSI and ISO standard.

GKSM A metafile for use with GKS. One was proposed in
non-standard Annex E of GKS. Work on it was deferred in favor of
CGM, and now of extended CGM (CGEM)

.

CGEM Computer Graphics Extended Metafile, a set of addenda and
extensions to CGM, being processed by ISO, currently nearing DP
stage

.

BSI British Standards Institute, the British equivalent of ASC
X3H3 .

DIN The German equivalent of ASC X3H3

.

AFNOR The French equivalent of ASC X3H3

.
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III. DISCUSSION

1.0 CALS Requirements, CGM, and CGEM

CALS has identified the CGM one protocol for capture, archival,
and transmission of computer generated vector graphics in
technical illustration and publishing applications. Under another
NBS task (2. 2. 3. 3. 4), a CGM application profile (AP) for CALS has
been developed — it removes the ambiguities in the standard,
limits use of ’’private” information (e.g. ,

private linetypes)
,

and puts conformance requirements on generators and interpreters.
The AP both makes the results of using CGM predictable for
picture interchange, and makes conformance testing of generators
and interpreters possible.

In the reports of two other CALS tasks, the need for greater
functional richness in CGM has been identified. In particular,
the Registration report (CALS Task 2. 2. 2. 2. 2) recommends specific
functional extensions and has injected these into the Graphical
Registration process of ISO; the functionality will be attained
initially by registered ESCAPE and GDP elements.

While this will serve the short term needs of CALS, it is not the
most desirable solution. These escape elements are private, and
will not in general be recognized outside of the CALS community.
It is therefore highly desirable that such functionality get
standing through an official standard. The CGEM addenda, 1 for
2D functional extensions and 2 for extension to 3D, are the
obvious place to achieve this. This is the reason for this task.

The original identified scope of Addendum 1 was to be limited to
that functionality necessary to directly support GKSM (the
metafile of GKS) . This meant basically the addition of
segmentation and settable bundles, and not much more. The key
formative stages of the scope and functionality of CGEM were late
1936 and early-mid 1987. This was the proper time for the needs
of CALS metafile users to be made known in the standards process.

The NBS representative was the document editor for both the ANSI
and ISO versions of CGM (they are identical in content but differ
some in formatting) , and has been the leader within ASC X3H3 of
the processing of CGEM. He has led the metafile sub-delegations
at the last several ISO WG2 meetings, which has put him in an
excellent position to bring the needs of the CALS constituency
into the standards making community.

The approach of this deliverable is to report the representative
standards processes and ensuing results beneficial to a more
robust transfer within a CALS environment.
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2.0

Specific CALS Objectives for Metafile Extensions

CALS requirements for extended metafiles can be summarized into a

few broad categories. These categories are defined in terms of
the major issues that were dealt with at the Tulsa and Valbonne
meetings

.

2 .

1

Broaden Scope

The ’ original scope of the CGEM was tightly limited to supporting
the requirements of GKSM (a GKS metafile) . The additional
functionality basically consisted of the GKS segmentation model
and settable bundles, as well as a few additional control
functions

.

As long as the scope was limited in such a manner, it would not
be possible to include the sorts of additional functionality
required by CALS. This includes symbol libraries, spline drawing
primitives, additional drawing control attributes (line cap,
hatch styles, ...); the list is detailed in the final report of
the Registration task.

It was high on the CALS priority list that the CGEM should be
more general and seirve broader constituencies.

2 .

2

Symbol Libraries

The CALS need for a symbol library facility has been previously
identified in other CALS tasks. This was an important issue at
Tulsa, and the outcome was a US position in favor of such a
facility. Such a facility is important in technical illustration
because it allows definition once and for all of the symbols
common to engineering and technical drawing, and then instancing
them in pictures from the single definition.

The (at that time current) segmentation proposals did not support
such a facility.

2.3

Additional Functionality

There were several possible sources of additional functionality
specifications for inclusion in CGEM. One of the most obvious
was new drawing functionality in CGI. Other sources included
some of the PDL specifications (e.g., PostScript), and the
collected recommendations of the CALS/NBS study mentioned above.

Another source of additional functionality was CGI, and included
mainly the CLOSE FIGURE primitive and drawing modes.
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2.3.1 Additional Drawing Controls

A richer set of drawing functions and controls needs to be
included in CGEM to serve technical illustration and publishing
needs. Many defacto PDL (page description language) standards
such as postscript already contained such. A list of needed
functionality would include;

1. user defined linetype;
2. user defined hatch style;
3. a number of additional linetypes;
4. a number of additional hatch styles;
5. several types of spline curves;
6. conics and conic arcs;
7. closed figure primitive;
8. arbitrary clipping boundary;
9. a number and variety of fonts;

10. a completely new text model;
11. raster "input” and associated attributes for image

processing

;

12. additional line attributes, e.g., line cap, line join ...

2.3.2 Better Text and Fonts

Publication quality graphics cannot be done without a varied
repertoire of standard, commonly available fonts, and better
methods of text composition and placement.

3.0 The CGEM Working Draft

Appendix 1 to this report contains a copy of the CGEM Addendum 1

Working Draft, as produced at the Egham meeting and circulated
for national comment. The draft is a little hard to read, as it
is in the form of an additions document to the original CGM text.
This is as per the ISO rules for addenda to standards. It also
serves the critical need of insuring that nothing in the existing
CGM is changed — addenda can add to but not change their base
standards. This has been a critical requirement of the US from
the beginning of the CGEM effort.

A comparison of CGEM Addendum 1 with GKS shows strong
similarities, in fact much of the text was lifted directly from
GKS (without even revising the wording to be appropriate for a
metafile standard) . This is as per the original identified scope
—limit the CGEM to functionality required for GKSM support.
There is also a key target of constituents like CALS, that the
scope must be broadened.
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4.0 Preliminary U.S. Processing of CGEM Issues

4.1 Background — LB-47 and LB-49, and the Ft Collins Meeting

In December 1986 the Working Draft was circulated within the
membership of ASC X3H3 for voting "on the suitability for
registration as a DP at the May 1987 ISO WG2 meeting". The real
purpose of the ballot was to solicit comments and issues from US
graphics experts, to be used to formulate the US position for the
WG2 meeting and progress the document to DP status.

These ballot results were in hand for the ASC X3H3 meeting at Ft.

Collins, late January 1987. A working group of 5-8 (varying
membership) ,

led by the NBS representative, processed the results
of this ballot. The output of this working group was a document
containing:

1. additional arguments and clarifications to the existing ISO
issues log for CGEM;

2. generation of a set of new ANSI issues on CGEM.

The identification and logging of issues was critical in several
respects. Basically, the open issues were to be submitted to ISO
(without positions or recommendations) as the US national
comment. This served the purpose of placing the issues on the
agenda for discussion. Officially, it is a WG2 rule that
technical topics cannot be discussed and resolved unless they
have been put on the agenda and pre-circulated to the membership— in reality this rule gets ignored but the US metafile experts
assumed it would not be and wanted to have their concerns
efficiently dealt with.

In addition, the issues were used to develop the US positions for
the ISO WG2 meeting. The combined issues log, containing 23 ISO
issues and 28 new ANSI issues, was packaged with some explanatory
text and circulated to X3H3 membership for voting. This package
is contained in Appendix 2 to this report. The ballot results
(contained in Appendix 3) were in hand at the start of the ASC
X3H3 meeting in Tulsa during the last week of May 1987.

Processing of issue ballot results at the Tulsa meeting was a
strategic point for CALS requirements to be represented. This is
particularly so because the needs of CALS and similar
constituencies had not been strongly represented in CGM/CGEM work
to date, in the formulation of the scope of CGEM and generation
of the initial (ISO) issues set.
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4.2 Issues Important to CALS

The following issues are considered important to CALS (the issues
log from which the following discussion is derived can be found
in its entirety in Appendix 2 of this report)

.

ANSI. 6 (Also CGMA2) . The resolution of this issue favorably
would enable a symbol library capability in CGEM; this has been
identified as a critical CALS requirement.

ANSI.l This is a conceptual issue with some important and
far-reaching implications. Some have suggested that the CGEM
should just be a syntactic framework, others that semantics vary
by category. NBS feels the first makes CGM results unpredic-
table, and the second would complicate conformance checking.

ANSI. 4 This opens the way for CGEM to properly support the
segmentation and symbol needs of diverse clients, including CALS,
rather than just being limited to GKSM.

ANSI. 14 The need for better font definition facilities has been
identified for CALS. This is a good idea at some time, but the
"premature” argument may be compelling because of the newness and
instability of the work.

ANSI. 15 This is very important for opening up additional useful
functionality, such as CLOSED FIGURE, that exist in CGI now and
were added after development of CGM was frozen. It could also
open the door to additional useful functionality (splines, line
cap, hatch styles, ...) that are not in CGI but are needed (as
per other NBS studies mentioned above)

.

ANSI. 25 NBS strongly feels that conformance should be handled as
in CGM, by application profiles.

ANSI. 26 Once again, proper resolution will free CGEM from the
functional limitations of GKSM and allow it to grow in the
direction of CALS needs.

The rest of the issues are of a more detailed technical nature.
Their resolution is important from the standpoint of a good,
consistent, and usable standard, but they do not have the
importance to CALS as the above.

One issue with some import for CALS, that did not make it into
the official issues list, is the nature of the 3D extensions.
CALS needs here are not clear as yet.

4.3 Processing LB-49 at the Tulsa Meeting
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Copies of all letter ballots and comments were brought to the
Tulsa X3H3 meeting, along with a tally and classification of
comments. A working group of 4-5 worked on ballot results
processing — two representatives of McDonnell Douglass Corp, one
representative from MagiCorp, and sometimes a representative of
Peter Bono R. Associates. The NBS representative led the
subgroup. The goal of the subgroup was to have all issues
closed, i.e., have positions or recommendations on all issues.

First, issues with clear consensus were identified and declared
closed. On issues that were more badly split in the vote the
subgroup deliberated and came up with recommendations from the
majority of the subgroup, to the X3H3 membership at large. Past
experience showed that these would most likely be accepted.

On a small handful of "closed" issues and issues with a majority
leaning one way, the subgroup disagreed with the majority
position and recommended for reversal. It was the subgroup's
position that the issue was not being properly understood (some
were badly worded or lacking arguments)

, or that there were
significant new arguments that recommended against the majority
position. A couple of these were important to CALS, such as
ANSI. 6 (the important capability for a symbol library).

In sximmary, the group processed 51 issues. 32 were closed by
clear majority. 19 either did not have a clear consensus, or
there were new arguments and the majority position was reversed
in the recommendations.

These recommendations were presented to X3H3.3 for endorsement.
There was some discussion on the important ones, and the
recommendations were unanimously endorsed. The NBS
representative then presented the recommendations to X3H3
plenary, and after some discussion they were unanimously endorsed
again. This then became the US position for the ISO WG2 meeting
at Valbonne.

The following subsections review results that were achieved
during the week in Tulsa that were favorable and important for
CALS constituents.

4.3.1 Scope

A number of issues were resolved that broaden the scope of CGEM
beyond the limited scope from the WG2 Egham meeting. In
particular, the US position at the May 1987 WG2 meeting was for
alignment with CGI when possible, so that more diverse client
applications could be supported than would be possible if CGEM
were required to have a 1-to-l relationship with GKSM.

Subsequent subsections detail other important issues of scope,
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such as added functionality beyond that needed to support GKSM.
The broader scope comes with the proviso, however, that it not
adversely impact the schedule of Addendum 1. This is a reality
that comes from the impatience of (particularly European)
constituents to have GKSM support as soon as possible.
4.3.2

Symbol Libraries

It was a reversal of a majority position that determined there
should be a symbol library facility in the CGEM. This is the
issue of where segments are defined and from where they are
referenceable. GKSM implies it should only be within a picture
(there is actually no well-defined concept of randomly accessible
pictures in GKSM, as there is in CGM and CGEM) . In the existing
segment model, segments disappear at END PICTURE. Such a segment
model cannot be used to support symbol libraries. For issue
resolution the US position is that segments should also be
definable in some place like the Metafile Descriptor and then
referenceable from any picture.

4.3.3

Additional Stable CGI Functionality

It was resolved as part of the US position that additional stable
functionality from CGI, beyond that required to support GKSM,
should be adopted into CGEM. This applies to additional output
primitives (e.g., CLOSED FIGURE), primitive attributes, control
functions, drawing mode, etc.

4.3.4

Additional Drawing Functionality

This is the issue of additional functionality, needed by CALS but
not yet in CGI or other standards. Such elements as splines,
additional hatch and linetypes, additional attributes (e.g., line
join), user definable hatch styles, etc., are included here.
This was not raised and presented as a specific issue in the
balloting, i.e., there was no specific issue on LB-49. But there
was interest among X3H3 and the US delegation. It was agreed
informally by the metafile sub-delegation to look for an
opportunity to advocate for such in CGEM at Valbonne in May.

4.3.5

Fonts and Text

There was an issue about incorporating the superior (to the
CGM/GKS text model) font specification techniques being developed
by SC18. It was voted and recommended not to try to incorporate
such at this time. The proposals themselves are still in
development at this time, and it was not believed to be a good
idea to attach the work before it is stabilized. There is keen
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interest in this work however, and at some point in the near
future it may be appropriate to try to incorporate it into CGEM.

4.3.6 3D Metafiles

Once again there was no specific issue on LB-49 dealing with
what form of 3D support is desirable, needed, or achievable.
There was a position paper circulate by BSI (British Standards
Institute) as a proposal for the Working Draft of Addendum 2.

This was basically exactly the 3D GKSM, copied straight from
GKS-3D. There is considerable uncertainty as to what the role of
a 3D metafile is-. What need is to be fulfilled? Simple 3D
primitives? Full viewing? What coordinate system in the 3D
pipeline?

There has been relatively little interest in 3D metafiles in the
US, or at least among 3D graphics experts. Most of the interest
is from Europe, and most of that because of 3D GKS . After
presenting the results to X3H3 for endorsement, the NBS
representative called for participation in an ad hoc meeting, by
X3H3 members interested in 3D (GKS, PHIGS , ..). In a one hour
meeting no consensus could be reached. It was decided the
position was not to initiate any 3D work at the WG2 meeting, but
to respond critically to other proposals and evaluate and choose
the best.

The CALS requirements are not clear here. To provide some
support for IGES-to-CGEM translation, probably a rudimentary 3D
system of any kind would do. That is, a GKSM-3D or a PHIGS
archive or a more general 3D metafile supporting varied 3D
clients. The simple minded metafile of Annex E of GKS-3D is too
specific to GKS and too limited, and that a more general proposal
should be supported if one were forthcoming.

This is an area where more work is needed on CALS behalf, both
within ASC X3H3 and within ISO.

5 . 0 The Valbonne Meeting

The results of the Tulsa meeting became the US positions for the
ISO WG2 meeting. The detailed minutes of the metafile subgroup
at the ISO WG2 meeting in Valbonne are contained in Appendix 4 of
this report. A summary is presented here.

The major activity was the processing of national-body comments
on the Working Draft of CGEM, which was circulated along with the
initial ISO issues log in late 1986 and early 1937. X3H3 had two
ballots on these documents. The first was on the suitability of
the working draft for registration as a DP. The comments that
the US submitted during the ISO Working Draft comment period
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consisted mainly of an additional 28 new open issues which were
identified during the processing of the comments on this X3H3
letter ballot.

On the second X3H3 letter ballot, each of the open ISO and ANSI
issues was voted. The results were processed at Tulsa to develop
the US position for Valbonne.

The CGEM Rapporteur Group (or metafile working group) consisted
of 2 US members, 1 UK delegate, 1 from France, 3 from Germany, 1

from Italy, and 1 from Japan. This group worked on a number of
major technical areas during the meeting:

1. Scope of Addendum 1:

a. incorporation of additional stable functionality from
CGI

;

b. incorporation of additional functionality to begin
addressing the needs of technical illustration and
publishing;

2. Relationship of CGEM and GKSM — 1-to-l, or is a well
defined and "reasonable” mapping sufficient;

3. Relationship of CGEM and CGI;
4. What segment model should CGEM use;
5. Resolution of all open issues;
6. Scope of Addendum 2 (3D)

.

5.1 Scope of Addendum 1

Everyone agreed that GKSM support was the minimal requirement of
Addendum 1. It was also generally agreed (UK dissenting, with
the position that CGEM should not be expanding its scope and
generating new work) that the slowness of the standards-making
process made it highly desirable to include additional stable
functionality, for support of constituents other than GKSM users,
where such functionality could be identified. This endorsement
of wider scope for Addendum 1 was with the proviso that
consideration of such functionality not slow down the processing
of Addendum 1.

Specifically, the CGEM group endorsed the inclusion of
"additional stable output functionality of CGI," and the HOD/RAP
(Heads of Delegations and Rapporteurs, a sort of "steering
committee" overseeing the working groups) concurred.

Early in the meeting the US added to the agenda consideration of
functionality for better support of user requirements in
technical illustration and publishing (e.g., ODA/ODIF)
applications. This includes such functionality as additional
hatch and patterns, splines, and attributes like line cap, line
join, etc., and such capability as "symbol libraries" or "global
segments." The argument was made that CGM and CGEM were in
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danger of being ignored by certain important constituencies if

their needs were not addressed.

There was general support in the CGEM group for looking at such
needs during the meeting, both additional drawing controls and a

symbol or segment library capability (UK dissenting again) . This
was loosely termed "Addendum 3." With the exception of UK, all
delegations in CGEM placed Addendum 3 at higher priority than
Addendum 2. HOD/RAP advised CGEM, however, to discontinue
consideration — an ad hoc group of interested parties from
within WG2 should be convened to draw up user requirements, and
perhaps a project could be organized at the next WG2 (SC24)
meeting.

The US metafile experts and NBS feel that this is a critical
issue for continued acceptance of CGM/CGEM in the US. To that
end NBS has directed the NBS representative to generate a

proposal for an additional addendum to CGM on user requirements
for metafiles in technical illustration and publishing
applications (see Appendix 7)

.

The CGEM group decided that a symbol library capability could be
provided with no additional elements beyond those already being
added for GKSM support. A proposal was written up and issues
generated and resolved by a sub-group led by the NBS
representative. This was unanimously endorsed by CGEM for
inclusion in Addendum 1. A copy of this proposal is in Appendix
5 of this report.

Basically, segments may be defined in the Metafile Descriptor
(these are Global Segments) as well as in picture bodies (Local
Segments) . Segments defined in the MD may be referenced (via
COPY SEGMENT) from any picture in the metafile. All issues
pertaining to attribute binding, legal operations on Global
Segments, etc., were addressed and resolved. Global Segments
should be a valuable tool for the technical illustration
constituency, and this result is in accord with the X3H3 position
from Tulsa.

5.2 Relationship of CGEM and GKSM

A major conceptual issue for Addendum 1 was whether CGEM must
have a direct 1-to-l relationship to GKSM, or whether support
could be more general with a well-defined mapping between CGEM
and GKSM. The resolution of this issue impacts such questions as
whether combined forms of certain separate CGM elements must be
provided (e.g., character height and orientation) — this was a
major debate at Egham (particularly for AFNOR and DIN) . The
relationship also has major bearing on what segmentation model
must be used — the GKS model or the more generally useful CGI
model

.
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with basically no debate (even DIN and AFNOR positively agreeing,
which was a positive shift in position since the Egham meeting of
Sept 1986), CGEM unanimously resolved that general and
well-defined support is adequate and desirable. Addendum 1 will
contain in an annex the mappings between CGEM elements and GKSM
items that must be performed by generators and interpreters.

Wherever possible, the functionality of CGI will be used to
support the requirements of GKSM. This will in some cases lead
to a one-to-many mapping between GKSM items and CGI/CGEM
functions

.

5.3 Relationship of CGEM and CGI

Another major conceptual issue is the relationship between CGEM
and CGI. Should every CGEM be generatable (directly or via
mapping) from a CGI? Should only some categories, e.g., GKSM, be
supported? Should CGEM be an audit trail of a CGI? At the
CGEM/CGI liaison meeting there was strong support that GKSM
should be generatable through CGI — there was a vote (almost
unanimous) that CGI should add new functions if such were
required to use CGEM as a GKSM.

Further liaison work during the week resulted in presentation of
the new CGI pipeline model to CGEM (particularly as it pertains
to the segmentation model)

,
presentation of a list of output

functions of CGI considered stable enough for inclusion in
Addendum 1, and some interchange on CGEM needs for new functions
in CGI.

Following these liaison exchanges, CGEM experts identified the
priority location of CGEM in the CGI pipeline as just prior to
segment storage.

The CGEM group presented to CGI the need for 2 new functions —
UPDATE and MODIFY FONT LIST — in order to generate a CGEM/GKSM
through CGI. By the end of the meeting CGI had resolved not to
include such functions at this time — the relationship between
CGEM and CGI now stands that some metafiles will be generatable
through CGI, but not all. In particular, not all GKSMs will be
generatable through CGI. CGI will have adequate facilities to
interpret CGEMs, with some mapping required.

CGEM will adopt most of the functions suggested by CGI. There is
some concern about the stability of some, and the usefulness of
some others in a metafile environment. The stability question is
particularly sensitive, as it is a firm principle that expansion
of the scope of Addendum 1 shall not slow down its progress.

In summary then, the relationship between CGEM and CGI
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functionality is "close,” but uncoupled in the sense that CGEM
generators cannot necessarily reside below CGI, even in the GKSM
case (because of lack of the 2 functions mentioned)

.

5.4

Segment Model of CGEM

The US presented to CGEM a position paper (by Vanderschel and
Gerety of the US CGI sub-delegation) demonstrating that the CGI
segmentation model was adequate to support GKSM needs. Together
with study and explanation of the new CGI pipeline model,
explicit definition of the mapping between CGI functions and GKSM
items, and the resolution of the 1-to-l GKSM support issue, it
was unanimously resolved to adopt the CGI segmentation model for
CGEM. The UPDATE function of GKS/GKSM must be added, however.

In addition, as mentioned earlier the US position on Global
Segments (symbol libraries) was accepted and they will be
incorporated into Addendum 1.

5 .

5

GKSM Item Types

A distinction is made between the "logical items" of a client of
CGEM, such as GKS/GKSM, and the "physical items" which are the
elements of CGEM. The CGEM group felt that it is the
responsibility of the client standard to define logical items and
logical item types, and the responsibility of CGEM to define the
mapping between physical items and logical items. HOD/RAP felt
that this should be done by CGEM Addendum 1 in the case of GKSM,
because of expediency.

Addendum 1 will contain a new annex detailing the mapping between
CGEM elements and GKSM items, and will specify the item types (as
in GKS annex E) , and that this new annex will be part of the
standard.

5.6

Resolution of all Open Issues

All open issues, both in the initial ISO issues log and those
generated by national review, were resolved. The US submitted
most of the latter issues, with some also from UK, and a small
number from France and Germany.

The US delegation was effective here. All the resolutions agree
with the US positions on the issues, as developed at the X3H3
Tulsa meeting, with the following exceptions. (Please note: None
of these exceptions are on issues of major importance.)

1. ANSI. 5 — "What elements may be included in segments?" The
resolution was alternative 3, "restricted set by category".
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2. ISO. 12 cind ANSI. 11 — It was resolved that the TEXT FONT
INDEX element could be used by GKS, with the proper use of the
FONT LIST element and the addition of a new MODIFY FONT LIST
element (which is a picture element) . The mechanism should be
explained in the new GKSM annex of Addendum 1.

3. ANSI. 16 — "What is result when both SCALING MODE and DEVICE
VIEWPORT appear?" This was basically resolved as per the
preferred position of the US, alternative 1, with the additional
proviso that when neither element appears in the metafile, the
default viewport has precedence in those metafile categories in
which both elements are allowed.

4. ISO. 4 — "Should SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY be integer or
real?" This was resolved as per the preferred US position,
integer. However a SEGMENT PRIORITY EXTENT function will be
included (similar to VDC EXTENT, COLOR VALUE EXTENT, etc) to
declare the minimum and maximum values (i.e., they are not simply
implicit from the range of representable integers)

.

5. ANSI. 9 — "Should the encoding of the METAFILE DEFAULTS
REPLACEMENT element in the Binary Encoding be improved?" After
much discussion, the consensus was that the change: 1) would not
accomplish what was desired, because generators and interpreters
would still have to honor the old encoding for category ' cgm

'

metafiles; and 2) is not really needed. The worst difficulty
with the current encoding is the awkwardness of generating it.
But there is a solution 'in the current CGM — a generator can
produce multiple occurrences of the MDR element, and can set one
default with each occurrence, and this is fairly easy to
generate

.

6. ISO. 19 — "How should item types be defined?" As per the
above discussion, a standard annex of Addendum 1 will give the
logical item types of GKSM logical items, and these will agree
with the current annex E of GKS.

7. BSI.2.1 -- "What are the dynamic effects of the
REPRESENTATION elements [and of the current COLOR TABLE and
PATTERN TABLE in category GKSM]?" This is a new issue. In
Addendum 1 the new elements will have dynamic effects, as in GKS.
The existing elements must also have dynamic effects for category
'gksm', but the current CGM states that the dynamic effects are
unspecified. The GKSM annex of Addendum 1 will be used to
specify the dynamic nature of these two elements.

8. DIN. 2.1, DIN. 2. 2, DIN. 2. 3 — These three issues pertain to
how bundled geometric attributes can be made to properly
transform, how CIRCLE and similar elements transform, and how
such attributes as absolute linewidth transform. The CGI
solutions to these issues will be adopted by CGEM, and will be
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explained by the new CGI pipeline model (which CGI presented and
explained to CGEM at Valbonne)

.

5.7 Scope of Addendum 2 (3D)

Position papers on 3D were presented by BSI and DIN. The BSI
paper was discussed at Tulsa briefly — it is basically just the
annex E of GKS-3D. The DIN paper was more ambitious — it
proposed a 3D metafile for GKS-3D, and for PHIGS, and for general
3D work. This proposal is definitely the more interesting one
when diverse metafile applications such as CALS, IGES-to-CGM,
GKS, etc. are being considered.

There was no clear resolution of the scope question. The
preference seemed to be toward the minimal GKS-3D scope. There
was much concern expressed that Addendum 2 not preclude or
complicate extension to support PHIGS or other 3D constituents in
the future. An interim meeting will prepare a Working Draft for
circulation.

5 . 8 Status and Schedules

For Addendum 1, all open issues were resolved and enough of the
drafting work was completed that the document editor will be able
to have the DP text ready in August. The DP text will point
heavily to CGI text, rather than replicating it. The current CGI
text will be used. The next CGI draft would be preferable, but
it will not be available in time for CGEM to meet its schedule
for the first DP of Addendum 1. Where significant technical
changes to CGI are known, these will be noted.

The CGEM schedule calls for a 3-month DP Registration ballot, and
a 3-month DP ballot, both to be completed by 1 April 1988. This
should allow national bodies to process comments at a domestic
meeting prior to the summer 1988 SC24 meeting (SC21/WG2 is
becoming SC24 )

.

There will be an interim working meeting for Addendum 2, probably
in the UK, probably in November 1987. The purpose is to produce
Working Draft text.
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6.0

The NBS/Eurographics Metafiles Workshop6.1

Background and Objectives

In September 1987 NBS and Eurographics (a professional
organization for computer graphics, based in Europe) jointly
sponsored a workshop, CGM in the Real World, held at NBS in
Gaithersburg, MD. The results of this workshop will be published
as an edited volume by Springer-Verlag. Participation in the
workshop was by invitation. Attendance included a spectrum of US
and foreign experts, representing industry, academia, the
standards community, and government. There was much
implementation experience represented, and much awareness of the
benefits and problems of using CGM.

CALS participation in the CGEM effort has generally had positive
results. However, at the Valbonne meeting, ISO WG2 had declined
to deal with extended drawing functionality such as that needed
by the application areas of technical illustration and technical
publishing. Making CGEM more suitable in these areas is one of
the priority CALS objectives.

An effective strategy for continuing to pursue the addition of
such functionality within ISO would be to first get a strong US
position endorsing such extensions, and submit a detailed draft
of such a position to ISO as a "strawman” proposal as an official
US input document. The NBS workshop presented a good opportunity
to begin formulating such a position. The workshop included many
experts in the field, and it also included some key members of
the graphics standards community.

6.2

Results of the Workshop

6.2.1 Presentations

Very preliminary minutes of the workshop are included as Appendix
6 to this report. An attendance list is included. Each attendee
submitted a paper and presented it to the workshop.' These are
the papers that will be printed by Springer-Verlag. The
presentations commenced on the morning of the first day and
continued until the middle of the second day. Group discussion
during and after each paper identified key issues and areas where
further discussion and action are required.

The presentations were organized into six topical areas:

performance considerations and issues in using1. Performance:
CGM;
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2. CALS: the topics of the CALS Application Profile, CGM
extensions for efficient technical drawing and publishing
application,, and CGM's role in raster to vector conversion;

3. Testing: testing of the CGM, conformance testing of ODA,
and NBS graphics conformance testing;

4. Commercial Applications: CGM encodings issues and
presentation graphics requirements;

5. Implementations; implementatations within an academic
environment and a corporate environment.

6.2.2 Evaluation of Issues

The issues generated by the presentations and discussions were
divided into 4 principal categories;

1. Technical Barriers to Interchange Using the Current CGM.
There are a number of problems that were identified that are
presenting barriers to CGM usage. Among these are:

o inability to specify high quality text and kerning
information

;

o color to black-and-white mapping;
o lack of settable bundles;
o handling of cell array;
o relationship of CGM elements and GKSM item types;
o lack of specification of physical file format;
o misuse of the VDC Extent element.

2. User Requirements & Needed Future Capabilities. The CGM
does not have sufficient graphical capabilities to efficiently
support some application areas. Application areas considered as
sources of requirements included:

o CALS

;

o business graphics;
o computing centers (e.g., large government funded research

labs) ;

o office systems;
o publishing.

3. Educational Guidelines and Application Profiles. Issues and
topics identified in this area were:

o the need for a CGM bibliography;
o educating raster-to-vector system producers to CGM

opportunities

;

o guidance on which encodings to use for what;
o guidance on how to interface CGM and GKS

;
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o guidance on how to interface CGM and GKS

;

o need to specify the content of APs as a general
specification

;

o need for public agreement on font metrics and
definitions

;

o user guidelines for particular APs;
o need for maintaining consistency between APs.

4. Testing and Validation. A number of important topics were
identified, including:

o testing CGM generators;
o testing CGM interpreters;
o the role of formal testing;
o the role of extended testing;
o testing mixed content (graphics, raster, text);
o testing for conformance to Application Profiles;
o testing private encodings;
o the role of the Control Board for CGM;
o how to make meaningful conformance statements for CGM.

The workshop participants split into 4 groups and worked during
the afternoon of the second day identifying and studying problems
and issues. The results were presented and summarized on the
third (last) day of the workshop.

There is considerable interaction between the major topic areas,
as well as between the specific issues within those areas. The
most important area for future CALS requirements was clearly the
second, since further work to influence CGEM and inject advanced
capabilities needed by CALS and similar constituents had to start
with a definition of user requirements. It is in this working
group that the NBS representative participated.

The results of this working group are presented in the table that
comprises the last two pages of Appendix 7. The table gives the
results in terms of a matrix — needed extension on one axis and
application area requiring the extension on the other.

This table, and the output of the workshop in general, represent
an important step toward the goal of getting CGM extended to be a-

more effective mechanism for CALS drawing and publishing
applications. It is the first time that a user requirements
study has been done for metafiles in such application areas. As
mentioned before, it is a prerequisite and first step to getting
a proposal for further CGM addendum work into the ISO standards
committees

.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPACTS

The work detailed above formally completed the program of work
for this task for FY87. However, two weeks after the workshop
(the first week of October 1987) there was an ASC X3H3 meeting in
Lowell, MA. This included a working meeting of X3H3.3, within
which metafile work is carried out in the U.S. If CALS
requirements for additional drawing functionality are to make any
progress in the ISO arena, then the U.S. must take the lead.
This requires that the U.S. develop and submit a proposal to ISO.

The NBS CGM workshop output represented the basis of such a
proposal. This X3H3 meeting came at a critical time in
formulating a new proposal, since there is a meeting of ISO SC24
(formerly SC21/WG2, the ISO graphics standards committee) in
December 1987, at which such a proposal could be approved.
Missing this meeting would cause at least a 9 month delay in
getting a project initiated.

Accordingly, the NBS representative participated with and led a
handful of interested parties in producing a proposal for the
SC24 meeting. The proposal is for an Addendum 3 to CGM, with a
scope that includes the capabilities required for effective CGM
use in technical illustration and publishing. This proposal is
contained in Appendix 7 to this report.

The writing of this brief proposal is only the first step of a
successful addendum process. It proposes a fairly aggressive,
but realistic, timetable for achieving completion of the
addendum. It is CALS participation in the standards process that
has achieved the progress to date on Addendum 3 (as well as the
important results through the Valbonne meeting) . If the v/ork is
to continue to progress smoothly and rapidly, CALS needs to
continue working actively in the standards making process at
least through the DP draft stage of the project, which will occur
at the SC24 meeting in summer of 1988.

Recommendation: CALS should continue, without delay or
interruption, to inject its requirements into and provide
leadership for the CGM Addendum 3, up to and including the SC24
meeting in summer 1988 in Tucson, Arizona.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Before presenting technical positions to the ISO WG2 subgroup
writing the extended metafile, those positions had to become part
of the US national position for that meeting. Formulating the US
position was the agenda for the metafile experts at the Tulsa
X3H3 meeting in late April 1987.

Specifically, the metafile experts had to process the results of
an X3H3 letter ballot in which X3H3 members voted individually on
51 ANSI and ISO issues for CGEM. Processing meant coming to
consensus on what position the US metafile sub-delegation should
support at the next ISO WG2 working meeting (May 87)

.

In a working group led by the NBS representative, all open issues
were resolved (positions taken) . These recommendations were
endorsed by X3H3 and became the US position for the WG2 meeting.
Among the issues were several that were important for the CALS
community. Without exception these issues were resolved for the
alternatives that met the CALS requirements.

On an important general issue of the scope of the CGEM it was
resolved that the scope of Addendum 1 (and other addenda) should
be broadened beyond the limited scope that was current in the ISO
WG2 CGEM project. Related to this was the decision to adopt the
CGI segmentation model, to include additional stable
functionality of CGI, and to not be constrained to a 1-to-l
relationship between CGEM and GKSM.

It was resolved to support some sort of symbol library facility.
This is a facility that is very much needed and useful in CALS
environments, and this was an important result. There was keen
interest in better font specification work, but the decision was
that the proposals should stabilize some before serious
consideration for inclusion in CGEM. CALS does need better text
facilities. Finally, the decision was taken to adopt a passive
posture on 3D. This means basically reacting to and responding
to other proposals, of which the first (from the UK) was in hand,
at the Tulsa meeting.

These were the major US positions taken into the ISO WG2 meeting.
The results of a week of work by ISO metafile experts were
favorable on most, but not on all. In general, there was
considerable consensus on all of the important CALS issues,'
particularly between the US, Germany, and Francs. There was some
support on many from the UK as well, but the UK did oppose some
other important ones (such as richer drawing controls to support
technical publishing)

.

On the important topic of broadening ^the scope of the CGEM so
that it serves a broader clientele, the US position was accepted.
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This conceptual resolution was the prerequisite for dealing with
specific functionality, such as symbol libraries, drawing
controls, CGI functionality, etc.

On the issue of a symbol library facility the US position was
accepted. A small task group drafted the proposal and presented
it to the metafile subgroup. It introduced no new CGM elements,
but defined the semantics and a syntax of existing elements to
achieve the functionality; this was probably key in diverting any
opposition to the proposal.

The issue of inclusion of additional stable CGI functionality was
resolved as per the US position. The DP draft of CGEM which is
now in preparation will include a number of primitives,
attributes, and controls from CGI.

The issue of additional functionality needed to support technical
illustration and publication quality graphics was resolved
against the US position. This is unfortunate, because all
delegations with the exception of one all agreed with the US and
placed such extensions at higher priority than 3D. That
delegation (UK) apparently prevailed on procedural grounds at the
"steering committee" level.

Finally, there was no definite resolution on 3D. It appears that
the UK proposal, which is basically just GKS-3D Annex E, has the
momentum. There was a more interesting and general proposal from
Germany. Although CALS and other needs in 3D are not yet
completely clear, it appears that the German proposal would be
the wiser choice, allowing more options and wider clientele in
the future.

Overall, the results were good for CALS and similar constituents
in the US graphics community. On the topics of expanded drawing
capability and control, and 3D, more work is needed.

The groundwork for an additional CGM addendum (Appendix 7) was
laid in the form of a user requirements specification that was
produced, with NBS direction, at the "CGM in the Real World"
workshop sponsored by NBS in September 1987. This was injected
into the ASC X3H3 meeting in early October 1937, resulting in a
US position for the next ISO meeting that proposes another
addendum to CGM. An opportunity now exists for CALS to achieve
those objectives that were not met through the Valbonne meeting.
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APPENDIX 1

WORKING DRAFT CGEM
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IS0/TC97/SC21/NX403

Information Processing Systems

Computer Graphics

Metafile for. the Storage and Transfer

of Picture Description Information

Addendum 1

Part 1

Functional Description

Working Draft November I 9S 6





Page X

Sub-clause 0.1: Add the following at the end of the sub-clause:

This picture description includes static images and session capture

requirements

.

Page X

Sub-clause 0.3: Add the following at the end of item c)

:

It should also not preclude further extensions to support future standards.

Page X

Sub-clause 0.3: Add the following at the end of item- d)

:

It should include the capability* to support both GXS picture and session
requirements

.

Page X

Sub-clause 0.8: Add the following at the end of the first paragraph:

_

The extended COM also specifies t.he elements required to support GKS
session capture.

Page X

Clause 1: Add the following at the end of the first paragraph:

This picture description includes static image and session capture
requirements

.

Page X

Clause 1: Add the following at the end of the second paragraph:

The extended CGM also contains elements that delimit and manipulate groups
of elements within pictures. Capability is provided for segme.nt structure
and dynamic picture regeneration such as is required for session capture.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.1: Add the following at the end of the list of classes of
elements:

Segment Elements. which enable the manipulation and appearance of
elements within pictures
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Page X

Sub-clause 4.1: Add the following after the third paragraph:

Graphical output primitives and attributes may be grouped in segments.
Segment attribute elements control the appearance of segments.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.2: Add the following at the end of the sub-clause:

Groups of elements within pictures, csilled segments, are delimited by
BEGIN SEGMOT and END SEGMENT. Each segment is uniquely identified by a

segment identifier.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.3: Add the following immediately above 4.3.1:

Eac.h metafile falls into a particular metafile category. The metafile
category may be announced at the start of the metafile. This information
may be used by the interpreter to decide if the metafile can be
interpreted. The default metafile category is of the type 'cgm' as defined
by IS 8632 . The category implies that the metafile conforms to the

semantics and format! grammar of that category. The metafile categories may
overlap. The category does not imply particular default settings; these
must be explicitly stated via the METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACED-IENT element.

Page X

Sub-clause 4. 3.2.1: Add the following to the end of the list of
elements included in the drawing set:

BEGIN SEGMENT
END SEGMENT
METAFILE CATEGORY
VDC NORMALIZATION
DE7/ICE VIEWPORT
SET DEFERRAL STATE
CLEAR
UPDATE
TEXT FONT AND PRECISION
CHARACTER VECTORS
PICK IDE.NTIFIER
LINE REPRESENTATION
MARKER REPRESENTATION
TEXT REPRESENT.ATION
FILL REPRESENTATION
EDGE REPRESENT.ATION
RENAME SEGMENT
DELETE SEGMENT
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS
SEGMENT TRANSFORM
SEGMENT VISIBILITY
SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING
SEGME.NT DISPLAY PRIORITY
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SEGMENT DETECTABILITY

Page X

Add the following sub-claiases after sub-clause 4. 3 .2.2:

4. 3. 2. 3 GKSMO Set

The GKSMO set includes all elements conforming to GKS level Oa in IS 7942.

The elements included in the GKSMO set are:

BEGIN METAFILE
END METAFILE
BEGIN PICTURE
BEGIN PICTURE BODY
END PICTURE
BEGIN SEGMENT
END SEGMENT
METAFILE VERSION
METAFILE DESCRIPTION
VDC TYPE
INTEGER PRECISION
REAL PRECISION
INDEX PRECISION
COLOUR PRECISION
COLOUR INDEX PRECISION
MAXIMUM COLOUR. INDEX
METAFILE ELEMENT LIST
METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT
FONT LIST
CHARACTER SET LIST
CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCER
VDC EXTENT
BACKGROUND COLOUR
VDC NORMALIZATION
VDC INTEGER PRECISION
VDC REAL PRECISION
CLIP RECTANGLE
CLEAR WORKSTATION
UPDATE WORKSTATION
SET DEFERRAL MODE
DEVICE VIEWPORT
POLYLINE
POLx’MARKER
TEXT
POLYGON
CELL ARRAY
GDP
LINE BUNDLE INDEX
LINE TYPE
LINE WIDTH
LINE COLOLTl

MARKER BUNDLE INDEX
MARKER TYPE
MARKER SIZE
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MARKER COLOUR
TEXT BUNDLE INDEX
TEXT FONT AND PRECISION
CHARACTER EXP.ANSION FACTOR
CHARACTER SPACING
TEXT COLOUR
CHARACTER VECTORS
TEXT PATH
TEXT ALIGNMENT
FILL BUNDLE INDEX
INTERIOR STYLE
FILL COLOUR
HATCH INDEX
PATTERN INDEX
FILL REFERENCE POINT
PATTERN TABLE
PATTERN SIZE
COLOUR TABLE
ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS
ESCAPE
MESSAGE
APPLICATION DATA

4, 3. 2, 4 GKSM Set

The GKSM set includes all elements conforming to GKS IS 79^2.

The elements included in the GKSM set are:

BEGIN METAFILE
END METAFILE
BEGIN PICTURE
BEGIN PICTTRE BODY
END PICTURE
BEGIN SEGMENT
END SEGMENT
METAFILE VERSION
METAFILE DESCRIPTION
VDC TYPE
INTEGER PRECISION
REAL PRECISION
INDEX PRECISION
COLOUR PRECISION
COLOUR INDEX PRECISION
M.\XLML’M COLOUR INDEX
METAFILE ELEMENT LIST
METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT
FONT LIST
CHARACTER SET LIST
CHARACTER CODING .WIOLT^CER

VDC EXTENT
BACKGROUND COLOUR
VDC NORMALIZATION
VDC INTEGER PRECISION
VDC REAL PRECISION
CLIP RECTANGLE
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CLEAR WORKSTATION
UPDATE WORKSTATION
SET DEFERRAL MODE
DEVICE VIEWPORT
RENAME SEGMENT
DELETE SEGMENT
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS
POLYLINE
POLYMARKER
TEXT
POLYGON
CELL ARRAY
GDP
LINE BUNDLE INDEX
LINE TYPE
LINE WIDTH
LINE COLOUR
MARKER BUNDLE INDEX
MARKER TYPE
MARKER SIZE
MARKER COLOUR
TEXT BUNDLE INDEX
TEXT FONT AND PRECISION
CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR
CHARACTER SPACING
TEXT COLOUR
CHARACTER VECTORS
TEXT PATH
TEXT ALIGNMENT
FILL bi:ndle index
INTERIOR STYLE
FILL COLOUR
HATCH INDEX
PATTERN INDEX
FILL REFERENCE POINT
PATTERN TABLE
PATTERN SIZE
COLOUR TABLE
ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS
PICK IDENTIFIER
LINE REPRESENTATION
MARKER REPRESENTATION
TEXT REPRESENTATION
FILL REPRESENTATION
SEGMENT TRANSFORM
SEGMENT VISIBILITY
SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING
SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY
SEGMENT DETECTABILITY
ESCAPE
MESSAGE
APPLICATION DATA
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Page X

Add the following sub-clause after sub-clause 4.3.3-

4.3.4 VDC Normaliza'tion

VDC NORMALIZATION defines a mapping of a subspace of the VDC range with the
normalized coordinate space of a target graphics system.

Page X

Add the following sub-clause after sub-clause 4.5.2:

4.5.3 Device Control

The extended COM may contain information for the interpreter to use in

controlling the output of the graphical information stored in the metafile.

DEFERRAL STATE allows the storing on the metafile of information relating
to the control of buffering and deferred actions of a graphics system.
Deferral state controls the possible delaying of output functions: for

example, data sent to a device may be buffered to optimize data transfer.
The values of deferral state ^in increasing order of delay) are:

a) ASAP: The visual effect of each function will be achieved As Soon As

Possible (ASAP).

b) BNIG: The visual effect of each function will be achieved Before the

Next Interaction Globally (BNIG), i.e. before the next
interaction with a logical input device gets underway.

c) BNIL: The visual effect of each function will be achieved Before the

Next Interaction Locally (BNIL)

.

d) .^TI: The visual effect of each function will be achieved At Some
Time ( ASTI )

.

•An implicit regeneration is equivalent to an invocation of t.he function
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS. Its possible delay is controlled by the implicit
regeneration mode. The values of implicit regeneration mode are:

a) SUPPRESSED Implicit regeneration of the picture is suppressed until
it is explicitly requested.

b ) ALLOWED

:

Implicit regeneration of the picture is allowed.

Deferred actions can be made visible at any time by the use of the UPDATE
function or by an appropriate cheinge of the deferral state.

The CLEAR element gives the capability for clearing the display surface.
The precise meaning of this element is interpreter dependent. Some
indication of the expected meaning for this element may be gauged from the

METAFILE CATEGORY element.
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Page X

In table 1, column "May Be Bundled”, add the following at the er.d:

TEXT FONT AND PRECISION

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7: Add the following immediately above sub-clause 4.7.1:

The attribute elements LINE REPRESENTATION. MARKER REPRESENTATION. FILL
REPRESENTATION. EDGE REPRESENTATION and TEXT REPRESENTATION are used to

set all of the attribute values in a bundle table entry at the same time.

Page X

In table 2, column "Aspects” add the following at t.he end of t.he list
of the "TEXT" bundle.

TEXT FONT AND PRECISION

Page X *

Sub-clause 4.7.3- Add the following at the end of the sub-clause:

f. TEXT FONT AND PRECISION determi.nes the style of the graphical display
of te.xt c.haracters and the fidelity with' whic.h characters need to be

displayed and positioned.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following in the first paragraph after the
first sentence:

The TEXT FONT AND PRECISION and CKAR.ACTER VECTORS elements may also control
t.he representation and placement of text characters.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following in the first paragraph after the

second sente.nce:

The placement and orientation of text strings may also be controlled by t.he

CK.ARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add t.he following at the end of t.he first paragraph:

The rendering may also depend on the value set by the TE.'<T FONT A.ND

PRECISION element.
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Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following paragraph after the first
paragraph in this sub-clause:

Some of the text attributes may be specified in two forms. The font and
precision aspects may either be specified by the two elements TEXT FONT
LNDEX and TEXT PRECISION or by the single element TEXT FONT AND PRECISION.
Similarly, the character height (text height) and up/base vectors (text
vectors) may be specified either by the two elements CHARACTER HEIGHT and
CHARACTER ORIENTATION or by the single element CHARACTER VECTORS.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following at the end of the fifth paragraph
after the sentence ending ” Metafile Descriptor element FONT
LIST.”

For the extended metafile this functionality can also be achieved with the
single element TEXT FONT AND PRECISION.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following after the seventh sentence of the

sixth paragraph, after the sentence which ends: " ...of the

font (see figure 3)*":

For the extended metafile this functionality can also be achieved via the

length of the up vector of CHARACTER VECTORS.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following at the end of the sixth
paragraph, after t.he sentence ending: ” as a fraction of the

CHARACTER HEIGHT.":

For the extended metafile the height can also be derived from the eleme.nt

CHARACTER VECTORS.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following paragraph after the end of the

seventh paragraph, after the sentence which ends: " t.he

ratio of t.heir lengths are significant.":

The generation and interpretation of CHARACTER VECTORS is similar to the
generation and interpretation of CHARACTER HEIGHT and CHARACTER
ORIENTATION. However, the properly sized vectors which are given to the

metafile generator are used directly to generate the CHARACTER VECTORS
element. In addition, the absolute lengths of the vectors of the

CHARACTER VECTORS element are significant to the interpreter-the length of
the up vector gives the text height.
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Page X

Sub-clause 4.7*6: Add the following in the tenth paragraph after the

first sentence which ends: " of the up vector of CHARACTER
ORIENTATION.":

The up vector of the CHARACTER VECTORS may also give this information in

the extended metafile.

Page X

Sub-clause 4.7.6: Add the following in the twenty third paragraph
after the first sentence which reads: "TEXT PRECISION is....... and

the clipping currently applicable.":

This may also be specified by the precision part of the TEXT FONT AND

PRECISION element for the extended metafile.

Page X

Add the following sub-clause after sub-clause 4.11:

4 . 12 Segment Elements

In the CGM, graphical output primitives and attribute setting elements may
be grouped in segments as well as being invoked outside segments. Each

segment is identified by a unique segment identifier. Segments may be:

a. transformed;

b. made visible or invisible;

c. highlighted;

d. ordered front to back;

e. made detectable or undetectable;

f. deleted;

Only functions stored inside segments are affected by t.hese operations.

Segments are the units for manipulation and change. Manipulation includes
creation, deletion and renaming. Change includes transforming a segment,
making a segment visible or invisible, highlig.hting a segment. and
changing t.he order of overlapping segments.

The appearance of segments is controlled by segment attributes. which
include segment transformation, visibility, highlighting, and segment
display priority. Such segment attributes can be a basis for feedback
during manipulations (for example. highlighting). The pick input
properties of segments are a o controlled by segment attributes. whic.h

include detectability and piCh. priority.

The segment elements are:
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RENAME SEGMENT
DELETE SEGMENT
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS
SEGMENT TRANSFORM
SEGMENT VISIBILITY
SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING
SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY
SEGMENT DETECTABILITY

Page X

Add the following to Figure 12:

figure 12 modifications to add segments

Page X

Sub-clause 5-1: Add the following after the ninth paragraph which
starts with the sentence: "The External Elements :

The Segment Elements (described in sub-clause 5*10) provide for the

grouping and manipulation of elements.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-1: Add the following at the end of the table of

abbreviations of data type names:

N Name Identifier of type Integer

DP Device A point expressed in a coordinate system that
Point is device dependent. DP units are metres or

other appropriate device units.

Page X

Add the following sub-clauses after sub-clause 5-2.5:

5.2.6 BEGIN SEGMENT

Parameters

:

Segment Identifier (I)
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Description:
This is the first element of a segment. All subsequent

elements until the next END SEGMENT will be collected into this

segment.

5.2.7 END SEGMENT

Parameters

:

None

Description:
Subsequent elements will no longer be part of a segment.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-3*ll: Add the following shorthand names at the end of

the list given in the third paragraph of t.he "Description”

:

GKSM
GKSMO
CGMEXTl

Page X

Add the following sub-clauses after sub-clause 5- 3- 15:

5.3.16 METAFILE CATEGORY

Parameters:

category (one of: cgm, gksmO, gksm, cgmextl) (E)

Description:
This function sets the metafile category to the t'^-pe indicated
by the parameter.

5.3.17 VDC NORMALIZATION

Parameters

:

low value (VDC)

high value (VDC)

Description:
The parameters define a mapping of a sub-space of the VDC range
defined by (low, low) and (high, high) and the virtual coordinate
space of a graphics system, e.g. NDC, such that the (low, low)
comer is equivalent to the lower left comer of NDC, and the
(high, high) comer with the upper right corner of NDC. The lew-

value is less than the high value.
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Page X

Add the following sub-clauses after sub-clause 5*5

5.5.7 DEVICE VIEWPORT

Parameters:

first comer (DP)

second comer (DP)

Description:
The two parameters define the opposite comers of a rectangular
viewport on the device's display surface.

5.5.8 DEFERRAL STATE

Parameters:

deferral mode (one of: asap, bnig, bnil, asti) (E)

implicit regeneration mode (one of: suppressed, allowed) (E)

Description:
Deferral mode controls t.he possible delaying of output
functions: for example, data sent to a device may be buffered
to optimize data transfer. The values of deferral node (in

increasing order of delay) are:

a) ASAP: The visual effect of each function will be achieved
As Soon As Possible (ASAP)

.

b) BNIG: The visual effect of each function will be achieved
Before t.be Next Interaction Globally (B.NIG) i.e.

before the next interaction with a logical input
device gets underway.

c) BNIL: The visual effect of eac.h function will be ac.hieved

Before t.he Next Interaction Locally (BNIL).

d) ASTI: t.he visual effect of each function will be ac.hieved

At Some Time (ASTI).

•An implicit regeneration is equivalent to an invocation of the function
REDRA'»V ALL SEGMENTS. Its possible delay is controlled by the implicit
regeneration mode. The values of implicit regeneration mode are:

a) SUPPRESSED

:

Implicit regeneration of the picture is

suppressed until it is explicitly requested.

b) ALLOWED

:

Implicit
allowed.

regeneration of the picture is
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j . 5 . 9 CLEAR

Parameters:

Control Flag (one of: conditionally, always) (E)

Description:
This element gives the capability for clearing the display
surface on interpretation. The precise meaning of this element
is dependent on the environment within which the metafile is

being interpreted.

5.5.10 UPDATE

Parameters

:

update regeneration flag (one of: perform, postpone) (E)

Description:
This element indicates that the interpreter should make
deferred actions visible. The meaning of the parameter is

interpreter dependent.

?ags X

Subclause 5-6.4: Add the following at the end of the second paragraph
of the "Description”:

For the extended metafile the character height and orientation may be
derived from the CHARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.4: Add t.he following at the end of the third paragraph
of the "Description”:

For the extended metafile the CHAR.ACTER VECTORS and TEXT FONT A.ND PRECISION
may also be c.hanged within a string.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.5: Add the following at the end of the third paragraph
of the "Description":

For the extended metafile the character height and orientation nay be
derived from the CHARACTER VECTORS element.
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Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.5 j Add the following at the end of the fourth
paragraph of the "Description”

:

For the extended metafile the orientation may be obtained from the base
vector component of the CHARACTER VECTORS element and the height from the
up vector of the CHARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 5*6.5^ Add the following in the fifth paragraph of the
"Description" after the second sentence which ends: to

achieve the required restriction.”:

For the extended metafile the values of the text attributes CHARACTER
VECTORS and TEXT FONT AND PRECISION may also be varied.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.?: Add the following at the end of the sixth paragraph
of the "Description”

:

For the extended metafile the CHARACTER VECTORS and TEXT FONT .AND PRECISION
may also be varied within a string.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.6: Add the following at the end of the second
paragraph of the "Description”

:

For the extended metafile the orientation may be obtained from t.he base
vector component of the CHARACTER VECTORS element and the height from the

up vector of the CHARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 5-6.6: Add t.he following at the end of the t.hird paragraph
of the "Description".

For the extended metafile the values of the text attributes CHARACTER
VECTORS and TEXT FONT AND PRECISION may also be varied.
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Page X

Sub-clause 5-7. 9: Add the following in the first paragraph of the

"Description” after the second paragraph which ends: "

attributes are set to 'bundled'.":

For the extended metafile the values of TEXT FONT AND PRECISION are taken

from the corresponding components of the indexed bundle if the ASFs for the

attributes are set to 'bundled'.

Page X

Sub-clause 5«7.12: Add the following sentence to the NOTE after the

second sentence which ends: " by the CHARACTER EXPANSION
FACTOR.":

For the extended metafile the charactet* height may be obtained from the up

component of the CHARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 5 *7 -13: Add the following in the fourth paragraph of the

"Description'’ after the second sentence which ends: of the

current CHARACTER HEIGHT attribute.":

For the extended metafile the c.haracter height may be obtained from the up

component of the CHARACTER VECTORS element.

Page X

Sub-clause 5 -7 -35: Add the following to the list of ASF types:

text font and precision ASF

Page X

Add the following sub-clauses after sub-clause 5-1-35-

5.5.36 TEXT FONT AND PRECISION

Parameters:

text font (I)

precision (one of: string, char, stroke) (E)

Description:
The text font and precision is set to the value specified by
the parameter. When the TEXT FONT .AND PRECISION ASF is
'individual' subsequent text elements are displayed with this
text font and precision. When the TE.XT FONT .AND PRECISION .ASF

is 'bundled' , this element does not affect the display of
subsequent text elements until the ASF returns to 'individual'.
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5.7.37
CHARACTER VECTORS

Parameters:

X character height component (VDC)

y character height component (VDC)

X character width component (VDC)

y character width component (VDC)

Description:
The two vectors define orientation, height, width and skew of
the character body of subsequent text elements. For the
purposes of alignment and path, 'up' is the direction of the
character height vector and 'right' is in the direction of the
character width vector.

Valid values of the vectors include any which have non-zero
length, and do not have the Scime direction, and do not have
opposite directions.

5.7.38 PICK IDENTIFIER

Parameters:

pick identifier (N)

Description:
The pick identifier is associated with all of t.he graphical
primitive elements of a segment until t.he next PICK IDECrTIFIER

element.

With pick input, a structure is returned consisting of the

picked segment identifier and a pick identifier. This pick
identifier represents t.he graphical elements t.hat were
associated wit.h it during creation of the segment. This pick
structure is returned only if the picked segment is bot.h

VISIBLE and DETrECT.iSLE. The default pick identifier is zero.

5.7.39 LINE REPRESENTATION

Parameters

:

line bundle index (I.X)

line type indicator (IX)

line width specifier, either
absolute line width (VDC)

or
line widt.h scale factor (R)

line colour specifier, either
line colour index (Cl)

or
line colour value (CD)
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Description:
In the line bundle table. the given line bundle index is

associated with the specific parameters.

Line type is specified and behaves as indicated in the LINE
TYPE attribute function.

Line width is defined in the current LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION
MODE and is stored in the bundle table along with that mode.
Thus, the definition is immune to subsequent changes to the

selection mode.

The line bundle table has predefined entries. Each entry
renders a distinct appearance from other predefined entries.
Any table entry (including the predefined entries) may be

redefined with this function. Redefining a table entry or

adding a new 'table entry may eliminate the ability to render a

distinct appearance from other table entries.

When line functions are displayed the line bundle index refers
to an entry in the line bundle table.

Which aspects in the entry are used depends upon the setting of
the corresponding ASFs, see the ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS function.

5.7.40 MARKER REPRESENTATION

Parameters:

marker bundle index (IX)

marker type indicator (IX)

marker size specifier, either
absolute marker size (VDC)

or
marker size scale factor (R)

marker colour specifier, either
marker colour index (Cl)

or
marker colour value (CD)

Description:
In the marker bundle table, the given marker bundle index is

associated with the specified parameters.

Marker type is specified and behaves as indicated in the MARKER
TYPE attribute function.

Marker size is defined in the current MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION
MODE and is stored in the bundle table along wit.b t.bat mode.
Thus, the definition is immune to subsequent changes to the
specification mode.

Marker colour is defined in the current COLOLT? SELECTION MODE,
and is stored in the bundle table along with that mode. Thus
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the definition is immune to subsequent changes to the selection
mode.

The marker bundle table has predefined entries. Eac.h entry
renders a distinct appearance from other predefined entries.
Any table entry (including the predefined entries) may be
redefined with this function. Redefining a table entry or
adding a new table entry may eliminate the ability to render a

distinct appearance from other table entries.

When polymarkers are displayed the marker bundle index refers
to an entry in the marker bundle table.

Which aspects in the entry are used depends upon the setting of
the corresponding ASFs, see the ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS function.

5.7.41 TEXT REPRESENTATION

Parameters:

text bundle index (IX)

text font index -(IX)

text precision (one of: string, character, stroke) (E)

c.haracter expansion factor (R)

character spacing (R)

text colour specifier, either
text colour index (Cl)

or
text colour value (CD)

Description:
In the text bundle table, the given text bundle index is

associated with the specified parameters.

Text font inde.x is specified and behaves as indicated in the

TEXT FONT INDEX attribute function.

Text precision is specified and behaves as indicated in the

TEXT PRECISION attribute function.

Character expansion factor is specified and behaves as

indicated in the CHARACTER EXP.‘\NSI0N FACTOR attribute function.

Character spacing is specified and behaves as indicated in t.he

CHARACTER SPACING attribute function.

Text colour is defined in the current COLOUR SELECTION MODE,
and is stored in t.he bundle table along with 'that mode. Thus,
the definition is immune to subsequent changes to the selection
mode

.

The text bundle table has predefined entries. Each entry
renders a distinct appearance from other predefined entries.
Any table entry (including the predefined entries) may be

redefined with this function. Redefining a table entry or
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adding a new table entry may eliminate the ability to render a

distinct appearance from other table entries.

When text is displayed the text bundle index refers to an entry
in the text bundle table.

Which aspects in the entry are used depends upon the setting of

the corresponding ASFs. see the ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS function.

5.7.42 FILL REPRESENTATION

Parameters:

fill area bundle index (IX)

interior style (one of: hollow, solid, pattern, hatch, empty) (E)

fill colour specifier, either
fill colour index (Cl)

or
fill colour value (CD)

hatch index (IX)

pattern index (TX)

Description;
In the fill bundle table, the given fill bundle index is

associated with the specified parameters.

Interior style is specified and behaves as indicated in the

INTERIOR STYLE attribute function.

Hatch index indicator is specified and behaves as indicated in

the HATCH INDEX attribute function.

Pattern index indicator is specified and behaves as indicated
in the PATTERN INDEX attribute function.

Fill colour is defined in the current COLOUR SELECTION MODE,
and is stored in the bundle table along wit.h t.hat mode. Thus,
the definition is immune to subseque.nt changes to t.he selection
mode.

The fill bundle table has predefined entries. Eac.h entry
renders a distinct appearance from other predefined e.ntries.

Any table entry (including predefined entries) may be redefined
with this function. Redefining a table entry or adding a new
table entry may eliminate the ability to render a distinct
appearance from other table entries.

When fill areas are displayed the fill bundle inde.x refers to

an entry in the fill bundle table.

Which aspects in the entry are used depends upon the setting of
the corresponding ASFs, see the ASPECT SOURCE FL.AGS function.
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5.7.43 EDGE REPRESENTATION

Parameters:

edge bundle index (IX)

edge type indicator (IX)

edge width specifier, either
absolute edge width (VDC)

or
edge width scale factor (R)

edge colour specifier, either
edge colour index (Cl)

or
edge colour value (CD)

Description:
In the edge bundle table, the given edge bundle index is

associated with the specified parameters.

Edge type is specified and behaves as indicated in the EDGE
TYPE attribute function.

Edge width is defined in the current EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION
MODE and is stored in the bundle table along with that mode.
Thus, the definition is immune to subsequent changes to the

specification mode.

Edge colour is defined in the current COLOUR SELECTION MODE and
is stored in the bundle table along with that mode. Thus, the

definition is immune to subsequent changes to the selection
mode.

The edge bundle table has predefined entries. Each entry
renders a distinct appearance from other predefined entries.
Any table entry (including predefined entries) may be redefined
with this function. Redefining a table entry or adding a new
table entry may eliminate the ability to render a distinct
appearance from ot.her table entries.

When fill areas are displayed the edge bundle index refers to

an entry in the edge bundle table.

Which aspects in the entry are used depends upon the setting of

the corresponding ASFs. see the ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS function.

Page K

Add the following sub-clause after sub-clause 5 - 9
’

5.10 Segment Elements

5.10.1 RENAME SEGMENT

Parameters:
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old segment identifier (I)

new segment identifier (I)

Description:
An existing segment is associated with a new segment
identifier.

5.10.2

DELETE SEGMENT

Parameters:

segment identifier (I)

Description:
The identified segment is deleted.

NOTE - The segment identifier may appear in a subsequent BEGIN
SEGMENT element.

5.10.3

REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS

Parameters:

None

Description:
This function is intended to result in a redraw of all defined
segments. However, if a segment's visibility attribute is

INVISIBLE, that segment is not drawn. Segments of higher
display priority should always appear to cover overlapping
segments of lower display priority.

5.10.4

SEGMENT TRANSFORM

Parameters

:

segment identifier (I)

transformation matrix (4R 2VDC)

Description:
The matrix is stored in the identified segment as a segment
attribute. The segment transform replaces t.he old segment
transform. There is no accumulation of matrices.

When a segment is displayed. the segment transform is applied
to all reference points in VDC space with the following matrix

IX’
1

1 1

IMII
1

M12 M131
1 » 1

1 1

lY’

:

1

1M21 M22 M23

where X an Y is the original coordinate pair and X' and Y’ is

the new coordinate pair.
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Reference points may refer to both output primitive coordinate
pairs as well as to geometric attributes. .Vote that the
reference points for all output primitives are defined to be
input parameters of type POIifT. In the case of reference
points for geometric attributes that are of vectors, suc.h as
CHARACTER ORIENTATION, the translation portion of the matrix
Ml 3 and M23 is not applied.

The default segment transform is the identity matrix. The
segment transform may be set after a segment has been open or
created. It is permissible to change the transform of the open
segment.5.10.5

SEGMENT VISIBILITY

Parameters:

segment identifier (I)

visibility (one of: visible, invisible) (E)

Description:
When the visibility attribute is set to 'visible' , the segment
may be displayed. When this attribute is set to 'invisible'
the segment must not be displayed.

NOTE - I.nvisible segments cannot be picked.

5.10.6

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING

Parameters

:

segment identifier (I)

hig.hlig.hting (one of: normal, highlighted) (E)

Description:
When the highlighting attribute is set to 'highlighted', the

visual appearance of the segment is implementation dependent.
When the highlighting attribute is set to 'normal', the

segment is displayed accordi.ng to c.he segme.nt and primitive
attributes

.

5.10.7

SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY

Parameters:

segment identifier (I)

segment display priority (R)

Description:
The segment display priority for the identified segment is set

to the specified value.
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Segments with higher segment display priority appear to be in

front of segments with lower segment display priorities. When
the segment display priorities of two overlapping segments are
the same, the order in which they appear is implementation
dependent

.

5.10.8 SEGMENT DETECTABILITY

Parameters:

segment identifier (I)

detectability (one of: detectable, undetectable) (E)

Description:
When the detectability attribute is set to 'detectable' and the
visibility attribute to 'visible' , the segment can be picked,
'detectable' but 'invisible' or 'undetectable' segments cannot
be picked.

Page X

Clause 6: Add the following a

METAFILE CATEGORY

VDC N0RMALIZ.ATI0N

DEFERRAL MODE

DEVICE VIEWPORT

RE.VAME SEGMENT

DELETE SEGMENT

REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS

TEXT FONT AND PRECISION

CHARACTER VECTORS

PICK IDENTIFIER

LINE REPRESENTATION

MARKER REPRESENTATION

TEXT REPRESENTATION

N'ov 86

; the end of clause 6;

basic cgm

0,32767 for VDC type integer

0.

0. 1.0 for VDC type real

asap . suppressed

1.

d.

n/a

n/a

n/a

1 .string

0,1/100 of the length of the longest
side of the rectangle defined
by VDC EXTENT. 1/100 of the length of
the longest side of the rectangle
defined by VDC EXTENT.

0

i.d.

i.d.

i.d.
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FILL REPRESENTATION i . d.

EDGE REPRESENTATION i.d.

SEGMENT TRANSFORM 1.0.0
0.1.0

SEGMENT VISIBILITY visible

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING normal

SEGMENT DETECTABILITY undetectable

Page X

The following forms clause E7

E.7 GKS Item Types

The item type returned to the application will be based on the binary op-
code which appears in Part 3 this standard. The algorithm for

calculating the item type is:

1024*class*subclass
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Page X

The following annex forms a new annex F.

F Formal Grammar of the Functional Specification of the
CGMEXTl Category

NOTE - This annex is not part of the Standard: it is included for

information purposes only.

F . 1 Introduction

This grammar is a formal definition of a standard COM extended syntax. The

encoding-independent and the encoding-dependent productions are separated,
and there are subsections showing the syntax of each of the standardized
encoding schemes. Details on the encoding of terminal symbols can be found
in parts of this Standard that deal with the particular encoding schemes.

F.2 Notation Used

<symbol>
<SYMBOL>
<symbol>*
<symbol>+
<symbol>o
<symbol> (n)

<symbol-l> ::= <symbol-2>
<symbol-l>

|
<symbol-2>

<symbol: meaning>
{comment}

- nonterminal
- terminal
- 0 or more occurrences
- 1 or more occurrences
- optional (0 or 1 occurrences)
- exactly n occurrences, n=2,3.---
- symbol- 1 has the syntax of symbol-2
- symbol-1 or alternatively symbol-2
- symbol with t.he stated meaning
- explanation of a symbol or a production

F.3 Detailed Grammar

F.3.1 Metafile Structure

<metafile> <BEGIN METAFILE>
< identifier>

<metafile descriptor>
<metafile contents>
<END METAFILE>

<metafile contents> <extra element>*
<picture>
<extra element>*

<extra element> ;= <external element>

1
<escape element>

<picture> ;= <BEGIN PICTURE>
<identifier>

<picture descriptor element>*
<BEGIN PICTURE B0DY>
<picture content>*
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<END PICTURE>

<picture content>

<identifier>

<picture element>

<picture element>
<segment>

<string>

<control element>
< graphical element>
< attribute element>
<escape element>
<external element>
<segment element>

<segment> ::= <BEGIN SEGMENT>
<name>

<picture element>*
<END SEGMEyr>

F.3.2 Metafile Descriptor Elements

<metafile descriptor>

<identification>

<metafile category^

<mecafile description>

< category enumerated>
I

t

I

I

<characteristics> ::=

<element list>

<optional descr elmt>

< identification>
<characteristics>

<METAFILE VERSI0N>
<integer>

<metafile description>o
<metafile category>o

<METAFILE CATEGCRY>
<category enumerated>

<METAFILE DESCRIPTION>
<string>

<3ASIC CGM>
<CGMEXT1>
<GKSM>

<element list>
<optional descr elmt>*

<METAFILE ELEMENT LIST>
<element name>*

<VDC riTE>
<vdc type>

<MAXIMUM COLOL'R INDEX>
<colour index>

< COLOUR VALUE EXTENT>
<red green blue>(2)

<METAFILE DEFAULTS RE?LACEMENT>
<element default>*

<F0NT LIST>
<font name>+
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i
<CHARACTER SET LIST>

<character set definition>-^

1
<CHARACTER CODING .WOUNCER>

< coding technique enumerated>

!
<scalar precision>*

1
<escape element>

1
<extemal element>

1
<VDC NORMALIZATION>

<point> (2)

<vdc type> :

:

= <INTEGER>

I
<REAL>

<element default> :: = <eligible control element>

1
<picture descriptor eleoent>

1
<attribute element>

1
<escape element>

<font name> : : = <string>

<character set definition> :: = <char set enumerated>
<designation sequence>

<index> : : = <standard index value>

1
<private index value>

<standard index value> :

:

<non-negative integer> :

:

<positive integer> :

:

<private index value> : :

<negative integer> :

:

< positive index value> :

:

= <non-negative integer>
= <integer> {greater or equal to 0}
= <integer> (greater than 0}
= <negative integer>
= <integer> ^ess than 0}
= <positive integer>

<char set enumerated> = <94 CHAR>

1
<96 CHAR>

1
<MULTI -BYTE 94 CH.AR>

1
<MULTI-BYTE 96 C:-L-\R>

1
<C0MPL£TE C0CE>

< coding technique enuEerated> <BASIC 7-BIT>

1
<3ASIC 8-3IT>

i
< EXTENDED 7-3IT>

:
<EXTE.NDED 8-3IT>

<designation sequence> :

:

= <string>

<scalar precision> : : = < INTEGER PRECISI0N>
<integer precision value>

1
<REAL PRECISI0N>

<real precision value>

1
< INDEX PRECISI0N>

< index precision value>

j
<C0L0UR PRECISI0N>

<colour precision value>

;
<C0L0UR INDEX PRECISI0N>

<col index precision value>
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<eligible control element>

{these elements have encoding}
(dependent parameters }

... ^••****«**«**«*««*«««^

<point> <vdc value> (2)

F.3.3 Pictiire Descriptor Elements

<picture descriptor element> <SCALING MODE>
<scaling spec mode>
<metric scale factor>

<C0L0UR SELECTION MODE>
<colour select mode>

LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION M0DE>
<spec mode>

<MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION MODE>
<spec mode>

<EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION M0DE>
<spec mode>

<VDC EXTENT>
<point> (2)

<BACKGROUND C0L0UR>
<red green blue>

<escape element>
<extemal element>

= <INDEXED>

!
<DIRECT>

<colour select mode>

< scaling spec mode>

<metric scale factor>

<spec mode>

<point>

F=3.4 Control Elements

:= <ABSTRACT>

1
<METRIC>

:* <real>

:= <ABS0LUTE>

1
<SCALED>

:= <vdc value> (2)

<control element> ::= <vdc precision>

1
<AUXILIARY C0L0ra>

<colour>

1
<TRANSPARENCY

>

<on-off indicator enumerated>

1
<CLIP RECT.ANGLE>

<point> (2)

1
<CLIP INDICATOR>

<on-off indicator enumerated>

I
<VDC EXTENT>

<point> (2)

1
<DEVICE VIEWPORT>

<device point>(2)

1
<DEFERRAL STATE>
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<deferral mode enumerated>
<implicit regeneration mode enumerated>

!
<CLEAR>

< control flag enumerated>

1
<UPDATE>

<update regeneration flag enumerated>

<on-off indicator enumerated> :

:

:= <0N>

1
<0FF>

<colour> :

;

:= <colour index>

1
<red green blue>

<vdc precision> :

:

;= <VDC INTEGER PRECISION>
<vdc integer precision value>

1
<VDC REAL PRECISION>

<vdc real precision value>
{these elements have encoding}
(dependent parameters }

<device point> :

;

; =<real> (2)

<deferral mode enumerated> :

;

:= <ASAP’>

1
<BNIG>

1
<BNIL>

1
<ASTI>

<implicit regeneration mode> : ;
:= <SUPPRESSED>

1
<ALLOWED

>

<control flag enumerated> :

:

:=<C0NDITI0NALLY>

j
<ALWAYS

>

<update regeneration flag>
enumerated> : :

:= <PERF0RM>

1
<PCST?0NE>

F.3.5 Graphical Elements

<graphical element> = <polypoint element>
<text element>
<cell eleoent>
<gdp element>
<rectangle element>
<circular element>
<elliptical element>

<polypoint element> : <POLYLINE>
<point pair>
<point list>

< DISJOINT POLYLINE>
<point pair>
<point pair list>

<POLYMARKER>
<point>
<point list>
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I
<POLYGON>

<point> (3)

<point list>

1
<POLYGON SET>

<point edge paxr>(3)
<point edge pair list>

<point list> ; j 3 <point>*

<point pair list> ; ; 3 <point pair>*

<point pair> : : = <point> (2)

<point edge pair> : :
= <pointXedge out flag>

<point edge pair list> : :
= <point edge pair>*

<edge out flag>
1

1

1

1

1

1

<INVISIBLE>
<VISIBLE>
<CL0SE LNVISIBLE>
<CL0SE_VISIBLE>

<text element>

1

<TEXT>
<point>
<text tail>

<restricted text element>

<restricted text element> <RESTRICTED TE:<T>

<extent>
<point>
<text tail>

<extent> : : = <vdc value>(2)

<text tail>
1

1

< final character list>
<nonfinal character list>

< final character list> : : = <FINAL>
<character list>

<nonfinal character list> <N0T FINAL>
<string>
<character attribute elec
<spanned text>

<spanned text> : :
= <APPEND TE:<T>

<text tail>

<cell element> <CELL ARRAY>
<point> ( 3

)

<integer> (2)

<local colour precision>
<colour> ( integerl x integ

{ this element has am enccdi
{dependent parameter
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< local colour precision>

<gdp element>

<gdp identifier>

< rectangle element>

<circular element>

< radius

>

< non-negative vdc value>

< close type>

::= <colour precision value>

i
<col index precision value>

!
<default col precision indicator>

: := <GDP>
<gdp identifier>
<point list>*
<data record>

<integer>

<RECTANGLE>
<point pair>

<CIRCLE>
<point>
< radius

>

1
<CIRCULAR ARC 3 POINT>

<point> (3)

1
<CIRCULAR ARC 3 POINT CL0SE>

<point> (3)

<close type>

I
<CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE>

<point>
<vdc value>(4)
< radius

>

I
< CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE CL0SE>

<point>
<vdc value>(4)
< radius

>

<close type>

::= <non-negative vdc value>

::= <vdc value> {greater or equal to 0}

: <PIE>

1
<CH0RD>

<elliptical element> <ELLIPSE>
<point> ( 3

)

1
< ELLIPTICAL ARO

<point>
( 3

)

<vdc value> ( 4

)

;
<ELLIPTICAL .ARC CL0SE>

<point> ( 3

)

<vdc value>(4)
<close type>

F.3.6 Attribute Elements

<primitive attribute elem> <line attribute elenient>

1
<marker attribute element>

1
<text attribute ele:nent>

1
<filled area attribute element>
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<line attribute element>

<size value>

<non-negative real>

<marker attribute element>

<text attribute element>

<char attribute 'element>

<string attribute element>

I
<colour table element>

!
<aspect source flags>

!
< representation element>

<LINE BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

1
<LINE TYPE>

< index>

1
<LINE WIDTH>

<size value>

1
<LINE C0L0UR>

<colour>

: : = <non-negative vdc value>

I
<non-negative real>

::= <real> {greater or equal to 0}

::= <MARKER BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive .index>

1
<MARKER TYPE>

< index>

I
<MARKER SI2E>
<size value>

1
<MARKER C0L0UR>
<colour>

::= <char attribute element>

1
<string attribute element>

: ; = <TEXT BL^DLE INDEX>
<positive index>

1
<TEXT FONT INDEX>

< positive index>

1
<CHARACTER EXPANSION FACT0R>

<real>

1
< CHARACTER SPACINO

<real>

1
<TEXT C0L0UR>

<colour>

1
<CHARACTER HEIGHT>

<non-negative vdc value>

1
< CHARACTER CRIENTATI0N>

<vdc value>(4)

I
,<CHARACTER SET INDEX>

<positive index>

I
<ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET INDEX>

<positive index>

1
<TEXT FONT AND PRECISI0N>

<index>
<text precision enumerated>

I
<CH.ARACTER VECTORS >

<vdc value>(4)

: : = <TEXT PATH>
<path enumerated>
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!
<TEXT PRECISION>

<text precision enumerated>

!
<TEXT ALIGNMEiNT>

<horizontal align enumerated>
<vertical align enumerated>
<continuous align value> (2)

<path enumerated> :;= <RIGHT>

!
<LEFT>

I
<UP>

1
<D0WN>

< text precision enunerated> : : = <STRING>

I
<CHARACTER>

!
<STROKE>

<horizontal align enumerated> <NORMAL H0RIZ0NTAL>

I
<LEFT>

I
<CENTRE>

1
<RIGHT>

1
<C0NTINU0US H0RIZ0NTAL>

<vertical align enumerated> ::= <N0RMAL VEHTICAL>

I
<T0P>

!
<CAP>

!
<HALF>

1
<BASE>

1
<B0TT0M>

1
<CONTINUOUS VERTICAL>

<continuous align value> <real>

<filled area attribute elea> <FILL BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

I
< INTERIOR STYLE>

<interior style enumerated>

1
<FILL C0L0UR>

<colour>

I
<HATCH INDEX>

<index>

1
<PATTEHN INDEJO

<positive index>

I
<EDGE BUNDLE INDEX>

< positive index>

1
<EDGE 'T/PE>

<index>

I
<EDGE WIDTH>

<size value>

;
<EDGE C0L0LTR>

<colour>

;
<EDGE VISI3ILITY>

<on-off indicator enumerated>

I

<FILL REFERENCE P0INT>
<point>

I
<PATTERN TABLE>

<positive index>
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I

I

<interior style enumerated>

<colour table element>

<starting index>

< aspect source flags>

<asf pair>

<asf type>

<asf> : :
=

\

I

<pick identifier>

<representation element>

<integer> (2)

< local colour precision>
<colour> (integerl x integer2)

{this element has an encoding}
(dependent parameter }

<?ATTERN SIZE>
<vdc value>(4)

<H0LL0W>
<S0LID>
<PATTERN>
<HATCH>
<EMPTY>

<C0L0UR TABLE>
<starting index>
<red green blue>*

<colour index>

<ASPECT SOURCE FLACS>
<asf pair>*

<asf type>
<asf>

<LINE TYPE ASr>
<LINE WIDTH ASF>
<LINE COLOUR ASr>
<MARKER TYPE ASF>
<MARKER SIZE ASF>
<MARKER COLOUR ASF>
<TEXT FONT ASF>
<TEXT PRECISION ASF>
<TEXT FONT AND PREOISION ASF>
< CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR ASF>

< CHARACTER SPACING ASF>
<TEXT CCL0L*R ASF>
< INTERIOR STY’LE ASF>
<FILL COLOUR ASF>
<H.ATCH INDEX ASF>
<PATTE?.N INDEX ASF>
<EDGE TYPE ASF>
<EDGE WIDTH ,ASF>

<EDGE COLOL'R ASF>

<INDIVIDUAL>
<3LTiDLED>

<PICK IDENTIFIER>
<integer>

<LINE RE?RESENTATION>
<positive index>
<index>
<size value>
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<colour>

1
<MARKER REPRESENTATION>

<positive index>
<index>
<size value>
<colour>

!
<TEXT REPRESENTATION>

<positive index>
<index> {font}
<text precision enumerated>
<real> (character spacing}
<real> (expansion factor}
<colour

>

!
<FILL REPRESENTATION>

<positive index>
<interior style enumerated>
< index > (hatch index}
<positive index> (pattern index}

<colour>

!
<EDGE REPRESENTATION>

< positive index>
<index>
<size value>
<colour>

1
<PATTERN TABLE>

<positive index>
<integer> (2)

<local colour precision>
<colour> ( integerl*integer2)

(this element has an encoding}
(dependent parameter}

!
<COLOUR TABLE>
<starting index>
<red green blue>+

F.3.7 Escape Elements

<escape element> ::= <ESCAPE>
<identifier>
<data record>

<identifier> <integer>

F.3.3 External Elements

<external element> ::= <MESSAGE>
<action flag>
<string>

1
<APPLICATION DATA>

<integer>
<data record>

<action flag> ::= <YES>
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j
<N0>

F.3.9 Segment Elements

<segment element> : = <RENAME SEGMENT>
<old segment name>
<new segment name>

1
< DELETE SEGMENT>

<segment name>

1
<REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS>

i
<SEGMENT TRANSFORM>

<name>
< transformation matrix>

1
<SEGMENT VISI3ILITY>

<name>
<visibility enumerated>

!
<SEGMENT HIGHLIGKTING>

<name>
<highlighting enumerated>

1<SEGMENT PRI0RITY>
<name>
<segment priority>

1
<SEGMENT DETECT.A3ILI‘n’>

<name>
<detectability enumerated)

<old segment name> := <name>

<new segment name> := <name>

<segment name> := <name>

< transformation matrix> := <real>(6)

<visibility enumerated> := <VISI3LE>

1
<INVISI3LE>

<hig.hlig.hting enumerated> := <NCR.MAL>

1
< HIGHLIGHTED)

<segment priority> :=<real) {0-1}

detectability enumerated := <DETECT.iBLE>

1
<L'NDETECT.AELE)

F.4 Terminal Symbols

The following are the terminals in this graimmar.

Their representation is dependent on the encoding scheme used
In annex A of the subsequent parts of this Standard, these
encoding-dependent symbols are further described.

<element name>
< integer>
<real>
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<vdc value>
<string>
< colour index>
<red green blue>
< integer prec value>
<real prec value>
< index prec value>
< colour prec value>
<col index prec value>
<default col prec indicator>
<vdc integer prec value>
<vdc real prec value>
< colour list>
<data record>
<device point>
<name>

The CGM extended opcodes are encoding dependent. A complete list of them
can be found in the productions for <element name enumerated> below.

The enumerated types:

<BASIC CGM>
<CGMEXT1>
<GKSM>
<GXSM0>
< INTEGER)
<RE.AL>

<CN>

<CFF>
'

< INDEXED)
< DIRECT)
< ABSTRACT)
<METRIC)
<ABSOLUTE)
<SCAL£D)
<9^ CH.AR)

<96 CHAR)
<MULTI-3YTE 9^ CK.AR)

<MULTI-3YTE 96 CH.AR)

< COMPLETE CODE)
<3ASIC 7-BIT)
<3ASIC 8-BIT)
<£XTENDED 7-BIT)
<EXTENDED 8-BIT)
<ASAP)
<3NIG)
<BNIL)
<ASTI)
<SLTPRESSED)
<ALLOWED)
<P0ST?0NE)
<PERF0RM)
<C0NDITI0NALLY)
<ALWAYS)
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<PIE>
<CHORD

>

<FINAL>
<NOT FINAL>
<INDIVIDUAL>
<BUNDLED>
<HOLLOW>
<SOLID>
<PATTERN>
<HATCH>
<EMPTY>
<STRING>
<CHARACTER>
<STROKE>
<RIGHT>
<LEFT>
<UP>
<DOWN>
<NORMAL HORIZONTAL>
<CENTRE>
<CONTINUOUS HORIZONTAL>
<NORMAL VERTICAL>
<TOP>
<CAP>
<HALF>
<3ASE>
<BOTTOM

>

< CONTINUOUS VERTICAL>
<YES>
<NO>

<LINE TYPE ASF>
<LINE WIDTH ASF>
<LINE COLOUR ASF>
<MARKER TYPE ASF>
<MARKER SIZE ASF>
<MARKER COLOUR ASF>
<te:<t font asf>
<te;<t precision asf>
<te:<t font and precision asf>
< character sixpansicn factor asf>

’< character spacing asf>
<TEXT COLOUR ASF>
< INTERIOR ST*;LE ASF>
<hatch index asf>
<PATTERN INDE:< ASF>
<FILL COLOL?. ASF>
<EDGE TYPE ASF>
<EDGE WIDTH ASF>
<EDGE COLOUR ASF>
<VISIBLE>
<INVISI3LE>
<NORMAL>
<HIGHLIGHTED>
<DETECTABLE>
<UNDETECTABLE>
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< element name enumerated> ::= <BEGIN METAFILE>

j
<END METAFILE>

I
<SEGIN PICTURE>

I
<BEGIN PICTURE BODY>

!
<END PICTURE>

I
<BEGIN SEGMENT>

I
<END SEGMENT>

!
<METAFILE VERSION>

I
<METAFILE DESCRIPTION>

I
<VDC TYPE>

1
< INTEGER PRECISION>

1
<REAL PRECISION>

1
< INDEX PRECISION>

1
<COLOUR PRECISION>

I
<COLOUR INDEX PRECISION)

1
<MAXIMUM COLOUR INDEX)

i
<METAFILE ELEMENT LIST)

!
<METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT)

i
<FONT LIST)

1
<CHARACTER SET LIST)

1
< CHARACTER CODING ANNOLTJCER)

!
<SCALING MODE)

1
<COLOUR SELECTION MODE)

1
<LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE)

1
<MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION MODE)

!
<EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE)

1
<VDC EXTENT)

1
<3ACXGR0UND COLOLT^)

;
<VDC NORMALIZATION)

I
<VDC INTEGER PRECISION)

I
<VDC RE.^L PRECISION)

1
<AUXILL-\RY COLOUR)

1
<TRANSPARENCY)

I
<CLIP RECTANGLE)

!
<CLIP INDICATOR)

1
<CLE.AR WORKSTATION)

1
<LTDATE WORKSTATION)

;
<SET DEFERRAL MODE)

;
< DEVICE VIEWPORT)

;
< RENAME SEGME.'fT)

1
< DELETE SEGMENT)

I

<REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS)

1
<POLYLINE)

1
< DISJOINT POLYLINE)

I
<POLYMARKER)

I
<TEXT)

!
<RESTRICTED TEXT)

i
<APPEND TEXT)

!
<POLYGCN>

!
<POLYGON SET)

1
<CELL ARRAY)

:
<GDP)

I
<RECTANGLE)

1
<CIRCLE)

1
<CIRCUL.AR ARC 3 POINT)
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<CIRCULAR ARC 3 POINT CLOSE>
<CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE>
< CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE CLOSE>
<ELLIPSE>
<ELLIPTICAL ARO
<ELLIPTICAL ARC CL0SE>
<LINE BLTNDLE INDEX>
<LINE TYPE>
<LINE WIDTH>
<LINE C0L0UR>
<MARKER BUNDLE INDEX>
<MARKER TYPE>
<MARKER SIZE>
<MARKER C0L0UR>
<TEXT BUNDLE INDEX>
<TEXT FONT INDEX>
<TEXT PRECISION>
<TEXT FONT AND PRECISION>
<CHARACTER EXPANSION FACT0R>
<CHARACTER SPACINO
<TEXT C0L0UR>
<CHARACTER KEIGHT>
<CHARACTER 0RIENTATI0N>
<CHARACTER VECTORS

>

<TEXT PATH>
<TEXT ALIGNMENT>
< CHARACTER SET INDEX>
<ALTERNATE CHARACTER SET INDEX>
<FILL BUNDLE INDEX>
< INTERIOR STYLE>
<FILL CCL0UR>
<HATCH INDEX>
< PATTERN INDEX)
<EDGE BUNDLE INDEX)
<EDGE TA’PE)

<EDGE WIDTH)
<EDGE COLOUR)
<EDGE VISIBILITY’)
<FILL REFERENCE POINT)
< PATTERN TABLE)
< PATTERN SIZE)
<C0L0LT^ TABLE)
<ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS)
<PICX IDENTIFIER)
<LINE REPRESENTATION)
<MARKER REPRESENTATION)
<TEXT REPRESENTATION)
<FILL REPRESENTATION)
<SEGMENT TRANSFORM)
<SELMENT VISIBILITY)
<SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING)
<SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY)
<SEGMENT DETECTABILITY)
< ESCAPE)
< MESSAGE)
<APPLICATION DATA)
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Page X

The following annex forms the new annex G.

G Formal Grammar of the Functional Specification of the GKSM
Category

NOTE - This annex is not part of the standard; it is included for
information purposes only.

G . 1 Introduction

This grammar is a formal definition of GKSM syntax. The encoding-
independent and the encoding-dependent productions are separated, aand there
are subsections showing the syntax of each of the standardized encoding
schemes. Details on the encoding of terminal symbols can be found in parts
of the CGM Standard that deal with the particular encoding schemes.

G.2 Notation Used

<symbol>
<SYMBOL>
<symbol>*
<symbol>*
<symbol>o
<symbol> (n)

<s>Tnbol-l> ::= <symbol-2>
<symbol-l>

1
<symbol-2>

< symbol: meani.ng>

{comment}

- nonterminal
- terminal
- 0 or more occurrences
- 1 or more occurrences
- optional (0 or 1 occurrences)
- exactly n occurrences. n=2.3.---
- symbol- 1 has t.he syntax of sv'mbol-2
- symbol-1 or alternatively symbol-2
- symbol wit.h t.he stated meaning
- explanation of a symbol or a production

Detailed Grammar

Metafile Structure

<metafile>

<metafile contents> ::=

<extra element>
I

I

<picture> ::=

<BEGIN METAFILE>
<identifier>

<metafile descriptor>
<metafile contents>*
<END METAFILE>

<extra element>*
<picture>
<extra element)*

<external element)
<escape element)

<BEGIN PICTURE)
<identifier)

<picture descriptor element)*
<BEGIN PICTURE BODY)
<picture content)*
<E.ND PICTU'RE)
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<picture content>

<picture identifier>

<picture element>

<segment>

<picture element>
<segment>

<string>

<control element>
< graphical element>
<attribute eiement>
<escape element>
<extemal element>
<segment element>

<BEGIN SEGMENT>
<name>

<picture element>*
<END SEGMENT>

G.3.2 Metafile Descriptor Elements

<metafile descriptor>

<identification>

<metafile category>

<metafile description>

<category enumerated>

<characteristics>

<els!nent list>

<identification>
' <characteristics>

: : = <METAFILE VERSICN>
<integer>

<metafile description>o
<metafile category>o

::= <METAFILE CATEGCRY>
<category enumerated>

:
: = <METAFILE DESCRI?TION>

<st:ring>

: := <GKSM>

::= <element list>
<optional descr eloO*

: : = <METAFILE ELE.MENT LIST>
<eleaent naae>*

<optional descr elmt> ::= <VDC TY?E>
<vdc type>

1
<MAXIMUM COLOLT^ INDEX>

< colour index>

I
<C0L0L^ VALUE E;<TENT>

<red green blue>(2)

1
< METAFILE DEFAULTS RE?LACEMENT>

<element default>*

;
<F0NT LIST>

<font name>-

1
<CHARACTER SET LIST>

<character set definition>*

1
<CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCEH>
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<coding technique enumerated>
!
<scalar precision>*

i
<escape element>

1
<external element>

!
<VDC N0RMALI2ATI0N>

<point> (2)

<vdc type> : : = <INTEGER>

1
<REAL>

< element default> ;

:

= <eligible control element>

! <picture descriptor element>

1
<attribute element>

1
<escape element>

<eligible control element> : :

<font name> :

:

= <string>

<character set definition> :: = <char set enumerated>
<designation sequence>

<index> :

:

» <standard index value>

1
<private index value>

<standard index value> :

:

<non-negative integer> :

:

<posiCive integer> :

;

< private index value> ;

:

<negative integer> : :

<positive index value> ;

:

= <non-negative integer>
= <integer> (greater or equal to 0}
= <integer> (greater than 0}
= <negative integer>
= <integer> (less than 0}
= <positive integer>

<char set enumerated> : : = <94 CHAR>

1
<96 CHAR>

1
<MULTI-aYTE 9^ CHAR>

I
<MULTI-B\TE 96 CKAR>

1
<CCMPL£TE C0DE>

< coding technique enumerated> <3ASIC 7-3IT>

1
<BASIC 3-BIT>

1
< EXTENT ED 7-BIT>

1
<e:<te.nd£d 8-bit>

<designation sequence> : : = <string>

<scalar precision> : : = < INTEGER PRECISI0N>
<inceger precision value>

1
<RE4L PRECISI0N>

<real precision value>

!
<INDEX PRECISICN>

< index precision value>

1
<C0L0UR PRECISICN>

<colour precision value>

!
< COLOUR INDEX ?RECISI0N>

<col index precision value>
(these elements have encoding}
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{dependent parameters }

<poinc> ::= <vdc value> (2)

G.3.3 Picture Descriptor Elements

<picture descriptor element> : = <BACXGROUND C0L0UR>
<red green blue>

!
<escape element>

[
<external element>

1
<VDC N0RMALIZATI0N>

<point> (2)

<point> := <vdc value> (2)

G.3.4 Control Elements

<control element> := <vdc precision>

;
<CLIP RECTANGLE>

<point> (2)

j
<workstation window>

1
<workstation viewport>

1
<DEFERRAL STATE>

<deferral mode enumerated>
<implicit regeneration mode enumerated)

1
<clear workstation)

1
<update workstation)

<vdc precision> : = <VDC INTEGER PRECISION)
<vdc integer precision value)

1
<VDC RE.^L PRECISION)

<vdc real precision value)
(these elements have encoding}
(dependent parameters }

<workstation window> ::=<VDC EXTENT)
<point) (2)

<workstation viewport> ::=<DEVICE VIENPCRT)
<device point) (2)

<device point> : =<real) (2)

<deferral mode enumerated> := <ASAP)

1
<BNIG>

1
<BNIL>

i
<ASTI)

<implicit regeneration mode> ::= <SUPPRESSED)

1
<ALLOWED)

<clear workstation> <CLEL^R)

< control flag enumerated)

<update workstation> := <UPDATE)
<update regeneration flag enumerated)
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< control flag enumerated>

<update regeneration flag>
enumerated>

G.3.5 Graphical Elements

< graphical element>

<polypoint element>

<point list>

<point pair list>

<pcint pair>

<text element>

<text tail>

< final character list>

<cell element>

<local colour precision>

<gdp element>

:=<C0NDITI0NALLY>

!
<ALWAYS

>

:= <PERFOFLM>

!
<P0STP0NE>

:* <polypoint element>

j
<texc element>

!
<cell element>

I
<gdp element>

:= <P0LYLiNE>
<point pair>
<point list>

1
<POL’fMARKER>

<point>
<point list>

!
<POLYGON>

<point> ( 3

)

<point list>

:= <point>*

:= <point pair>*

:= <point>(2)

:= <TEXT>
<point>
<text tail>

1
<restricted text element>

:= < final character list>

:= <FINAL>
< string)

:= <CELL ARRAY)
<point> ( 3

)

<integer> (2)

<local colour precision)
<colour) ( integerl x integer2)

{this element has an encoding}
(dependent parameter }

:= <colour precision value)

1
<col index precision value)

1
<default col precision indicator)

:= <GDP)
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<gdp identifier>
<point list>*
<data record>

<gdp identifier>

G.3.6 Attribute Elements

<attribute element>

<line attribute element>

<size value>

<non-negative real>

<marker attribute elenient>

<text attribute element> =

I

I

<char attribute element>

I

I

<integer>

<line attribute element>
<marker attribute element>
<text attribute element>
< filled area attribute element>
<aspect source flags>
<pick identifier>
< representation element>

<LINE BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

<LINE TYPE>
<index>

<LINE wiDrn>
<size value>

<LINE C0L0UR>
<positive index>

<non-negative real>

<real> {greater or equal to 0}

<MARKER BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

<MARKER TYPE>
<index>

<MARKER SI2E>
<size value>
<MARKER CCL0L'R>

<positive index>

<char attribute element>
<string attribute element>

<TEXT BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

<CHARACTER EXPANSION FAC70R>
<real>

< CHARACTER SPACINO
<real>

<TEXT C0L0UR>
<positive index>

<TEXT FONT AND PRECISI0N>
<index>
<text precision enumerated>

< CHARACTER VECTORS

>

<vdc value>(4)
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<string attribute element> » <TEXT PATH>
<path enumerated>

<TEXT ALIGNMENT>
<horizontal align enumerated>
<vertical align enumerated>

<path en\iinerated> = <RIGHT>
<LEFT>
<UP>
<D0WN>

<text precision enuinerated> == <STRING>
<CHARACTER>
<STR0KE>

<horizontal align enumerated> ::= <NORMAL HORIZONTAL>
<LEFT>
<CENTRE>
<RIGHT>

<vertical align enumerated> = <N0RMAL VERTICAL>
<T0P>
<CAP>
<HALF>
<BASE>
<BOTTOM

>

<filled area attribute ele:n> == <FILL BUNDLE INDEX>
<positive index>

< INTERIOR STYLE>
<interior style enumerated>

<FILL C0L0UR>
<positive index>

<HATCH INDEX>
<index>

< PATTERN INDEX>
<positive index>

<FILL REFERENCE PCINT>
<point>

<PAiTEHN SIZE>
<vdc value>(4)

<interior style enumerated> = <H0LL0W>
<S0LID>
<PATTERN

>

<HATCH>

<aspect source flags> = <ASPECT SOLT^CE FLAGS >

<asf pair>*

<asf pair> = <asf type>
<asf>

<asf type> = <LINE TfPZ ASF>

<LINE WIDTH ASF>

<LINE COLOUR ASF>
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<asf>

<pick identifier>

<representation element>

< starting lndex>

!
<MARKER T{?E ASF>

I
<MARKER SIZE ASF>

1
<MARKER COLOUR ASF>

1
<TEXT FONT ASF>

1
<TEXT PRECISION ASF>

I
<TEXT FONT .AND PRECISION .ASF>

I
<CHARACTER EXPANSION F.ACTOR ASF>

1
<CHARACTER SPACING ASF>

i
<TEXT COLOUR ASF>

!
< INTERIOR STYLE ASF>

!
<FILL COLOUR ASF>

I
<HATCH INDEX ASF>

i
<PATTERN INDEX ASF>

::= <INDIVIDUAL>

1
<BUNDLED>

::= <PICK IDENTIFIER>
<integer>

<LINE REPRESENTATION)
<positive index)
< index)
<size value)
<positive index index)

1
<MARKER REPRESENT.ATION)

<positive index)
< index)
<size value)
<positive index index)

1
<TE:<T REPRESENT.ATION)

<positive index)
< index) {font}
<text precision enumerated)
<real) (character spacing}
<real> (expansion factor}
< positive index index)

1
<FILL REPRESENT.ATION)

< positive index)
<interior style enumerated)
< index) (hatch index}
<positive index) (pattern index}
< positive index index)

I
<PATTERN TABLE)

<positive index)
<integer> ( 2

)

<local colour precision)
<colour) ( integeri^integerl)

(this element has an encoding}
(dependent parameter}

1
<00101^ TABLE)

<starting index)
<red green blue)*

< colour index)
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<colour index>

G.3.7 Escape Elements

<escape element>

<identifier>

G.3.8 External Elements

<extemal element>

< action flag>

G.3.9 Segment Elements

<segoent elemenc>

<old segment name>

<new segment name>

<segment name>

<positive index>

<ESCAPE>
<identifier>
<data record>

<integer>

: := <MESSAGE>
<action flag>
<string>

I
<APPLICATION DATA>

<integer>
<data record>

: := <YES>

!
<N0>

:
: = <RENAME SEGMENT>

<oid segment name>
<new segment name>

1
< DELETE SEGMENT>

< segment name.>

1
< REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS>

1
<SEGMENT TRANSFORM>

<name>
< transformation matrix>

1
<SEGMENT VISI3ILirr’>

<name>
<visibility enumerated>

I
<SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING>

<name>
<highlighting enumerated>

1<SEGMENT PRICRITY>
<name>
<segment priority>

1
<SEGMENT DETECT.^ILITY>

<name>
<detectability enumerated>

:
: = <name>

: : = <name>

:
: = <name>
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< transformation matrix> <real> (6)

<visibility enumerated> <VISIBLE>
<INVISIBL£>

<highlighting enumerated) <NORMAL)
<HIGHLIGHTED)

<segment priority) <real) {0-1}

detectability enumerated <DETECTABLE>
! <UNDETECTABLE>

G.4 Terminal Symbols

The following are the terminals in this grammar.
Their representation is dependent on the encoding scheme used.
In annex A of the subsequent parts of this Standard, these
encoding-dependent symbols are further described.

<element name)
< integer)
<real)
<vdc value)
<string)
<colour index)
<red green blue)
<integer prec value)
<real prec value)
< index prec value)
<colour prec value)
<col index prec value)
<default col prec indicator)
<vdc integer prec value)
<vdc real prec value)
<colour list)
<data record)
<device point)
<name)

The CGM e.xtended opcodes are encoding dependent. A complete list of
can be found in the productions for <element name enumerated) below.

The enumerated types

:

<GKSM)
< INTEGER)
<REAL)
<0N)

<0FF)
< INDEXED)
<9^ CHAR)
<96 CHAR)
<MLT,TI-BY7E 9^ CHAR)
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<MULTI-3YTE 96 CHAR>
< COMPLETE CCDE>
<BASIC 7-3IT>
<3ASIC 8-3IT>
<EXTENDED 7-3IT>
<EXTENDED 8-3IT>
<ASAP>
<BNIG>
<BNIL>
<ASTI>
<SUPPRESSED>
<ALLOWED>
<POSTPONE>
<PERFORM>
<CONDITIONALLY>
<ALWAYS>
<FINAL>
<INDIVIDUAL>
<BUNDLED>
<HOLLOW>
<SOLID>
<PATTERN>
<HATCH>
<S7RING>
<CHARACTER>
<STROKE>
<RIGHT>
<LEFT>
<UP>
<DOWN>
<NCRMAL HORIZONTAL>
<CENTRE>
<NORMAL VER7ICAL>
<TOP>
<CAP>
<HALF>
<3ASE>
< BOTTOM

>

<YES>
<NO>
<LINE TYPE ASF>
<LINE WIDTH ASF>
<LiNE colol:r ASF>
<MARKER TYPE ASF>
< MARKER SIZE ASF>
<MARKER COLOL'R ASF>
<TEXT FONT AND PRECISION ASF>
< CHARACTER E-XPANSICN FACTOR ASF>
< CHARACTER SPACING ASF>
<TEXT COLOUR ASF>
< INTERIOR STYLE ASF>
<HATCH INDEX ASF>
<PATTERN INDEX ASF>
<FILL COLOLT^ ASF>
<VISI3LE>
<INVISI3LE>
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<NORMAL>
<HIGHLIGHTED>
<DETECTABLE>
<UNDETECTABLE>

<element name emmierated> <BEGIN METAFILE>

I
<END METAFILE>

1
<BEGIN PICTURE>

1
<BEGIN PICTURE BODY>

1
<END PICTURE>

1
<BEGIN SEGMENT>

!
<END SEGMENT>

!
<METAFILE VERSION>

I
<METAFILE DESCRIPTION>

I
<VDC TYPE>

1
<INTEGER PRECISICN>

!
<REAL PRECISION>

1
< INDEX PRECISION>

j
<COLOUR PRECISION>

I
<COLOUR INDEX PRECISION>

!
<MAXIMUM COLOUR INDEX>

I
<METAFILE ELEMENT LIST>

I
<METAFILE DEFAULTS RE?LACEMENT>

1
<F0NT LIST>

1
<CHARACTER SET LIST>

1
<CHARACTER CODING ANN0LT;CER>

I
<VDC EXTENT)

1
<3ACKGR0UND COLOUR)

I
<VDC N0R:'1ALIZATI0N)

I
<VDC INTEGER PRECISION)

1
<VDC REAL PRECISION)

I
<CLIP RECTANGLE)

i
< CLEAR WORKSTATION)

1
< UPDATE WORKSTATION)

1
<SET DEFERRAL MODE)

I
< DEVICE VIEWPORT)

1
< RENAME SEGMENT)

I

<D£LETE SEGMENT)

1

< REDRAW ALL SEGME)TS)

1

<POLYLINE)

I
< POLYMARKER)

1

<TE:<T)

I
< POLYGON)

;
<CELL ARRAY)

1
<GDP)

i
<LINE 3LTIDLE INDEX)

;
<LINE TYPE)

1
<LINE WIDTH)

1
<LINE COLOUR)

1
<MARKER BUNDLE INDEX)

1
<MARKER TYPE)

1
<MARKER SIZE)

1
<MARKER COLOUR)

1
<TE:<T BUTiDLE INDEX)

;
<TEXT FONT AND PRECISION)
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<CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR>
<CHARACTER SPACINO
<TEXT C0L0UR>
< CHARACTER VECTORS

>

<TEXT PArn>
<TEXT ALIGNMENT>
<FILL BUNDLE INDEX>
< INTERIOR STYL£>
<FILL C0L0UR>
<HATCH INDEX>
<PATTERN INDEX>
<FILL REFERENCE POINT>
<PATTERN TABLE>
<PATTERN SIZE>
<C0L0LTR TABLE>
<ASPECT SOURCE FLAGS>
<PICK IDENTIFIER>
<LINE REPRESENTATION>
<MARKER REPRESENTATION>
<TEXT REPRESENTATION>
<FILL REPRESENTATION>
<SEGMENT TRANSFORM>
<SEGMENT VISI3ILITY>
<SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING>
<SEGMENT DISPLAY PRICRITY>
<SEGMENT DETECTABILITY>
<ESCAPE>
<MESSAGE>
<.APPLICATION DATA>
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Page X

The following annex forms the new annex H

H Formal Grammar of the Functional Specification of the GKSMO
Category

This will be a subset of Annex G
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Page X

Add the following to table 1:

Opcode

BEGIN SEGMENT opcode
END SEGMENT opcode

METAFILE CATEGORY opcode
VDC NORMALIZATION opcode

DEVICE VIEWPORT opcode
DEFERRAL STATE opcode
CLEAR opcode
UPDATE opcode

LINE REPRESENTATION opcode
MARKER REPRESENTATION opcode
TEXT FONT AND PRECISION opcode
CHARACTER VECTORS opcode
TEXT REPRESENTATION opcode

FILL REPRESENTATION opcode
EDGE REPRESENTATION opcode
PICK ID opcode

RENAME SEGMENT opcode
DELETE SEGMENT opcode
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS opcode
SEGMENT TRANSFORM opcode
SEGMENT VISIBILITY opcode
SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING opcode
SEGMENT PRIORITY opcode
SEGMENT DETECT.ABILirf opcode

Page X

7-Bit Coding 8-Bit Coding

3/0 2/5 03/0 02/5

3/0 2/6 03/0 02/6

3/2 3/0 03/2 03/0
3/2 3/1 03/2 03/0

3/3 2/6 03/3 02/6

3/3 2/7 03/3 02/7

3/3 2/8 03/3 02/8

3/3 2/9 03/3 02/9

3/5 2/8 03/5 02/8

3/5 2/9 03/5 • 02/9

3/5 3/12 03/5 03/12

3/5 3/13 03/5 03/13
3/5 3/14 03/5 03/14

3/6 2/13 03/6 02/13

3/6 2/14 03/6 02/14

3/6 3/2 03/6 03/2

3/8 2/0 03/8 02/0

3/8 2/1 03/8 02/1

3/8 2/2 03/8 02/2
3/8 2/3 03/8 02/3
3/8 2/4 03/8 02/4

3/8 2/5 03/8 02/5
3/8 2/6 03/8 02/6
3/8 2/7 03/'

8

02/7

Add the following to the end of sub-clause 5-3:

3/8 for Segment Elements

Page X

The following form sub-clauses 8.1.6 and 8.1.7

8.1.6 BEGIN SEGMENT

<BEGIN-SEGMENT-opcode: 3/0 2/5>
<integer: segment-identifier>

3.1.7 END SEGMENT

<END-SEGMENT-opcode: 3/0 2/6>
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The following form sub-clauses 8.2.16 and 8.2.17

8.2.16 METAFILE CATEGORY

<METAFILE-CA7EG0RY-0PC0DE: 3/2 3/0>
<enumerated: metafile category>
<enumerated: metafile category> = <integer: 0> {basic cgm}

!
< integer; 1> (cgm extl}

I
< integer; 2> {gksm}

8.2.17 VDC NORMALIZATION

<VLC-NORMALIZATION-opcode; 3/2 3/l>
<VDC; low-value>
V<VDC; high-value>

Page X

The following form sub-clauses 3.4.7 to 8.4.10

804.7 DEVICE VIEWPORT

<DEVICE-VIFrt’PORT-opcode: 3/3 2/6>
<device-point: first corner> )

<device-point ; second corner> )

8.4.8 DEFERRAL STATE

<DEFERRAL-STATE-opccde: 3/3 2/7>
<enumerated; deferral mode>
<enumerated; implicit regeneration mode>
<enumerated: deferral mode> = <integer; 0> {as^p}

1
<integer; 1> {bnig}

I
< integer; 2> {bnil}

1
<integer: 3> {asti}

<enumerated:
implicit-regeneration-mode> = <integer: 0> {suppressed}

1
<i.nteger; 1> {allowed}

8.4.9 CLEAR

<CL£.\R-opcode 3/3 2/8>
<enumerated: control-flag>
<enumerated; control-flag> = <integer; 0> (conditionally)

1
< integer; 1> {always}

8.4.10 UPDATE

<UPDATE-opcode: 3/3 2/9>
< enumerated; update- regeneration- flag>
<enumerated: update-regeneration-flag> = <integer: 0> {perform}

1
<integer: 1> {postpone}
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The following form sub-clauses 8 . 6.36 to 8.6.43
8.6.36

TEXT FONT AND PRECISION

<TEXT-FONT-AND-PRECISION-opcode: 3/5 3/12>
< integer: text-font-index>
<enumerated: text-precision>
<integer: text-font-index> = <positive index>
<enumerated: text-precision> = <integer: 0> {string}

1
< integer: !> (char)

I
<integer: 2> {stroke}

3.6.37

CHARACTER VECTORS

<CHARACTER-VECTORS-opcode: 3/5 3/13>
<VDC : x-component-of-height-vector>
<VDC

:
y-component-of-height-vector>

<VDC : x-component-of-width-vector>
<VDC: y-component-of-width-vector>

8.6.38 PICK ID

<PICK-ID-opcode: 3/6 3/2>
<integer: pick-id>

8.6.39 LINE REPRESENTATION

<LI.NE REPRESE.NTATION-opcode: 3/5 2/8>
<integer: line-bundle-index>
< index: line-type>
< index: line-type>
< line-width-specifier>
<colour-specifier>

<integer: line-bundle- index> = <positive integer>
<index: line-type> = <integer: i> {solid}

< integer: 2> {dash}
<integer: 3> {dot}

<integer: 4> {dash-dot}
<integer: 5> {dash-dot-dot}
<integer: negative> {private line

type}

<line-width-specifier>

<colour-specifier>

<integer: colour- index>

= <real: line width-scale-factor> (if
LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE is

’ scaled'

}

I
<VDC: line width> {if LINE WIDTH

SPECIFICATION MODE IS 'absolute'}
= <integer: colour index> {if COLOUR
SELECTION MODE is 'indexed'}

1
<RGB> {if COLOUR SELECTION MODE IS

' absolute
'

}

= <non-negative integer>
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8 . 6.40 MARKER REPRESENTATION

8 . 6.41

8 . 6.42

<MARKER-REPRES£NTATION-opcode; 3/5 2/9>
<integer: marker-bundle- index>
< index: marker- type>
< index: marker- type

>

<marker-size-specifier>
< colour-specifier

>

<integer: marker-bundle-index> = <positive integer>
<index: marker-type> » <integer: 1> {solid}

< integer: 2> {dash}
<integer: 3> {dot}
<integer: 4> {dash-dot}
<integer: 5> {dash-dot-dot}

<integer: negative> {private
marker type}

<marker-size-specifier>

<colour-specifier>

< integer: colour-index>

= <real: marker size-scale-factor> {is

MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION MODE is

' scaled’

}

1
<VDC: marker siz*e> {if MARKER-SIZE
SPECIFICATION MODE IS ’absolute'}

= < integer: colour index> {if COLOUR
SELECTION MODE IS ’ indexed

’

}

1
<RG3> {if COLOUR SELECTION MODE is

’ absolute
'

}

= <non-negative integer>

TEXT REPRESENTATION

<TEXT-REPRESENTATION-opcode: 3/5 3/l4>
<integer: text-bundle-index>
<integer: text-font-index>
<enumerated: text-precision>
<real: expansion- factor>
<real: character-spacing>
< colour-specifier>

<integer: text-bundle-index> = <positive integer>
<integer: text-font-index> = <positive integer>
<enumerated: text-precision> = <integer:0> {string}

< integer :1> {character}
<integer:2> {stroke}

<real: expansion- factor> = <non-negative real>

FILL REPRESENTATION

<FILL-REPRESENTATION-opcode: 3/6 2/13>
<integer: fill-bundle-index>
<enumerated: interior-style>
< index: hatch- index>
<index: pattern-index>
<colour specifier>
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8 . 6.43

< integer ; fill-bundle-index> = <positive integer>
<enumerated: interior style> = <integer:0> {hollow

1
<integer:l> (solid

I
<integer:2> (pattern

j
<integer:3> (hatch

I
<integer:4> (empty

1
< integer :negative> (private style}

<index: hatch-index> = <integer;l> (horizontal)

I
< integer :2> (vertical)

I
<integer:3> (positive slope)

[
<integer:4> (negative slope)

1
<integer:5> {horizontal/vertical cross)

I
<integer:6> (positive/negative cross)

[
< integer :negative> (private styles)

<index; pattem-index> = <positive integer>
<colour specifier> = <integer: colour index> (if COLOUR SELECIION

MODE is 'indexed'

1
<RGB> (if COLOUR SELECTION MODE is 'direct'

EDGE REPRESENTATION

<EbGE-RE?RESENTATION-opcode: 3/6 2/l4>
<integer: edge-bundle-index>
< index: edge- type>
<edge-width-specifier>
<colour-specifier>

< integer: edge-bundle=index>
< index: edge-type>

<positive
< integer:
<integer

:

< integer:
< integer:
< integer:
< integer:
type)

integer)
1> (solid)

2> (dash)

3> (dot)
4> (dash-dot)
5> (dash-dot-dot)
negative) (private edge

<edge-width-specifier)

< colour-specifier)

<integer: colour-index)

= <real: edge-widt.h-scale-factor) (if

EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE is

’ scaled
'

}

I
<VDC: edge width) (if EDGE WIDTH

SPECIFICATION MODE is 'absolute')
= <integer: colour- index) (if COLOUR
SELECTION MODE is ’ indexed

'

}

1
<RGB) (if COLOim SELECTION MODE is

' direct
'

}

= <non-negative integer)
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The following forms sub-clause 8.9

8 . 9 Segment Elements

8.9.1 RENAME SEGMENT

<RENAME-SEGMENT-opcode: 3/8 2/0>
<integer: old-segment-identifier>
<integer; new-segment-identifier>

8.9.2 DELETE SEGMENT

<DELETE-SEGMENT-opcode; 3/8 2/l>
<integer: segment-idencifier>

8.9.3 REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS

<REDRAW-.-U.L-SEGMENTS-opcode: 3/8 2/2>

8.9.4 SEGMENT TRANSFORMATION

<SEGMENT-TRANSFORMATION-opcode: 3/8 2/3>
<integer: segment-identifier>

• < transformation matrix>
< transformation oatrix> = <real; a.. >

<real: a-. >

<real: a.^ >

. <real: a
^2 >

<vdc : a:^ >

<vdc : a^^ >

8.9.5 SEGMENT VISIBILITY

<SEC.MENT-VISI3ILI7Y-opcode: 3/8 2/4>
<integer: segment-identifier>
<enumerated: segment-visibility>
<enumerated: segment-visibility> = <integer: 0> {invisible}

1
<integer: 1> {visibility}

8.9.6 SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING

<SECLMENT-HIGHLIGHTING-opcode: 3/8 2/5>
<integer: segment-identifier>
< enumerated: segment-highlighting>
<enumerated: segment-highlig.hting> = <integer: 0> {normal}

I
<integer: 1> {highlighted}

8.9.7 SEGMENT PRIORITY

<SEGMENT-PRIORITY-opcode: 3/8 2/6>
<integer: segment-identifier>
<real: segment-priority>
<real: segment-priori ty> = <0 s real s 1>
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8.9.8 SEGMENT DETECTABILITY

<SEGMENT-DE7ECTABILITY-opcode: 3/8 2/7>
<enumerated: segment-detectability> = <integer: 0> {undetectable}
<integer: segment-identifier>

1
<integer: 1> (detectable}
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Page X

Add the following to table 2:

8 Segment elements

Page X

Add the following to table 3:

Element
Class 0

Element Parameter Parameter
Id Type List

Length

Parameter Default
Range

BEGIN SEGMENT 6 I BI IR n/a
END SEGMENT 7 n/a 0 n/a n/a

Notes (on table 3)

Code Notes
6 BEGIN SEGMENT: has 1 parameter:

PI: (integer) segment identifier

7 END SEGMENT: has no parameters

Page X

Add the following to table '4:

Element
Class 1

Element
Id

Parameter
Type

Parameter
List
Length

Parameter
Range

Default

METAFILE CATEGORY 16 E BE {0.1.2} 0

VDC NORMALIZATION 17 2VDC 23VDC VDCR see not
below

Notes (on table 4)

Code Notes
16 METAFILE CATEGORY: has 1 parameter:

PI: (enumerated) category
0 Basic CGM, 1 CGM EXTl . 2 GKSM, 3 GKSMO

17 VDC NORMALIZATION: has 2 parameters:
PI: (VDC) Low value
P2: (VDC) High value

If VDC TYPE is REl^iL. default VDC NORMALIZATION is C.

1.0. If VDC TYPE is INTEGER, default VDC NORM.ALIZ.ATI

is 0. 1.

Nov 36 1 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/?ar 3
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Page X

Add the following to table 6

Element Element Parameter Parameter Parameter Default
Class 3 Id Type List

Length
Range

DEVICE VIEWPORT 8 2DP 2BDP DPR See
below

CLEAR 9 E BE {0.1} n/a
UTDATE 10 E BE {0.1} n/a
DEFERRAL STATE 11 E BE {0,1. 2, 3} n/a

Notes (on table 6)

Code Notes

7

DEVICE VIEWPORT: has two parameters
PI: (device point) first point in decimillineters
P2: (device point) second point in decimillineters.

If the entire device view surface is rectangular, then
the default DEVICE VIEWPORT is the entire device view
surface.

Otherwise the default is set to the largest rectangular
subset of the view surface having the desired aspect
ratio

.

The default is set so that the ’’first point" is below and

to the left of the "second point" as seen by the viewer.

8 DEFERRAL STATE: has two parameters:
FI: (enumerated) Deferral mode

0 ASAP. As soon as possible.
1 BNIG, Before next interaction globally.
2 BNIL, Before next interaction locally.

3 ASTI. At some tame.

9 CLIAR: has one parameter:
?1: (enumerated) control flag

0 Conditionally
1 Always

10 UPDATE: has one parameter:
PI: (enumerated) Update regeneration flag

0 Perform
1 Postpone

Page X

Add the following to table 8:

Element Element Parameter Parameter Parameter Default
Class 5 Id T>-pe List

Length

Nov 36 2 :S0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/?art 3



TE.XT FONT AND
PRECISION

36 IX.

E

BIX*IR IXR (0.1.2)
(0,0)

CHARACTER VECTORS 37 4VDC 4BVDC VDCR
PICK IDENTIFIER 38 I BI IR n/a

LINE REPRESENTATION 39 2IX.VDC or
R.CO

2BIX+BVDC
or BFP^BCO

t-IX>VDCR

or FPR/
>FXR COR

n/a

MARKER REPRESENTATION 40 2IX.VDC or
R.CO

2BIX^>BVDC

or BFP-*-BC0

IX+VDCR
or FPR
FXR COR

n/a

TEXT REPRESENTATION 41 2IX.E.2R.
CO

23IX+BE>
>2BFP*BC0

^IX^FPR/
^FXR^COR

n/a

FILL REPRESENTATION 42 2IX.C0. •

2IX
2BIX.BC0*
2BIX

IX^COR n/a

EDGE REPRESENTATION 43
.
2IX.VDC or
or R.CO

2BIX+BVDC
or BR+BCO

IXR.IXR.
VDCR or
RR.COR

n/a

Code Notes
36 TEXT FONT AND PRECISION: has 2 parameters:

PI: (index) text font index
P2: (index) text precision: Valid values are:

0 string
1 character
2 stroke

37 CHARACTER VECTORS: has 4 parameters:
PI: (real) x character height component
P2: (real) y character height component
P3: (real) x character base component
P4: (real) y character base component

38 PICK IDE^'^TIFIER : has 1 parameter
PI: (integer) pick identifier

39 LINE REPRESENTATION: has 4 parameters
PI: (index) line bundle index
P2: (index) line type indicator
P3: (vdc or real) absolute line width or line width scale

factor
P4: (colour) line colour: its form depends ON COLOUR

SELECTION MODE.

40 MARKER REPRESENT.ATION : has 4 parameters
PI: (index) marker bundle index
P2: (index) marker type indicator
P3: (vdc or real) absolute marker width or line width

scale factor
P4: (colour) marker colour: its form depends CN CCLCL’R

SELECTION MODE.

.Nov 86 3 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Part 3



41 TEXT REPRESENTATION: has 6 parameters
PI: (index) text bundle index
P2: (index) text font index
P3: (index) text precision
P4: (real) character spacing
P5: (real) character expansion factor
P6: (colour) text colour; its form depends ON COLOUR
SELECTION MODE

42 FILL REPRESENTATION: has 4 parameters
PI: (index) fill area bundle
P2: (index) interior style: valid values are:

0 hollow
1 solid
2 pattern

3 hatch
4 empty

?3: (colour): fill colour; its form depends on COLOL'R
• SELECTION MODE

P4: (index) pattern index

43 EDGE REPRESENTATION: has 4 parameters
PI: (index) edge bundle index
P2: (index) edge type indicator
?3: (vdc or real) absolute edge width or line width scale

factor
?4: (colour) edge colour: its form depends on COLOUR

SELECTION MODE.

Page X

The following forms sub-clause 7-10

7.10 Segment Elements

Table 11 Encoding of Segment Elements

Element Parameter Parameter Parameter Oefault
Class 3 Id Type List

Length
Range

RENA.ME SEGME.NT 1 21 231 IR n/ a

DELETE SEGMENT 2 I BI IR n /

a

REDRAW ALL SEGME.NTS 3
- - - -

SEGMENT
TRANSFORM

4 4R.2VDC 4BFP^2BVDC FPR.IR 1. .0. .0

1. .0.0

SEGMENT VISIBILITY 5 I.E BI*BE IR, (0.1) n / a . 0

SEGiMENT HIGHLIGHTING 6 I.E BI^BE IR. (0.1)

.

n/a. 0

SEGMENT DISPLAY
PRIORm

7 I,R BI^BFP IR . FPP n/a,0

Nov 86 4 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Part



SEGMENT DETECTABILITY 8 I.E BI^BE IR,(0,1). n/a.O

Notes (on table 11)

Code
1

Notes
RENAME SEGMENT:

PI: (index) old segment name
P2: (index) new segment name

2 DELETE SEGMENT:
PI: (index) segment name

3 REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS:
No parameters

4 SEGMENT TRANSFORM: has 6 parameters
representing a ^X2 matrix of the form:

!P1 P2 P5!

|P3 P4 P61

where:
PI: (real) x scale component
P2: (real) x rotation component
P3: (real) y scale component
P4: (real) y rotation component
P5: (vdc) X translation component
P6: (vdc) y translation component

5

SEGMENT VISIBILITY:
PI: (index) segment name
P2: (index) segment visibility: valid values are

0 visible
1 invisible

6

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING;
PI: (index) segment name
P2: (index) type of highlighting: valid values are

0 normal
1 highlighted

7 SEGMENT DISPLAY:
Priority
PI: (index) segment name
P2: (real) segment display priority

8 SEGMENT DETECT.^ILITY

:

PI: (index) segment name
P2: (index) detectability: valid values are

0 undetectable
1 detectable

5Nov 36 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/?ar
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Page X

Add the following to the end of sub-clause 5- 3-5

DPOINTREC : : = <I>

<SEP>
<I>

DP : :
= <DPOINTREOI<<LEFT PARENXOPTSEP>

<DPOINTRECXOPTSEP><RIGHT PAREN>>

{COORDINATE in DC space. Parentheses
are optional. If they are used, they
must group exactly two integer numbers.
The parenthesised form in intended to aid

readability of the metafile}

TA <RXSEPXRXSEPXVDCXSEP>
<RXSEPXRXSEPXVDC>

(2*3 real transformation matrix in

row-major order}

Page X

Add the following to the end of sub-clause

DETECTABLE DET
DETECTABILITY DET
DEFERRAL DEFER
IDENTIFIER ID

HIGHLIGHTING highlight’
PRIORIIT PRI
REPRESENTATION REP
SEGMENT SEG
TRANSFORMATION TRA.N

UNDETECTABLE UNDET

Page X

Add the following to the end of the table in sub-clause 5-^0

BEGIN SEGMENT BEGSEG
END SEGMENT ENDSEG
METAFILE CATEGORY MFCATEGORY
VDC NORMALIZATION VDCN0R!'tALI2ATI0N
DEVICE VIEWPORT DEVICEVIEWORT
DEFERRAL STATE DEFSTATE
CLE.AR CLEAR
UPDATE UPDATE
TEXT FONT AND PRECISIION TEXTFCNTPREC
chj\racter vectors CH.ARVECTORS
PICK IDENTIFIER PICKID
LINE REPRESENTATION LINEREP
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MARKER REPRESENTATION .MARKERREP
TEXT REPRESENTATION TEXTREP
FILL REPRESENTATION FILLREP
EDGE REPRESENTATION EDGEREP
RENAME SEGMENT RENAMESEG
DELETE SEGMENT DELETESEG
REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS REDRAWALLSEG
SEGMENT TRANSFORMATION SEGTRAN
SEGMENT VISIBILITY SEGVIS
SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING SEGHIGHLIGHT
SEGMENT PRIORITY SEGPRI
SEGMENT DETECTABILITY SEGDET

Page X

Add the following to the end of sub-clause 6.2

BEGIN SEGMENT :
: = BEGSEG

<S0FTSEP>
<I:SEGID>

<TERM>
END SEGMENT : : = ENDSEG

<TERM>

Page X

Add the following to the end of sub-clause 6.3

METAFILE CATEGORY :
: = MFCATEGCRY

<SCFTSE?>
<BASICCGM>
<CGMEXT1>
<GXSM>

<TERM>

VDC NCR.MALIZ.ATICN ; : = VDCNORMALIZ.ATICN
<SCFTSE?>
<VDC : LCWVALL'E>

<SE?>
<VDC;HIGKVALUE>

<TE.RM>

Page X

Add the following to the end of sub-clause 6.5

0E\TCE VIEa-?CRT DEVICE'.TE'rtPCRT

<S0FTSE?>
<DP:FIRSTCORNER>
<SEP>
<DP:SECONDCORNER>

<TERM>

SET DEFERRAL STATE SETDEFERSTATE
<SCFTSE?>
<as.ap|b.ntg;bnil;.asti>

Nov 36 2 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Pa



<SEP>
<SLTPRESSED

1
ALLOWED

>

<TERM>

CLEAR : : = CLEAR
<S0FTSEP>
<CONDITIONALLY 1 ALWAYS>

<TERM>

LTDATE ::= LTDATE
<SOFTSEP>
<PERFORMlPOST?ONE>

<TERM>

Page X

Add the following to the end of sub^clause 6.7

TEXT FONT AND PRECISION ::= TEXTFONTPREC
<S0FTSEP>
<I:F0NTINDEX> {=/0}
<SEP>
<STRING

!
CH.AR

1
STR0KE>

<TERM>

CHARACTER VECTORS :
: = CHARVECTCRS

<SOFTSEP>
<DELTAPAIR> {char height vector}
<SEP>
<DELTAPAIR> {char width vectors}

<TERM>

PICK IDENTIFIER : : = PICXID
<S0FTSEP>
<I:SEGID>

<TERM>

LINE REPRESENTATION : : = LINEREP
<S0FTSEP>
<I :3UNDLEI.\'DE:<> (positive

}

<SEP>
<I:LINET^TE>

(l=solid, 2=dash
3=dot, 4=dash-dot
5=dash-dot-dot
<0 implement 'n dependent

<SEP>
<V: LINEWIDTH> {non-negative}
<SEP>
<X:LINEC0LR>

<TERM>

MARKER REPRESENTATION :
: = MARKERREP

<S0FTSEP>
<I:3UNDLEINDEX> {positive}
<SEP>

Mov 86 3 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Part 4



<I:MARKERTYPE>
{l=dot, 2=plus
3=asterisk. 4=circle
5=cross (x)

<0 implement 'n dependent}
<SEP>
<V: MARKERSIZE> {non-negative}
<SEP>
<K:MARKERC0LR>

<TERM>

TEXT REPRESENTATION ' TEXTREP
<S0FTSEP>
<I;BUNDLEINDEX> {positive}
<SEP>
<I:FONTINDEX> {=/0}
<SEP>
<R:S?ACING>
<SEP>
<R:FACTCR>
<SEP>
<K:TEXTCCLR>

<TERM>

FILL REPRESENTATION : : = FILLREP
<S0FTSEP>
<I:BL'NDLEINDE:<> {positive}
<SEP>
<HOLLOW

1
SOLID

:
PAT

!
HATCH EMPT/

>

<SEP>
<I:H4TCHINDEX>

{ l=horizontal . 2=vertical
3=positive slope
4=negative slope
5=horiz/vert cross
6=*/- slope cross
<0 implement, dependent

<SE?>
<I:PATINDEX> (positive-
<SEP>
<X:FILLCCLR>

<TE?uM>

EDGE REPRESENTATION : : = EDGEREP
<S0FTSE?>
<I:3UNDLEINDEX> {positive}
<SEP>
<I;EDGET'i’PE>

{l=solid, 2=dash
3=dot. 4=dash-dot
5=dash-dot-dot
<0 implement 'n depe.ndent}

<SEP>
<V:EDGEWTDTH>
<SEP>
<X:EDGECOLR>

N’ov 86 4 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Part 4



<TERM>

Page X

The following forms sub-clause 6.10

RENAME SEGMENT : : = RENAMESEG
<SOFTSEP>
<I:OLDSEGID>
<SEP>
<I:NEWSEGID>

<TERM>

DELETE SEGMENT ::= DELETESEG
<SOFTSE?>
<I:SEGID>

<TERM>

REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS : : = REDRAWALLSEG
<TERM>

SEGMENT TRANSFORM SEGTRAN
<SOFTSE?>
<I:SEGID>
<SEP>
<TM:TRA.NSMATRIX>

<TERM>

SEGMENT VISIBILITY : : = SEGVIS
<SOFTSE?T>
<I:SEGID>
<SE?>
<vis: INVIS>

<TERM>

SEGMENT HIGHLIGHTING : : = SEGHIGHLIGHT
<SOFTSE?T>
<I:SEGID>
<SE?>
<NOR.^LAL

i
HIGHLIGHTED >

<TERM>

SEGME.NT PRIORm : : = <SEGPRI
<SOFTSE?T>
<I:SEGID>
<SE?>
<R:PRIORITY> {0< =priority< =1 }

<TERM>

SEGMENT DETECTABILITY : := <SEGDET>
<SOFTSEPT>
<I:SEGID>
<SEP>
<DET1UNDET>

<TERM>

Nov 86 5 IS0/TC97/SC21/Nl403/Pa
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I

I

I

[

I

1

Accredited Standards Committee

X3, INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS*
Doc. No.: X3H3/87-48

Date: 13 Feburary 1987

Project: 347M
Ref, Doc.: X3H3/86-187
Reply to: Andrea Franke!

Hewlett-Packard, 61

U

16399 W. Bernardo Dr.

San Diego, CA 92127-1899

Subject: Comments to WG2 on CG^M Working Draft

(CGM Addendum 1, November 1986)

The U.S. comments on the Working Draft of CGM Addendum 1 (CGEM), submitted by

X3H3 as TAG for WG2, consist of this letter and the accompanying document

ANSC X3H3 CGEM Issues Log, Document X3H3/87-46

Editorial comments will be forwarded directly to Anne Mumford, the document editor.

We commend the document editor on the excellent job she has done in producing such a

polished document in a very short time.

Scope and Coals

We would like to point out, however, that the review of this document was considerably

hampered by the lack of a Scope and Goals statement by which to evaluate the

document. It is our understanding, based on discussion at the last WG2 meeting in

Egham, that the CGEM work is expected and intended to encompass support eventually

for both 3D (both GKS and PHIGS) and CGI functionality, and that more than one

addendum is planned. It is also our understanding that WG2 has agreed to include such

work in this first addendum if resources can be found to do it in a timely fashion, such

that support for GKSM is not delayed.

We have not generated issues on these topics because of this understanding. However,
we expect to be able to discuss these Scope and Goals questions at Valbonne, and
formulate issues then if necessary, before voting on DP registration of this document.

Preliminary Issues Log

I

We would also like to note that the review of this document was hampered by the

I

lateness of the Preliminary Issues Log, which arrived after the close of domestic
balloting on the document itself. We appreciate getting it late rather than not at all, but

i it would have been preferable to have had it to review along with the Working Draft of

I
the document.

1 We expect to bring voted U.S. positions on all of these issues, both ISO and ANSI, to the

I

WG2 meeting at Valbonne, along with further editorial contributions. As there has not

I

been time to formulate these positions within X3H3, we are submitting our issues log to

I

ensure that all of the issues are on the agenda for the upcoming meeting.

^ Ootrtting und^r tttt proemtum of Tho Amoricon Notionol Standmrdt Innituto.

3 S«crnariai Computer and Butmets Eouipment Manufacturers Anooaiion

311 First Street. N.W.. Suite 500. Wasnington, DC 20001 -2178

Tel: 202.'737-8888

Ft. 202/638-4922



Additions to Issue CCMAl

New alternative:

3. No, but the GKSMO set is defined as one of the "shorthand” enumeratives

for METAFILE ELEMENT LIST.

New arguments:

c) Pro 3, contra a: GKSM and GKSMO have no difference in semantics of

elements or in the grammar. The difference between them is strictly a maner
of which elements are included, and is thus more appropriately done with

METAFILE ELEMENT LIST, since that is its purpose. This satisfies the

need expressed in (a), and is cleaner.

d) Pro 3, contra b: The concept of "category" should be reserved for cases

where the interpreter must treat the metafile differently. These cases include:

• a difference in the parts of the metafile in which an element is permitted to

appear,

• a difference in the order in which elements are permitted or required to

appear,

• a diflference in required or prohibited elements,

• disambiguation of semantics of elements with multiple interpretations.

Note: argument (a) becomes Pro 3 as well.



Doc. No,:

X3H3/87-47

Accredited Standards Committee

X3, INFORMATION PROCESSiNG SYStEMS*
Date:

Project:

Ref. Doc.:

Reply to:

27 Feburary 1987

347M
X3H3/86-187
Andrea Frankel

Hewlett-Packard, 61U
16399 W. Bernardo Dr.

San Diego, CA 92127-1899

Subject: Explanation of Some CGEM Concepts

The first draft of the Addendum 1 to the COM (referred to as the CGEM, or Computer
Graphics Extended Metafile), was somewhat lacking in explanation of the new elements.

This led to many comments on Letter Ballot 47, some of which challenged the necessity

for the new elements or raised questions about how they were intended to work.

The breakout group processing the LB47 comments decided in some cases not to

generate issues from some of these comments, but to consider them requests for

clarification of the document.

This paper is an attempt to shed some light on two particularly murky areas: the

coordinate mapping scheme, and the notion of metafile categories.

If you feel that the discussion to follow does not answer your questions (or is

contentious), please generate new issues as part of your response to Letter Ballot 49 on

the open CGEM issues.

The Coordinate Mapping Scheme

In the original CGM (ANS X3. 122-1986, IS 8632, henceforth simply "CGM"), each

picture in the metafile is presumed to be independent of all other pictures. The VDC
EXTENT specifies the portion of VDC space which is of interest, and this is mapped to

the device’s viewsurface isotropically. If the SCALING MODE is set to ‘metric’, the

metafile is intended to be displayed at the fixed size obtained by interpreting the VDC
EXTENT with the ‘scale factor’ of SCALING MODE. If the SCALING MODE is set to

‘abstract’, there is no guidance as to what size to render the picture. In all cases, the

CGM contains no information to determine where on the device’s viewsurface to render

the picture.

In GKS, the NDC (Normalized Device Coordinate) space is treated as a virtual device

viewsurface. The Workstation Window defines the portion of NDC space to be displayed,

and the Workstation Viewport defines the portion of the device viewsurface to which the

Workstation Window is isotropically mapped. When a CGM is created in a GKS
environment, the VDC EXTENT element is used as the workstation window, and the

DEVICE VIEWPORT function defined in Addendum 1 is used as the workstation

viewport.

pOocran/ig The proeetiuret of The Amencatt Natipnel Standardi Innitute.

n Stcretariat Comouter and Butin«ft Eguipmeni Manufacturer! Association

!

311 First Street. N.W.. Suite 500. Washington. DC 20001 -2178
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When a metafile is interpreted as an audit trail in a GKS environment, the interpreter

needs to know what NEXT space-to-VDC space mapping was assumed by the generator

of the metafile, so that the VDC parameters of control, attribute and primitive elements

can be properly converted and entered into the GKS state lists and segment store. One
solution to this problem would be to assume that the standard NDC space of (0.0,0.0) to

(1.0, 1.0) was used, and that NDC space and VDC space are identical. The drawback to

this approach is that it constrains the metafile to use VDC TYPE ‘real’, which is

significantly less efiicient on many systems than the use of integer coordinates. If VDC
TYPE ‘integer’ is used, one might assume that the default VDC EXTENT of (0,0) to

(32767,32767) would correspond to NDC space; however, the requirement in GKS to

accomodate NDC coordinates within the range ± 7 would create problems for systems

based on 16-bit arithmetic. The solution selected was to specify explicitly the region of

VDC space which is to correspond to the NDC space of the GKS system. This element

(named VDC Normalizaiion in the November 1986 Working Draft of CGEM Addendum
1) provides a bounding square which encompasses all of the VDC EXTENTS in that

metafile. (The function of this element might be more easily grasped if it is viewed as

•MAXIMUM VDC EXTENT*.)

Metafile Categories

The CGM provides several mechanisms by which an interpreter can tell if the metafile is

one which it is prepared to interpret. The METAFILE VERSION correspond to versions

of the standard. The METAFILE ELEMENTS LIST is an upper bound on the list of

elements used in that metafile; it can be either an explicitly enumerated list of elements,

or one of the "shorthand" enumeration types — DRAWING SET or DRAWING PLUS
CONTROL SET.

The METAFILE ELEMENTS LIST mechanism is insufficient in light of the changes to

the CGM standard introduced by its use as an audit trail as well as a picture capture

mechanism, since it is not a matter of simply adding new functions. The interpreter

needs to know which type of metafile it is interpreting, as the "GKSM" type may differ

from the "basic CGM" type in several ways:

• The overall structuring of the grammar, and hence the metafile, by the choice of

delimiter elements.

• Differences in which elements are required, allowed, or prohibited (i.e., some
combinations of elements may be prohibited, and the appearance of one element may
require the appearance of another).

• Differences in where in the metafile an element may appear (e.g., an element may be

a "picture descriptor element" in CGM but a "picture element" in GKSM).

• Differences in the order in which elements may appear.

• Differences in parameterization (syntax) of a function with the same name.

• Differences in meaning (semantics) of a function when used in a different category.

Many of these potential diff“erences are the subject of open issues; it is possible that the

last two problems will be eliminated by adopting separate and distinct functions when
the need arises.

The METAFILE VERSION element could in fact solve this problem, if it is ruled

allowable that version "2" correspond to a metafile which incorporates functions or

follows the grammar or semantics of Addendum 1 to version 1 of the standard. This

issue will need to be addressed on a procedural level within ISO before the issue of

whether METAFILE CATEGORY is needed can be resolved on a technical level.

X3H3/87-^ Page 2
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CGM Addendum 1

Preliminary Issues Log

January 1987



CGMAl Should there be a category of GKSMO as well as CKSM”

Keywords: GKSM, GKSMO, category.

Description: The category GKSM includes all GKS functionality. It cay
be useful to indicate to an interpreter that all these
functions are not required for a particular metafile.

Alternatives

:

1. Yes.

2 No.

I- iOc?, U-St
Arguments

.

a) Pro 1: Useful for interpreters in level zero systems.

b) Pro 1: Easy to define as a subset of the GKSM grammar.

History:

-logged at Frankfurt meeting.
-holder placed in working draft for GKSMO.

CCMA2

Keywords

:

Description

:

How are segments stored?

segments

.

Alternatives

:

1. In line where they occur.

2. In a separate section of the metafile.

Arguments

:

a) Con 2: not needed by current standards work.

b) Pro 2: may be useful for symbol libraries used across pictures.

c) Con 2: opens technical arguments re segments and their nature. The

metafile should, perhaps just serve the functional standards.

History’:

Alternative 1 chosen for working draft.

9 Jan 87 2 AMMCGMA



CGMA3

Keywords

:

Description:

Alternatives:

1 . As GDPs

,

How should GDPs be stored in the CGM?

GDP.

Some of the GDPs which will be registered are already
elements within the CGM. Does this affect the way that

the elements are stored?

2. As CGM elements if these are available.

Arguments

.

a) does it matter - is it a language binding problem'

History:

-Logged at Frankfurt meeting.

CGMA4 How should SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY be recorded.

Keywords: segment.

Description:

Alternatives

:

1. real 0-1.

2. integer 0-n.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 1: as GKS.

b) Pro 2: as CGI.

History:

-Logged at Frankfurt meeting,
-working draft uses Alternative 1.

9 Jan 87 3 AMMCGMA



CGMA5 should DEFERRAL MODE/STATE include implicit regeneration
mode?

Keywords

:

deferral, regeneration.

Description

:

GKS has a single function for deferral mode and implicit
regeneration whereeis CGI sets just the deferral mode.

Alternatives:

1 . Yes

.

2. No.

Arguments

;

a) Pro 1: as GKS.

b) Pro 2: CGI function does not include it.

History:

-Logged at Frankfurt meeting.
-working draft includes a GKS-like DEFERRAL STATE.

CCMA6 What order should the transformation matrix fcr SEGMENT

TRANSFORM be in?

Keywords: transformation matrix, segment.

Description: There is an incompatibility between the way this is done

in the proposed functional standards.

History:

Logged after Egham meeting.

9 Jam 8? 4 AMMCGMA



CGMA7 Do pictures and sessions need to be distinguished?

Keywords: pictures, sessions.

Description

;

Alternatives

:

1. CGM pictures are used for all divisions of 'snapshot' pictures and
for audit draws.

2. Have a concept of 'sessions' as well as 'pictures'.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 1: simpler.

History:

Logged at Egham.
working draft to use alternative (1).

CGMA8

Keywords

:

Description

:

How should the transformation from NDC to VDC be

accomplished.

transformation, NDC, VDC,

Alternatives

:

1. Use scaling mode.

2. Have new element VDC NORMALIZATION to achieve this.

Argtiments:

a) Con 1: uses scaling mode in a different way to that envisaged in

the CGM

.

History

:

-Logged at Frankfurt.
-Frankfurt - alternative 2 chosen.
-Egham - straw pole; Alternative 1 (2): Alternative 2 (5): abstentions (2).

-Alternative 2 adopted for working draft

9 Jan 37 5 AMMCGMA



CGMA9

Keywords

:

Description:

Is the term segment the right one?

segment

.

The term segment carries a lot of implied meaning which
is not necessarily consistent - GKS/CGI.

Alternatives

:

1, Use term 'segment' and let the meaning be environment dependent.

2. Use term 'group'.

Arguments

:

History

:

-Logged at Egham
-Straw pole: 'group' (4), 'segment' (3). abstentions (2)

-working draft uses 'segment'

CQIAIO Where should the formal grammars be located?

Keywords: formal grammars

Description: The formal grammars will include grammars for the

different categories which will relate to the various
functional standards.

Alternatives

:

1. In the CGM Addenda

2. In the standard to which the grammar pertains

Arguments

;

a) Pro 1: easy to process

b) Con 2: requires addenda or update for the functional standards

History:

-Logged at Egham
-Straw vote; Alternative 1 (2), Alternative 2 (5). abstentions (2)

-to be left in the working draft

9 Jan 87 6 AMMCGMA



CGMAll Should there be a super-grammar?

Keywords: formal grammar.

Description: The addition of elements in addenda to support new
categories could result in these elements appearing in

that category only, or being also included as part of a

global grammar.

Alternatives:

1 . Yes

.

2. No.

Arguments

:

History:

-Logged at Egham.

-Straw vote at Egham 7.1.1.
-working draft to have a super grammar.

CGMA12 Should TEXT FONT and PRECISION be added as an element?

Keywords: font, font precision.

Description: GKS has a single element and COM has 2 for this purpose.

Alternatives:

1 . Yes

.

2 . No

.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 1: raps GKS exactly.

b) Pro 2: unnecessary.

History:

-Logged at Egham. working draft to adopt Alternative 1.

9 Jan 8? 7 AiMMCGMA



CGMA13 Should there be an element for H.ATCH AND PATTERN I.NDEX.

Keywords

:

Latch, pattern, fill area.

Description:

Alternatives:

1 . Yes

.

2 . No

.

GKS has a single element for these, whereas CGM splits
these

.

Arguments

:

a) There are problems with the bundle tables for hatch index and pattern
index. In GKS they are allowed to follow different rules.

History:

-Logged at Egham, no technical solution emerged, alternative 2 adopted for

working draft.

CGMA14 Should t.here be a WORKSTATION WINDOW element.

Keywords

:

workstation, window.

Description:

Alternatives

:

GKS has a WORKSTATION WINDOW function. In the CGM Annex
E this has been mapped to VDC EXTENT.

1. WORKSTATION WI.NDCW is mapped to VDC EXTE-NT

2. Have new WORKSTATION WINDOW element.

Arguments

:

a) Con 2: inconsistent with current CGM Annex E.

History:

-Logged at Egham
-working draft to adopt alternative (1)

9 Jan 87 8 AMMCGMA



CCMA15 Does REDRAW ALL SEGME.VTS carry with it an implied meaning
on interpretation.

Keywords: segments, redraw.

Description: In GKS the workstation display surface is cleared on this
call. This is not the case in CGI. Can the same
function be used in the metafile, which may have
different meanings on interpretation.

Alternatives:

1. The appearance of the element does not imply any particular action on
interpretation.

Have different elements for the GKS, CGM (and any other) meanings
that the action on interpretation can be guaranteed.

nents

:

£.Le-c^
cc,[

so

History:

"Logged at Egham.
-working draft to use alternative (1).

CC31A16

Keywords

:

Description

:

Alternatives

:

\j6dJ include
specification units.

device viewport

viewport.

The CGI has the capability for setting the device
viewport specification units to be used. GKS does not
have this capability.

1 . Yes

.

2. No.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 2:

b) Pro 2:

History:

can be added later for CGM.

not necessary if the default for device viewport
specification units is the same as GICS.

-Logged at Egham.
-working draft to use alternative (2)

.

9 Jan 87 9 AMMCGMA



CGMA17 Should EDGE REPRESENTATION be added with the other
representation function?

Keywords; edge representation.

Description: The CGM includes no representation elements so these nee
to be added in the addendum. GKS does not need the EDG
representations although GKS~3D will need them.

Alternatives

;

1 . Yes

,

2, No.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 1: cleaner addition of elements

b) Pro 1: well defined for GKS-3D.

c) Pro 2: not needed for GKS.

History:

-Logged after Egham.
-working draft uses alternative 1.

CGJlAlS

Keywords

:

Description

:

. Alternatives:

Should the addendum work include the definition of item

types returned in the functional standard?

item types.

Item types returned to the functional standards on

metafile input have never been standardized. There is a

need for this in order to write standard programs.

1. No standardization.

2. Item types should appear in functional standards.

3 . In Addenda . c

Arguments

:

History:

-Logged at Egham.
-working draft to adopt (3) but (2) is preferable in long term.

9 Jan 37 10 AMMCG.MA

tin



CGMA19 How should item types be defined?

Keywords: Item types.

Description: GKS .Annex E defines item types in an arbitrary way.
Further item types will be needed for the other CGM
elements and for functions in the other standards.

Alternatives:

1. Use GKS Annex E item types and expand where necessary.

2. Use a new definition for item types.

Arguments

:

History:

-Logged at Egham.
-working draft adopts alternative (2) and proposes item types should be
based on the binary op-codes which allows future extension.

CCTA20

Keywords

:

Description;

Where should the segment elements appear?

Segment.

Alternatives

:

1. In a group on their own.

2. As part of orher group - segment control, segment attributes.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 1: as GKS.

History:

-Logged after Egham.
-working draft uses (1).

9 Jan 87 11 .AMMCGM.A



Keywords

:

Description

:

How should a category be defined?

category.

Alternatives

:

1. As a single najne, eg CGM, GKSM.

2. As a list of keywords, eg CGM. GKSM, 2D, 3D.

Arguments

:

a) Pro 2: more general.

) V
I -

j:- t\
;

a

History:

-Logged at Egham.
-working draft to use alternative (1).

CQIA22 What group of elements should VDC NORMALIZATION f al

into

.

Keywords: VDC Normalization.

Description

:

Alternatives

:

1. Picture Descriptor.

2. Control.

Metafile Descriptor.

Argumen ts

:

History

:

-Logged at Egham.
-Alternative 3 used in working draft.

9 Jan 87 12 AMMCGM



.CGM.'\23

Keywords

:

Description

:

Alternatives:

Do CLE.'^R and UPDATE have any implied meaning for the
interpreter?

clear, update.

The meanings of the workstation control functions differ
between the functional standards and the CGI. Do we need
more than one element or do we have the GKS meaning for
this first addendum.

1. Leave interpreter to sort out the meaning - it should know what to do
for a GKSM category.

2. Have the GKS meaning for the first addendum and new elements for

future additions for CGI.

Arguments

:

History:

-Logged at Egham.
-working draft to use alternative (1).

9 Jan 87 13 AMMCGMA
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I

(Accredited Standards Committee

1 information processing systems*

I

I

Doc. No.: X3H3/87-46 (cover)

Date: Feburary 1987

Project: 347M

Ref. Doc.: X3H3/86-46

Reply to: Andrea Frankel

Hewlett-Packard, 61U
16399 W. Bernardo Dr.

San Diego. CA 92127-1899

Subject: ANSI X3H3 CG£M Issues Log

Letter Ballot 47 on the CGEM generated numerous comments. These were correlated,

and compared to the ISO issues log, which fortuitously arrived in Ft. Collins in the

middle of the meeting (now being distributed as X3H3/87-32). An ANSI issues log was
staned, containing those issues generated from LB47 (and from subsequent discussion

while processing the letter ballot comments) which were not covered by the ISO log.

There was not sufficient time to discuss and vote these issues in either the breakout

group or in X3H3.3; therefore, there are no recommendations listed.

A number of "major philosophical" issues were identified and discussed in X3H3.3. Not
all of these were written up as issues. Here is the resolution of that discussion:

1. CKSM support: WG2 has decided that GKSM support is the highest priority; we
doubt we could derail that, although we might choose to concentrate our eff'orts on
other aspects of the work. We believe that "support" does not require a 1:1

mapping from GKS functions to CGEM functions, and will continue the approach
we took with CGM, to satisfy many application needs, including (but not limited

to) GKS’s.

2. 3D support {ger\eral): It is our understanding that the work of extending the

metafile will entail adding several addenda. The scope and goals for this work
includes 3D, but WG2 will only accept including it in this first addendum if it does

not delay the (2D) GKSM solution. If we want to push for earlier 3D work, we
need to provide a U.S. document editor (volunteers, anyone?) by the Valbonne
meeting. The Reference Model work is most appropriate arena for deciding the

relationship of CGEM and 3-D, and we should probably do our homework there

before lobbying further on this.

3. PHICS support: This could not be addressed now; anyone interested in it should

prepare a position paper to be discussed at Tulsa. Again, the Reference Model
needs to be addressed.

4. Segmentaiion (CCI vs. CKS model): The consensus was strongly in favor of using

the CGI segmentation model, as this was designed both to service GKS and to

transcend its limitations. An issue exists, and a position paper will be generated

between now and the Tulsa meeting, explaining how to map GKS functions into

CGI functions in this area.

5. Form of the document: There were several commenters who objected to the "delta

document" format. This is not a delta document, it is an Addendum to an ISO
standard, and must be done in the form you received. The page number references

could not be filled in as the ISO version of CGM has not yet been typeset; the

Addendum should be less objectionable once those references are supplied, and the

"Concepts" sections fleshed out.

unptr Tht proctduftt of Tht Amoricvt Nttionol StMfXtsfdt Intriture.

1X3 S«cret»riit Comouter ana Business Eauioment Menufeciurers Association

I. 311 First Street. N W.. Suite 500. Wasnmgion. DC 20001 -2178
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6. Redundant functionality: Issues were generated for each of the cases. It should be

noted that these issues are of greater concern to other ISO members than they are

to us. While we have objected to these redundancies in the past and will probably

continue to object to them, this is an area where we will probably be more willing

to compromise in exchange for other more important issues.

This issues log is in addition to the ISO log (X3H3/S7-32); you will need to refer to

both logs to see if issues you wish to raise are already covered.
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ANSI.l Should semantics of all elements in the addendum be unambiguously
defined?

Keywords: semantics, ambiguity

Description: The CGEM is intended to serve a number of constituencies, either

immediately or in the future in additional addenda. Some functions, e.g.,

CLEAR, have different meanings depending upon the environment and
the client using the CGEM. Should the CGEM assign unambiguous
meanings to all elements, or are the semantics variable by application or

perhaps even undefined? Many issues on individual elements may be

answered by the answer to this issue.

Alternatives:

1. CGEM is just a syntactic framework, semantics are by agreement

between exchanging parties.

2. Semantics may vary by Metafile Category, CGM addenda will

specify the semantics.

3. each element has unique semantics, where different functionality is

needed different elements will be included.

Arguments:

a. pro 3, con 1 & 2: If different actions or interpretations are

expected, then separate elements must be defined.

b. con 1: Insufficient; any metafile which avoids private items (e.g.

ESCAPE, GDP, parameter values) should be able to interpreted

unambiguously.

c. pro 1: Consistent with the approach that we are standardizing the

metafile, not interpreters.

d. pro 3, con 2: (2) makes it very difficult for other CGEM users (i.e.

non-GKS) to determine how to use the metafile and may prevent

certain uses.

e. pro 2: Smaller number of elements to be defined; more efficient

use of opcode space.

f. pro 2: (2) is equivalent to (3) in GKS environments, using

category as an "opcode prefix", leading to fewer elements.

g. con 2: Forces choice of semantics in ’cgmextl’ category, when
client is not clear.

h. con 2: In category ’cgmextl’, not all meanings are available; some
are locked out.

i. pro 3: Facilitates coordinating different standards’ use of some
encoding opcode space (GDS, CGI, CGEM).

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): Apollo/ 1, HP/T7, PVI/T9, PVI/C3, SAN/ ID, HS/T6, DECUS/6

February 1987, Page 1
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ANSI. 2 Should the contents of the ’drawing set’ (shorthand) of Metafile Elements

List be changed by the addendum?

Keywords: drawing set, compatibility

Description: The first addendum has changed the meaning of ’drawing set’. This

means that an existing CGM interpreter would not properly interpret the

meaning of drawing set.

Alternatives:

1. no, devise a new set to include ’drawing set’ plus new elements

2. yes, (as is) allow the meaning to change.

Arguments:

a. pro 1, con 2; (2) violates the ISO rules for Addenda.

b. pro 1, con 2: (2) will make existing CGM interpreters

malfunction.

History; Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): BOE/3, PVI/Cl, PVI/C2, HS/Tl

February 1987, Page 2
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ANSI.3 What is the appropriate specification of Viewport for this addendum?

Keywords: viewport, data types

Description: The first draft shows DP, which are "meters or other device-dependent

units" as in GKS. The CGI (DP9636) has specified a system of viewport

specification which supports several styles of DP units —
• metric scale,

abstract device-independent, proportional device units.

Alternatives:

1. Retain viewport specification as is in the first draft of CGEM.

2. Revise viewport specification as per the CGI (DP9636).

3. Define DP units strictly as a fraction of the available device view

surface.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2: Use of this method of specification would provide more
flexibility for current users and would provide a basis for future

extensions.

b. Pro 2: Since most CGI control functions will likely become part of

CGM, it would be logical to adopt the CGI approach to the

specification of viewports.

c. Con 1, Pro 3: (3) would retain the device independence of CGM:

d. Pro 1, Pro 2; Satisfies GKS.

e. Pro 1: Identical to GKS and is all that is required for current

scope.

f. Pro 2: Encompasses all of the other suggestions.

History: Logged at l/'87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/T15, MDC/T5

February 1987, Page 3
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ANSI.4 What segmentation model should be in CGM addenda?

Keywords: segmentation

Description: The current extensions contain a segmentation model that is adequate to

support GKS, but may not adequately support other clients (CGI, PHIGS,
etc.) Should another model, capable of supporting other clients in this

and in future addenda, be adopted at this point?

Alternatives:

1. leave segmentation as in the first draft of CGEM, supporting only

GKS-like systems.

2. adopt the CGI segmentation model.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2: Mapping from GKS to CGM will be identical to mapping
from GKS to CGI.

b. Pro 2: CGI model is flexible enough to support a variety of

clients.

c. Pro 2: Maintains maximum compatibility with CGI while

adequately supporting GKS.

d. Con 2: The CGI segmentation model may not be stable enough,

e. Con 1; If GKS segmentation is used now, much redundancy may
be introduced later in expanding to CGI.

f. Pro 1: Simpler and more direct mapping to GKS.

g. Pro 2: GKS implementors’ experience with the GKS segmentation

model has resulted in the improved model in CGI.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/C3, MGI, PUK, BOE/2, MDC/T4, CHIN/8/9/ 13, HS/T4

February 1987, Page 4
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ANSI.5 What functions or elements may be included in segments?

Keywords: segmentation

Description: It is unclear in the draft addendum what picture elements (control,

attribute, primitive) are allowed to occur between BEGIN/END
SEGMENT. Occurrence between BEGIN/END SEGMENT does not

necessarily imply that the element (function) goes into segment storage on
the client system (just as Certain control and workstation functions can

occur in CGI, GKS, etc but do not get stored).

Alternatives:

1. any picture elements may be included, and the meaning will be left

to the interpreting system.

2. any picture elements may occur, and the meaning will be defined by
category.

3. some restricted set of elements, to be defined, will be allowed.

Arguments:

a. Con 1: Portability will be diminished.

b. Con 3, Pro 2: Retain ability to support different environments

unambiguously.

c. Con 3: Will probably preclude supporting both CGI and GKS (we

have an imperfect crystal ball).

d. Pro 2: Allows more natural mapping between the activities of the

client system and the contents of the CGM.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): Apollo/15

February 1987, Page 5
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ANSI.6 Is the "definedness" of a segment limited to the current picture?

Keywords: segmentation

Description: It is implied, but not clearly explained, that segments are defined within

a single picture, and that their definition does not exist outside of that

picture.

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

3. Yes, but segments may be present in Metafile Descriptor, and these

may be referenced in all pictures.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: For pictures to be wholely self-contained and logically

independent, all segments referenced within a picture must be

defined within that picture.

b. Pro 1: Corresponds directly with the way segments are defined by

current clients.

c. Con 2; Metafile is a single driver or workstation. Storage would

be an instantiation of WISS, and reference would be an audit of MO,
hence metafile is being required to record two workstations.

d. Pro 2: Provides symbol library facility.

e. Pro 2: Reduces file size.

f. Con 2: If WISS is desired, make a new Metafile Category.

g. Pro 3: Serves GKS adequately and provides. non-GKS clients with

a WISS-like or symbol library facility.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47); Apollo/2

February 1987, Page 6
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ANSI. 7 Are such functions as UPDATE, SET DEFERRAL STATE appropriate

in a metafile standard?

Keywords: interactive

Description: These functions are typically encountered in interactive systems such as

GKS, and have been included to provide faithful audit capabilites in

GKS applications. It is not clear whether they have a purpose or meaning
in a metafile.

Alternatives:

1. Yes, retain the functions.

2. No, delete the functions.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: Needed for faithful GKS audit.

b. Pro 1: If session restart is a goal, needed to restore system state to

point of restart.

c. Pro 2: Simplicity, and minimality.

d. Pro 1: Gives the generator of the metafile the ability to batch

changes at interpretation time in a manner that avoids unnecessary

regeneration.

e. Pro 1: Argument (b) is also applicable if the intention is to

backtrack and restart at a previous point in the metafile.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): MGI/2

February 1987, Page 7
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ANSI.8 Should the "interactive" values of the ’deferral mode’ parameter of

DEFERRAL STATE be in the metafile?

Keywords: interactive

Description: The meaning of these parameter values is not clear in the metafile

environment. They have been included to provide faithful audit

capabilities for GKS.

Alternatives:

1. Yes, retain the values

2 . No, delete the values

3. Yes, but combine to have one value like BNI of CGI.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2: They are meaningless in the absence of input.

b. Pro 2: There should be no interaction or input mixed with picture

interpretation.

c. Pro 3: The CGM conceptually corresponds to a single device, so

there is no difference between BNIG and BNIL.

d. Pro 1: Required for GKS session restart and state restoration

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/T6, CHIN73

February 1987, Page 8
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ANSI.9 Should the METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT encoding in the

Binary Encoding be improved?

Keywords: defaults, binary

Description: The MDR encoding in the Binary (IS 8632/3) is difficult to generate. The
other two encodings have broken the element into a BEGIN/END pair.

This addendum could add such an encoding to the Binary, while retaining

the current method.

Alternatives:

1. Yes, add an alternate method.

2. No, leave as is.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: Will align binary encoding with other encodings.

b. Pro 1: Much simpler to implement.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (L347): MDC/T3

February 1987, Page 9
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ANSI.IO Is there a need for the redundant specification of certain text attributes

- CHARACTER ORIENTATION & CHARACTER VECTORS, and the

font and precision elements — or can this redundancy be eliminated?

Keywords: text attributes, redundancy

Description: The addendum has included redundant functionality in order to have the

functionality presented in a style that is closer to that of GKS. This

improves the fidelity of the audit capabilities for GKS. However it is not

clear that the redundancy is justified.

Alternatives:

1. No, eliminate the redundant elements

2. Yes, retain the redundant elements

Arguments:

a. Con 2: These functions violate the design guidelines of

minimality, conciseness and orthogonality.

b. Con 2: Elements are entirely redundant and should not be added.

c. Con 2: 8632 is adequate to support the needs of GKS and CGI in

this area; elements are not necessary.

d. Con 2; The relationship between the individual aspect source flags

is not defined.

e. Pro 2: Maps to GKS exactly.

History; Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): DECUS/5, HP/7b, HP/T8, BOE/4, BOE/18, PVl/Tl, PVI/T2,

PVI/T3, CHLN74, HS/T7, CHIN/5

February 1987, Page 10
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ANSI.ll Does the meaning of TEXT FONT INDEX change in the addendum?

Keywords: font index, ambiguity, redundancy

Description: In COM, TEXT FONT INDEX is an index into a table of font

designations, which the user may load with private values. The index is

positive. In GKS, it is more like an enumerative selector, like

LINETYPE, and private values are selected with negative values.

Alternatives:

1. No; if both meanings are needed, invent a new element.

2. Yes, changes by category.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: Better to have new semantics be a separate element.

b. Pro 2; Avoids unnecessary proliferation of elements, and is more
straightforward.

c. Con 2: Ambiguous meaning in category CGMEXTl.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HPT/7a, HS/T15

February 1987, Page 11
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ANSI.12 Should CGEM coordinate with CGI on opcodes?

Keywords: opcodes, compatibility, encodings

Description: The data stream encodings of the CGEM have not been coordinated with

those of the CGI. Should there be a single, unified opcode or name space

which includes all functions of CGI, CGM and CGEM?

Alternatives:

1. Any given opcode or function name has exactly the same
parameterization in all three standards.

2. Allow a small number of "context-dependent" (i.e. standard

dependent) variations, only as needed.

3. No coordination other than all are supersets of CGM.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1, Pro 2: All three are at the same level in the graphics

pipeline and it is reasonable to expect products which can interpret

more than one of this set.

b. Pro 3: May expedite the progress of each individual standard.

c. Pro 1, Con 2: Confusing to deal with opcodes of similar but not

exactly the same meaning.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/T14

February 1987, Page 12
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ANSI.13 Should the CHARACTER VECTORS be allowed to change within a

(compound text) string?

Keywords: compound text, text attributes

Description:

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2: The prohibition on changing the direction of labeling

within a compound text primitive is precisely the reason why IS

8632 has the CHARACTER HEIGHT separate from CHARACTER
ORIENTATION. Allowing such a change within a string would
place an incredible burden on implementors, and for no justifiable

reason (complicating text alignment calculation).

b. Pro 2: Since GKS does not contain the concept of compound text,

this GKS-ish element ( if allowed to remain in CGEM at all) need

not be incorporated in compound text.

c. Pro 1: Introduces new capability to label along a curve, as in

PostScript, which is useful.

d. Contra c: Creeping functionality!

e. Contra c; Can -do this already, without doing it in a compound
string. Doing it in compound text only adds the ability to do text

alignment on the entire string, which is probably useless in this

situation.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/T9

February 1987, Page 13
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ANSI.14 Should CGEM incorporate the Font work of SC 18 at the present time?

Keywords; fonts, text attributes

Description: The current text attribute model does not align well with current

typographical practice that is reflected in the Font ID and description

activities of SCI 8.

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

Arguments:

a. Con 1: This is premature until we have a proposal to evaluate.

b. Con 1, Pro 2; If the models are sufficiently different, it may be

cleaner to add TYPOGRAPHICAL TEXT and leave the graphical

text model as is.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): MDC/T7

February 1987, Page 14
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Should the scope of Addendum 1 cover additional stable CGI
functionality?

scope

For example, CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE BACKWARDS, CLOSED
RGURES, PIXEL ARRAY.

1. Yes.

2. No.

a. Pro I: Increases perceived utility of the extended standard.

b. Pro 1: implementors of CGM are already asking for this.

c. Con 1: An issue will have to be generated for each proposed

element to examine potential side effects.

Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

!
References (LB47): MDC/T2, MGI/1

j

i

i

ANSI.15

Keywords:

Description:

Alternatives:

Arguments:

History:

February 1987, Page 15
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ANSI.16 What is the intended result when SCALING MODE and DEVICE
VIEWPORT appear in the same metafile?

Keywords: Scaling mode. Device Viewport

Description: The occurrence of both is possible only in the super-grammar. Priority

of one over the other needs to be defined.

Alternatives:

Arguments:

1. Use the last specified.

2. Prohibit any instance of a metafile from having both.

3. Work out an effect of the combinliation of the two.

a. Con 2: The current philosophy of the super-grammar does not

allow this option.

b. Pro 2, contra a; This is simple enough to change. Who said the

super-grammar can’t have sensible restrictions in it?

c. Pro 1: This is an adequate solution for a well-defined result.

d. Con 3: Any useful effect can be accomplished by one or the other.

e. Pro 3: Some combinations may be valid and need to be explained.

f. Pro 2: Cleanest solution.

g. Con 1, Pro 2: These are two inherently different approaches to

adding presentation directives to the metafile, and there is no reason

to mix them. It would only increase confusion.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HP/T4

February 1987, Page 16
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ANSI.17 What should be the data type for segment_id?

Keywords: Segment identifier, data types

Description:

Alternatives:

1. N (Name).

2. I (Integer), (as in November ’86 draft)

3. SN (Segment Name).

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: Matches GKS.

b. Pro 2; Matches CGI.

c. Pro 3: More virtual, yet specific to segments.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): BOE/20, HS, PVI/T4

February 1987, Page 17
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ANSI.18 Does the transform matrix need a data type?

Keywords; data types

Description: The components of the transformation matrix are of two dififerent types.

Should a data type be assigned to the matrix?

Alternatives:

1. Don’t associate a data type with the transformation matrix.

2. Add a data type for the transformation matrix.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: A new data type does not have to be added.

b. Pro 2: Cleaner.

c. Pro 1: Separate parameters are easier to write into and read from
the metafile.

d. Con 2: The matrix is adequately described by the data types of its

components.

e. Pro 1: Matches GKS.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): BOE/22

February 1987, Page 18
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ANSI.19 What should be the data type for METAFILE CATEGORY?

Keywords: data types, category

Description:

Alternatives:

1. enumerative

2. index

3. other

Arguments:

• a. Con 1; "Enumerative" implies a complete and closed set, and this

usage would be inconsistent with that. In some environments (e.g.

Pascal) problems can arise if the set changes. "Index", as used for

LINETYPE, might be a better choice,

b. Pro 1, contra a: you’re fighting an old battle. CGM (an ANSI and

ISO standard) defines the enumerative data type as extensible

through private and registered values. This usage is entirely

appropriate.

c. Pro 2; Fewer problems in language implementations when set is

extended.

d. contra c; Language implementations will already have to deal with

this, since CGM has other enumeratives which can be extended.

e. Pro 2: Better suited to private values.

f. Pro 1: More informative — "GKSM" conveys more than "2",

especially in a Clear Text environment!

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): Apollo/l8b

February 1987, Page 19
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ANSI.20 Are segments clipped before or after segment transformation?

Keywords: segmentation, clip, transformation.

Description:

Alternatives:

1. Clip before segment transformation.

2. Clip after segment transformation.

3. Unspecified, i.e. implementation-dependent.

4. Category-dependent.

Arguments:

a. Con 1: Does not support GKS.

b. Pro 2: Adequate support for GKS.

c. Con 3: Unacceptable to have unpredictable results.

d. Pro 4; Can support current clients and future clients with non-

GKS clipping model.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3, meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47); Apollo/

1
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ANSI.21 What meaning is attached to "BEGIN SEGMENT ( A )" when segment
"A" exists?

Keywords: segmentation, formal grammar

Description: A sequence of syntactically correct elements may be in error on

interpretation depending on the specific parameter value (segment name).

For example,

(1)

BEGIN SEGMENT ( A )

END SEGMENT
DELETE SEGMENT ( A )

BEGIN SEGMENT ( A )
--> this is ok

(2)

BEGIN SEGMENT ( A )

END SEGMENT
BEGIN SEGMExNT ( B )

— > this is ok

(3)

BEGIN SEGMENT (A)

END SEGMENT
BEGIN SEGMENT (A) --> this is the problem

Alternatives:

1. Synta.x error, (e.g. page 42 CGM)

2. Equivalent to APPEND_SEGMENT function.

3. Unspecified, i.e. implementation-dependent.

4. Category-dependent.

Arguments:

a. Pro 3: CGM standardizes the metafile, not the interpreter. This

question addresses interpretation and is in the scope of the client.

b. Contra a. Pro 4: This can be addressed as a question of syntax.

c. Contra b. Pro 3: Our formal grammar has no conditional constructs

to handle this! This is NOT a question of syntax. You are asking to

put run-time resource management into a formal grammar, where it

doesn’t belong.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): Apollo 1
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ANSI.22 What data type should the PICK IDENTIFER be?

Keywords: PICK IDENTIFIER, data types

Description:

Alternatives:

In other standards, identifiers are defined as U^TTEGER data. In the

interest of consistency, it might be best to define the PICK IDENTIFIER
as INTEGER, thus eliminating the need for a separate NAME data type.

Arguments:

1. Retain data type 'N' for PICK IDENTIFIER.

2. Change to data type U'TTEGER.

a. Pro 2: Con 1: is not consistent with other identifiers.

History:

b. Pro 1, Con 2: inconsistent with GKS.

c. Contra b: SEGMENT IDENTIFIER might become NAME data type.

Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): HS/T7, PVI/4
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ANSI.23 Should a PICK PRIORITY element be added, separate from the

SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY element?

Keywords: PICK PRIORITY, SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY

Description: PICK PRIORITY does not appear in clause 5 and needs to be defined as

either a unique element, or as part of the SEGMENT DISPLAY
PRIORITY element (as implied in clause 4).

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: like CGI.

b. Pro 1: more flexible and can handle CGI, GKS and other future

clients.

c. Pro 1: is orthogonal.

d. Con 1: is less efficient for GKS.

e. Pro 2: like GKS.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47):
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ANSI.24 Should a value of two (2) be used for the Metafile Version element in

metafiles that contain items from, or follow grammars of, CGM
Addendum 1?

Keywords: Metafile Version, compatibility

Description: The presence of items in a metafile from Addendum 1 would adversely

affect current CGM implementations that attempt to process it.

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: prevents problems with using extended metafiles with

current interpreter implementations.

b. Con 1; may violate the ISO rules governing the use of the Metafile

Version element (i.e. is this an addition or a change?).

c. Contra b; If this is a problem, we can certainly find a solution, such

as adding the line 'However, metafiles using grammars or elements

defined in addendum 1 are to include METAFILE VERSION with

value ‘2’" after the current line describing the version as ‘T,

d. Pro 1: this is exactly what the METAFILE VERSION was

intended for, namely, to let an interpreter know that it had

encountered a metafile using constructs not known at the time the

interpreter was written.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47):
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ANSI. 25 Should the discussion of conformance include references to generators

and interpreters?

Keywords: generator, interpreter, conformance

Description:

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

Arguments:

a. Con 1: CGM explicitly excludes this and the Addendum should be

consistent.

b. Pro 2: this is currently being handled by client Application

Profiles.

c. Con 1: if in a standard, it belongs in the client standard of the

relevant category (i.e. GKSM).

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): NBS, MDC/T8
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ANSI.26 What is the relationship between CGM Addendum 1 and GKSM? i.e. is

the Addendum meant to conform to GKSM with a strict l-to-l mapping,
or on a more general level with a well defined mapping?

Keywords: conformance, GKSM, compatibility

Description: In some areas it appears the Addendum is attempting to provide direct

function-for-function support for GKSM. In other areas, however, it

appears that the Addendum has been generalized to encompass other

standards, such as the emerging CGI specification.

Alternatives:

1. direct 1-to-l GKSM support.

2. More generalized support with well defined mapping to GKS.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2; as there will be future addenda for other clients, ease of

extension should be considered.

b. Pro 1: quicker.

c. Pro 2, Contra b: some generality should be achievable without undue
delay.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): MDC/T8
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ANSI.27 How is conformance with CGM Addendum 1 to be defined?

Keywords: conformance

Description:

Alternatives:

1. .Levels.

2, Categories.

Arguments:

a. Pro 2; conformance by category is easily defined and tested.

b. Pro 2: categories can be accurately tailored to a particular

constituency class.

c. Con 1: levels are only meaningful if all desired variations have a

strict superset/subset relationship.

d. Pro 1: matches GKS.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): NBS, MDC/T8
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ANSI. 2 8 Should Deferral Mode have a default listed in clause 6?

Keywords: Deferral Mode, default

Description: Since the default CGM category is ’Basic’, it may be invalid to list a

default for an element that does not exist in the default category.

Alternatives:

1. Yes.

2. No.

3. XiiPdefaults are defined but only apply to the category in which they

appear.

Arguments:

a. Pro 1: CGM currently has no deferral mode, so the metafile

category ’basic CGM’ should not contain this element.

b. Contra a; It is not a problem, as long as the default deferral mode
matches IS8632 (ASTI, by inference).

c. Pro 2: All modal elements require a default setting by definition.

d. Con 1, Pro 3; clause 6 is intended to be a complete list of defaults

(for reference purposes).

e. Con 1: the DEFERRAL MODE element needs to have a default.

History: Logged at 1/87 X3H3 meeting (Ft. Collins), from LB47

References (LB47): Chin/ 11
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Accredited Standards Committee

X3, INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS* 25 Feburary 1987

Date: 347M
Project: X3H3/86-187

Ref. Doc.: Lofton Henderson
Reply to: Henderson Software

P.O. Box 4036

Boulder, CO 80306
— or —

Andrea Frankel

Hewlett-Packard, Bldg. 61

16399 W. Bernardo Drive

San Diego, CA 92127

Subject: U.S. Editorial Comments on CGM Addendum 1 (Working Draft)

Comments on Part 1

1. An introduction stating the scope, need and purpose of the addendum is needed.

2. The need for VDC NORMALIZATION is not made clear. The justification given

in recent working meetings involves interpretation of metafiles in GKS
environments. The document should explain the element’s relation to other elements

affecting the transform (VDC EXTENT, DEVICE VIEWPORT) as well as to terms

such as "the NDC of the graphics system" and "physical device units".

Restructuring (or at least renaming) the functionality as MAXIMUM VDC
EXTENT might make the explanation easier, since it would then describe what

information the element conveys rather than what GKS does with that information.

3. There are references throughout to "extended metafile". This should not go in the

text of the addendum, as the addendum becomes part of the standard identified as

ISO 8632. That is, there will be no distinction between the CGM standard and the

"extended CGM standard" when the work is complete. Any discussion that needs to

refer to the contents of this addendum as opposed to the original version of ISO

8632 should specifically refer to Addendum 1.

4. While all parts reflect a basically uniform direction, there is much inconsistency

between them (for example, the encodings of SEGMENT TRANSFORMATION in

parts 2, 3, 4 are all different). This should be corrected in the text submitted for

DP registration.

5. The need for METAFILE CATEGORY is not made clear. Its meaning and

relationship to other elements such as METAFILE ELEMENT LIST should be

clarified. Some of the functionality should be sorted out as well — e.g., the

elements allowable in a category can be handled by the METAFILE ELEMENT
LIST. It should be made clear what can vary across categories — element lists?

grammar? parameter ranges? semantics? Material is needed in the document
explaining what does vary with category and how — it is only in the annexes now.

(See the U.S. comments on issue CGMAl, submitted to WG2 in document
X3H3/87-48.)

31 1 Fir« Strwi, N W.. Suite 500. WMhmgton. DC 20001 -21 78

Tet 202.737-8888

202/638-4922



6. The important task of specifying which elements are required for particular

categories of metafiles, which are prohibited, which are allowed, and in which
order they are constrained to appear, must not be left to an annex which is not part

of the standard (and it definitely should not be buried in the formal grammar,
which tends to make many persons’ eyes glaze over when they try to read it). The
exact organization and contents of metafiles tailored to perform as GKSMs of

various types should be detailed as early in the document as possible; it would
appear to fit nicely as a new subsection of 4.10 where the "Conceptual State

Diagram" is presented.

7. Even though we have always claimed that the CGM standardizes the metafile, not

the interpreter, it was relatively straightforward for an implementor to read IS 8632

and determine what was expected (if not actually required) of his product. With

the introduction of more than one type of metafile, this is more difficult to

determine.

The document would benefit from a discussion of CGM interpreters vs. CGEM
interpreters, preferably accompanying the specification of the different types of

metafiles proposed for Clause 4 (Concepts), but at least in Annex D if nowhere
else. The present D.5 should be expanded to include capability lists for CGM
interpreters (what is currently in IS 8632), as well as for the different GKS
relationships; a chart similar to the CGI’s new Constituency Profiles (in DP9636)
might work well here.

8. part 1, p.l —
' a clear definition of "session capture" is lacking. More material is

needed in clauses 0.5 and clause 1, paragraph 3.

9. part 1, p.l — a) "This picture description". ..we should be talking about a file

format, not a picture description; b) "includes...session capture requirements". How
can "requirements" be included in a picture description or file format?

10. part 1, p.l, last line — change "elements" to "blocks of elements".

11. part 1, clause 3 — glossary entries are needed for picture, session, session capture,

dynamic picture regeneration.

12. part 1, p.2, 4.2 — we infer from this that segments must be contained wholly

within a picture body. Some more discussion and clarification is needed to show-

how segments fit in with the other delimited parts of the metafile (metafile

descriptor, picture descriptor, picture body).

13. part 1, p.2, 4.3 — Last sentence — replace through ";" with "There is a single set of

defaults applicable to all categories, specified in Clause 6 of this part;"

14. part 1, p.3, 4. 3.2. 3 — Change "conforming to" to "necessary to support".

15. part 1, p.3, 4. 3.2.3 — BEGIN/END SEGMENT do not belong in the GKSMO set.

Nor do CHARACTER SET LIST or CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCER. We
presume this is editorial oversight.

16. part 1, 4.3.2.3 — state correct GKS reference to "GKS IS 7942 Level la".

17. part 1, p.4, 4.3.2.4 — Revise to refer to GKSMO and just list the additional

elements.

18. part 1, p.4, 4.3.2.4 - CHARACTER SET LIST and CHARACTER CODING
ANNOUNCER do not belong in the GKSM set.

Page 2 U.S. Editorial Comments on CGEM X3H3/87-65



19. part 1, p.3, 4. 3.2. 3 and p. 4, 4. 3.2. 4 — FONT LIST may need to be deleted from

the GKSM and GKSMO sets as well, but this hinges on the resolution of ANSI
issue 1 1.

20. part 1, p.5 — 3rd line should read DEFERRAL STATE.

21. part 1, p.6 — second item, there is confusion between deferral state and deferral

mode. Check usage throughout for correctness.

22. part 1, p.9 — segments may also be renamed.

23. part 1, p.9 — usual CGM style for a section titled "xxx Elements" is to talk about

the elements. This section does little of that.

24. part 1, p.9 — why are BEGIN SEGMENT and END SEGMENT not mentioned in

this section?

25. part 1, p.lO — there are now four shorthand names.

26. part I, p.ll — The element descriptions (5.2.6, 5.2.7) should include a statement of

where the elements may appear.

27. part 1, p.ll, 5.3.16 — the descriptive style is GKS-like. For CGM, "..informs the

metafile interpreter.." would be better.

28. part 1, p.ll, 5.3.16 — ‘cgm’ is the usage here, whereas ‘basic cgm’ is used

elsewhere.

29. part I, figure 12 (Conceptual State Diagram) is out of date. It needs to include

segments.

30. part 1, p.ll — the meaning of CGMEXTl is never explained.

31. part 1, p.l3 — why are the expected actions of CLEAR and UPDATE not

specified?

32. part 1, p.l5, 5.7.9 — What happens if the ASFs are mixed? This is mainly a

problem of explanation.

33. part 1, p.l6 — first item, "second paragraph" should be "second sentence".

34. part 1, p.l6 — references to "structure" should be to "data structure" instead, to

avoid confusion with PHIGS structures.

35. part 1, p.l6, 5.7.38 — The last paragraph is inappropriate to a metafile standard and

should be deleted.

36. part 1, p.22 (5.10.5) and p.23 (5.10.8) — Picking is not done in the metafile, to a

metafile, or by a metafile; it is a function of the software using the metafile. AH
references to picking and pickability should therefore be removed from the

metafile, as the subject is treated completely in GKS (and in any event, is outside

the scope of the metafile standard, as is any discussion of the use to which metafile

elements may be put). For example, the NOTE in 5.10.5 is inappropriate to a

metafile standard and should be deleted.

37. part 1, p.23, Clause 6 — Delete RENAME SEGMENT through REDRAW ALL
SEGMENTS.

38. part 1, p.24, — the description of SEGMENT TRANSFORM is appropriate for a

procedural standard, not a file format standard. More generally, this comment
applies to all of the text taken from the GKS standard. Rephrasing for a file

format standard is needed throughout.
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39. part I, clause 6 — all functions whose default is listed as "n/a" should simply be

deleted. The concept of a default is not applicable to an element such as

RENAME SEGMENT any more than it is to a primitive such as POLYLINE,
which you will notice is not included in this list in IS 8632.

40. part 1, clause 7 — text needs to be added requiring that the elements in a metafile

correspond to the category.

41. part 1, Annex E — Annex E will need much more added to it, as the relationship

of GKS to CGM is different from the relationship of GKS to metafiles

corresponding to ‘GKSM\ ‘GKSMO’, or ‘CGMEXTl’.

42. The brain boggles at the proliferation of formal specification included in this draft.

We see no reason for both Annex F and Annex G.

The formal specification of the new functions should be added to the appropriate

places in Annex A, just as their functional specifications are to be added to the

appropriate places in Clause 5. Redundancy is dangerous, as it creates the

possibility of conflicting versions in different places, not to mention leading to a

waste of trees!

In integrating the formal grammar into Annex A, try inserting a new root

production;

<generalized metafile> ;:= <metafile>

I
<gksm>

I
<gksm0>

1
<extended cgm>

where <metafile> is the root production of IS 8632’s Annex A.

43. part 1, annex A — add a note at the beginning stating that this is the grammar for

category CGM.

44. part 1, p.26 — move <identifier>::=»<string> to follow <metafile> on p.25.

45. part 1, p.26 — move <metafile category> after <metafile description>.

46. part 1, p.26 — the fourth line of <identification> is indented too far, so that it

'looks like a parameter of the previous. See also annex G.

47. part 1, p.26 — ’gksmO’ is omitted from <category enumerated>.

48. part 1, p.31 — inconsistency, "primitive attribute elements" or "attribute elements"?

49. part 1, p.31 — include <pick identifier> in the "Attribute Elements" section.

50. part 1, p.35 — <identifier> is duplicated, but this time defined as <integer>.

51. part 1, p.36 — "<>" is missing from the last production of this section. See also

annex G.

52. part 1, p.37 — "colour" and "precision", abbreviated as "col" and "prec", are fully

spelled out in the description of the formal grammar.

53. part 1, p.38 - move <VISIBLE> and <INVISIBLE> after <EXTENDED 8_BIT>
and insert <CLOSE VISIBLE> and <CLOSE INVISIBLE>.

Page 4 U.S. Editorial Comments on CGEM X3H3/87-65



5*4. part 1, p.39 - add <COLOUR VALUE EXTENT> after <MAXIMUM COLOUR
INDEX>.

55. part 1, p.43 — <category> can’t be optional for the grammar of a GKSM metafile,

otherwise it is not possible to announce that this is GKSM.

56. part 1, throughout — In text lifted from CGI and GKS the word "function" occurs

frequently. Change to "element".

57. part 1, p.6, 4.3.4 — Reword: "VDC NORMALIZATION defines an isotropic change

of coordinates. It can be used, for example, to define the correspondence between

a sub-range of the metafile’s VDC range and the normalized coordinate space of a

recipient graphics system." Repeat this for p.ll, 5.3.17.

58. part 1, p.6, 4.5.3, 2nd paragraph — "deferred" should be "deferral".

59. part 1, p.6, 4.5.3, BNIG — add "on the interpreting system" after "device".

60. part 1, p.7, top of page — add "In table 1, ‘may not be bundled’ column, add
CHARACTER VECTORS at the end".

61. part 1, p.9, 4.12, 2nd paragraph — Change "functions stored inside" to "elements

within".

62. part 1, p.l7, 5.7.39 — The paragraph for "colour" is missing. See the other

representation setting elements for missing text.

63. part 1, p.24, E.7 — Change "will be" to "is".

64. part 1, p.25, F.3.1, 4th line — There should be a plus, after <metafile

coritents>.

65. part 1, p.26, F.3.2 — Add GKSMO to <category enumerated>.

66. part 1, p.26, F.3.2 — should be "+" after <element name>.

67. part 1, p.36, F.3.9 — <name> is nowhere. It is <integer>, not a terminal.

68. part 1, p.36, F.3.9 — <transformation matrix> is <real>(4) <vdc>(2).

Comments on Part 2

69. part 2, p.2, 8.2.16 - Add GKSMO.

70. part 2, p.2, 8.2.17 - Typo in "V<VDC>".

71. part 2, p.l, beginning — Datatype "Device Point" is not defined anywhere.

72. part 2, p.4, 8.6.40 — The comments, {..}, are for line, not marker.

73. part 2, p.6, 8.9.5 — "visibility" should be "visible".

74. part 2, p.6, 8.9.7 - Is this SEGMENT PRIORITY or SEGMENT DISPLAY
PRIORITY?

X3H3/87-65 U.S. Editorial Comments on CGEM Page 5



Commeats on Part 3

75. part 3, p.ail — All references to FP and FPR are incorrect. The references should

be to R and RR.

76. part 3, p.l, beginning — Table 1 needs to be updated to define DP, Device Point.

77. part 3, p.2, code 7 — The entire discussion is inconsistent with Part 1, clauses 5

and 6.

78. part 3, p.3, table — The ’length’ and ’range’ columns are wrong for all of the

representation elements.

79. part 3, p.5, code 4 — It is incorrect that the components of the 2x2 submatrix can

be called scale or rotate. All 4 reflect rotation. Also, the order is wrong and
should be made to match part 2.

Comments on Part 4

80. part 4, p.l, 5.3.5 - "COORDINATE" in DP definition should be "POINT".

81. part 4, p.l, 5.3.5 — The order of entries in TM definition is wrong and should be

made to match part 2. Also "row major" should be "column major".

82. part 4, p.l, 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 are inconsistent — "DEFERRAL" is shown abbreviated

as "DEFER", so DEFERRAL STATE should be "DEFERSTATE", not "DEFSTATE"
as shown.

83. part 4, p. 1 — for the Clear Text Encoding of the new elements’ names, we suggest

abbreviating a few more of the words:

The "List of .Approved Abbreviations for Bindings" (TC97/SC21/WG2 N349) shows

that no abbreviation has yet been assigned for "device" or "viewport". The
abbreviation for "highlighting" is "highlight", which is a grammatical mapping
rather than an abbreviation per se.

84. part 4, p.2, 6.3 — Add ‘GKSMO’ to match Part 1 (the list is incomplete). Also, use

the T character to indicate that only one of the types is specified in the element.

85. part 4, p.2, 6.5 — The verb "SET* mysteriously crept into the encoding of

DEFERRAL STATE; it should be deleted. (Note: CGM does not use "SET" for

any of its attributes or controls, as the CGM contains elements rather than

functions.)

86. part 4, p.3, 6.7 - What is {=/0}?

87. part 4, p. 5, 6.10 — There is an extraneous "<" before the production of SEGMENT
PRIORITY.

Page 6 U.S. Editorial Comments on CGEM X3H3/87-65
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Table 2: Results of Vote on ANSI Issues

ANSI Issue
Number

Alternatives12 3 4

No
Preference

New
Alt.

1 1 \Z 24 - 11 0

2 AO \
- - 14- 0

3 40 1 — i 1 1

4 9 3b - - l 0 1

5 4 37

(S>

-
1 X 1

6 20 3 -
1 b

1

7 t8 11 -
\ 4

1

8 IZ 4 -
1

1
9 33 1 - - 14

10 A-l 7 - - b 1

11 zz 9 - - 1< 4
12 9 Z - q 0

13 & 41 - - 8 0

14 3 40 - - 11 0

15 37 b - - 1

1

0

16 17 II 5 - n 1

17 9 25 9 - i3 0

18 24 9 - - i7
1

19 14 3 o - 22 1

20 14 0 |4 i5 2
21 (S> 1 11 b |5

22 7 33 - - l4 1

23 3!) T - - i3 0

24 35 2 - - i3 0

25 5 33 - - |7 0

26 Z 39 - - ir 0

27 Z 34 - - 18 0

23 7 4 13 21 0
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Minut«3 of CGEM Rapporteurs Meeting

Sophia*Antipolls

18 May 1987, Afternoon

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Mumford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (U^, P. Egloff (Germany),

H.G. B^ufka (Germany), Af Molt«ldo (Italy)

E. Moeller opened the meeting and welcomed delegates. Thank were given to Anne Mumford for

a fine job on the draft Addendem 1 and the preliminary issues log.

The Egham minutes were approved unanimously without change.

The following documents, distributed since Egham, were reviewed:

1. Working draft CGM Addendum number 1 — N1403;

2. CGM Addendum Initial Issues Log — N529;

3. Minutes of the Egham meeting — N534;

4. US Comments on N1403;

5. Comments on N1403 from France, UK, Austria — N558;

6. CGM Addendum #2 proposal from UK — N531.

New documents were given temporary numbers:

1. SAl — summary and classification of N1403 comments and Issues;

2. SA2 — AFNOR comments on N1403;

3. SA3 — Guidelines for Implementing GKS Segments with CGI (US);

4. SA4 *• 3D Graphics Metafiles, E.Moeller;

5. SA5 - PHIGS/GICS 3D metafile, PHI-GKS-M.

Eckhardt caiUed for a volunteer to be Issues librarian. No one volunteered yet. Mumford thinks

it possible that she may be able to continue as document editor for the 3D addendum, but this is

uncertain at this point.

Liaison meetings with other Rapporteur groups were announced — CGI for Tuesday morning, 19

May; 3D for Friday morning, 22 May.

Technical discussions began with a discussion, initiated by Dawson, of perceived critical needs in

CGM for drawing control functions and other functions to support constituents in design and

engineering and in mixed document applications. It was pointed out that our scope was limited

on Addendum 1; Mumford reported a UK position that we should not keep spawning new work

(items), but stick with our scope and finish that work. Dawson and Henderson pointed out that

potential constituencies of CGM will be lost if their needs are not addressed.

The group decided to: take the issue back to national delegations for guidance; and discuss the

topic later in the meeting and come up with a Rap group position on what our role should be and

how we should proceed.

Mumford pointed out that UK and France had both identified the "item types" issue as an

important and asked if it shouldn’t be put on the agenda. It was pointed out that it will have to

be discussed because it is an open issue.

1



Oiscuasion turned to ANSl.l in the isauea: T&riible or fixed semantics for elements. US feels

semantics should be uniquely defined. UK feels aiternatiTe semantics should depend on category.

Borufka — category is an indication that a particular subset is to be used, in some limited way.

Major problem with sematic*free metafile is in global grsLmmar. Some discussion of oTer>use of

opcode space — not problem in binary but could be in character. It was remarked that ’category’

isn’t needed at all if don’t rary semantics.

Straw vote on altematiTes:

Alt 1 — CGEM is just syntactic framework — 0

Alt 2 — semantics depend on category — 4

Alt 3 — semantics uniquely defined — 1

abstaining, 1; missing, 1.

Discussion turned to whether our scope is limited to just GKSM at this point. US feels additional

stable CGI functionality should be included. UK questions what defines "stable".

Discussion of ANSI.26: must there be a l-to>l mapping GKS to CGEM or Is "close support"

adequate. There seemed to be a general feeling in the group that "close support" was adequate.

Discussion of BSI 2.1: should CGEM allow for nested segment structure, and should

BEGIN/END SEGMENT be delimiter elements or some other class. UK was concerned about

implications by being Delimiter Elements. There was a weak consensus to leave things as they

are.

Discussion of ANSI. 6: there seemed to be much interest in a symbol library facility. SOme
discussion of whether the segments should be in the MD or in some other block, whether they had

immediate visibility for all pictures, etc. It was agreed that a tentative technical proposal should

be completed, the group should look for technical problems, and the impact on the schedule

should be examined (delaying GKSM would be bad).

Discussion of problems with anisotropic COPY transformation: it causes difficulty with the

bundled attributes of ’absolute’ llnewidth and such. Moeller explained the problem. It was

agreed that either the COPY function had to be included or transformation as a primitive

attribute must be included. The problem was stacked for later discussion.

It was announced that Reference model experts, and possibly 3D experts, might join the Tuesday

CGI liaison meeting.

The meeting was adjourned for the day.
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Minutes of CGEM Rapporteurs Meeting

Sophia*Antipolis

19 May 1987

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Mumford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (US), P. Egloff (Germany),

H.G. BoruDca (Germany), ^ MoltSii^ (Italy) and CGI Rapporteur Group Attendees

9:20a - 10:30a Liaison meeting with CGI Rapporteur Group

The meeting began with a discussion of a reference model question, "where does the CGM exist in

relation to the CGI?". It was noted that previously the CGM existed below the CGI. The U.S.

expressed its position that the reference model is still valid. In addition, the CGI could be used to

produce either an arbitrary CGM or a limited CGM.

The discussion continued concerning the mechanism for creating a CGM from a CGI client

service. One view was that each CGM element could be created from a corresponding CGI
function. Another view was that the CGI functions may map to a series of CGM elements.

The U.S. returned the discussion to the reference model by remarking that the CGM may be at

the level of the CGI, but the CGEM (i.e., GKSM) is below the level of the application

programming interface (API) standards, acting as an audit trail. This brings up a question of

whether the CGEM and the CGM are intended to operate at two different levels in the reference

model. While this view might present certain problems, utiliring the functionality of the CGI to

support the CGEM would facilitate the dual role. DIN expressed the view that the CGE.M
functionality should be as close as possible to the CGI. However, this desire should not

compromise the ability of information available by the GKSM generator from being passed on to

the GKSM interpreter. A BSI delegate indicated that while one may want CGEM to be

interpreted below the ATI, at the same time the application program may like to interpret

indivicual elements in the metafile. A solution to the two methods of interpretation of a CGEM
may be needed.

The U.S. wanted to determine whether there was concensus that not every element of the CGM
need be interpreted by G.IS. No vote on concensus was taked. However, there appeared to be

noone willing to voice disagreement.

The view that the GKS audit trail metafile is at the level of the workstation interface was voiced

by several individuals. It was stated that the audit trail is a mapping of the dialogue to an

individual workstation. The U.S. commented that this view is added argument for the mapping

of the CGEM functions to CGI functionality rather than attempting a 1:1 mapping of the CGEM
to GKS API functionality.

The U.S. expressed the opinion that two issues need resolution prior to progression of the CGEM.
First, it must be determined what the GKSM audit trail ought to be and what must be done to

support this in the CGEM. Second, it must be determined how much more CGI functionality

than that needed to GKSM should be added to the CGEM. In support of the first issue, the U.S.

offered reference to a paper on GKS segment model mapping to the CGI segment model.

The meeting fell into a digression on the question of whether the CGEM should explicitly specify

associated semantics of the individual elements or whether the category of the CGEM would be

used to determine the semantics of the individual elements.

The BSI expressed the view that there are components of the GKS standard that are incorrect
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and should be identified by the CGEM effort and transmitted to the GKS Maintenance work

effort.

The whole question of the charter of work for the CGEM and GKS Maintenance work efforts was

discussed. Peter Bono indicated that a Head of Delegation (HOD) meeting, scheduled for the

afternoon of 20 May, was planned for discussion of these items. He expressed the opinion that it

was up to the CGI and CGEM Rapporteur Groups to define a draft statement of work or else the

HOD would be forced to define it. In addition, the limits to the work effort need to be identified.

The U.S. brought to the attention of the group the additional needs for technical illustration and

publishing and the danger of ignoring the constituencies with these requirements. Ignoring the

needs would force these constituencies to make use of proprietary page description languages

(PDL’s) or product data exchange standards (i.e., IGES, PDES, or STEP).

The meeting briefly discussed the need for explicit definition of GKS Item Types such that CGEM
elements could be created with unambiguous meaning so that a GKS application could interpret

the CGEM. It was mentioned that this may require the GKSM interpreter to do, "a little extra

amount of work* when it is reading a CGEM.

10:30a- 11:05a Coffee Break

11:05a - l:00p Continuation of liaison meeting with CGI Rapporteur Group

A lengthly discussion was held on the differences between GKS and the CGM or CGI. The intext

of the discussion was to determine whether a GKSM could actually be generated and interpreted

using the current CGI functionality. The following differences were noted.

1. CGM font index and precision versus GKSM text font and precision

2. CGM pattern and hatch index versus GKSM interior style index

3. CGM character height and orientation versus GKSM character width and height vectors

4. CGI prepare viewsurface versus GKS clear workstation

5f. CGI redraw all segments versus GKS redraw all segments

8. CGI deferral mode and segment regeneration mode versus GKS set deferral state

7. CGI pick priority and segment display priority versus GKS set segment priority

8. CGI segment model versus GKS segment model

9. CGI states versus CGEM states

A series of straw votes were taken to determine concensus of the participants.
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• Are the poaitive text indices safficient for GKSM support?

1. Yes

2. No .

Vote (18-0,2)

- Are sep&rate font index and font precision elements sufficent

for GKSM support?

1. Yes

2. No
Vote (11-8,3)

- Are the CGM mechanisms sufficient for GKSM support?

1. Yes

2. No, Add index

Vote (19-0,3)

In the CGM the character height is specified separately than the character orientation (i.e.,

character up and base rectors). This permits append text to change the height without

changing the orientation. GKSM specifies character height and width rector. If the CGI
functionality were to be used for GKSM support, then the character height and the

character orientation elements would have to be mandated as being output together.

- Should the CGM mechanism for character height and character orientation

be used to support the jGKSM?
1. Yes, But through the proposal in the preceeding paragraph

2. No, Add separate elements

Vote (18-1,3)

A lengthly discussion followed that attempted to resolve the mapping from a GKSM
function to CGI functionality. This work was finally decided to be left to a separate

working group.

• If it is determined that to use CGEM as a GKSM that additional functions

are needed; will CGI add these functions?

1. Yes, Identically

2. Yes, An explicit mapping

3. No
Vote (1-18-1,2)

• Once, at this meeting, the CGI Rapporteur Group identifies stable

functionality, should the CGEM Rapporteur Group endearorto use this

capability?

1. No
2. Yes, For GKSM support only

3. Yes, In general

Vote (11-10,1)

The U.S. stated its concern that the work on the Addendum 1 for CGEM support should

not prevent or restrict further enhancement to the CGM.

Most attendees voiced concern that attempts to add additional functionality to the CGEM
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should not adversely effect the time t&ble for the CGEM. It wu requested that the draft of

the CGEM sent for letter ballot include a comment soliciting member body suggestions of

stable CGI functions that should be added to Addendum 1. Some members indicated that

additional functionality should be prerequisite on being directed at some agreed upon scope

for the added functionality.

Before adjourning the liaison meeting, it was decided to meet again on Thursday morning,

at 11:00a, after the morning coffee break.

l:00p - 2:00p Lunch Break

2:00p - 5:30p CGEM Rapporteur Group Meeting

The open issues summarised in temporary document SAl were addressed with an attempt

to resolve those that did not appear to be controversial.

ANSI.l:SHOULD SEMANTICS OF ALL ELEMENTS IN THE ADDENDLTvl BE
UNAMBIGROUSLY DEFINED?

This issue remained unresolved, even after much more discussion.

E. Moeller stated that he believed the CGI Rapporteur Group had the responsibility to

prove whether the CGI could support GKSM. In addition, the rapporteur group must

prove that the mapping back to GKS from the CGEM did not lose any information.

H.G. Berufka stated that he believed that the CGI segment model could be used in the

CGEM. E. Moeller was concerned that the redrafting of the CGI segment model was not

commonly known by attendees and it would be difficult to discuss this further. H.G.

Berufka brought in a member of the CGI Rapporteur Group to explain the new segment

model of CGI. The temporary document SA6 was used as a support document for the

discussion.

The group spent a considerable amount of time discussing where the CGEM would reside in

the CGI segment pipeline. It was decided that the CGEM would have to reside to the left

of the point in the pipeline where bundled attributes were associated. Probably, the

location would be the caption "primitives" appears in the picture on page II of SAS.

CGMA1.9: IS THE TERM ’SEGMENT’ THE RIGHT ONE?

The group resolved that it was the right term.

ANSI.4:WHAT SEGMENTATION MODEL SHOULD BE IN CGM ADDENDA?

The group resolved that the CGI model was appropriate, but not all of the functions might

be included in the Addendum 1 work.

BSI.2.1: SHOULD THE CGM ADDENDA ALLOW FOR NESTED SEGMENT
STRUCTURE?
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The statement of this issue was did not reflect the actual issue. The group resolved that the

BegIn.Segment should be left as a delimiter element.

ANSI.5:WHAT ELEMENTS MAY BE INCLUDED EN SEGMENTS?

The group resolved that most picture elements, with the exception to be determined, can

occur in segments. This has no implication for contents of segment store for the interpreter

of a CGEM. In category "GKSM", the "clear” function can not appear In the segment.

BSI.2.1 (sic): SHOULD THE MEANING OF ELEMENTS WITHIN SEGMENTS
BE DEFINED BY CATEGORY?

Resolution of this issue will be based on whether the group is to adopt CGI semantics and

the possible outcome on ANSI.l and ANSI. 4.

CGMA1.20: WHERE SHOULD THE SEGMENT ELEMENTS APPEAR?

The wording of this issue was clarified to mean where in the CGEM document should the

various segment elements appear. The group resolved that the segment elements should

appear where they are currently located, in the segment section.

CGMA1.2: HOW ARE SEGMENTS STORED?

The group felt that the issue was more appropriately described by the next issue.

ANSI.6:IS THE "DEFINEDNESS" OF A SEGMENT LIMITED TO THE CURRENT
PICTURE?

There was general agreement that a "symbol library" capability is needed. Technical work

will be addressed later this week.

CGMAl.l: SHOULD THERE BE A CATEGORY "GKSMO" AS WELL .\S "GKS.M"
(SEE ALSO ADDITIONS TO ISSUT CGMAl BY ANSI)?

The group resolved that alternative 3, "No, but the GKSMO set is defined as one

of the SHORTHAND enumeratives for Metafile_EIement_List" should be selected since the

grammars are the same or at least a setzsubset relationship. Vote (1-0-4, 2).

BSI.3.3: SHOULD ANNEX A OF IS 8632 BE ADDED TO ALLOW FOR THE
METAFILE CATEGORY ELEMENT?

The group resolved that Metafile_Category element is not a valid element for IS 8632.

BSI.3.5: SHOULD THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CATEGORIES BE DESCRIBED’

Discussion on this issue was postponed.
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ANSI.7:ARE SUCH ELEMENTS AS UPDATE, SET DEFERRAL STATE
APPROPRIATE IN A METAFILE STANDARD?

The groop resolved that they were, and the functions should be retained.

ANSI.8:SHOULD INTERACTIVE VALUES OF THE "DEFERRAL MODE"
PARAMETER OF DEFERRAL STATE BE IN THE METAFILE?

The group resolved that they were, and the values should be retained.

BSI.2.3; SHOULD VARIOUS STATEMENTS RELATING TO WORKSTATION
BEHAVIOR BE MOVED TO AN ANNEX CONCERNED WITH LNTERPRETATION
EFFECTS?

The group resolved that these statements should be moved to an annex.

ANSI.2:SHOULD THE CONTENTS OF THE "DRAWING SET" (SHORTHAND)
OF METAFILE ELEMENT LIST BE CHANGED BY THE ADDENDUM?

The group resolved that it would not support to change the content.

ANSI.12: SHOULD CGEM COORDINATE WITH CGI ON OPCODES?

The group resolved that any given opcode or function name has 'exactly the same

parameterization in all three standards, but that coordination was needed with the CGI
Rapporteur Group and appropriate standards bodies outside of SC 21/WG 2.

ANSI.24: SHOULD A VALITE OF TWO (2) BE USED FOR THE METAFILE
VERSION ELEMENT LN METAFILES THAT CONTAIN ITEMS FROM,
OR FOLLOW GRAMMARS OF, CGM ADDENDUM 1?

The group agreed that the CGEM would have a version of 2.

The meeting was ajourned.
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Minutes of CGEM Rapporteurs Meeting

Sophia-Antipoils

20 May 1987, Afternoon

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Mumford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (US), P. Egioff (Germany),

H.G. Borufka (Germany), L. Moltedo (Italy am only)

P. Bono (US pm only), Satoru Kawai (Japan)

Moeller noted the need to find an issues librarian.

Mumford re-affirmed the possibility that she would be interested In editing the 3d metafile

addendum

The priority for GKS support was noted.

There is pressure on many national groups to extend the primitives attributes etc in the graphics

standards. A major problem is the slow rate on standard development.

There was interest from clients of the graphics standards for more support for office documents

and for raster. Ansi had reviewed the work of SC18 who are developing SPDL. Any future work

on extending primitives and attributes would require some liaison with SCl8. There was interest

in the group in working on further 2D functionality rather than 3D extensions. The BSI are

likely to be more interested in a GKS-3D metafile. This was in contradiction to most other views.

It was agreed that the first addendum should procede with highest priority and that this might

include CGI functionality when functions were deemed to be stable by the CGI group as the work

developed.

The group then turned to a discussion of the issues.

ITEM TYPES (BSI2.6)

These are used to support the functional standards. There is a problem with the algorithm based

on the binary op-codes which was proposed at Egham because there is unlikely to be a 1-1

mapping between the elements of the CGM and the functional standards. It was agreed that the

GKS item types are logical data items and that these can be mapped to physical elements in the

metafile. The agreed solution was that the functional standards should provide the logical item

types and that the metafile group should then provide a mapping to the CGEM elements. If the

GKS Annex E item types are sufficient these could be the ones used for GKS. This might help

implementors who have used GKS Annex E already. There may be some benefit in having items

defined for the elements in an encoding independent way but it was agreed that this would be an

implementation decision.

MAPPING OF THE GKS FUNCTIONS WITH THE CGI FUNCTIONS

1. Text Font and Precision

The discussion centred round the use of the CGM elements TEXT FONT INDEX, TEXT
PRECISION and FONT LIST to represent the TEXT FONT AND PRECISION of GKS.

The problem is that the CGM uses positive indices indicating the font required from the font list.

In GKS positive values indicate registered fonts (currently only l) and negative values are private

fonts. One suggestion is to map the GKS negative values to positive indices by listing them in
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the FONT LIST e.g. "GKS-1".

The CGM FONT LIST ie & metafile descriptor and therefore has to appear at the head of the

metafile. In GKS we do not know which fonts are needed vintil they are requested. It is not

possible to dump all known fonts at the start of the metafile as the OKS application may require

more fonts than those on the generating system. One alternative is to carry out a double pass on

the metafile and to record those fonts ased at the end of the GKS session. This was considered to

be unacceptable.

There U a requirement for OKS to update the FONT LIST within the picture body. It is possible

that CGI may also need such a function. The suggestion to

be made to the CGI group is to add a new MODIFY FONT LIST element which can then be

used in the picture body of the CGEM to add to the FONT LIST (default or explicitly set).

There may also be a requirement for a MODIFY CHARACTER SET LIST.

2.

Pattern and Hatch

The CGM elements are PATTERN INDEX and HATCH INDEX. These need to be mapped in

both directions if possible to the GKS function SET FILL AREA STYLE INDEX.

The mapping was agreed as follows:

GKS FILL AREA STYLE INDEX maps to CGEM PATTERN INDEX and HATCH INDEX
where the index in GKS has a value greater than lero. Where the value is less than lero then

only HATCH PATTERN is written as anything else would be illegal.

The reverse mapping is that the appearance of either of the CGEM elements causes a SET FILL
AREA STYLE INDEX.

3.

Character Vectors

In the initial draft a new element CHARACTER VECTORS was added to the list of elements as

GKS Annex E stores the height and base vectors as a pair.

A mapping to the existing CGM elements for height and orientation was considered to be

beneficial. It was agreed that the GKSM category should write the CHARACTER HEIGHT and

CHARACTER ORIENTATION as a pair in the CGEM in that order. On interpretation this

would return the character vector information back to the GKS application.

(CH,CO) maps to CH*Char Up Vect, CH*Char Base Vect

thar Up VectJ iChar Up Vectj

4.

Clear Workstation

A mapping was agreed as follows:

CLEAR WORKSTATION In GKS will map the new CGEM elements (taken from the CGI):
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MAKE PICTURE CURRENT; PREPARE VIEW SURFACE; DELETE ALL SEGMENTS.

5. Redraw All Segments

This will map to the new elements: MAKE PICTURE CURRENT; PREPARE VIEW SURFACE
(conditional clear); REDRAW ALL SEGS.

CGI ISSUE: why does PREPARE VIEW SURFACE only do a conditional clear for hardcopy not

ail derices?

8. Update

The group considered an MO to be IMM.

A problem was found with this as the mapping needs to be different for whether the Update flag

is perform or postpone.

For perform the mapping could be: MAKE PICTURE CURRENT; PREPARE VIEW
SUTIFACE; REDRAW ALL SEGS.

For postpone the mapping might be just MAKE PICTUHE CURRENT.

It was noted that it was not possible to distinguish between REDRAW ALL SEGS and UPDATE
with perform. The reverse mapping causes problems because in GKS the behaviour of the two

functions is different. This is because of the different behaviour dependent on the flag ’new frame

necessary at update’. For MO this is set to NO.

We could map to the effect of update with perform but this is not a true audit then. One

possibility is a flag on REDRAW ALL SEGS. This possibility and the nature of the problem was

presented to CGI.

7. Set Deferral State

This will be mapped to new elements taken from the CGI. The mapping will be to DEFERR.AL
MODE; IMPLICIT SEGMENT REGENERATION MODE. If the regen mode is allowed then

REDRAW ALL SEGS (conditionally). There is a need to map BNTG and BNIL to BNI when

generating the metafile and the reverse mapping should be to BNIG.

During the afternoon the Rapporteur attended the HOD/RAP meeting, he reported that the

Addendum for GKSM was considered to be a high priority in WG2. Most of our efforts are to be

given to this project. Beyond that all other work has a low priority. The HOD/RAP group

agreed that the need for extra functionality as addressed by the group should be given

considreation at some time and one possibility is to ask member bodies to start drawing together

a wish list, this will be done at the WG2 level at this time. The timescale for the first addendum
looked to be similar to CGI
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Minutes of the CGEM Rapporteurs Meeting

Sophia Antipolis
21 May 1987

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Muinford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (US), H.G. Borufka (Germany),
P. Egloff (Germany), Kawai Satoru (Japan)

The meeting began with a discussion of the pick priority data type.

Three alternatives were identified:

1. integer (as it is in CGI)

2. integer on the range of values (lower limit, upper limit)

3. real (as it is in GKS)

The result of the discussion was to define a new function PICK AND
DISPLAY PRIORITY EXTENT, which sets the lower and upper limit (alterna-
tive 2) and adds it to the CGEM functionality as a metafile description
element.

The discussion continued with the new segmentation model of CGI, which
was introduced by a paper of D. Vanderschel. The group was of the same
opinion as the day before that this model fulfills the needs of GKS.

After a short discussion of the guidance given by the HOD and rappor-
teurs group concerning the segment problem with respect to the possibility
of a location of segments outside pictures the group agreed to discuss
those problems if enough time was left.

The discussion returned to the segment model and the mapping of related
GKS functions to CGI functions. In particular the GKS functions INSERT_
SEGMENT and ASSOCIATE_SEGMENT were investigated. Karla Vechiet of CGI

group helped to diminish some confusion whether or not the functions
C0PY_S, RE0PEN_S and INHERITANCE_FILTER are needed to support the GKS
functionality. The CGEM group agreed that these three functions are
not necessary for the GKS support and therefore are not part of the
category GKSM, but they were added to the CGEM.

In connection with the INHERITANCE_FILTER the discussion returned to

the reference model problem of CGEM and CGI. Especially the relation
of the GKS workstation independence segment storage (WISS) to the CGI
was adressed. The CGEM group had the general feeling that the
WISS conceptually is situated outside (that means above) the CGI.
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After a coffee break two points were adressed:

- The laison meeting with the 3D group scheduled for Friday should be
a more general one on an informal basis.

- Due to the working draft status of Addendum 1 of CGM it is not
necessary to produce a response document containing the answers to the
discussed issues.

Then the CGEM group's discussion focussed on the issues list. The issues
listed below were briefly discussed under the aspect of an unambiguously
defined semantics and reduction of redundancy and resolved unanimously
(otherwise marked)

:

* CGMA 1.12: Should TEXT FONT and PRECISION be added as an element?
Alternative 2: No

* CGMA 1.13: Should there be an element for HATCH and PATTERN INDEX?

Alternative 2: No

* CGMA 1.14: Should there be a WORKSTATION WINDOW element?
Alternative 1: Workstation window is mapped to VDC extent.

* ANSI. 10 : Is there a need for the redundant specification of certain
text attributes - . . . .?

The first part of this issue is solved by alternative 1:

No, eliminate the redundant elements. The second part was

discussed in CGMA 1.12 and is solved.

* ANSI. 11 : Does the meaning of TEXT FONT INDEX change in the addendum?
Alternative 1: No

In addition, the new function M0DIFY_F0NT_LIST was invented
as an attribute element with index and font name as parameters.
This function must ensure that the adding of new entries in

the font list is possible. In parallel the function M0DIFY_
CHARACTER_SET_LIST with the index and a list of pairs of
character set type / designation sequence tail was introduced.

* ANSI. 13 : Should the CHARACTER VECTORS be allowed to change within a

(compound text) string?
Alternative 2: No, there are no more character vectors in this
element.

* ANSI. 15 : Should the scope of Addendum 1 cover the additional stable CGI
functional ity?

Alternative 1: Yes

Alternative 2: No

The CGEM group took a vote on this issue with the following
result as regards alternative 1: (5, 1, 2). There was an
agreement that this issue was solved by alternative 1.
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* CGMA 1.17: Should EDGE REPRESENTATION be added together with the other
representation function?
Alternative 1: Yes, as it is in the document.

ANSI. 16 : What is the intended result when SCALING_MODE and DEVICE_
VIEWPORT appear in the same metafile?

~

Alternative 1: Use the last specified.

Note: If none is specified in the metafile, the DEVICE_
VIEWPORT has precedence in categories where both exist!

* CGMA 1.7: Do pictures and sessions need to be distinguished?
This issue was skipped.

* ANSI. 9 : Should the METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT encoding in the
Binary Encoding be improved?

New Alternative 3: No, but a text should clarify this
problem in Addendum 1 in the context of subclause 5.3.12.
Multiple occurance of the DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT element
is legal and the effect is concatenation.

The CGEM group meeting was adjourned at 1.00 p.m. due to the social
event which took place in the afternoon.
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Minutes of CGEM Rapporteur Group Meeting

Sophia-Antipolis

22 May 1987

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Mumford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (US), P. Egloff (Germany),

H.G. Borufka (Germany), Satoru Kawai (Japan)

AGENDA:

1. Font List, Text Font Precision (mapping GKS - CGM)

2. Resolving rest of the issues

3. Segmentation model (inheritance filter, attribute binding)

4. Segments outside pictures

5. Drafting

6. Additional, stable CGI functionality

Item 4:

It was decided that in the afternoon (during the mid-term plenary) a break out group

should prepare a proposal on segments outside pictures as a basis for discussion on

Sunday.

Item 1:

H.G. Borufka presented a model describing a mapping oi the different font selection

mechanisms in CGM/CGEM and GKS. The model requires a new metafile control

element MODIFY FONT LIST (stcixting index
,

list of font names). It is based on

a table of registered fonts residing on both the MO and MI workstation. It assumes

that GKS text font numbers will be assigned to registered fonts by the Registration

Authority. At every occurance of the GKS TEXT FONT AND PRECISION function

the registered or implementation dependent (negative) font number generates an entry

in a table of fonts in use if it does not exist already. This table corresponds to the

CGM FONT LIST element. The new element MODIFY FONT LIST allows the font

list to be build up sequentially and to be dense.

It was decided to add a note to the description of the CGM FONT LIST element

recommending to generate a dense font List (note, that the registered GKS font numbers
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may contain gaps or an application uses only a few fonts from a long list of registered

fonts).

Whereas registered font names within ISO presumably will consist of the initial char-

acters “ISO ” the model proposes a GKS font introducer “GKS ” for all fonts available

in a GKS implementation, independent of whether they are registered fonts outside

ISO (i.e. having a positive font number assigned) or implementation dependent fonts

(negative font numbers). E.g. CGM font name “GKS -3” would be assigned to GKS
font number -3. The CGEM group recommends CGI to include the new element.

Item 6:

The group then discussed the list of additional, stable CGI functions (document num-
ber V034, respectively CGEM document number SAIO) as candidates for inclusion in

CGEM. It was decided to add

DEVICE VIEWPORT MAPPING to category ’cgmextl’.

DEMCE VIEWPORT SPECIFICATION MODE (previously “UNITS”) to category

’cgmextl’ if the default would cor-

respond to GKS (which is not the

case in the current CGI draft DP
9636), otherwise include it also in

the category ’gksm’.

SET DEFERRAL MODE to category ’gksm’. CGI’s BNI
corresponds to GKS's BNIL. It

was not resolved whether GKS
BNIG should be allowed. .A,lso

the difference in the defaults was

pointed out.

MAKE PICTURE CURRENT

PREPARE VIEW SURFACE

BEGIN FIGURE

END FIGURE

NEW REGION

IMPLICIT EDGE VISIBILITY

CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE BACKWARDS

SAVE PRIMITIVE ATTRIBUTES

to category

to category

to category

to category

to category

to category

to category

to category

’gksm’.

’gksm’.

’cgmextl’.

’cgmextl’.

’cgmextl’.

’cgmextl’.

’cgmextl’.

’cgmextl '.
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RESTORE PRIMITWE ATTRIBUTES to category ’cgmextl'.

Note, that the last two elements are closely related to the segmentation model which

wiU be discussed later.

The role of the CGI function END PAGE was then discussed. It was not clear why this

function behaves differently for softcopy and hardcopy devices. CGI experts should be

consulted. However, it was decided not to include this function in the CGM .Addendum

1 .

The discussion then focussed on the two elements DR.AWING MODE and PIXEL
.ARRAY from part 6 of CGI:

• how does DRAWING MODE apply to output?

• shall PIXEL -ARR-AY be included, if yes to which group of elements does it

belong?

• it was noted to consider the device dependence of PIXEL .ARR.AY

• PIXEL ARR-AY is to be ignored on non-raster devices

• consider addressability of raster devices

• shall there be a shorthand for CGI functions from part 6 in case they are included?

• should encoding technics go beyond the current ones, e.g. including compression?

Whether or not these elements should be included was left open at this point.

Karla Vecchiet ( CGI) was consulted. She said, that for the DR.AWING MODE function

a raster device is needed but no bitmaps. However, it was not clear which value of

DR.AWING MODE would apply for CGI implementations not including part 6 i raster

functions). This must be resolved in order to possibly include DRAWING .MODE
in the set of CGM/CGEM attribute elements. The group would like to have further

arguments for including DRAWING MODE in CGEM.

Item 3:

Karla Vecchiet (CGI) explained the CGI segmentation model, in particular the at-

tribute binding «md inheritance filter. The discussion focussed on the question;

• Do we need the inheritance filter to support GKS?
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The group came to the conclusion that GKS implementations with only one output

device could make use of the inheritance filter and the copy function to emulate a

WISS below the CGI.

It was decided to include these two functions in the category ’cgmextl’ but not in the

category ’gksm’.

The group would like to know what is the minimum CGI functionality to support GKS
(which may be different from the GKS profiles!).

The meeting was adjourned for the day.
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Minutes of CGEM Rapporteurs Meeting

Sophia-AntipoHs

24 May 1987

Attending: E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A. Mumford (UK), B. Trocherie (France)

F. Dawson (US), L. Henderson (US), P. Egloff (Germany),

H.G. Berufka (Germany), and S. Kawai (Japan)

Documents Introduced

1. SA13 — Liaison Report-ISO TC 97/SC 18/WG 5 and ISO TC 97/SC 21/WG 2 (DIN - A.

Schiller)

2. SA14 — Location of Segments in CGEM (US - L. Henderson)

3. SA15 — How to Interpret a Metafile Containing a Segment Library (DIN - H.G. Berufka)

9:15a- 10:45a CGEM Rapporteur Group Meeting

E.M. began meeting by addressing the question of whether anyone felt that the CGEM 3D
(Addendum 2) work effort should be addressed in an interim meeting prior to the June 1988 "SC
24" meeting. A discussion proceeded on whether it was needed and when/where to hold it. The
discussion ended with the question of an interim meeting being tabled.

A.M. expressed the view that since the BSI had circulated a expert opinion paper on CGEM 3D,

at least one day should be allocated for such work. Per the recommendations out of the Egham
meeting, this work should be restricted to GKS-3D Metafile support. The work should focus on

developing a draft document.

E..M. indicated that it was his opinion that this document need not be technically complete. But,

that the document could include sections that were left open or incomplete.

Christian Egelhaaf (DIN - CGI Rapporteur Group Member) came into the meeting to informally

bring up CGI reference model concerns with the previous day’s work on the CGEM "Global

Segment Definitions".

E.M. indicated to the CGI Rapporteur Group Member that it was the responsibility of the CGEM
Rapporteur Group to map to the CGI reference model. In addition, it was up to the CGEM
Rapporteur Group to assist the CGI Rapporteur Group in developing a reference model for CGI.

Andrea Frankel (US - CGI Rapporteur Group Member) came into the meeting to informally

clarify the CGI position on several questions that were liaised to the CGI Rapporteur Group on

the previous day. (1) WHY HAVE INHERITANCE FILTER ELEMENT IN THE GKS
PROFILE? A.F. indicated that the CGI Rapporteur Group developed the GKS Profile with the

basic assumption that functionality would be added to support GKS plus, additionally, add

functionality that would (a) aid implementors and (b) encourage use of CGI functionality in such

implementations. (2) IF PART 8 FUNCTIONS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE CGEM, WHAT
IS THE DEFAULT DRAWING MODE? A.F. indicated that the default would be "replacement".

(3) WHAT WERE THE ARGUMENTS FOR INCLUDING DRAWING MODE FUNCTION IN

THE SET OF STABLE CGI FUNCTIONALITY? A.F. indicated that the CGI Rapporteur

Group felt that this was an attribute of primitives, was a stable function, and that while modes

in addition to the basic 16 boolean operations were unstable at this time a mechanism would be

added to permit extension to added operations when they become stable. (4) WHAT IS THE
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RATIONALE FOR THE END PAGE FUNCTION? A.F. indicated, after mnch distracted
discussion, that "blind interchange", to devices that can not effectively Inquire device
characteristics (i.e., is it a soft or hard copy device) was sufficient rationale.

The discussion returned to the agenda for CGEM Addendum 1. The meeting focused on resolved

outstanding issues summarised in document SAl.

ANSI.23: SHOULD A PICK PRIORITY ELEMENT BE ADDED, SEPARATE FROM
SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY ELEMENT?

The group resolved that yes, it vrould be added.

BSI.2.4: SHOULD THE DESCRIPTION OF PICK IDENTIFIER BE LESS DETAILED?

The group resolved that yes, we should be sure that it does not contain too much information

about the interpretation of this function.

CGMA1.18: DOES THE ADDENDUM NEED TO INCLUDE DEVICE VIEWPORT
SPECIFICATION UNITS?

The group resolved that yes it did.

ANSI.3:WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE SPECIFICATION OF VIEWPORT FOR THIS
ADDENDUM?

The group resolved to revise the viewport specification as per the CGI (ISO/DP 9838).

CGMA1.4: HOW SHOULD SEGMENT DISPLAY PRIORITY BE RECORDED?

The group resolved that it be integer [0,nj. However, several members feel an "extent" function

is needed. A new issue will need to be added- The group did not formulate one. An attempt

was made to manipulate a certain member of the group into becoming the issues member.

ANSI.22: WHAT DATA TYPE SHOULD THE PICK IDENTIFIER BE?

The group resolved that the data type should be integer.

ANSI.17: WHAT SHOULD BE THE DATA TYPE FOR SEGMENT IDENTIFIER?

The group resolved that the data type should be integer.

BSI. 4 .2.I 1 SHOULD SEGMENT IDENTIFIER PARAMETER BE OF DATA TYPE N?

The group resolved that this issue was a rewording of ANSI.17 and should be resolved the same
as that issue.
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DIN.3.1.2: SHOULD SEGEMENT IDENTIFIER AND PICK IDENTIFIER BE OF
THE SAME DATA TYPE?

The group resolved that jes, the identifiers should both be integer.

ANS1.18: DOES THE TRANSFORM MATRIX NEED A DATA TYPE?

The group resolved to not associate a data type with the transformation matrix.

CGMA1.21: HOW SHOULD A CATEGORY BE DEFINED?

The group resolved that categories should be defined as a single name (e.g., CGM, GKSM, etc.).

ANSI.19: WHAT SHOULD BE THE DATA TYPE FOR METAFILE CATEGORY?

The group resolved that the data type should be enumerative.

BSI.3.2: SHOULD A MAPPING OF THE GKS FUNCTIONS TO THE EXTENDED CGM
BE ADDED TO THE CURRENT ANNEX E OF IS 8832?

The group resolved that the mappings would appear as part of the CGM Addendum 1. However,

the mapping will be in a new annex that WILL be a part of the IS 8632, CGM Standard.

10:45a • 11:15a Coffee Break

11:15a - 12:30p Continuation of the CGEM Rapporteur Group meeting

L.H. presented the previous day’s work effort on defining a reference mode! for location of

segments in the CGEM. In particular, the presentation focused on the concept of "globally

defined segments" versus "locally defined segments*. Both capabilities are to be supported in the

CGEM. The discussion focused on several issues that L.H. raised for group resolution:

CAN METAFILE DESCRIPTOR ELEMENTS SUCH AS THE VARIOUS PRECISION
SPECIFICATION ELEMENTS APPEAR WITHIN STATE "GLOBAL SEGMENT OPEN"?

The group resolved that no Metafile Descriptor elements can appear in state Global Segment

Open.

CAN A DELETE FUNCTION FOR THE CURRENTLY OPEN GLOBAL SEGMENT OR THE
DELETE ALL SEGMENTS FUNCTION APPEAR WITHIN STATE "GLOBAL SEGMENT
OPEN"?

The group resolved that this would not be allowed.

CAN DELETE SEGMENT, REOPEN SEGMENT, AND SEGMENT ATTRIBUTE ELEMENTS
APPEAR IN THE METAFILE DESCRIPTOR BETWEEN GLOBAL SEGMENT DEFINITIONS?
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The group resolved that no segment or segment attribute elements other than BEGIN SEGMENT
can appear in state Metafile Descriptor.

The concepts in SA14 were approved unanimously by the group.

The subject of refationship of the CGEM to the CGI was brought up. This question surfaced
through the rapporteur group meeting. Someone in the group asked, 'IS THE CGEM A CGI
SESSION CAPTURE MECHANSIMT". The group referred to the 19 May liaison meeting and
concluded that by the current state of the CGI reference model the answer was NO. Someone else

asked, 'CAN EVERY CGEM BE CREATED THROUGH THE CGI?*. The group again referred

to the 19 May liaison meeting and concluded that while some way want such functionality the

current reference model for CGI indicated that it was possible to generate some CGEMs from a

CGI but that every CGEM could NOT be generated from a CGI.

12:30p • 2:00p Lunch

2:00p = 4:00p CGEM 3D Discussions

The agenda for the discussions included:

1. Limited general discussion until 4p

2. Reference model with respect to GKS-3D and PHIGS

3. Scope and basic concepts for CGEM Addendum 2

Reference Documents included:

1. BSI Proposal — SC 21/WG 2 N531

2. DIN Expert Contribution

3. Summary of a joint meeting of 2D and 3D DIN experts

Attendees Included:

E. Moeller (Germany), R Gnats (Germany), W. Brandenburg (Germany), S. Kawai (Japan), A.

Mumford (UK), L. Henderson (US), F. Dawson (US), B. Trocherie (France)

A.M. began the discussion by presenting the BSI position paper. The BSI position included the

reuse of the existing CGM opcode space with the addition of Z coordinates to current 2D
primitives and control elements. The BSI position is that the CGEM 3D would reside in the same

place in pipeline as the CGM.

E.M. commented that since the Eghara rapporteur group meeting, the CGEM has focused on CGI
functionality. However, there is no 3D CGI work and no indication has been offered as to when

3D extensions will be added to the CGI draft.

A.M. felt that most of the problems would result from the addition of 3D coordinates. The CGM
3D work was Initiated under the assumption that it would follow GKS*3D.

W.B. presented the DIN expert contribution. The DIN position was expressed as being based on

the assumption that 3D extensions to CGEM should not preclude or invent problems that would
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have to be resolved to utiliie the CGEM 3D capability in a PHIGS environment. The paper
divided the possible 30 activity into 3 categories:

1. CGM with extensions added for 3D primitives. No new operation codes invented.

2. PlilGS picture metafile support. Things would be added to the CGM for PHIGS such as

NAME SETS.

3. PHIGS Archive metafile. This capability would include functionality needed to generate

after the Modeling Transformation before the Viewing Transformation. This would be like

a CGM with only a Metafile Descriptor component made up of structure definitions.

It was noted that some elements of the DIN proposal would not be useable by a GKS-3D
capability.

A.M. commented that the differences between the DIN and BSI proposals were that BSI feels that

unresolved issues prevent work on a PHIGS capability, but that GKS-3D is all but complete.

Hence, the 3D work for CGEM ought to be GKS-3D based. A.M. feels that the GKS-3D
extension to CGEM would be compatible with the future PHIGS extensions.

A.M. commented on how the two papers were similar even though developed independently. Just

how many elements should be added now for future PHIGS addenda was questioned.

F.D. commented that if it meant a significant delivery schedule Impact for resolving whether to

added PHIGS or GKS-3D support, he would prefer a minimal 3D extension to CGEM with just

3D primitives.

Considerable discussion continued on both GKS, CGI, PHIGS, and "hybrid" semantic differences.

Most parties informally agreed that any CGEM 3D work should not restrict future addenda effort

to support PHIGS capabilities above the Addendum 2, GKS-3D Metafile support.

E.M. commented that if PHIGS capability could be built on a GKS-3D type CGEM by merely

replacing the segment model with a structure model, then he was in favor of current extension for

GKS-3D and later adding PHIGS.

W.B. felt that the PHIGS structure model was not too different than the GKS-3D segment model.

A.M. expressed her desire that the PHIGS rapporteur group will look at the CGEM Global

Segment Definition paper (SA14) and review it with respect to how PHIGS capability could make
use of this approach to global segments outside of pictures.

Summary of liaison meeting activities:

1. The meeting did not resolve the question of scope.

2. Discussion focused on some basic concepts; (a) 3D CGM, (b) GKS-3D CGM, and (c) PHIGS
Archive type file with structures only.

3. Any CGE.M 3D enhancements should be based on the CGEM Addendum 1 working draft.

4. An interim CGEM Rapporteur Group Meeting for 3D (Addendum 2) work is needed

4:40p - 5:30p Continuation of CGEM Rapporteur Group Meeting
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The meeting reconTened with futher resolution of issues concerning Addendum 1.

CGMA1.3: HOW SHOULD GDPs BE STORED IN THE CGM?

The group resolved that they should be stored in an implementation dependent manner. L.H.
commented that it was the domain of application profile and registration procedures to specify
how the GDPs would be stored.

CGMA1.18: SHOULD THE ADDENDUM WORK INCLUDE THE DEFINITION OF ITEM
TYPES RETURNED IN THE FUNCTIONAL STANDARD?

The group resolved that, in general, the Item Type definitions should appear in the functional

standards. However, the GKS Item Types will be specified in the Addendum 1. Item Types are

the responsibility of functional standards to define. It is up to the CGEM to define the mapping
from the CGEM elements to the functional standard item types.

CGMA1.19: HOW SHOULD ITEM TYPES BE DEFINED?

The group resolved that item types would be defined as in GKS Annex E and expansion would be

made as necessary.

CGMA1.22: WHAT GROUP OF ELEMENTS SHOULD VDC NORMALIZATION FALL INTO?

The group resolved that the element’s name would be changed to MAXIMUM VDC EXTENT
and that it would be a Metafile Descriptor element.

ANSI.14: SHOULD CGEM INCORPORATE THE FONT WORK OF SCI 8 AT THE
PRESENT TIME?

The group resolved that the font work was premature to base technical work on. The font work

would be watched for future incorporation.

BSI.3.4: SHOULD THE CONCEPT OF A 'SESSION" BE DEFINED?

The group resolved that wording would be changed to 'graphical session" and appropriate

explaination of the term would be added.

ANS1.20: ARE SEGMENTS CLIPPED BEFORE OR AFTER SEGMENT TRANSFORMATION?

The group resolved that the clipped would be after the segment transformation, like the other

standards.

CGMA1.8: WHAT ORDER SHOULD THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FOR SEGMENT
TRANSFORMATION BE IN?

The group resolved that it would be in the same order as the CGI draft.
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CGMA1.8: HOW SHOULD THE TRANSFORMATION FROM NDC TO VDC BE ACCOMPLISHED?

The group resolved that the MAXIMUM VDC EXTENT would be utilised by the GKSM to

provide such functionality.

DIN.2.1: SHOULD GEOMETRIC ATTRIBUTES THAT MAY BE BUNDLED, SUCH AS
LINE WIDTH WITH LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE 'ABSOLUTE",
BE TRANSFORMED UNDER SEGMENT TRANSFORMATIONS?

DIN.2.2: HOW DO THE CIRCULAR ELEMENTS AND THE RECTANGULAR ELEMENT
TRANSFORM UNDER SEGMENT AND VDC-lo-DC TRANFORMATIONST

DIN.2.3: SHOULD THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SCALING IN X AND Y ON LINE
WIDTH, MAR;KER SIZE, AND EDGE WIDTH WITH THE CORRESPONDING
SPECIFICATION MODES SET TO "ABSOLUTE", AS WELL AS ON THE
RADIUS PARAMETER OF CIRCULAR ELEMENTS BE SPECIFIED IN THE
CGM ADDENDUM 1?

The group resolved that all three of these issues are similar and would follow how the CGI
resolved these issues based its pipeline.

ANS1.21: WHAT MEANING IS ATTACHED TO "BEGIN SEGMENT (A)" WHEN
SEGMENT "A" EXISTS?

The group resolved that this achieves no use, so it is invalid syntax.

DIN.3.1.11: IS THE SEGMENT PRODUCTION RULE INCORRECT FOR THE
CATEGORIES GKSM/GKSMO WITH RESPECT TO THE CLEAR ELEMENT?

The group resolved that the grammar will be fixed.

CGMAl.il: SHOULD THERE BE A SUPER-GRAMMAR?

The group resolved that there should be a formal grammar.

CGMAl.lO: WHERE SHOUD THE FORMAL GRAMMARS BE LOCATED?

The group resolved that the formal grammar should be located within the CGM Addendum.

ANSI.28: WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CGM ADDENDUM 1 AND GKSM?
(I.E., IS THE ADDENDUM MEANT TO CONFORM TO GKSM WITH A
STRICT l-lo-l MAPPING, OR ON A MORE GENERAL LEVEL WITH A
WELL DEFINED MAPPING?

The group resolved that a more generalised support with well defined mapping to GKS was

appropriate.
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ANSI.25: SHOULD THE DISCUSSION OF CONFORMANCE INCLUDE REFERENCES
TO GENERATORS AND INTERPRETERS?

The group resolved thit the discussion of conforni&nce should not include references to generators
and interpreters. However, annex Information can be used to mahe clarifications or
recommendations.

BSI.2.2: SHOULD CONFORMANCE BE RELATED TO CATEGORIES?

The group resolved that it would.

ANSI.27: HOW IS CONFORMANCE WITH CGM ADDENDUM I TO BE DEFINED?

The group resolved that conformance would be defined by category.

ANSI.l: SHOULD SEMANTICS OF ALL ELEMENTS IN THE ADDENDUM BE
UNAMBIGUOUSLY DEFINED?

The group resolved that each element has unique semantics, where difl'ernt functionality is

needed, different element will be included.

CGMAl.23: DO CLEAR AND UPDATE HAVE ANY IMPLIED MEANING FOR THE
INTERPRETER?

The group resolved that by virtue of the unique semantics of the CCEM that this issue was moot.

BSI.2.3: ARE THE ROLES OF UPDATE AND CLEAR WELL DEFINED AND SUIT.\BLE
FOR A WIDE RANGE OF CATEGORIES?

CXGMA1.15: DOES REDRAW ALL SEGMENTS CARRY WITH IT AN IMPLIED MEANING
ON INTERPRETATION?

The group resolved that these Issues should be withdrawn.

BSI.3.1: HOW SHOULD THE EFFECT OF THE REPRESENTATION ELEMENTS ON
INTERPRETATION OF THE METAFILE BE DESCRIBED?

The group resolved that the description is left to the CGEM annex that maps the CGEM opcodes

to the client Item Types. The actual effect is intended to be dynamic. In the case of the Color

Table and Pattern Table the annex will clarify the relationship from that that is poorly

annotated in the CGM.

The meeting was adjourned.
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Minutes of CGEM Rapporteur Meeting

Sophia-Antipolis

25 May 1987

Attending:E. Moeller (Rapporteur), A- Mumford (UK),F. Dawson (US), L Henderson (US)Satoru Kawai (Japan)

AGENDA FOR THE REST OF THE MEETING

The work needing to be drafted was considered. This includes:

1.

Recommendations

2- Work on Clauses 0-4

3. Clause 5

4. Encodings

5. Mappings of the CGEM elements to the GKS items

6. Font mappings CGEM/GK5 and guidelines to implementors

7. Annex for mappings

8. Formal grammar

CGI LIAISON

1. It was noted thaT THE UPDATE issue had not been solved for CGI

2. CGI have asked us to incorporate DELETE ATTRIBUTE SET - agreed

3. CGI Rap group are split on whether metafiles should be generated via the CGI

4. In wording of IMPLICIT REGEN MODE it is believed that when spuuressed is allowed the

regeneration will occur (not may)

5. CGI to add the regen pending flag to the CGI state

ITExM TYPES

The group felt that item types should not be a part of the CGEM but of the functional standard

to which they pertain. In the case of GKS the item types may be a part of an Annex to the first

addendum.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is believed that we can produce the mark up of the first addendum out of this meeting. The
addendum will reference the CGI text where appropriate rather than taking the text from the

first DP. The text will be produced in August. The next draft -hopefully DIS- will come out of the

next SC24 meeting and the IS out of the next.

For Addendum 2 there will be no text out of the meeting. It was agreed that we neede to have a

metafile for GKS 3D. It was decided to have a meeting in Sept/Dec timescale to produce a

working draft for comment and hopefully progression to Draft Addendum at the next SC24
meeting.
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Location of Segmenta In CGEM
Valbonne, 24 May 1987

1.

Introduction

Segments are being added to the CGEM. The CGEM Experts at the Sophia>Aatipolis meetbg, in

consaitation with the CGI experts, hare chosen the CGI segmentation model for CGEM. This is

beiieTed to be adequate to support GKSM (with the resolution of a couple of minor deficiencies,

now being considered by CGI).

One open Issue (both in the initial ISO Lssum log and raised again by ANSI in the US review of

the draft CGEM) is where segments may appear. It is agreed that they may appear in pictures

and have a definition that exists only within the the picture (these will be called Local Segments).

The question arose whether segments should be definable in one other place as well, such as the

metafile descriptor, and be referencable from anywhere in the metafile (these will be called Global

Segments).

The CGEM experts feel that this is valuable functionality, that it can be included without

inventing new elements or concepts, and it should be included if possible. This paper describes

how the CGI/CGEM segmentation model provides such capability.

S. Goaii and Design Criteria

The segment model of CGEM Is to meet the following criteria:

1. Local Segments should be provided;

2. Global Segments (globally referencable segments) should be provided;

3. The mechanisms (functions and elements) to implement the two should be identical — no

new functions should be added;

4. Random access to pictures and logical independence of pictures should be preserved;

5. The segmentation model Including both Local and Global segments should maintain a clean

state model of CGEM;

8. The model must be Lmplementable.

3. Teehnxeal Description

The CGEM sub-group working on this problem defined the solution by addressing a number of

issues. The solution Is described by the resolution of these issues.

S.J Segments or Macros t

Does the CGI segmentation model, and the desired global segment capability, defined a macro

facility or a segmentation facility?

Certain functions, particularly some control functions, may occur in CGI/CGEM between BEGIN
SEG.MENT and END SEG.MZNT. These functions are executed (interpreter for metafile), but in

a segmentation facility do not go into segment storage. In other words, a COPY function would

not cause the functions to be executed again. If a macro facility were being defined, then the

efiect of these functions would happen again at invocation time (e.g., daring a COPY).

It was agreed that the CGI model is a segmentation facility for both local and global segments.

No attempt will be made to provide a macro facility.
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3.2 Whert Are Global Segments Defined

Are giob&l segments defined in the Metafile Descriptor, or in s separate block (either in the MD or

following)?

Whereas the existence of a separate segment definition block is somewhat cleaner in concept, it

would require new elements to be added and would lose some functionality that is schieTable

through allowing the segment definitions to occur within the Metafile Descriptor. Allowing a

segment definition anywhere within the MD is the chosen solution. This allows useful interaction

with the MD elements (including Metafile Defaults Replacement). A clean state model which

includes a Global Segment Definition state is still preserred (GSD state is entered by BEGIN
SEGMENT while within the MD state, and exited by END SEGMENT).

3.3 Hoxs are Segments Accessed from Pictures

Are global segments automatically known/risible from within pictures, or must they be

specifically inroked?

Global segments (those defined in the Metafile Descriptor) must be referenced by a COPY element

from within a picture for their primitiees to become risible withing the picture.

3.4 Mag a Local Segment and Global Segment Have the Same Name

May segments defined locally and globally share the same set of names, or must the names be

unique?

The names must be unique.

3.5 Hora Are Primitive Attributes Defined and Bound

The modally applied elements comprised of Primitire Attributes, Control Elements (e.g.,

clipping), and Picture Descriptor elements are modally bound to primitires in CGEM/CGI. How
do these apply to globally defined segments?

At the occurance of BEGIN METAFILE, and at erery point in the metafile thereafter, all modal

elements hare a well-known and well-defined ralue. These are the raiues that are bound to

primitires at the occurance of the primitires between BEGIN SEGMENT and END SEGMENT.

The metafile descriptor is processed sequentially. Conceptually, there is a temporary state list of

ail modal raiues (temporary because the state list Is reinitialised to default ralues at the start of

erery picture), and this "temporary state list* of modal raiues is updated as expected as modal

elements are encountered. Segments may be defined throughout the Descriptor, and segment

definitions may be interleared with Metafile Defaults Replacement.

Note that Picture Descriptor elements (e.g., LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE) are bound

like all others, and that a bound ralue could be in conflict with the ralue set in the Picture

Descriptor of a picture referencing (COPYing) the segment. This is an implementation detail for

interpreters to pay attention to, and is Implementable (it exists in CGI now), but presents no

conceptual problems.

3.S What Changes to Global Segments May Occur Within Pictures

Sereral functions would change the definition of segments, or their default appearance. These

include REOPEN, DELETE, and all of the segment attributes (highlighting, transform, etc). Are

these allowed within pictures when referring to a globally defined segment?

No, they must not be allowed. If they were, then the metafile would no longer be randomly

accessible. If segment attributes are to be manipulated, then the global segment should be

COPYed to a local segment, and the local segment should be manipulated. COPY is the only



- 3 -

Allowable function referencing a global tegment.

3.1 What EltmcnU May Oeear Betvetn BEGIN/END of a Global Seyment

Certain function* like Redraw All Segments (RDAS) maj occur between the BEGIN/END of a

local segment. The are executed there, but not stored in segment storage. They make no sense in

the Metafile Descriptor. Should they be allowed and defined as No>opa, or not allowed.

They should not be allowed. It is cleaner not hare to specify the efect of a function by state.

Specifying allowability by state can be achieeed with a formal grammar, on the other hand.

Therefore, RDAS and a few more functions (to be defined) are not allowable in GSD state.

3.3 It COPY Allowed in GSD State

May the COPY function occur between BEGIN SEGMENT and END SEGMENT of a global

segment definition?

Yes, this is useful functionality and raluable for data compression.

3.9 May DELETE and REOPEN Oeeur in GSD itate

May DELETE of another global segment occur in the Metafile Descriptor, either In GSD state

(within a segment) or In MD state (outside of segment definition).

As long as it is understood that the metafile is processed sequentially, there is no problem with

allowing DELETE. The same sequence may occur In the CGI, and Implies certain

Implementation constraints. REOPEN only makes sense outside of GSD state, i.e., in MD state.

Once again there Is no problem In allowing it. An Issue that has not yet been addressed Is

whether these functions should be allowed In MD state (as opposed to GSD state).

4 . Summary

The CGEM experts considering the "global segment" question were unanimous Ln bellcTlng that

this is a useful feature and should be Included in CGEM. No new elements are needed — the

capability can be provided with the set of elements already provided by CGI/CGEM
segmentation. The capability is provided utilising only the current attribute binding models of

CGI/CGM — no modifications or new concepts are required.
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APPENDIX 6

MINUTES FROM COM WORKSHOP
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Minutes from CGM Workshop 9/15/87

Attendees

9:10

9 : 20

9 : 25

9 : 30

9 ; 40

Mark Skall
Dan Benigni
Sue Quinn
Steve Carson
Anne Mumford
Peter Bono
Steve Jepsen
Ted Reed
Glenn Davison
Charles Tucker
Chris Osland
Kevin Hardman
Lofton Henderson
Jane Pink
Sharon Kemmerer
Brian Rossin
Joe Collica
John Stoll
Gary Silverman
Richard Carr

Mark Skall gave introduction explaining the hisrory of
the conference and the relationship with the Europeans.
He also gave the logistics of the conference: each
speaker presents his/her paper and the audience
proposes issues. We are looking for conclusions to the
issues that are proposed, and these will be included in
a book being produced by Eurographics.
Anne Mumford explained how the output of the conference
will be used. There will be an N3S Report produced at
the close of this conference, and there is a

Eurographics Seminar Series. Both parts will be
included in the Eurographics book. Eurographics gets
the copyright and will get all of the royalties. All
patricipants will get one copy of the book.

Mark identified the chairs of each session:
Anne Mumford will chair the papers on Performance.
Mark will chair the papers on Testing.
Sharon Kemmerer will chair the papers on Cals.
Peter Bono will chair the papers on Implementations.

Introductions were made around the table.

An.ne Mumford chaired the panel on performance.
Glenn Davidson presented his paper titled "Protocol
Comiparisons , CGM and Others." He implemented character
and clear text encodings in VAX/GKS and did a
comparison of the two encodings. Peter Bono asked
regarding the character and clear text encodings: are



0 : 10

the generators intelligent enough not to pick up
superfulous changes? The response was negative. Ted
Reed inquired how a binary metafile would compare in
this study. Glenn didn't implement a binary encoding
so he did not have the experience to answer that
question. Lofton stated that the clear text encoding
is the most difficult to implement with all of the
variations. He wanted to know what differences were
found between the binary and character encodings. For
example, the control information in the encodings; if
you don't use the incremental (?) . Steve Jepsen said
that the displacement in character encodings is
basically equivalent to the incremental approach.
(See Mark's notes on Glenn Davison***)

Chris Osland was the next speaker to present his paper
titled "Bridge that GAP" where GAP stands for Graphics
Application Protocol. He wanted to bridge the gap
between Grays and wor3cstations using metafiles. He
stated that the CGM doesn't use all of the power that
is available to the machine and wanted to bridge the
gap between the application and the workstation in a

way to use the all of the capability of the
workstation; with the workstation he wanted to be able
to SELECT and DRAW. He wanted to be able to ship
application profile data, not just graphics. Instead
of using the CGM, he used ISO 8632; parts 2,3,4
represent the encodings he used. It worked
efficiently, but it is a complicated standard to use.
He was able to send n elements of an item of one
groupp. It allows full use of the power of a

workstation. Ted Reed inquired if Chris had looked at
the remote procedure call to get the same results.
Chris replied that it was not available at his site and
he needed a solution immediately because he was
transmitting an entire database.

Charlie Tucker presented his paper .next on "The
Implementation of CGM as a GKS Metafile." He informed
us that there was a book available on CGI/CGM from
Nova that could be obtained through him. Some of t.he

differences that he pointed out were that GKSM is .not

part of the GKS standard; CGM is static data - picture
capture whereas GKSM is an audit trail. The GKSM is
weakly specified such' that there are not
specificiations at the bit level; the CGM is well
specified in this way. The GKSM has not picture
frames, and the CGM has no segment capability - it muse
be simulated by a GKS driver which is inefficient. The
output mappings are suitable, with the exception of
text, and most functions are present for generation.
Regarding interpretation of the CMG by a GKSM: GKSM
thinks the level of visibility that the application
profile should have is low. The implementor needs to



map the CGM opcodes to GKSM item types. Peter Bono
suggested that Annex E of the CGM standard only
addresses the level 0 case, and says nothing of
segments. Lofton inquired about the simulation of
bundles and predefined bundles in generation. Charlie
stated that they are set up in the workstation
description table. Lofton also pointed out than the
GKS pattern and colour tables are dynamic and
unspecified in CGM. Charlie stated that he used CGI to
implement the interface between the CGM and GKSM.
Chris Osland stated that workstation specific functions
caused ommission of certain functions and items in CGM.
GKSM uses the metafile as a picture, whereas CGM is
able to modify its contents. Peter stated that CGM
elements will be eventually put together in a way that,

can be used by GKSM.

Anne Mumford identified the following issues from her
group;

1. From Glenn's paper:
a. the difference between the encodings and

reasons for choice are the ones in
standard collect;

the
the

b. differential chain coding needs to be looked

c. sharing .metafiels and the demand
encodings

.

for

2. From
a

.

Chris' paper;
input to ISO work on addenda

3 . From Charlie's paper;
a

.

u
^

using CMG in the GKS environment; do we
consistent usage?
Mark Skall; item types -> addendum.

need

BREAK

Sharon chaired the CALS session

Steve Carson was the first speaker in this session to
present his paper titled "Extending the CGM for
Publishing and Technical Drawing Exchange." Ke did a

study of the CGM to determine its suitability in the
CALS arena. Ke decided that it was suitable, but
extensticns to the standard were necessary. Ke
suggested the registration procedures to do this. The
criteria he used for selecting extensions were
compactness, ease of generation/ interpretation

, device
independence, and consistency with other standards.
The exte.nsicns he suggested were linetypes, symbols,
curves, text, images, and def. and instancing objects.
Ke used IGES

, PDES , and Postscript to get his ideas for
the extensions. Regarding images', Steve suggested that
we need raster input primitives to accept input from



scanners and files stored on disk. Lofton stated that
TPM is an interface to printers, and not a document
exchange protocol. The current CGM text model is not a
typographical model. He suggested that we leave it in
and add to it.

Peter Bono presented his paper "Raster-to-Vector
Conversion: A State-of-the-Art Assessment." He
presented the idea that CALS needs drawings in several
areas: engineering databases, bid packages, technical
documentation, and training. Mark Skall suggested that
education of raster-to-vector implementors about CGM is
needed; also if it was possible to get the source code
from vendors and modify algorithms to intercept data
and produce CGM files. Peter stated that vendors are
either liberal with the code or state that it is
strictly proprietary information. He suggested two
companies that Mark might contact who would probably be
willing to provide their source code: Optigraphics and
Anatech. Peter also stated that suppliers should
supply CGM as an output format for vector and CAD data,
but enhancements to CGM are necessary. He also stated
that a user requirements document could be obtained
from the workshop and be sent to ANSI and ISO which
would be beneficial to all involved. He also stated
that they are currently looking at an IGES to CGM
translator. Steve Carson stated tha,t using IGES for
engineering drawings instead of CGM results in a loss
of 95% of the data that is being transferred - CGM is
much more efficient. He also stated that for raster-
to-vector images, there is a need to compress them for
storage. Lofton stated that if you are preserving
documents, either form is appropriate. If you want to
modify the image later, then it should be stored in
vector format. Chris Osland asked about 3D
reconstraction , and was answered that there is no
demand in the market area yet. Lofton stated that t.he

many enhancements that were suggested by Steve Carson
and Peter Bono have been added to CGEM, but others were
not added due to a strict time schedule for addendums.
He agreed with Peter Bono that a user-requirements
manual generated from this workshop would be
beneficial. He also suggested that the US take the
lead on Addendum 3.

Lofton Henderson presented his paper on "The CGM
Application Profile for CALS: Current Specification
and Major Issues." He stated that the reason for
application profiles is that the CGM syntax in the
standard is complete and unambiguous, but the
semanticas are left incomplete to make them
endepe.ndent . Due to this, generators/ interpreters
behavior is not standardized. The result is that there
is no single correct interpretation, which is esse.ntial



in the CALS environment where predictibility is
reequired. Also, there is no way of testing
generators/ interpreters. The application profile is a
resolution of ambiguous semantics and places specific
requirements on generators/ interpreters . It deals with
functional extensions of the standard. The CALS
Application Profile specifically is the same as or is a

superset of the TOP Application Profile. Some of the
objectives and criteria used for the CALS AP were that
the CALS CGM must be a legal CGM, the picture
specifications must be unambiguous, the behavior for
generators/ interpreters must be predictable, the data
formats for interchanges must be specific, and no
functional extensions were used until they have been
approved for Registration. They are currently working
on ensuring that the TOP AP and the CALS A? are
compatible. The first revision of the TOP AP will
probably be equivalent to the CALS AP. The binary
encoding was used for both application profiles. Two
generator requirements and issues were identified;
mapping out-of-range attributes, and data structure'
support and maximum primitive lengths (-1024 poly
elements, -256 color tables) . Two conformance levels
were identified for interpreter conformance
requirements: publication quality (do it correctly-
the entire picture) , and preview quality (map color to
black/white, scaling mode, transparency and aux color,
<skewed> cell array, attributes per annex d defaults,
etc.). They chose to wait to use enhancements until
they were officially registered because too many
changes take place before the registration process is
over. The CALS proposal will go without extensions for
now, and in a year they will be added in as revisals.
The question regarding using all three encodings in an
application profile was brought up. Lofton srared thar
the character encoding could be useful for
communication, but the difficulty increases having to
handle three encodings. A study needs to be done to
see how useful the encodings are. He also stated that
3D needs to be looked at. Steve Carson brought up the
issue of the proprietary nature of fonts and suggested
that the government come up with a good public font for
general use, which would save them money. He suggested
upgrading the Kershey fonts from 1963.

Mark Skall identified several key issues in this area:
1. Levels of engineering drawings

a. conceptual and developmental design > use CGM
b. prototype and limited production > instead
c. production > of or

> in addition
> to IGES

2. IGES is used for simulation - could CGM be used?
3. reliability and maintainibility



4. Can CGM be used in reports?
5. to Lofton: it would be useful to know which

extensions have been done away with and which are
being used?

6. what do we do now at the interim for the CALS A?
and the revisions in one year (how do you handle
the proposed items for registration that belong in
the ap)?

Mark Skall chaired the session on TESTING

Mark pointed out that testing does not get enough
attention during development of the standards.

Richard Carr presented his paper on "An Overview of ODA
and ODA Conformance Testing." ODA stands for
(electronic) Office Document Architecture standard, and
is in its 2nd DIS stage in ISO. ODA is an interchange
format that is used for processable documents. It can
include future architectures based on the way it is set
up. An application profile has been developed- for nhe
U.K. He discussed the ODA model (section 3 of his
paper) . He pointed out that there are several document
classes, categorized by the common characteristics they
share. As far as conformance testing is concerned,
there are three document architecture classes with
various levels in each class. The emphasis is not on
application profiles, and not on the levels (which may
eventually disappear) . Conformance testing in the ODA
standard area is also concerned with compatibility with
other standards. Within the application profiles, a

superclass of objects is defined. He went over the ODA
testing environment, which is on the last page cf his
paper, but used a newer environment on his viewgrap.n,
which includes value-added testing that is net required
by the standard. To relate the ODA testing environment
to that of CGM, he said all that was necessary was to
change the document analyzer to a CGM content analyzer.
He stated that DAPs will be registered by the
registration procedures.
In the discussion that followed, Richard stated that
the ODA Application Profile was written with the TCP
Application Profile in mi.nd. Mark was asked teget a

copy of the "N3S/0DA Implementor's Agreement" from Fran
Neilson. Peter suggested looking at the N3S/0DA
Implementor's Agreement and the ODA/TOP AP to see how
closely is is associated with the TOP and CALS APs

.

Peter suggested that the following should go in the
users requirements manual: how an ap should look: what
should they use.

Jane Pink presented her paper on "Testing cf the
Com.puter Graphics Metafile." She informed us that this
was an "ideas only" paper and that she was looking for



feedback from both implementors and users. She
presented us with a brief history of NCC and described
the types of testing they do: conforming, non-
conforming, and capacity programs. For CGM, she
suggested that we would want to check for correct
storage of format, correct generation, and correct
interpretation. However, the standard is not concerned
witht he performance of interpreters and generators.
There are two levels of conformance that we need to be
concerned with: full conformance (using one of the
three encodings) and functional conformance (which
could use a private encoding) . Conformance checking
for the CGM is limited to full conformance and syntax
checking only. However, it would be useful to do
evaluation testing which would test interpreters and
generators. TO test for conformance, a testing lab
would use a syntax checker which must be able to deal
with three encodings, and this would have to be done in
an automatic fashion. To do evaluation testing of
generators, which is outside the scope of the standards
but may be within the scope of an application profile,
the testing lab would need to provide sample programs
to the client for him to generate, or provide pictures
to the client as a backup procedure. This would result
inmanual checking of displays. To do evaluation
testing of interpreters, the Implementation Under Test
(lUT) would generate metafiles and the lab would need
to look at the displays once again, on site. At this
point certificates would be issued if appropriate. The
reference implementation would have to be an
encoder/decoder which could handle all three encodings
correctly, and perhaps incorrectly. The testing lab
would need a comprehensive database of metafiles
testing all features of the CGM (the GKS suite could
perhaps be used as a starting point) . No pass/ fail
criteria could be established for testing interpreters
and generators as this is only value-added testing.
The problems with this method is that autociatic testi.ng
is limited and it is m.anually intensive. Also, true
remote testing is not possible as the testing lab would
need to travel to the site being tested.
In the discussion that followed Jane's paper, Peter
Bono pointed out that there is an immediate need for
using these test files in NCGA, and that implementors
would be willing togenerate these test programs that
would cover the full CGM. Gary Silverman stated that
prior to testing the syntax of a CGM the ambiguities in
the standard would need to be removed. Peter poi.nted
out that a mechanism is needed where imiplementors and
users can ask questions regarding the interpretation of
the standard and receive an answer in a reasonable time
frame. He stated that users and implementors need to
be educated in knowing that there is a CGM Control
Board out there and that answers are available. Peter



also mentioned that in the latest ANSI mailing,
document X3H3.87 was a paper by Dave VAmdershell on
CGI/CGM relationss. This proposal on the CGI binding
to cover the CGM binding would allow you to pass an
application program. ..(?) . John Stoll informed us that
he has programs which do evaluation testing of CGMs,
but he needs a reference point. Steve Carson suggested
a way to handle private encodings in the functional
conformance area. He suggested building a parser to
test the metafile itself that is table drive. Peter
knows someone who is doing this now with an interpreter
(see Mark's notes). Anne Mumford suggested that Gary
Silverman's experience would be useful here. She
stated that difference in this model and the OSE model
is that in the OSI testing layer 4, you know what comes
above it, but with the CGM you don't (you could put a

functional standard above it)

.

Sharon Kemmerer presented her paper on "A National
Bureau of Standard Conformance Testing Program, Ideaas
and Procedures for Graphics Testing." In it she
proposes a process on how to develop a test program for
any area in computer graphics. The FIPS for GKS

,
CGM,

and eventually PHIGS would be affected by this. Her
goal is to eventually produce a FIPS that is a step-by-
step procedure on how to become certified.

Kemmerer took notes here*******'*'*'*’'****

Peter Bono chaired the session on Implementation.

Anne Mumford presented her paper on "The Use of the
Com.puter Graphics Metafile in the UK University
Community." She stated that t.tere was much confusion
in the university environment regarding software,
hardware, and terminals. The reason she starmed usi.ng
the CGM was that the turnaround tim.e was too long for a

job to be completed. Now there are many choices when
she needs something done. She used the character
encoding. At plotting time, she is able to use any
plotter she desires, which provides her wit.h m.ore
flexibility and the ability to add different devices to
create any possible configuration desired. She
encouraged other universities to use the CGM as well as
to share their resources and newtworking. Her CGM
project was a character encoding with a FORTPAN
interface to GKS-UK and a common packaage. She needed
to write the software to do the jcb, and to persuade
others to use the CGM. Peter Bono asked if her
development work included writing a ge.nerator and an
interpreter, and she replied yes. He also asked why
miicros were excluded from her configuration, and why



she did not use the binary encoding. Anne replied that
the micros were excluded by omission, and that the
initial intention was to use the character encoding and
the binary encoding will eventually be implemented.
Lofton asked if the CGM can stand alone. Anne replied
that it is a subroutine library. Lofton pointed out
that the initial action on the part of the US was to
implement the binary encoding, whereas the initial
action in the UK is to implement the character
encoding. Anne said that this was due to their initial
reading of the standard, and now that they have access
to efficient networking they are going to go back and
implement the binary encoding. Chris Osland stated
that the binary encoding was impossible with the given
networking facilities in the UK.

John Stoll presented his paper on "The CGM
Implementation at McDonnell Douglas." He stated that
one of the most useful applications is the ability to
transfer compound documents. MDD needed a single
corporate metafile to handle in-house and factory uses.
The corporate plot file was implemented as the CGM. On
page 3 of his paper, he points out that compound
documents have both content and structure. There are
two standards, namely SGML and ODA/ODIF, which are
emerging to handle the structure. SGML leaves much up
to the implementor and he therefore looked at ODA. His
CGM interpreter is really an element parser. He also
stated that he is now maintaining the CGM
Vendors/Implementors List, which Peter suggested may be
transferred to NCGA for maintenance.

Ted Reed presented his paper entitled "After Ten Years
of Metafiles - Where Does the CGM Fit?" He works at
Los Alamos, which is a diverse and stable environment.
Their system has been optimized for metafile support.
He stated the following six issues are necessary as
software support for the CGM:

(1) efficient generation of the CGM,
(2) consistency of displayed images on

different devices (of generators and
interpreters on the same device)

,

(3) rapid random access to any CGM im^age,

(4) CGM software com.patibility across many
environments

,

(3) rranslators between the CGM and other
graphical formats, and

(6) CGM based graphics editors.

He stated that during the transfer of the current
system at Los Alamos they will need to m.aintain both
systems. This will take several years to complete the
process. Gary Silverman pointed out regarding item. (2)



above that the standardizaton of fonts is needed, as
well as a standard default color table, and the need to
)cnow which application profile is being used.

Brian Rossin of Wang presented his paper on "The
Ramifications of Adopting the CGM as THE IMAGE FILE
TRANSFER MECHANISM." He stated that there were not
enough hatches define in the CGM standard. The Wang
CGM (WCGM) defines 125 hatches in their implementation.
However, the problem they meet with such a large number
of hatches is that when a new device is added to a
configuration it is difficult to keep the hatches
consistent. Brian stated the reason for moving to the
CGM was corporate acceptance. Chris Osland pointed out
that the ISO 20.22 conventions could be used and
inquired whether Brian was going to use this or
something else. Brian replied that he was going to use
both because there was a need to back support the
existing Wang implementation. Steve Carson pointed out
the number of hatches necessary is large, and Lofton
Henderson suggested that the generator could take the
burden and produce a user-defined hatch. Peter brought
up the issue of extensibility.
The issues that Peter Bono pointed cut from his
position as chair were:

1. gather user rec^irements
a. real end-user
b. application developers
c. business graphics

2. education
a. corporate
b. external users
c. Nova's book

2. need and value of guidelines
a. when to use certain features
b. other categories where recommendations would

be useful
4 . user requirements and barriers to acceptance

a. recommendations to new application profiles
to get around the current barriers due to
current status of standards.

Kern Hardman spoke on the MAP/TOP Application Profile. Ke
stated that version 3.0 is open for comments and changes.
He stated that the purpose of the TOP CGM AP was to prom.ote
interoperability and to define what is outside the scope of
the standard. The user is able to preset defaults and set
lim.itation is he knows he is using a TOP CGM, but he is able
to still explicitly set other parameters. He listed the
following events as demostrat ions of the TOP AP:

1 . NCGA '88 in March



2 . ENE '88i from June 6-8 at the Baltimore Convention
Center.

Meeting was adjourned and the group split into smaller subcroups
to discuss their issues.
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Purpose

The purpose of this addendim is to extend the CGM to effectively fulfill
the picture transfer requirements of:

1) Engineering drawing and technical illustration
2) Graphic arts quality pictures, including geometric graphics, raster
images*, and text
3) Technical publishing

An additional intent is to keep pace with the graphics requirements of
office systems, especially ODA requirements.

Scope

This addendum comprises a set of elements which will extend the
capabilities of CGM as needed to meet additional user requirements in
engineering drawing graphic arts and technical publishing. The set of
elements should include all elements necessary to meet those
requirements. It should be the minimal set sufficient to meet those
rec^rements effectively.

The following preliminary list of capabilities is identified as
necessary to meet these requirements.

1) .Aidvanced 2D graphics, to include:
- Bezier curves'
- Rational 3-splines
- Parametric spline curves
- Line attributes of line cap, miter and join
- Composite line primitive
- User-defined line types
- User-defined hatch styles
- Additional standardized hatch styles
- .Arbitrary text path
- Conics and conic arcs

2) Text and font model of ISO 9541, Information Processing—Font and
Character Information Interchange

3) Picture composition and control to include:
- Arbitrary clipping boundary (general closed curve)
- Shielding
- .Alignment

4) .9idditional color models beyond RGB
- CIS
- CMYB
- Named colours

3) Additional raster graphics (scanned image) capabilities

5) Symbols: external reference to "standard" libraries of named symbols

The scope of this addendum assumes that the capabilities of CGM
Addendum 1 and Addendum 2 are available

.



Justification

CQ4 users have found that in some application areas the present
standard provides a general framework that is suitable but lacks seme
functionality required by these applications. These application areas
include engineering drawing^ the preparation of graphic arts quality
presentation materials, and technical publishing.

A recent workshop sponsored jointly by the NBS and Eurographics,
entitled "The CGM in the Real World", examined this issue and* concluded
that the CQ4 lacked capabilities to effectively meet some advanced user
needs. As an example, for engineering drawings, it is difficult if not
impossible to effectively represent some higher-level constructs, e.g.
splines and curves. Though such constructs can be simulated with
simpler primitives in the CGM at present, it is impossible to maintain
accuracy and visual continuity and still retain device- independence

.

In all cases, there is a requirement to expand CGM text to include
font definition capabilities that are consistent with the ISO DP9541
font standard. The font definition as it exists in ISO 8632 (CGM) is
too general for practical use. Even though several fonts are identified
in the TOP V3.0 CQ4 Application Profile, these fonts are not adequate
for publishing and graphics arts applications.

Many publishing and graphic arts systems use color models other than
RGB. For efficiency and ease of implementation in these areas, for
example, additional color models are needed. It also became apparent at
the workshop that the Cell Array primitive in the CGM is not adequate
for most applications that use raster graphics. Thus, this addendum
will also provide additional raster graphics capabilities.

Program of Work

The following schedule is proposed for CQ4 Addendum 3:

December 1987 - US Prooosal at Berlin SC24 meeting
December 1987 - Initial Draft (ID) available
Januair/ 1988 - Joint ANSI/ISO meeting produces Working Draft
July l988 - WD comments processed at SC24
February 1989 - DP comments processed; 2nd DP produced
August 1989 - DIS text produced
August 1990 - Final IS text; publication of IS

(WD)



CGM PRESENTATION USER REQUIREMENTS

APPLICATION
CALS

USER FUTURE ENG. TECH. BUSINESS OFFICE PUBLISH-
ROMT NEED DRWG MAN. GRAPHICS SYSTEMS ING

ADV. CURVES/BEZIER X X X X X
2-D
GRAPHICS PATH X X X - X

PEN - 7 7

CLOSED
FIGURES X X X X X

ARBITRARY
CLIPPING X X - X

SPLINES
( CONVEX/ B-) X - - -

USER DEFINED: //////////////////////////////////////////////////
LINE TYPES X X X X X

CAP, JOIN,
MITRE X X X X

TEXT/
FONTS

IMPLEMENT
ISO DP 95401 - X X X X

COMPATIBLE
TEXT St FONTS - X X X X

ARBITRARY
PATH - X X - X

COMPOUND
DOCUMENT

ARBITRARY
CLIPPING X X X

ALIGNMENT X X - X 7

SHIELDING X X X - X

COLOR INTERPOLATED
FILL _ X X . X

MODULES : ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
CYMX - - - - X

NAME THE
COLORS X X



CGM PRESENTATION USER REQUIREMENTS

USER FUTURE
ROMT NEED

COLOR (cont.) CIE

CALS
ENG. TECH.
DRWG MAN.

APPLICATION

BUSINESS OFFICE
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS

PUBLISH-
ING

X

COMPACT” STORAGE X X - X
NESS(l)

TRANSFER X X X -

EDITAB-
ILITY

APPLICATION
STRUCTURE X X X X X

SEGMENTATION X X X X X

RANDOM
ACCESS X X X - - X

MACROS X X X X X

IMAGE RASTER
ATTRIBUTES X X X X X

DEVICE-
INDEPENDENT
RASTER DATA X X X X X

SYMBOLS
(LIBRARY)

EXTERNAL
INTERFACE X X X X X

USER-DEFINED X X X X X

PATTERNS/
HATCHES

USER-
DEFINED X X X X X

DR. CARSON'S
RECOMMEND-
ATIONS (2) X X portions portions X

KEY
X = REQUIRES - DOES NOT REQUIRE OR IS NOT HIGH PRIORITY
? = GROUP WAS UNSURE OF REQUIREMENT
Portions = SELECTED PATTERNS/HATCHES FROM RECOMMENDATION

NOTES

:

(1) "Compactness” was recognized as a general need for the applications
designated, not necesarily falling under the scope of user requirements
needing future additions to CGM.

(2) Carson, George S ., "Extending the CGM for Publishing and Technical
Drawing Exchange," GSC Associates, Inc., 7 August, 1987.
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CALS CGM Reference Implementation

I . PURPOSE

Plan for development of additional CGM conformance tests needed
to validate software that generates and interprets (reads)
metafiles (CALS SOW Task 2. 2. 3. 3. 3). The approach taken in
defining these tests has been to develop a plan for a reference
implementation for metafile generators and interpreters, or a
piece of software capable of generating any legal metafile and
capable of interpreting any legal CGM (Computer Graphics
Metafile)

,
including testing for the CALS Application Profile.

In particular, this report provides a functional specification
and conceptual design for this reference implementation, as well
as how it might be used as a basis for CGM testing tools or as a
model for a CGM test service.

II. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTS

1.0 The Development of a Standard for a Graphics Metafile

1.1 A Brief History

Many computer graphics applications have a requirement for both
the output of a picture onto a device and for the storage of rhe
pictures in some way. This storage may be for a numLer of
reasons including:

- long term storage of pictures;

- transfer of pictures to another machine;

- off-line spooled plotting where the picture files are
queued

;

The requirement for data storage of graphical images has been
seen as a requirement during the development of graphics
standards. The functional standards which have been developed
(GKS, GKS-3D, PHIGS) all have the capability for the storage of
graphical data and the subsequent inclusion of stored data into
an application. The file in which the graphical data is stored
has become known as a metafile. A metafile is created, or
generated, by an application. It is then read back, or
interpreted, into another application.

The functional standards recognize the need for the storage of
graphical data in various environments. This is realized through
the storage of the data in a metafile (for example, the GKS

1



Metafile, GKSM) . The functional standards ' have the concept of
workstations for Metafile Output (MO) and Metafile Input (MI) and
they supply .the functions providing access to, and interpretation
of, metafiles. The functional standards do not, however, define
a metafile format as part of the standard. Annex E of both GKS
and GKS-3D suggest a format suitable for the storage of metafiles
from the GKS and GKS-3D environments but these annexes are not a
part of the standard.

Rather than develop the proposal of the Annex to the GKS
standard, separate work was initiated in the area of a metafile
for computer graphics. At the time this work was initiated in
the standards arena there were requirements for a standard
metafile which could not be met by the proposed metafile for GKS
which is now found in Annex E to GKS. It was felt that a
metafile had applications outside the GKS environment and that
this constituency needed to be satisfied by the production of a
standard in this area. This has resulted in the current standard
for the Computer Graphics Metafile.

The GKS concept is of an audit trail metafile where the entire
process of generating a picture is stored for future replay.
While a picture is being interpreted GKS anticipates that the
application may or may not choose to interrupt the replay with
some further graphical output or input. In contrast, a metafile
to the CGM standard captures a snapshot of the graphical image.
Any elements which imply dynamic change to the image are not
incorporated into the CGM standard. This was an intentional
philosophical decision but can cause problems for GKS
applications wishing to write metafiles to the CGM standard. The
relationship between the CGM and GKS is considered further by
Brodlie, Henderson and Mumford (1987).

It should be rememibered that the CGM is only concerned with the
storage of graphical data. It does not store information about
the structure of the picture which it comprises. There are no
possibilities in the standard for reconstructing the way that the
picture was built. The CGM does not store any other information
concerning the picture such as product data. Such information
may be stored as APPLICATION DATA, but has to be done in a
non-standard way.

1.2 The CGM Standard

1.2.1 The Roles of the Standard

The CGM standard has two distinct roles. The first is to define
the functions which need to appear in the metafile and to lay
down rules as to the structure of the metafile and the order and
position of the various elements. This part of the metafile

2



standard is defined in Part 1 of the CGM standard. The second
role is to define the way that these functions are recorded in
the metafile. This is known as the encoding of the elements
defined in the functional part. Parts 2, 3 and 4 of the CGM
standard are concerned with the encoding of the elements whose
abstract functionality is described in Part 1. The CGM also
contains a formal grammar in an annex to Part 1 which describes
in detail the behavior of the elements.

Some details of the structure and encoding of the CGM standard
which are necessary to understand the proposals made for the
Reference Implementation are discussed below.

1.2.2 The Functional Specification

A metafile is a collection of elements. These elements may be
the graphical primitives such as polyline, polygon or attributes,
such as line color, which describe the graphical image, or may be
information to the interpreter about how to interpret a
particular metafile or a particular picture. The CGM standard
specifies which elements are allowed to occur in which positions
in a metafile.

The CGM standard defines the following classes of elements:

- Delimiter Elements, which delimit significant structures in
the metafile.

- Metafile Descriptor Elements, which describe the functional
content, default conditions, identification, and
characteristics of the CGM.

- Picture Descriptor Elements, which set the interpretation
modes of attribute elements for each picture.

- Control Elements, which allow picture boundaries and
coordinate representation to be modified.

- Graphical Primitive Elements, which describe the visual
components of a picture in the CGM.

- Attribute Elements, which describe the visual components of
a picture in the CGM.

- Escape Elements, which describe device- or system-dependent
elements used to construct a picture.

- External Elements, which communicate information not
directly related to the generation of a graphical image.



A metafile conforming to the CGM standard is a collection of
elements from the sets in the list above. The permissible
relative positions of the elements follow rules defined in the
abstract syntax. These relative positions can be indicated via
the use of states which are defined in the standard. The states
which are recognized are:

- Metafile Closed State which is prior to any elements being
written

- Metafile Description State in which Metafile Descriptor
elements may appear

- Picture Description State in which Picture Descriptor
elements may appear

- Picture Closed State which is prior to beginning a picture

- Picture Open State which follows the opening of a picture
and in which Control. Graphical Primitive and Attribute
elements may appear in any order

- Partial Text State which is between calls to text primitives
where strings are incomplete between calls

Escape and External elements can appear in any state.

These states comprise a useful concept for defining where
elements may appear. These states will be used later in this
report where the conceptual design is considered.

1.2.3 The Encoding of the CGM

Requirements of the Encodings

There are different requirements for data storage and transfer.
This is not necessarily specific to the graphics community.
These requirements include:

- minimal file size;

- ease of transfer across networks;

- the speed with which the data can be generated and
interpreted

;

- the readability of the stored files.

4



It is not possible to give equal weight to these requirements,
and the choice must depend on the application. For some
environments, it may not be necessary to transfer the stored data
to other machines; in another environment it may be advantageous
to be able to edit the graphical data which is stored, in which
case readability becomes important. To address these different
requirements the CGM defines three encodings, namely the
character, binary and clear text encodings contained in Parts 2,

3 and 4 of the CGM standard, respectively. These encodings are
described briefly in this section.

The Character Encoding

The character encoding is found in Part 2 of the CGM standard.
The main concerns of this encoding are to ensure that the
encoding is compact, and to guarantee ease of transfer across
networks between machines. To achieve this second aim, the
character encoding is made up of only the Ascii printing
characters. Each element is coded as an op-code followed by the
data associated with the element.

The Binary Encoding

The binary encoding is found in Part 3 of the CGM standard. The
emphasis of this part of the standard is on ease of generation
and interpretation of the CGM. For this reason the storage of
the graphical data is in a form which is easily written and
translated on most computer systems. Although compactness was
not the primary consideration when this encoding was being
developed, the encoding should not be seen as inefficient in its
storage. Many applications have found that there is not a
significant storage overhead in using this encoding rather than
the character encoding. The binary encoding does use a format
which may cause difficulties when transferring the data between
machines which do not adhere to the developing networking
standards. To date though, this has been the most popular
encoding, and it has been adopted for the C.ALS and MAP/TOP
Profiles

.

The Clear Text Encoding

The clear text encoding is found in Part 4 of the CGM standard.
The data which are stored in a clear text-encoded CGM are human
readable. This allows editing of the metafile, which may be
useful in environments where editing is more beneficial than
minimizing file size. A translation of a metafile in one of the
other encodings into the clear text encoding may facilitate
debugging of an invalid metafile.

Private Encodings

The CGM standard specifies the abstract functions independently

5



of the encodings. This means that a CGM can be written in a
private encoding while adhering to the principles laid out in
Part 1 of the CGM standard. This may have limited application,
since there may be insufficient interpreters for such an
encoding.

1.3 Conformance of the CGM

The conformance statements in the CGM standard relate to the
conformance of a metafile. They do not refer to the conformance
of the generator or interpreter. There can be no expectation
that a metafile sent to an unknown interpreter will be understood
by that interpreter. Groups of users, such as CALS and MAP/TOP
users, are concerned about this, and are trying to reduce the
problem.

The CGM standard defines two levels of conformance: full
conformance and functional conformance. Full conformance occurs
when a metafile conforms to the abstract functional specification
of Part 1 of the CGM standard, and also uses one of the three
standard encodings. Functional conformance of a metafile occurs
when a metafile conforms to the abstract functional
specification, but a private encoding is used.

Thus, the standard is very limited in its conformance
requirements. This should be remembered when- CGM software is
purchased, since there can be no guarantee of minimum support by
generator or interpreter software.

2.0 Using the CGM

2.1 A Flexible Tool for Graphical Data Storage

The CGM standard offers flexibility for the software supplier
wishing to use the standard as a means of storing graphical data.
The range of choices implies that there is some danger of the CGM
being little better than a proprietary product, depending on the
options chosen. For this reason it is advantageous if groups of
people wishing to transfer metafiles all use the same subset of
the CGM options to guarantee the successful exchange of graphical
data. It is for this reason that the MAP/TOP Application Profile
and then more recently the CALS Application Profile have been
developed. These Application Profiles state the elements which
are legal for that Profile and the element ranges to which all
software will adhere. These Application Profiles specify a
maximum requirement for generator software and a minimum for
interpreter software. They also allow the possible use of
registered and private Escapes, GDPs and other registerable
items

.
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The CALS and MAP/TOP Application Profiles are now close to final
approval; ho>;ever, there are other possible groupings of elements
which may emerge. The various possibilities for application
profiles are discussed below.2.2

Application Profiles

2.2.1 MAP/TOP

The CGM is to be included in MAP/TOP V3 . 0 due to be published
during 1987, and it defines the most appropriate specification of
the CGM for the MAP and TOP community. The Profile chooses the
binary encoding, and restricts the encoding to the long form for
command headers and strings. The defaults chosen are mostly in
line with those specified in Parts 1 and 3 of the CGM.
2.2.2

CALS

The CALS Application Profile has been developed under a separate
MBS task. It considered the MAP/TOP Profile and made changes
based on the CALS requirements. Fonts, line styles and hatch
patterns are important areas where a profile designed for another
community may be insufficient, and these are defined in the
Profile for the CALS projects. The work on the Profile also
suggested that consideration needs to be given to allowing coding
techniques beyond those of the MAP/TOP Profile. This could
involve an implementation burden for writers of interpreter
software and testing software. In the first instance it is
recommended that the binary encoding should be the only one
specified. The Reference Implementation described in this report
is, however, designed with the possibility of being used as part
of other software to write and interpret metafiles. This may
lessen, or at least share, the burden. The user facilities
described in this report and the testing software are
applications on the underlying core of generator and interpreter
software

.

2.2.3

Other Profiles

ODA/ODIF

A standard for the Office Document Architecture (CDA) and for its
transfer format the Office Document Interchange Format (ODIF) is
being developed in the standards arena (ISO DIS 8613). The
standard recognizes the need for mixing text and graphics, and
the CGM is used for graphical data storage in a document. The
graphical storage is described in Part 8 of the standard, and is

7



known as the Geometric Graphics Content Architecture (GGCA) . It
uses the binary encoding of the CGM with limited modification of
the default ^rules . However, the majority of the defaults chosen
are those detailed in the CGM standard. The metafiles are
complete, but only contain a single picture, and do not use the
Escape or External elements of the CGM. The relationship between
the CGM virtual device space and the ODA basic layout object is
also described.

Metafile Categories

The CGM is now being extended via addenda being developed within
the standards arena for further 2D and 3D support. The addenda
are seen as defining categories which limit the elements
available, the behavior of the elements, and may limit the
parameters available to a category. In effect, these too are
application profiles for use in particular environments, for
example, a GKS environment.

CGM Shorthands and Defaults

The CGM currently includes two shorthands for groups of elements
which can be used in the list of elements which are in a

particular metafile. There are also defaults both for the
abstract functional description of part 1 and for the three
encodings. These could also be seen as being profiles, and it
may be useful to know if an implementation includes the defaults
as a minimum, or whether it supports the shorthands described in
the standard.

2 . 3 Summary

Application profiles of one kind or another are certainly gaining
momentum. These may be formal ones such as the CALS Application
Profile or may be just groups of useful elements or defaults. As
metafile categories emerge in the addenda, so the concept will
expand. The concept is also used in the emerging Computer
Graphics Interface (CGI) standard. The incorporation of the
concept of application profiles into the Reference Implementation
for the CGM and any associated applications and utilities is
vital. This report makes considerable use of the application
profile concept. The ideas included may be extensible to other
graphics standards which include profiles, such as the CGI.
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III. DISCUSSION

1.0 Content and Structure

This report .is consideration of the requirements for, and the
implementation of, a Reference Implementation of the current
standard for the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) (ISO 8632, ANS
X3. 122-1986, and FIPS 128). The report looks at the functional
specification of such an implementation and the conceptual design
of the software, and considers the way that this could be used
for testing purposes.

This section of the report contains two parts:

1. The functional specification of a Reference Implementation
for the CGM (Section 2 below)

;

2. The conceptual design of this Reference Implementation
(Section 3 below)

.

2.0 Functional Requirements of a CGM Reference Implementation

2.1

The Need for a Reference Implementation

The CGM standard offers a useful method for the storage of
graphical images. It defines a wide range of options which can
be used by the generating software. These options include, for
example, the precision of the data which is stored and the way
that color is defined within the metafile. There is, however, no
guarantee that the interpreting software will be able to make any
sense of the metafile. The standard does not specify the
behavior of generators and interpreters, and this makes it
difficult for the purchaser of CGM software to guarantee that the
software for generating and interpreting metafiles is what is
required. Application profiles, such as the one designed for
CALS, attempt to limit the use of the standard. Those parties
who use the CALS Application Profile should be able to predict
the behavior of the generator and interpreter software. The
metafiles written by one CALS application can thus be guaranteed
to be understood when transferred within the CALS environment.

It is important to ensure that the CALS Application Profile is
adhered to by software purchased for the CALS effort. Therefore,
it is necessary to offer some form of testing service for
software to ensure that software does conform to the standard and
to the CALS Application Profile.

In order to accomplish this, it is necessary to develop a CGM
implementation capable of generating and interpreting metafiles
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to the CALS Application Profile. Such software can be used in
the testing of CGM implementations. In the long term, however,
it may be top limiting to develop software solely for the current
CALS Application Profile for a number of reasons which include:

- The CALS Application Profile may be extended to take into
account the future needs of the CALS community.

- The Profile may be extended in the future to include those
elements which are now under development within ANSI and ISO
to extend the CGM for further 2D and, eventually, 3D
support.

- There may already be requirements in CALS to use other
profiles where appropriate. This might include the MAP/TOP
profile. Also, there may be a need to adopt the limits
imposed by ODA.

To limit the CALS implementation to the CALS profile is therefore
too great a restriction both today and for the future.

There is also a requirement in the United States and elsewhere
for a general CGM testing tool. This was discussed at a meeting
in Disley, UK in March 1987. Representatives from the National
Bureau of Standards attended that meeting. CGM testing was also
a major discussion area at the NBS/Eurographics workshop on "The
CGM in the Real World" held at NBS in September ' 1987 . The ideas
from those meetings have been incorporated and developed in this
report where appropriate.

The needs of CALS and the general requirement for CGM testing
means that this project should not be too limited. Many of the
decisions being made for the CALS implementation are also
relevant for an implementation with wider use. Therefore, the
software discussed in this report will take a broad view. It
discusses a reference implementation which is capable of
generating and interpreting any metafile. The software also
takes into account the need to test application profiles, and
will need to be extensible to allow the inclusion of other
application profiles and further standard metafile developments.

The Reference Generator - referred to in the rest of the text as
the Generator - must be capable of creating any legal metafile.
This will allow the user of the Generator to put together a
metafile suitable for use on a particular implementation of CGM
interpreter software. The Generator will be able to restrict a
metafile to conform to a particular application profile.

The Reference Interpreter - referred to as the Interpreter in the
text below - will be capable of understanding any legal metafile.
It will be able to draw the results via a suitable graphical
interface. The Interpreter will also be able to attempt recovery
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from an incorrect metafile and to continue processing the rest of
a metafile following an error. The Interpreter will be written
to allow gracing of the metafile content and possible
consideration of efficiency of storage. The Interpreter will
also be capable of being restricted to an application profile to
check adherence of generator software in a system under test to
known profiles. The mechanism used for testing profiles will be
extensible to allow further profiles to be added in the future.

The development of the Generator and Interpreter software
described above form the basis for- developing a testing service
for the CGM. Test metafiles to a particular specification can be
interpreted on systems under test. Similarly, metafiles from the
system under test can be interpreted and analysed by the
Interpreter. If there is a requirement for conformance to a
particular application profile, this can also be tested.
Creating the CGM software as a reference implementation will
provide a flexible tool for building a test utility.

2.2 Some General Requirements for the Reference Implementation
Which Apply to the Generator and Interpreter Software

2.2.1 The General Structure of the Software

The core softv/are of the Reference Implementation will be
implemented as a series of routines/procedures which miay be
accessed via an application. This software will give access to
the CGM elements for both the Generator and Interpreter, and will
also include other procedures as necessary to handle the
encodings

.

Applications will be developed above the Reference Implementation
for simple interactive generation and interpretation of
metafiles. These applications will enable metafiles to be
generated and interpreted to particular specifications. Such
specifications include generating and interpreting a metafile
within the definition of an application profile such as the CALS
Application Profile. A further application for a testing
environment is discussed in the Recommendations section of this
report

.

This layering of the software into a core of software with access
at the CGM element level presents a useful, general model for the
implementation. This part of the report considers the functional
requirements, from the viewpoint of the user, of the CGM
generator and interpreter applications. This approach is taken
because these requirements must be reflected in the conceptual
design of the software in section 3 below.
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2.2.2
Some General Considerations for the User Interface

Applications, should be developed to allow straightforward access
to the Reference Implementation. The user interface should be
consistent between the Generator and Interpreter software. To
allow experienced, inexperienced and casual users easy access to
the Reference Implementation, there needs to be a number of ways
that the software can be used;

1. as an interactive session with prompts where needed;

2. as a command driven session for the experienced user;

3 . driven by a script created by an editor or by a previous
session

;

4. as (1) or (2) above but creating a script to feed into (3).

It is beyond the scope of this report to consider the
implementation of the user interface in detail. This report
discusses the information which comes from this user interface
layer, and specifies the user interface in very general terms.
It is suggested that satisfying user interface requirements by
one of the user interface managements systems (UIMS) available on
the market at the time should be investigated. The use of an
UIMS could save development effort and would result in a

consistent interface across testing tools for the CGM.

2.2.3

Error Handling

The error mechanism designed must be usable from both the
Reference Implementation core software and from any applications
developed using the Reference Implementation. The applications
must also be able to control the level and output of the error
information. The behavior of the application on the receipt of
an error also needs to be controlled.

2.3

Detailed Requirements for the Reference Generator

2.3.1 Level of Application Access

The Reference Generator will be capable of generating any legal
metafile in any of the three encodings. This section of the
report considers the functionality needed within the software to
achieve this. The way that these requirements will be
implemented is considered in section 3 below. The procedures
must be written in a way which is compatible with access at the
CGM element level. Access also needs to be available to those
options required to specify a particular encoding.
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The Generator must be able to account for the following factors
when creating a metafile:

1. any limitations imposed by the choice of an application
profile;-

2. the choice of encoding, assuming this is not limited by (1);

3. compulsory elements in the CGM;

4. elements required by the user creating the metafile;

5. the ability to pack the data as a faithful audit trail of
the user requests as an alternative to efficient buffering
of the graphical data.

These requirements are considered in more detail in the next
section.

2.3.2 Generator Options in Choosing an Application Profile

The generator code will be configured to allow tailoring of the
software to suit a particular application profile. Such a
mechanism must at least be capable of dealing with the current
liAP/TOP and CALS profiles, and it will be an extensible one.

When using the generator utility to create a metafile, the user
will not be allowed to create a metafile which does not conform
to the requirements of the application profile selected.

Other choices for application profiles which could be
incorporated are the ODA/ODIF defaults and the CGM default
situation. The user must also be allowed to simply create a
conforming metafile which complies with the CGM standard.

2.3.3 Generator Options in Choosing an Encoding

General Considerations

The user of the generator utility will be able to select the
encoding if not restricted by the application profile. In the
case of the MAP/TOP Profile, only the binary encoding is allowed,
and currently, the use of that encoding is further restricted.
For this profile there are no choices to be made with regard to
the encoding. In other cases, such as for full CGM conformance,
all three encodings need to be selectable.
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This section considers the encoding-dependent information which
needs to be collected in order to generate a metafile. This does
not include elements which are common to all encodings.

Character Encoding

There are three pieces of information which need to be gathered
in order to generate a metafile in the character encoding.

1. It is necessary to know whether the metafile is allowed to
use both incremental and displacement modes to store point
list. Displacement mode should only be selectable by the
user, since it is possible that the incremental mode will
not have been implemented at all sites.

2. Information regarding the use of character substitution is
also required. This is stored in the metafile descriptor
and allows certain characters to be substituted in the
metafile to make file transfer easier. These characters may
occur in strings and are the non-printing characters, space,
tilde and delete. The substitution is of a 2-byte sequence
in place of the single byte.

3. The format of the color lists is also needed. Color lists
may take a number of forms and any limits imposed by the
application profile must be known to the Reference
Implementation. The formats are: normal; bitstream;
runlength; runlength bitstream.

This information should be obtained by the generator utility once
the character encoding has been chosen.

Binary Encoding

Again, assuming that there is any flexibility given by the
application profile, there is information to be collected which
is pertinent to this encoding. This information includes:

1. Whether the application profile limits the encoding of the
command headers and strings to the long or short form;

2. Whether the CELL ARRAY color values can be stored as run
length representation and packed 'representation.

Clear Text Encoding

For the clear text encoding it is necessary to know whether the
application profile restricts the following:

1. Whether both UNDERSCORE and DOLLAR characters can be used as
null characters;
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2. Which format effectors are allowed from the total list
(BACKSPi^CE, CARRIAGE RETURN, LINEFEED, NEWLINE, HORIZONTAL
TAB, VERTICAL TAB, FORMFEED)

;

3. Whether both SEMICOLON and SLASH can be used to delimit
elements;

4. Which SOFTSEP characters are allowed;

5. Which HARDSEP characters are allowed;

6. Any limits on the bases of integers;

7. Whether reals can be written as explicit point numbers,
scaled real numbers and decimal integers;

8. Whether both single and double quotes are allowed to delimit
strings

;

9. Whether both absolute and incremental point lists are
allowed

.

2.3.4 Elements in the CGM

These will be accessed by applications at the CGM element level.
The application should be forced to select elements appropriate
to the current state of the CGM. For example, Metafile
Descriptor Elements cannot appear in the state Picture Open.
These CGM states are defined in the CGM standard. Any attempt to
cause the Generator to create an illegal metafile will cause the
error mechanism to come into play.

2.4 Detailed Requirements for the Reference Interpreter

2.4.1 General Considerations

The Reference Interpreter must be able to interpret any legal
metafile. The output from this interpretation may take a num.ber
of forms, including:

- graphical output;

- trace output;

- evaluation output.

The requirements for these different forms of output are
discussed in this section.
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The interface to the Reference Implementation will be independent
of any application, and will allow the application to look for
the next element in the metafile, and to interpret it or skip it.
It is proposed that the model for this be based on the GKS
metafile functions to get, read and interpret metafile elements.

2.4.2 Graphical Output

The main purpose of a metafile is to store pictures. It is
important, therefore, that an interpreter facility should be able
to draw the picture which has been stored. This facility should
also allow the user to select a number of options, including:

1. Choice of the output device. The user will need to select
the output device required. To allow a range of devices to
be used, the software must ensure that the devices can be
extensible. This can be done by fitting the application on
top of a graphics package and designing it to ensure that it
is at least suitable for the range of functional standards
in the graphics standards arena.

2. Choice of the viewport in which the picture will appear when
drawn

.

3. Choice of the level at which the picture is, to be rendered.
The user may have different requirements for rendering at
different times. These can be classified into two groups,
called preview and publication quality output.

The user of the Interpreter may not always be concerned to
get the size, colors, font types, etc., correct all the
time. The user may simply wish to examine the picture in
general terms to ensure that the rough outline of the
picture is there and to draw it quickly. But when the
picture is drawn for actual use in a document, it is
necessary to ensure that the rendering is correct. The size
of the final output will need to be correct, either to that
specified in the metafile or to a user defined scaling of
the virtual coordinate space. Fonts, line styles and other
attributes will also need to be correct. For this reason
two levels of quality should be available to the user
interpreting a metafile and producing graphical output. The
capability, or otherwise, of the interpreter to render the
picture to publication quality will be handled by the error
control mechanism. This is important for CALS where
accurate representation of the final output picture is
essential in many cases.
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2.4.3 Trace Analysis of the Metafile

This comprises text output of the metafile which describes the
content of the metafile to the user. Details of the metafile can
be output at different levels chosen by the user. The user will
have control -over viewing the metafile at the following levels:

1. As a directory structure which lists the metafile delimiter
elements and the pictures contained within the metafile;

2. As a whole metafile, on a picture-by-picture basis, or as a

trace of the descriptor sections (These options are not
mutually exclusive.);

3. As a trace of the elements within sections defined by (2);

4. As a trace of the elements and parameters within the
sections defined by (2)

.

The analysis should ensure that the syntax is correct at the
level being considered. There should also be the capability
within the design for checking that the metafile conforms to a

selected application profile. The trace should include
information concerning any errors at the place where these have
occurred, following the error model designed for the Reference
Implementation

.

The output must be easy to read. A suitable form of output is an
extended form of the clear text encoding. This would need to be
extended, since there are elements required by the other
encodings and also encoding-dependent parameters.

2.4.4 Evaluation of the Metafile

The graphical output and analysis of the metafile described above
are concerned with ensuring that the metafile conforms to the CGM
standard and, where appropriate, to an application profile.
Clearly, this is necessary, both for rendering the metafile and
for testing purposes. Also, there is other information which can
be considered evaluation rather than conformance testing.
Examples of such evaluation might be to consider how an
implementation has made use of compaction features of the
metafile. While software may conform to the standard, there are
efficiencies which can be gained by the implementer. This is not
as important for CGM software compared with GKS implementations,
but it is a valid consideration.

A simple example of where efficiencies can be gained is in the
storage of the attributes. This relates to whether the software
gives a faithful audit trail or whether attributes are buffered
and only output when necessary. The following sequence does not
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need to be stored in full, for example:

- line coJ.or red;

- line color green;

- line color blue;

- polyline.

Clearly, it is only necessary to store the color blue. Many
implementations write the attributes when required by the
primitives. Checking for this is a useful evaluation of the
software as considerable savings in space can be made by
buffering attributes. Other evaluation might include:

- The use of the Metafile Elements List and a com.parison of
the list with the actual elements used;

- The picture sizes within the metafile;

- The lengths of the variable length elements, for example
POLYLINE

;

- The element point-to-point displacements stored on the
metafile

;

- The distribution of the elements that have been used;

- The ESCAPE identifiers ivhich have been used;

- The GDP identifiers which have been used;

- Any encoding dependent information, such as the use of the
long/short form command headers and string in the binary
encoding

.

2 . 5 Summary

This part of the report has considered the functional
requirements for the Reference Implementation and some associated
applications for generating and interpreting metafiles to the CGM
standard. The use of application profiles, such as the CALS
Application Profile, means that the Reference Implementation
forms the basis for a number of applications, including testing
to the standard and to application profiles. It is recommended
that the software take a broad view and not be restricted to the
current CALS Application Profile. Both current and future
requirements for CALS make this undesirable.
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3 .

0

The Conceptual Design of the Reference Implementation

3 .

1

Introduction

This part of. the report is concerned with the way in which the
Reference Implementation should be realized. The design is at a

general level and does not indicate the specific way that such
software should be written. However, all general design criteria
are covered. The production of a reference implementation
provides a potentially flexible tool for many applications. It
is the aim of this design to ensure that future applications and
uses of the CGM will not be overly restricted by the proposals
contained in this report.

Since there are a number of general design criteria which apply
to both the generator and the interpreter parts of the Reference
Implementation, these are considered first. The discussion below
then turns to the specific requirements of the generator and
interpreter software.

3.2

General Design Criteria

3.2.1 The Nature of the Software

A major concern of the Reference Implementation design is to
ensure that applications can be developed which can sit cn top of
the implementation. These applications will include utilities
for generating, interpreting and testing metafiles to the CGM
standard and to application profiles. A further, desirable
design criteria is not to preclude the inclusion of encodings
beyond those specified in the standard. Testing has been carried
out at a number of sites for other test requirements, such as for
languages and GKS testing. This gives a further requirement,
namely, for the writing of the Reference Implementation in a
portable way.

These design criteria will be met by having an implementation
which is modular and has a layered design. There must be clean
breaks between the layers with the data flowing between the
layers clearly defined. It is recommended that the software be
written in Fortran??, since this is considered to be the most
widely applicable language in the environments where the
Reference Implementation and testing tools will be used.

The design specification presented in this report will define
the layers of the software which are required for the Reference
Implementation

.
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3.2.2 General Structure of the Software

The design of both the generator and interpreter software have
similarities in terms of their structure. This can be most
easily examined via the diagram shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1; The Structure of the Generator and Interpreter in
General Terms

The structure outlined in Figure 3.1 will be used as a general
model for both the generator and interpreter parts of the
Reference Implementation and associated applications. The
applications sit above the Reference Implementation and interact
with the user via the User Interface Layer where this is required
by the application. The Command Interpreter Layer includes a
profile consistency check. This division is made to allow other
applications to use this layer of code, and such general usage is
a design objective. The machine-dependent code is clearly split
from the rest of the code to enable portability of the Reference
Implementation and any applications, and is available to all
layers

.
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3.2.3 The User Interface

The functional requirements for this task imply that the
Reference Implementation must be an application-independent
implementation, so that applications can be developed to use it.

It is recommended that a detailed design of these applications
should consider using a UIMS available on the market at that
time. It is beneficial to ensure that all CGM applications
developed for the CALS requirements have the same user interface.
Other applications in the CALS environment might also benefit
from standardizing the user interface. Any further consideration
of this aspect is beyond the scope of this report.

3.2.4 Using Application Profiles

The use of application profiles is vital to most of the software
proposed in this report. However, application profiles should be
envisaged as a subset of elements and parameters used for a
particular application. Examples of application profiles
important to particular communities are the CALS and MAP/TOP
profiles. If a suitable mechanism is used, the concept of
application profiles can be expanded to give a more general
capability. A more general facility would ensure that: future
application profiles could be developed and incorporated; testing
could be carried out on a particular implementer ' s profile; and
testing could be carried out to see if the CGM defaults are
handled by a particular implem^entation

.

To ensure that this is an extensible mechanism, it is necessary
to build the information outside the main body of the code.
There are two methods for doing this. The first is to build a
data file containing the information required - for example,
which elements are allowed, in what order, what are the defaults,
and so on. The second method is to have a routine in the
software containing the information (rather than a database)

.

This routine might set up data values in the generator and
interpreter code. Such code would look like a typical graphics
device driver, where only those entries available within the
application profile are set, and the rest are indicated to be
unavailable

.

It should be ensured that such data files and code can be
extended in the future and new ones created. There should be a
utility to create the database or code for a new application
profile. For this reason the database option has been chosen,
sice it is easier to create.

Therefore, an important feature of the Reference Implementation
is a configuration database which contains all the information
necessary to deal with the concept of the use of limited subsets
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of the CGM. These subsets may be accepted application profiles
or may be other subsets - for example, a subset used for testing
purposes. , This data file needs to contain the following
information:

- application profile name - as described in the metafile;

- encodings allowed;

- encoding dependent information;

- which elements are allowed to appear in the metafile;

- where in the metafile these elements may occur;

- limits on the parameter values;

- limits on the size of the variable length elements (e.g.
polyline)

;

- which registered items may appear in the metafile (ESCAPES.
GDPs)

.

The data file should be able to be created via a utility.
However, it should be readable and thus able to be edited. Since
abbreviations exist for the CGM elements via the clear text
encoding, they should be used as the basis for defining the data
file format. This v/ill need to be extended to allow for encoding
options, ranges of values and state information. But it does
give a useful and currently defined basis from which to work.
The configuration database must be extensible to accommodate new
application profiles and further developments in metafile
definition via the CGEM work. These can be accommodated by
mandating that any elements appearing in the database indicate
whether they are allowed. Those which do not appear are assumed
to be illegal for that application profile.

It is outside the scope of this task to define the precise nature
of the database for application profiles. Table 3.1 shows a
suitable format which could be adopted. This shows that there
are two forms of data: first, a general application descriptor;
and second, an element-by-element list. The form of this should
be similar to any script which is used as input to the Command
Interpreter Layer by the user interface. The inclusion of state
information allows the database to be extensible as further
states are added (for example, segment and figure states) and as
elements move from one state to another between application
profiles. This means that the model proposed here will be
extensible for the CGEM work under development.
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Table 3.1;. A Proposal for the Structiire of the Application
Profile Database

BEGIN AP HEADER
AP NAME

(name)
AP ENCODING

(encodings allowed)
(encoding dependent parameters)

END AP HEADER
BEGIN AP ELEMENTS

ELEMENT (name)
STATUS

(allowed/not allowed)
STATES

(states in which element is allowed)
RANGE

(ranges or permissible values)
LENGTH

(length if this is a variable length element)

other elements

END AP ELEMENTS

This configuration database will use the element names and any
other abbreviations which have been defined for the clear text
encoding

.

3.2.5 Error Handling

The actual errors which may be produced by the system are a

feature of the detailed design of the software. The discussion
in this report is concerned with the general error model to be
used

.

The current (December 1986) draft of the CGI document gives a
useful basis for the error model. It is recommended that the
detailed design should use Parts 1 and 2 of the CGI as an input
to the design process. The model discussed below is based on the
current CGI proposal.

The Reference Implementation will maintain reports of errors that
have occurred in a last in, first out (LIFO) data structure known
as the error stack. The application may read and remove errors
from the stack. The application may also clear the stack.
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To fulfill the functional requirement that the error model must
apply to th^ Reference Implementation and to any applications,
the error stack needs to be made available to applications. A
routine must be available to allow an application to write to
the stack. This routine should be modelled on the CGI function
for extracting errors from the stack. Thus, the application has
full control of the level of error reporting which is appropriate
for that application. A testing environment may choose to report
more error information than other environments.

The CGI error classes are appropriate for adopting into the error
model for the Reference Implementation. To prevent duplication
of work and to give consistency with future CGI implementations,
it is suggested that the CGI document be used as the basis for
the definition of error messages and values when the detailed
design is carried out. . To allow for changes and to permit
extensibility, it is recommended that the errors should be
parameterized within the software.

3.2.6 Data Structures

The following data structures will be required by the Reference
Implementation for both the generator and interpreter software.

- the application profile configuration database;

- the error stack plus information as to the current error
state and processing directions;

- error message database;

- state information as to the current state and the requested
state

;

- element op-code tables and mappings to an encoding
independent form together with the state information for
each element;

- encoding dependent information-one structure per encoding
containing the information discussed earlier in this report;

- operand and I/O buffer space.

The generator also requires information on whether the metafile
is being written in audit or buffered-attribute mode. It also
needs a parameter-contents table for each element to allow
computation of the element length for the binary encoding.

The interpreter needs to store information concerning the type of
output being carried out and the quality of that output if it is
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graphical. It is also necessary to keep a statistics table if
evaluation i^ to be carried out.

3.2.7 Machine Dependent Routines

The code will be split into machine-dependent and machine-
independent layers. To ensure portability of the code, the
distinction between these two layers will be clear and well
documented. The number of entries into the machine-dependent
layer will be kept to a minimum. These entries will handle:
files, where necessary beyond the Fortran?? standard; system
information, where needed by the application layers; and utility
routines, for bit shifting, setting, extraction and comparison.
These routines will be available to all layers of an
implementation; that is, both the application layer and the
Reference Implementation. They will be common across both the
generator and interpreter code. The machine dependent routines
are not shown on the diagrams in the next sections below, which
consider the Generator and Interpreter in more detail.

3 . 3 The Reference Generator

3.3.1 General Considerations

The structure of the Reference Implementation and the application
required for generating metafiles is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. The Structure of the Generator Reference
Implementaion and its Associated Application
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The user interface and the general method used for handling
application ^profiles has been discussed earlier. This section
will consider the concepts involved in this structure which are
applicable to the generation of metafiles.

3.3.2 Command Interpreter Layer

The Command Interpreter Layer is a part of the application above
the Reference Implementation. This layer handles the application
information which is required and requests information from the
User Interface Layer relevant for the particular application.
Any data conversion - for example, for coordinates, from the
application units to metafile units, must be done in this layer.
The Reference Implementation only accepts these units to be
stored on the metafile.

An important sub-layer is the Profile Tailoring Layer. This
ensures that the data are valid within the constraints of a

particular profile. The advantage of separating this as a

sub-layer is that other applications could make use of this
layer, since it is at the level of the CGM elements and encoding
dependent information. Elements which are allowed within a
profile are passed through to the Reference Implementation below.
The error handler is used to deal with elements outside the
profile and appropriate action is taken to inform the layer above
of the error.

A role which could be played by the Profile Tailoring Layer is to
simulate requests from the user into CGM elements which conform
to the application profile and are within the limits of the
system- Suppose, for example, that the maximum length for a
polyline is 1000 points. A user requesting a 2000 point polyline
could have this stored as two polylines. This would ensure that
the application profile was adhered to while allowing the user to
transfer the picture required. Although this tailoring is
useful, it is suggested that its implementation should be
secondary to that of the core of the Reference Implementation.

3.3.3 The Reference Implementation for the Generator

Element Generator Layer

This layer is independent of any encoding which may be used. The
reason for taking this approach is that a private encoding could
be added if it was construed as useful in the future. This layer
will contain one routine per CGM element, and will include all
elements specified in Part 1 of the CGM plus any others required
for the encodings (for example DOMAIN RING). This layer is
envisaged as having a similar level of access to the emerging CGI
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language bindings. When the detailed design is carried out, the
CGI language bindings must be considered as input to the design
work. Howeyer, it is essential that the binding should allow
partitioning of the elements, since there are elements with
potentially a large amount of data (such as cell array)

.

This layer also maintains all the state lists, attribute tables
and color tables that are required by the Generator. These have
been discussed above under the section on data structures. It
also handles the use of the audit or buffered mode for output of
attributes to the metafile.

Since the proposed language for this implementation is Fortran??,
it is necessary to consider the constraints of passing parameters
to the encoding layer below. The parameter types will vary
depending on the descriptor elements selected. To make the code
simpler it is proposed to convert the parameters to a canonical
form. The parameters will be passed to the layer below as real
and character data. There will only be a limited number of
entries to the encoding layer below.

The binary encoding also requires the element length to be passed
to the Element Coding Layer. This information will be obtained
in this layer for both fixed and variable length parameter lists
via a function.

Element Coding Layer

This layer converts the data passed from the Element Generator
Layer into the appropriate encoding and writes the CGM. This
layer will have entries for the following types of data to be
output to the metafile:

- op-codes which handle the type of element and any encoding
dependent information which needs to be stored for the
op-codes (e.g. data length in the binary encoding )

7

- scalars which handle most of the elements with fixed
lengths

;

- lists for elements which have variable length lists and
where the encoding may vary from scalars;

- strings which require particular handling.

3.4 The Reference Interpreter

3.4.1 General Considerations

The interpreter has a similar structure to the generator which
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has been discussed above. The Reference Implementation for the
Interpreter and the general design of the interpreter application
is shown in Jigure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: . The Structure of the Reference Implementation
Interpreter and and Interpreter Application Layer

The requirements of the Interpreter will be obtained from the
User Interface Level to ensure that all necessary data has been
collected prior to the processing of the metafile by the
interpreter code.

The overall organization of the code is a division into three
major parts whose requirements are served by the user interface
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above. These parts are:

- Cominanci. Interpreter Layer;

- Metafile Translator Layer;

- Output Support Layer.

The Reference Implementation is contained in the Metafile
Translator Layer, is application-independent, and also
independent of the type of output. These layers are considered
in more detail below.

3.4.2 Command Interpreter Layer

This layer performs a number of tasks using the information
provided by the user interface layer:

- sets up the Output Support Layer as requested by the user;

- sets up the data structures as appropriate for the
application profile specified;

- sets up the error handler as requested by the user.

This layer deals wirh the level of interpretation required by the
user. The user may have decided to only look at the structure of
the metafile and not the individual elements and data.
Alternatively, the whole metafile may be of interest. This layer
has the ability to go through a m.etafile and only interpret the
data which is required. To do this, all the elements are known
to this level together with information concerning the state of
the metafile in which they occur. These are the states which
were discussed in the Background section above. The requested
actions to get, read and interpret metafile elements may relate
to the whole metafile, to a selected picture or to a state within
a single picture.

The Profile Verification Layer crosschecks the elements which
have been returned to this layer with the application profile
configuration database. Where elements are not allowed within
the profile in a particular state or when parameters have gone
outside the permitted ranges, an error will be generated on the
stack.

3.4.3 Metafile Translator Layer - Functional Responsibility

This layer is the Reference Implementation for the Interpreter.
It is driven by the Command Interpreter Layer, and is concerned
with initializing and terminating translation, and with passing
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the elements interpreted down to the Output 'Support Layer. This
layer also manages the internal state list and tables that are
required by J:he lower layers.

3.4.4 Metafile Translator Layer - Organization

Executive Sub-layer

This layer is driven by the Command Interpreter Layer. It
handles the administrative tasks outlined above. It determines
the nature of the action required and calls the appropriate code
in the lower layers to get, read or interpret items in the
metafile.

Functional Sub-layer

This layer performs the get and read functions while the Output
Support Layer deals with the interpretation. The get function
requests the next op-code from the coding layer below, and is
returned in an encoding-independent form. It is suggested that
the detailed design should consider the use of the binary class
and element id to indicate the item type returned, in order to
provide an extensible mechanism. The read function obtains the
information about the parameters in the metafile. Both these
actions are carried out by the Coding Sub-layer below.

This layer also maintains the state lists (as described in the
section on data structures)

, and checks the syntax of the data
being read and interpreted.

Coding Sub-layer

This layer will handle the different encodings. It will have two
entry tasks:

- return the op-code of the next element in the metafile and
the length of the element data;

- return the data in the buffer space provided by the
application

.

It also needs to set any error flags as required, which will be
tested by the executive layer of the Metafile translator Layer
above. The data will be returned in a canonical form as reals
and character data to allow the other layers to be encoding
independent

.

3.4.5 Output Support Layer - General Role

This layer will handle the output of the interpretation, which
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may take a number of forms as discussed in the functional
specification. To summarize, there may be requirements for:

- graphical output;

- trace output of the elements and data found in the metafile;

- statistical counts relating to the data.

These are envisaged as interpretation tasks which need to be
handled in a coding-independent way. At this level there will be
a number of drivers, one for each of the output tasks. On entry
this driver will be given the information as to the op-code and
the data required by that op-code. The driver can then use this
information in a way appropriate to the task at hand. The data
will be passed in canonical form as real and character data. The
entries into the Output Support Layer drivers will be based on an
encoding-independent numbering system. It is recommended that
the detailed design considers the binary encoding element class
combined with the element id as the method of specifying the
element values.

The initial implementation should at least have two drivers:

1. a driver for GKS

;

2. a driver which will print out a trace of the contents of the
metafile

.

This v;ill allow the metafile to be interpreted graphically, and
also provide a trace of the metafile contents.

3.4.6 Output Support Layer - Graphical Output

The metafile being interpreted may contain elements which cannot
be directly drawn by the graphical output system chosen. GKS,
for example, does not have a circle primitive. Another example
can occur where an application requires a 200 point polyline but
the system maximum is 1000 points. Thus, it is desirable that
this layer include a simulation layer to allow the picture to be
represented in a way which is compatible with the underlying
graphics system. Since this layer will involve a considerable
amount of software development, it may be appropriate to approach
this as a second phase of the software development.

A functional requirement for this graphical output is to allow
the selection of preview or publication quality output. In the
preview quality it is possible to fall back to the suggestions
made in Annex D of the CGM standard - for example, mapping color
to black and white. For publication quality this is not
permitted. The drivers for the Output Support Level need to
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decide whether the picture can be rendered to the required level
of quality.

3 . 5 Summary

This part of the report has carried out a conceptual design for
the Reference Implementation of the CGM and some associated
applications and output modules. The software designed includes:

1. A Reference Implementation for generating metafiles. Access
to it is from routines at the CGM element level. There are
also routines for handling encoding-dependent information.

2. A Reference Implementation for interpreting metafiles, which
also gives access to the metafile element level through get,
read and interpret item functions. The interpretation
depends on the Output Support Layer drivers.

3. Output Support Layer Drivers for GKS and a metafile trace.

4. An Output Support Layer driver for metafile evaluation.

5. The Command Interpreter Layer for both the generator and
interpreter which includes profile checking.

6. Interactive application programs which make use of the
Reference Implementation for simple generation and
interpretation of metafiles.

7. A utility for creating the application profile configuration
database

.

3. A simulation layer for both the generator and interpreter to
allow pictures to be stored and interpreted as requested,
but in a way which is compatible with the application
profile and with the system being used.

This list of the software required is presented in the order in
which development could take place.
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IV. IMPACTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.0

Introduction

This part . of the report considers how the Reference
Implementation can be used in the creation of testing tools and a
testing service for the COM.

In the Background section of this report the COM conformance
statements were reviewed. The COM defines two levels of
conformance: full conformance, where the metafile conforms to the
abstract functionality and uses one of the standard encodings;
and functional conformance, where a private encoding of the
abstract functionality is used. The only conformance
requirements relate to actual metafiles and do not relate to the
generating and interpreting software. There are no constraints
placed on the software.

Application profiles, such as the CALS Application Profile,
result in the need for testing beyond the conformance statements
of the CGM. It is necessary to test that metafiles produced by
software in the CALS environment do conform to the CALS
Application Profile as well as to the CGM standard. The
Reference Implementation and the Command Interpreter Layer of the
software described above allow the configuration of the generator
and interpreter software for a parricular application profile,
and this is precisely what is required for the testing of
application profiles.

It is important for CALS applications to test not just the
generator software but also the interpreter software as well.
Confidence in the rendering of pictures by interpreter software
needs to be established. This functionality is outside the CGM
conformance statements, but is necessary for particular
environments such as CALS.

This part of the report will review possible testing strategies
and will then go on to look at setting up a test facility using
the Reference Implementation and associated applications which
were discussed earlier in the report.

2.0

Review of the Possible Testing Strategies

2.1

General Guidelines

Testing is important for ensuring that implementations do conform
to the standards. Using existing testing methods it is
impossible to guarantee that there are no errors in a product.
The testing strategy usually adopted attempts to show the
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presence of errors in the product. If a suitably large number of
test cases is used, then confidence can be built in a product
which handle^ these tests.

Existing validation suites adopt this philosophy and use a black
box approach . to testing; that is, the external specification or
interface specifications of the product are examined and test
cases generated, but no information is required about the
internal workings of the implementation being tested.

Exhaustive testing is ideal but may be uneconomic to achieve.
The best which can be achieved is to select a wide variety of
test cases to exercise the implementation under test as fully as
possible. It is important to ensure that the test cases
generated have a high probability of detecting any errors in the
implementation. Different approaches have been taken to testing
software implementations, and these are briefly considered below.

2 . 2 Compiler Testing

Testing for compilers involves running a large number of test
programs. These test the compiler in a given operating
environment. The programs which make up the test suites are
fully portable and include provision for implementation dependent
parameters. The test suites include the following types of test
cases:

- Correct (conforming) test programs for which the
implementation under test should generate a specific result;

- Incorrect (non-conforming) test programs for which the
implementation should generate an error (If specific errors
are specified in the standard, then these can be checked.)

;

- Test programs which provide information on the
implementation - for example, precisions and limits (These
may be testing beyond the standard but are a useful
evaluation. )

.

2 . 3 GKS Testing

GKS provides a basic graphics system for the display and
manipulation of pictures in two dimensions. A GKS test suite has
been developed in Europe with support of the Commission of the
European Communities. The test suite adopts a similar approach
to the compiler testing described above, namely that test
programs to uncover errors have been devised. The tests are at
two different interfaces:
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- The application programmer interface, where tests are
carried out of the data structures and the error mechanism;

- The operator interface, where the tester manually checks
pictures drawn by the GKS implementation by comparing the
output with a script and example pictures.

A problem with the test suite is that testing is a very manual
process. In addition, the test suite is currently available only
in Fortran??, although language bindings to a number of languages
exist for GKS.

2.4 OSI Testing

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) testing is concerned with
checking the transfer and processing of data between two systems.
The aim is to check for the correct transfer of data between the
same layer of the ? layer model in two different systems. One of
the systems is the implementation under test and the other is the
test center.

The National Computing Centre Ltd in the United Kingdom has
developed a model for OSI testing and have implemented it for the
Transport Layer. This involves black box testing, with the
interfaces above and below the Transport layer being examined by
a test responder implemented on the system under test. This
test responder is available in a number of languages to assist in
the testing. In this schemie, test data are sent from the test
center to the system under test. The data are created using a
reference implementation of the relevant layer and are tailored
to the system being tested. Incorrect data can also be generated
by an exception generator.

2.5 The Application of Testing Strategies to the CGM

From the brief examination of the various strategies above, it is
apparent that a number of points needs to be considered when
developing a CGM testing tool:

- black box testing is the practical solution;

- an extensive range of test cases should be designed within
economic constraints;

- self checking and automated test should be designed wherever
possible

;

- the manual checking of graphical data should be minimized.
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Testing the CGM is more like testing OSI implementations than it
is compiler and GKS testing, since the concern is for testing of
data flow be^tween systems. The definition in the CGM standard is
that of the data storage. Therefore, there is no application
programmer interface to CGM.

However, there is a major difference between the OSI tests
described above and testing the CGM. The difference is that the
CGM is at the top layers of the OSI 7 layer model. The abstract
functionality is at the Application Layer and the encodings offer
Presentation Layer transfer syntaxes. It is possible to examine
the data flow coming out of a generator and to send CGMs to an
interpreter, but this only tests one side of the black box.
There is no standard interface for the other side.

In practical terms this means different problems for testing
generators and interpreters. On the generation testing side, it
is necessary to define the metafiles which have to be produced
in some independent way. On the interpreter side, it is
necessary to define how the interpreter is to be tested, and what
the output of such tests should be. GKS testing has shown that
checking pictures is possible, but very time consuming.

These problems are discussed below when models for testing the
generator and interpreter software are considered.
Recomonendations for a potential test service are also made in
light of the availability of the Reference Implementation
discussed earlier in this report.

3.0 The Use of the Reference Implementation

The Reference Implementation described above in this report give
access to applications at the CGM element level. Applications
are to be developed above this for the generation and
interpretation of metafiles. A layer of this application, for
both the generator and interpreter, involves profile
considerations. It is this layer which ensures that metafiles
can be configured on generation to conform to an application
profile. This layer also checks that an metafile which is being
interpreted conforms to an application profile. Therefore, this
layer is essential for setting up a test service.

When considering testing it is necessary to envisage application
profiles in their widest sense. The application profile can be
any legal combination of CGM elements which are deemed
appropriate for a particular environment. This means that the
way an implementation has been carried out and the options
selected is, in effect, a private application profile. The CALS
Application Profile and the MAP/TOP Application Profile are
important examples of this general concept.
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On the interpretation side, the testing service requires drivers
within the Output Support Layer. The three drivers which were
recognized earlier in this report are required. These are the
graphical, trace and evaluation drivers. Drivers beyond these
three are considered below in some more detail.4.0

Testing the CGM Generator
4.1

A Simple Model

Testing metafiles produced by an implementation is, in effect, a

test of the generator software. A simple model for, testing
generator software is shown in Figure 4.1.

Test Center Implementation Under Test

Figure 4.1: A Simple Model of a CGM Generator Test Service

This model shows the implementation under test generating
metafiles from an application. These metafiles are then sent,
via some form of file transfer, to the test center. The test
center then checks them for validity and conformance to the
specification of the implementation. This specification may be
to the CALS Application Profile.

4.2

Information About the Implementation Under Test

In order to carry out tests it is necessary to obtain information
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about the nature of the implementation. The majority of this
information has been discussed in this report when the
application ^ profile configuration database was considered, and
this is the information which needs to be collected from the site
to be tested. This will allow the test center to build up a
configuration database for the implementation under test using
the utility for preparing this file. Also, information needs to
be collected regarding any simulation which might exist in the
software. An implementation may, for example, store polygons as
polylines to simplify the metafile and allow it to be interpreted
at a wide range of sites. This information also needs to be
collected on an element-by-element basis (along with the rest of
the information described earlier) , since it is required for the
application profile configuration database.

4.3 Specifying the Metafile to be Generated

Metafiles created by the generator can be tested for conformance
at the test center. The real problem is how to define the test
metafiles to be generated. The choices are:

1. let the site being tested choose the test metafiles;

2. offer sample programs using GKS
,

resulting in metafiles
where a metafile device driver is available;

3. give the site being tested some sample pictures and ask
them to create metafiles corresponding to the pictures;

4. describe a picture more formally, for example using the
clear text encoding of the CGM.

The first option is not a good independent test since it does not
allow impartial selection and thus is more prone to error
detection. However, it could be used in conjunction with
metafiles specified by the test center. Then the m.etafiles
chosen by the site being tested could be oriented towards their
particular applications.

The second choice is more reasonable as an independent selection
of graphical output to be stored on the metafile. This method
gained considerable support at the Disley, UK meeting on CGM
testing. However, there are problems associated with this
choice, too, since there is no requirement for the site being
tested to have a GKS implementation. Even if the site does have
an implementation, there may be problems if it is not a validated
implementation. Also, there is no certainty which CGM elements
would be written by the GKS program. Although a recommended
mapping appears in the CGM, this is only a recommendation. It
would be very difficult, if not impossible, to automate testing
of the generated metafile with this method of specifying test
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metafiles to be produced.

The third option involves a great deal of effort on the part of
the site being tested, and for that reason is not useful. The
fourth option is probably the best, particularly while no mapping
from GKS to .CGM exists as a standard specification. The clear
text encoding is also available within the Reference
Implementation, and this also makes the fourth option more
economic

.

As noted earlier in this section, these problems all arise
because the CGM is at the top of the OSI model. This discussion
is attempting to fit an OSI-type testing model to the CGM.
Should this work continue, it will be necessary to consider the
current effort in standardizing language bindings for CGI.
Currently, there are proposals to extend this effort for the CGM.
This may not be accepted, but the effort on it should be input to
any decisions made for the work decribed here.

4.4 The Application Module
Descriptions

for Generating Test Metafile

This section considers the way that the test metafile
descriptions should be generated by the test site which has a

Reference implementation.

The application for generating test metafile descriptions will
sic above the Profile Tailoring Layer described above in the
Discussion section. This layer has information regarding the
implementation being tested, since ic exists in the application
profile configuration database. This application will only
generate metafiles which can be understood by the implementation
being tested.

The application will also have access to a database of partial
metafiles. These metafiles will incorporate primitives and
attributes which can be encoded in a manner which can be
understood by the site being tested. Considerable work went into
building the operator test suite pictures for GKS and in
producing the evaluators manual. It is recommended that the
primitives and attributes used for the GKS test pictures be used
in the partial metafiles database. These can be selected where
appropriate. This will not be an easy task, since the GKS test
programs contain control and inquiry functions. However, the use
of the static pictures for CGM definitions should be attempted.

A major goal for the design of this application module is the
automatic generation of clear text encoded metafiles, which will
be used as specifications at the test site. The application
needs to select a range of options within the supported values.
Any extra information for the- test site, for example encoding
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information, will be given as comments in the metafile.

The design gf the Reference Implementation lends itself to this
automatic generation of clear text encoded specifications. It is
also suggested that the site being tested be given the option of
producing metafiles from its own applications for conformance
testing.

4.5 Testing the Generated Metafiles

These generated metafiles can be tested for their conformance to
the CGM standard by going through the metafile with no Output
Support Layer driver, but just checking for error conditions.
This application will sit above the Profile Verification Layer in
the Interpreter design.

This may be sufficient for. many applications. There is, however,
no guarantee that the correct information that was requested has
been stored. It is important to consider whether any further
automatic checking can be carried out without resorting to
picture checking.

Since the generator is only being asked to generate metafiles to
a level which it is capable, there should be no simulation of
elements. Therefore, it is recommended that the test center
require a further Output Support Layer driver for automatic
metafile analysis. This driver will have the same form as the
other drivers; that is, it will have entries at the CGM element
level. The driver will use the clear text encoded specification
to give information on what should have been generated by the
implementation under test in the form of a database for the
analysis. This will then be used as a checklist for what should
be stored in the metafile. There is no requirement that any
order be maintained by the implementation under test, but all
elements in the database should appear somewhere in the correct
CGM state. There are some problems concerning precise comparison
of the values, and the analysis may have to be more general than
the precision at which the values are stored. But the economic
benefits of automatic testing should outweigh any problem of lost
accuracy in such testing.

4 . 6 Testing the Interpreter

A simple model for the testing of the interpreter is shown in
Figure 4.2.
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Test Center System Under Test

Figure 4.2: A Simple Model for the Testing of Interpreter
Software

In this model the test center creates test metafiles which comply
with the application profile configuration file set up for the
test. Then these are sent to the test system. This m>odel is
exactly analogous to the creation of the metafile specifications
for the generator testing. The same application module can be
used with an extension to allow all three encodings.

The only form of testing for the interpreter software appears to
be testing the graphical output from the interpretation. The
production of test metafiles may be useful to implementors while
they are writing their software. They may be prepared to put the
time in to checking the pictures with the script and test
pictures. The production of test metafiles may be a useful (and
profitable?) role for the test center where the software can be
configured to suit any implementation.

For CALS it may be necessary to carry out formal testing of
implementer software. On-site testing of the graphical output is
necessary for this. It is recommended that the GKS test pictures
be used as the basis for developing a suite of test metafile
descriptions. This will save effort in developing ideas, test
pictures and descriptions.

It may be useful to test the implementation for its behavior on
the receipt of metafiles outside its application profile and also
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for receipt of corrupt metafiles. Using the scheme proposed for
the Reference Implementation it is straightforward zo produce
metafiles o^itside the profile in a controlled way. It is
suggested that to allow the latter test there should be a utility
capable of corrupting test metafiles in a specified way. This
utility could be an automatic one or could be an interactive
program.

4 . 7 Summary

The adoption of the Reference Implementation structure allows the
production of test applications for testing both generators and
interpreters. The use of the application profile configuration
database means that the specification of metafiles and their
subsequent analysis can be automatic. There may be some loss of
testing accuracy, but it is considered minimal compared with the
economic savings. Generating metafiles for testing on an
interpreter also falls readily into the scheme. Manual checking
of graphical output appears to be unavoidable for this stage of
testing. It is recommended that effort be put into the area of
picture comparison testing since it is a problem across the range
of graphics standards.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Comput^er Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard, FIPS 128,
specifies the syntax and semantics of a standard file format for
storing and communicating computer graphics pictures. It does
not specify . the behavior of the software that generates and
interprets CGMs. This makes behavior of CGM software somewhat
unpredictable. Worse yet, it means that there is no basis for
testing and certifying CGM products. This situation is
unacceptable for the CALS effort, which is adopting the CGM into
its family of standard interface specifications. There are two
components to resolving this situation.

First, the specifications of CGM must be augmented so that the
syntax and semantics of generators and interpreters is
unambiguous, and so that the expected behavior of generators and
interpreters is clearly stated. In other words, the
specification must be "testable." This is one function of an
Application Profile, one of which has been produced for the CALS
environment.

Second, a testing methodology must be devised. As part of this
testing methodology implementations ("Reference Implementations")
of CGM software are needed.

This report is concerned with designing a reference
implementation for the CGM. The report then considers the role
of such a Reference Implementation in a testing environment.

First, the concepts of CGM v/hich are important for the design of
the Reference Implementation are considered. It is noted that
many implementations will adopt one of the developing application
profiles, such as the CALS Application Profile. This will help
to ensure that the metafiles generated can be interpreted on a
wide range of other systems.

Next,- the report looks at:

1. The functional requirements for the Reference
Implementation. The Reference Implementation will allow the
generation and interpretation of any legal metafile. It is
also important that the software can be configured to
application profiles. This needs to be a general
configuration tool to cater for current and potential
requirements of CALS. It is important to ensure that the
Reference Implementation can be used from a wide range of
applications. These applications will include testing but
there may be wider uses of the software in the CALS
environment

.

2. The conceptual design of the Reference Implementation. The
design is a layered structure and is modular with access at
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the CGM element level. Access is als'o given for encoding
dependent elements. The Reference Implementation will be
conceriied with CGMs written to conform with the CGM
standard. A layer for tailoring the software for
application profiles sits above the Reference
Implementation. This will also be available to other
applications. The software is tailored to fit an
application profile via a configuration database.

Finally, the use of the Reference Implementation as a basis for
testing tools and a model for a test service is considered. The
layered design of the implementation and the use of a
configuration database is a useful design for testing. The site
to be tested has to supply the information for the configuration
database to indicate the nature of the implementation. The test
center will have a number of standard databases for application
profiles, such as CALS and MAP/TOP which are in wide use.

Using this database it is proposed that the test center creates a
definition of the metafiles which the implementation under test
has to create. This specification will be given in the CGM Clear
Text encoding which can be created by the Reference
Implementation. The test center will have a number of metafile
fragments which can be configured to a particular implementation.
These fragments will be based on the GKS operator test pictures.
This clear text encoding will be used for automatic analysis of
the metafiles to be tested.

Interpreter testing reguires manual on-site testing of the output
created by the test system following the interpretation of a
range of test metafiles. The report suggests that research on
automatic picture checking is needed if testing of graphics
standards in the future is to be economic.

The implementation of the software designed in this report will
reguire a detailed design and costing to be carried out prior to
implementation.
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I . PURPOSE

Develop a link between IGES data files and CGM picture files
(CALS SOW Task 2. 2. 2. 2.1). CAD/CAM packages, which produce IGES
files, provide input to both automated technical manual and
engineering data repository systems. To minimize storage and
processing overhead and maintain required system performance, CGM
is the protocol which has been chosen for CALS as the mechanism
for the transfer of graphical pictures within and across these
systems. An approach must be developed to transfer data from
IGES format to CGM format. To meet this requirement, this
report comprises a detailed design specification for a piece of
software whose function is to translate from certain IGES product
data files to CGM picture files.

Not all IGES files are suitable for translation; indeed, many
IGES entities are not directly representable as components of
pictures. Instead, IGES files conforming to the IGES application
subset for Technical Illustrations [described in Appendix A of
DOD-D- (28000) , an interface standard, TS401, which is included in
the CALS Core Requirements (phase 1.0) document] has been
selected for implementation.

The specification herein contains sufficient detail for a
programmer familiar with both IGES and CGM to code and test the
program.

II. BACKGROUND

1 . 0 CALS REQUIREMENTS

1.1 Review of CALS-Related Requirements for Standards

References 1 and 2 contain analyses of CALS requirements for
graphics-related standards in the areas of engineering design,
technical publishing, procurement support, and interactive
delivery systems.

This report focusses on the picture interchange requirements of
CALS when applied to the task of technica. manual publishing and
illustration.

1.2 Relevant Standards

1.2.1 The Computer Graphics Metafile

The CGM provides a file format suitable for the storage and
retrieval of picture description information. The file format
consists of an ordered set of elements that can be used to
describe pictures in a completely device-independent way. Cne or
more pictures can be stored in a single metafile, and the
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metafile is defined in such a way that, in addition to sequential
access to the whole metafile, random access to individual
pictures is well defined. That is, the pictures are completely
independent, one from another: their appearance does not depend
upon the order in which they are accessed or displayed.

In addition to a functional specification, the CGM standard
documents three standard encodings of the metafile semantics.
The Character encoding requires minimum metafile size and is
suitable for transmission across networks of heterogenous systems
but is expensive to encode and decode. The Binary encoding
requires minimum effort to generate and interpret but is not
well-suited for exchange between computers of different
arithmetic data types. It is nearly as efficiently coded as the
Character encoding. The Clear-text encoding provides maximum
readability and editability for ease of use by humans (e.g., for
debugging purposes) but, generally, pays a heavy penalty in size
and performance. The size is much larger because English and
other natural languages contain a lot of redundancy. The
performance is worse because parsing and recognizing text strings
and converting text strings to internal numbers for use by a
graphics subsystem is expensive in its use of CPU cycles.

In reference 1, the standardized CGM elements are listed by type.
The ESCAPE and APPLICATION' DATA elements have been provided to
support uses of the CGM in ways that go beyond the exchange of
pictures. Nongraphical data and graphical elements not yet
standardized can be incorporated into metafiles in a regular way.
When these extended merafiles are exchanged by cooperaning
processes, standard commercial products can be used to handle nhe
standard metafile elerents, and new code need be written only for
the special, non-standardized elements. Large groups of users of
extended metafiles can get together and agree upon a set of
extensions—just like MAP and TCP users have agreed upon
guidelines to the implementation of the OSI standards. For
example, the elements of a business chart—like legend entries,
tick marks, and axis labels—or the elements of a project
schedule--like PERT chart symbols, milestone markers, or
title—could be marked in the metafile. An editing program could
be written to read such metafiles and allow modifications to them
before rendering the chart on a hardcopy device or including it
in a report or manual.

In the absence of any facsimile standard capable of handling
multicolor images (i.e., those with more than one bit per pixel),
a CGM employing only the CELL ARRAY primitive could be used.
Images expressed with either indexed and direct color
specifications can be represented. In the Character-Coded and
Binary encodings, run-length encoding may be used to reduce the
size of the resulting CGM files.
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The CGM was approved as ANSI/X3.122 in 1986. It has also been
approved as FIPS 128.

1.2.2 The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) ^s a mature
standard, first published in 1981, for the digital exchange of
database information among present-day CAD systems. Now in its
third version, engineering drawings, 3D wireframe ' and surfaced
part models, printed wiring product descriptions, finite element
mesh descriptions, and process instrumentation diagrams are
application usages addressed by IGES.

IGES information, including drawings and 3D wireframe product
models, is intended for human interpretation at the receiving
site. However, IGES is often used to attempt interchange between
CAD databases and to feed external geometric data into a CAD
system, where the data are expected to be processed automatically
by computer as well as being worked on by human operators.
Consequently, when used for this kind of interchange— a purpose
it was not originally designed for, IGES files are ofcen
restricted in the kinds of entities used.

The complete IGES standard describes well over 50 entities, some
with very elaborate and numerous variations. DOD-D- ( 28000

)

,

Appendix A, reference 5, specifies a subset of IGES suitable for
the interchange of technical illustrations. Seventeen entities,
including curves, arcs, closed areas, splines, and text, are
included in this subset. In addition, drawings comprisirg
several views of objects, whose component parts may be positioned
via transformation matrices, can be specified. Subfigures
occurring several times in the drawing can be defined once and
then instanced.

3



III. DISCUSSION

1 . 0 Abstract Model

1.1 IGES Model

The description contained in this section and in the remainder of
this report relates to that subset of IGES known as the
Application Subset for Technical Illustration (see reference 5)

.

1.1.1

IGES Geometry

The products that can be illustrated are represented as
wire-frame models. All components (or objects) are
two-dimensional and lie in one IGES layer. Geometric objects can
be comprised of circular and conic arcs, linear curv'es, lines,
parametric spline and rational B-spline curves, and composites of
such curves. Geometric objects can also be comprised of simple
closed areas and sectioned (i.e., cross-hatched) areas. General
annotation may also be supplied. Points and their generalization
to instances of marker symbols, whose definitions are supplied
separately, can also be used to form illustrations.

l. 1.2 IGES Structures

Products can be described by multiple instancing of defined IGES
srructures, known as subfigures. The subfigures themselves are
m.ade of multiple occurrences of the basic IGES entities.
Generally speaking, IGES subfigures are defined in their own
local coordinate system.

1.1.3 IGES Drawings and Views

A DRAWING entity allows a set of IGES VIEWS to be identified and
arranged for human presentation. Each view is a representation
of a selected subset of the geometric model, together with
non-geometric inform.ation such as text. The VIEW entity controls
such representations, providing information for orientation,
clipping, line removal, and other characteristics associated wich
individual views rather than with the model itself.

The view and drawing entities contain only the rules and
parameters for extracting drawings from the geometric m.odel. The
actual product definition is not duplicated in various views.

1.1.4 IGES Coordinate Systems

The IGES Technical Illustration Sunset model space is a

4



two-dimensional Euclidean space, the space in which the model (or

product) resides. The model space coordinate system is fixed

relative to the model.

In addition to the model space, IGES has the notion of a

definition space, which is also a two-dimensional Euclidean
space. In contrast to the model space where a single fixed
coordinate system exists, the definition space coordinate system
may vary from entity to entity. The origin of a definition space
coordinate system may be any point in model space, and the
orientation of definition space may be arbitrary with respect to
model space. However, it is assumed that the unit of length is
always the same in both the model space and the definition space
coordinate systems.

The definition space concept allows the use of a temporary
coordinate system in positioning certain geometric entities into
model space. Use of definition space entails initially
describing an entity in definition space, and then converting
this to a model space description.

A TRANSFORMATION MATRIX entity is used to specify the rotation
and translation components of the mathematical transformation
that maps definition space coordinates into model space
coordinates. Indeed, the complete definition of a geometry
entity, with respect to model space, involves the Transformation
Matrix entity. However, when the Transformation Matrix is
exactly comprised of the identity rotation and zero translation,
a special convention is provided in IGES to signal this situation
and prevent unnecessary processing.

1.1.5 IGES Attributes

Attributes such as line weight, line style, and color are
specified seoarately for each instance of each IGES entity in an
IGES file.

1 . 2 CGM Model

1.2.1 CGM Geometry

CGM pictures can be represented by lines, circles, circular and
elliptical arcs, markers, text, and filled areas of various
appearance. No parabolic and hyperbolic curves are supporoed,
nor are splines of any sort.

5



1.2.2 CGM Structures

Within each CGM picture, there is no substructure corresponding
to IGES subfigures.

1.2.3 CGM Drawings and Views

Within the CGM, each picture is a complete drawing. There is no
notion of a view, with its associated Transformation Matrix.1.2.4

CGM Coordinates

There is only one coordinate system in the CGM—Virtual Device
Coordinates • (VDC) , a two-dimensicnal Euclidean space. No
transformation matrix can be specified, even to map an element in
VDC space into another position or at another orientation in VDC
space.

1.2.5

CGM Attributes

CGM attributes are modal. Once set, they apply to all subsequent
elements until explicitly changed.

1.3 The Translation Task

1.3.1 Geometry

As described in detail in section 3 below, several IGES geometric
entities do not map directly to CGM elements. Consequently,
these entities must be rendered as sim.pler construcus knov;n to
CGM; e.g., parabolas, hyperbolas, and splines as CGM POLYLINES.
This creaues a problem for the translation task, because the
resolution of uhe CGM is virtually infinite; therefore, it is
impossible to calculaue how many line segm.ents each poruion of a
curve should be divided into before being placed in the CGM.

The only solution is that the translator task be informed by some
sort of external input—perhaps stored in a configuration file.
The assumed resolution of the ultimate target device for the CGM
must be provided. By default, one might write the translator to
generate simulated curves assuming 400 dots per inch across a
display surface of 6" by 8."

The curved-1 ine-to-straight-line algorithms built into the
translator task should be parametrically configured, so that the
algorithms work correctly regardless of the targetted output
resolution

.
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1.3.2
Structures

During translation, each instance of an IGES subfigure must be
fully expanded and all the geometric information about each
instance v’ritten as separate CGM elements.
1.3.3

Drawings and Views

The whole illustration represented by a DRAWING entity and its
related VIEW entities must be created by the translator task as a
single "snapshot" and stored in a single picture of the metafile.1.3.4

Coordinates

For the purposes of the translation task, IGES model space can be
m^ade equivalent to CGM VDC space. One of the tasks of the
IGES-to-CGM translator is to specify a VDC EXTENT that encloses
all elements in the drawing, without introducing too much "white
space" around the border.

When generating CGM elements from IGES entities, the coordinates
of the IGES entity must be subjected to all transform.aticns
implied by the TRANSFORMATION MATI.IX, VIEW, and DRAWING entities.

The translator task must keep a stack for saving and later
restoring transformation matrices. Whether the m.atrix is
composed with previous transformations or replaces the current
matrix is controlled by the status field in the Directory Entry.
The processing required by the IGES standard is very complex and
is described in great detail on pages 31-33 of Reference 7.

The parameters defining all IGES entities should be transform'd
to model space coordinates before any req’aired emiUlaticn of
geometry is performed.

1.3.5

Attributes

When the translator encounters an IGES entity, the entity
attributes should not be . written immediately to their CGM
equivalents. Instead, a set of local CGM attributes is
maintained for each type of CGM primitive (line, marker, text,
and filled area) . With each attribute set is a set of flags that
record whether the current attribute value stored in the local
variables is different from the current attribume value written
to the metafile.

The attributes associated with each IGES entity are used to set
the local attribute variables and to set the associated flags

7



accordingly. Then, when a CGM primitive element is written to
the metafile, only those local at*:.ributes that have changed since
the last CGM primitive of the same type was encountered need be
written to the metafile before the primitive element itself is
writren.

The attribute mapping process is further complicated when
processing subfigures, because the Hierarchy Status bits in
Directory Entry field 9 affect whether attributes are inherited
by the subfigure instances or not.

Some IGES attributes map directly (e.g., line types 1 and 2),
some have CGM equivalents (e.g., IGES color indices 0 through 8

can be mapped to CGM color indices i through 9, but not in the
same order), and some have no equivalent (e.g., IGES line types 3

and 4 )

.

The translator task must write the default IGES color table
explicitly in each metafile. For IGES line weight (known as line
width in CGM) , IGES global section parameters 16 and 17 can oe
used to com.pure an absolute line width in model space
coordinates, wnich can then be mapped zo VDC for the CGM. The
CGM line width and edge width specification mode is always set to
absolute.

2.0 Top-Level Design

2 . 1 Data Structures

2.1.1 From the Global Section

Global Data

GD-FP GD
and

Index
. Index

7-11
: 19

Used to set CGM REAL PRE3ISI0N
and VDC REAL PRECISION.

GD-PI GD Index 12 Used for the BEGIN METAFILE soring.

GD-XS CO Index 13 Used for mietric scale factor in
the SCALING MODE.

GD-LV:i GD Index 16 Used to translate Line Weight
GD-LK2 GD Index 17 information into CGM absolute Line

Width VDC values.

GD-XT GD Index 20 Can be used to derive the initial
values to be used with the CGM VDC
EXTENT element.

8



The remaining information in the Global Section is not needed for
proper CGM generation, although the information in Indices 1 and
2 is needed for proper parsing of the IGES input file.

2.1.2 From the Directory Entry Section

The Directory Entry (DE) section has one DE for each entity in
the file. The purposes of the DE section are to provide an index
for the file and to contain attribute information for each
entity. Each DE points to the first line of the Parameter Data
(PD) record. The order of the DE entities within the DE section
is arbitrary, with the exception that a definition entry must
precede all of its instances.

Blank fields are considered to be specified with the
corresponding default values. Default values for each field
depend upon the entity type and are specified in the IGES
standard.

Entity Data

There is one instance of a DE data record for each PD entity in
the IGES file. This complex record type is structured as an
array of records. The translator task builds a cable that
associates the array index with the original IGES enticy pointer
value

.

DE-ET DE Field 1 Entity type number.

DE-ST DE Field 3 Pointer to a structure definition
entity (type 308)

.

DE-LF DE Field 4 Value from 1 to 4 ,
specifying the

line font cattern no be applied to
the rendering of rhe object.

DE-VW DE Field 6 If zero, the entity should be
displayed in all views. Otherwise,
a pointer to the DE entry of a VIEW
entity to be used for a single
view.

DE-TR DE Field 7 If zero, the identity
transformation matrix and the zero
translation vector is implied.
Otherwise, a pointer to the DE
entry of a transformation matrix
(type 124 )

.
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DE-STl DE Field 9

digits 1-2
Blank Status,
visible; if
visible.

If 00, entity is
01, entity is not

DE-ST2

DE-ST3

DE-ST4

DE-LW

DE-CO

DE-FO

DE Field 9

digits 3-4

DE Field 9

digits 5-6

Subordinate Entity Switch. Legal
values are independent, physically
dependent, logically dependent, and
both physically and logically
dependent

.

Entity Use Flag. Legal values are
geometry, annotation, definition,
other.

DE Field 9 Hierarchy Flag. Legal values
digits 7-8 are all attributes inherited,

no attributes inherited, some
attributes inherited.

DE Field 12 System display thickness. Can be
converted to CGM absolute line
width by multiplying by GD-LV;2 and
dividing by GD-LWl.

DE Field 13 IGES color number, which is mapped
to a CGM color index. IGES color 0

maps to CGM color Ir IGES 1 to CGM
8; IGES 8 to CGM 9; and IGES 2-7 to
CGM 2-7.

DE Field 15 (Integer) form number. Represents
a subcategorization of entity
types

.

2.2 Program Flow

2.2.1 E>rtemal View

The IGES-to-CGM-Translator Task (hereafter called translator)
will be a stand-alone, non-interactive program. It will take as
input a single IGES file, which it may assume conforms to the
IGES Technical Illustration Subset (if found to be
non-conforming, translator outputs suitable error messages)

.

Translator shall produce as output a single CGM file, whose
contents, when interpreted and displayed on a graphics device,
shall represent an image similar to that which would be produced
were the IGES file to be directly interpreted and displayed on
the same graphics device.
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Translator shall also search for an optional confic^iration file,
which contains additional infoirmation concerning the nature of
the CGM file to be created .(see section 2.3). The contents of
the configuration file specify, for example, the encoding fonr.at

to be used for the CGM, and are described later in this section.
If the configuration file is not present or contains partial
information, standard defaults for all missing information are
assumed.

An error file listing all errors of syntax or semantics
encountered while interpreting the IGES file is produced, if any
errors indeed occur. These messages may also be directed to the
operator's console. Upon completion of the task, a message
indicating success or failure is displayed on the operator's
console

.

The exact syntax of the command to invoke translator and to
specify the file names of the various files is not specified.
The syntax should be designed according to the conventions of the
operating system to be used. PC-DOS conventions are different
from UNIX and from VMS, for example.

Figure 2-1 summarizes the external view of the IGES-to-CGM
translator task and its relationship to its environment.

2.2.2 Internal View

Figure 2-2 provides an overview of the internal processing of the
translator task.

After checking for the presence of the specified input and
configuration files, translator makes a pass th“-ough the IGES
input file, reading in most of the information c.nuained in che
Global and Directory Entry (DE) sections. The initial Flag
section, if present, tells translator whether the file is in
Binary 'Form or Comipressed ASCII form. The Start section simply
contains comments that could be displayed by translator upon the
operator console (if desired by the operator) and echoed to the
error file to provide some context for any errors that are
logged.

In section 2.1 above, we have indicated which pieces of
information are retained in the local data structures as they are
read from the Glooal and Directory Entry Sections. Furthermore,
any constraints placed on the file by the Technical Illustrations
Subset (reference 5) are checked at this time and errors recorded
if present.

As the Parameter Data (PD) Section is scanned, all back pointers
to directory entries are checked for consistency. A table
correlating IGES pointers with internal data structure indices is

11



created at this tire. Other constraints as represented by notes
2, 3, 5-10, and 12 of Table I of reference 5 are checked and
errors recorded.

If any syntactic errors are encountered, the task is terminated
at this time. The error file gives the operator sufficient
inforr..ation concerning the invalid information in the file to
repair the file, if desired.

The configuration file contents, if present, are read and loaded
into local storage, replacing the default values already stored
in the corresponding variables. A new, but tem^porary file for
the metafile is opened. On some systems, its type (e.g.,
formatted or unformatted) will need to vary with the CGM encoding
used: Character-coded, Binary, or Clear-text.

Information in the Global Section, perhaps overridden by some
elements in the configuration file, specify the precision of the
integer and floating pcint data to be written to the CGM. In
fact, the CGM may be resoricted to storing integer data only. In
this case, the configuration file must indicate the range of
integer data that the CGM is allov:ed to handle. During later
processing, if a coordinate is generated that lies outside this
range, an error is recorded and further translation of the IGES
file is halted. The metafile is closed by writing EITD PICTURE
and E1;D METAFILE elements to the CGM.

h'ext, the BEGIN METAFILE element is written to the CGM, using
information obtained from. the Global Section. Metafile
Descriptor elements are then written to the CGM. Next, the BEGIN
PICTURE element is written, again using inf orm.ation obtained from
the Global Section. Picture Descriptor elements are then written
to the CGM and, finally, the BEGIN PICTURE BODY element and
several Control elements are written to the CGM. These elemcents
are all described in section 3 below.

The input file is rewound and positioned at the first PD entry.
The following logic is then repeated for each entry in the ?D
section (see Figure 2-3):

1. The PD entry is read and the coordinates saved. The DE
index is looked up.

2. All structure, drawing, and view calculations are applied to
the coordinates, resulting in the conversion of the coordinates
from definition space to model space within the IGES file.

3. The attributes specified in the associated DE are processed
to include considering whether the entity inherits some or all of
its attributes from a parent entity.

12



4. The entity is mapped to its CGM equivalent ( s) ,
as described

in section 3 . The minimum and maximum X and Y VDC coordinates
generated while processing the whole IGES file are saved in local
storage. At the end, these values will be used to comp’ite good
values for the CGM VDC EXTENT element.

5. The resulting CGM primitive element (s) are output, sometimes
preceded by a sequence of CGM attribute elements.

If a group of parameters is defined at the end of the PD entry,
these parameters must contain pointers to general' notes (type
212) . If present, an additional step to translate these notes
into their corresponding CGM elements must be accomplished, as
discussed in section 3

.

When translator has finished processing every PD entry, the final
version of the metafile can be written. The temporary version is
copied to the perr.anent version, with actual VDC extent
information (perhaps rounded up to whole number values giving an
approximate 5% border) replacing the default VDC information
placed in the VDC EXTENT element when it was first written to the
metafile. END PICTURE and END METAFILE elements are written to
the end of the permanent CGM file.

No GDP, Escape or External CGM elements are written to rhe
metafile, because there are no IGES elements that map to these
classes of CGM elements.

2.3 Configuration File

A configuration file is a disk file, which, if present, is read
by the translator task prior to commencing translation of the
IGES input file. The configuration file represents a source of
infonr.ation, external to the IGES file itself, that provides
direction to the translator task.

2.3.1 Format

The configuration file should be set up as an ASCII file, so that
it can be created by any standard text editor. The file consists
of a series of groups of lines, each group starting with a line
containing only a key^smrd (the keyword line) . The remaining
lines of the group (the parameter lines) contain the parameters
(if any) associated with the keyword. The format of a parameter
line is free form: parameters are expressed as integers or
strings separated by one or more delimiters (space, colon,
semicolon, and comma should all be legal delimiters) . Keywords
groups need not be in any particular order in the configuration
f ile

.
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1

As specified in detail throughout this section and section 3.0,
the configuration file contains a niscellany of information.
These items
paragraphs

.

are collected and described in the following
|

‘

i

2.3.2 Content
1

Taraet Device Resolution
1

Keyword: RESOLUTION i;

Parameters

:

number of addressable points in
number of addressable points in
length of dimension X in mm;
length of dimension Y in mm

X; f
!

Y; 1 !

1

I

CGM Encodina Format *

Keyword: ENCODING
1

Parameter: CHARACTER or BINARY or CLEAR.

Metafile Descriotion 1

Keyword

:

DESCRIPTION
1

Parameter: Arbitrary string. I

VDC Tvne
[

Keyword

:

VDC_TYPE

Parameter: INTEGER or REAL.
1

CGM Inteaer Precision

Keyword

:

INTEGER_PREClS ION I

Parameter

:

A legal CCM INTEGER PRECISION value. I

CGM Real Precision

Keyword: REAL_PRECISION
1

Parameters

:

A legal CGM REAL PRECISION set of three values.
Ii

CGM Index Precision 1

Keyword

:

INDEX_FRECISION

Parameter: A legal CGM INDEX PRECISION value.
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CGM Background Color

Keyword: BACKGROUND_COLOR

Parameters: Three integers, representing the RGB components of
the color to be associated with the color index 0.

CGM VDC Integer Precision

Keyword: VDC_INTEGER_PRECISION

Parameter: A legal VDC INTEGER PRECISION value.

CGM VDC Real Precision

Keyword: VDC_REAL_PRECISION

Parameters: A legal VDC REAL PRECISION set of three values.

CGM Auxiliary Color Index

Keyword: AUXILIARY_COLOR

Parameter: An integer between 0 and 8, inclusive,
representing a color index value.

CGM Transparency

Keyword: TRANSPARENCY

Parameter: PRESENT or ABSENT.

Curve Approximation Guidelines

Keywo rd : MINIMUM_LINE_LENGTH

Parameter: An integer representing the minimuin length of a
line segment (in tenths of VDC units) used to
approximate curves that are not directly
representable in the CGM.

Text Approximation Guidelines

Keyword: MINIMUM_TEXT_LINE_LENGTH

Parameter: An integer representing the minimum length of a
line segment (in tenths of VDC units) used to
approximate text characters when they are stroked
out and approximated by CGM POLYLINE elements.

15



Poir-t Coincidence Guidelines

Keyword

:

Parameter:

TOLERANCE

An integer representing the maximum distance (in
tenths cf VDC units) that two (X,Y) coordina
pairs, that is, points, are allowed to
separate, while still considering the points to be
coincident.

16
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Figure 2-1. External View
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T

Main Processing Loop

(see figure 5-3)

f

Write CGM trailer and

Rewrite VDC EXTENT
element.

Close CGM
and error

files.

Figure 2 -2. Internal Logic Flow.
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igure 2 -3. Main Processing Loop.
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3 .

0

Mapping Between IGES and CGM

3 .

1

Header Information
3.1.1

Metafile Descriptor

A metafile descriptor consisting of one instance of each of the
following elements is written to the CGM following the BEGIN
METAFILE element.

METAFILE VERSION. Version 1 is the current CGM version.

METAFILE DESCRIPTION. Write the contents of IGES Global Section
indices 21 (author), 22 (organization), and 18 (date and time of
file generation) in this CGM element. If present, append a
string provided in the configuration file.

VDC TYPE. Unless overridden by a specification of VDC TYPE
integer in the configuration file, declare VDC TYPE to be real.

INTEGER PRECISION. Use the value provided in the configuration
file, if present. Otherwise, set INTEGER PRECISION to 16 (bits).

REAL PRECISIDN. Use a value stored in GD-FP, which has been
derived from Global Section indices 7-11 and 19, unless
overridden by a specification in the configuration file.

INDEX PRECISION. Use the same value as for INTEGER PRECISION,
unless overridden by a value provided in the configuration file.

COLOUR PRECISION. This element should not be placed in the
metafile, because color specification mode direct is never used
in IGES; consequently, the informiation contained in this element
would never be used.

COLOUR INDEX PRECISION. Use the value equivalent to 4 -bits (16
varieties) of color, because in the Technical Illustration
Subset, only colors 0 through 8 (9 varieties) may be specified
and no new indices can be set.

MAXIMUM COLOUR INDEX. Set this value to 8 (the maximum index,
not the number of varieties)

.

METAFILE ELEMENT LIST. Set this value exactly to the list of
elements that translator can in fact generate as a result of
processing an IGES file.

METAFILE DEFAULTS REPLACEMENT. Follow the CALS application
profile (AP) recommendations for CGM.
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FONT LIST. Follow the CALS AP recominendations for CGM.

CHARACTER SET LIST. Do not generate this element.

CHARACTER CODING AITNOUNCER. Do not generate this element.

3.1.2 Picture Descriptor

A picture descriptor consisting of one instance of each of the
following elements is written to the CGM following the BEGIN
PICTURE element.

SCALING MODE. Scaling mode is always metric. The metric scale
factor is taken from GD-MS

.

COLOUR SELECTION MODE. Colour selection mode is always indexed.
Because this is the CGM default, this element need not be
generated

.

LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE. This value is always absolute.

MARKER SIZE SPECIFICATION MODE. This value is always absolute.

EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE. This value is always absolute.

VDC EXTENT. Initially use the values (-GD-XT, -GD-XT) and
(t-GD-XT, +GD-XT) as the two corners. During processing, the
actual range of VDC coordinates will be monitored. During final
copying of the CGM, the corner values in this element will be
replaced by nhe actual values, rounded to convenient whole
numbers and allowing for a border of approximately 5% of the
ootal picture size.

BACKGROUND COLOUR. This elem.eno. should not be generated, unless
an explicit value is provided in the configuration file.

3.1.3 Control Elements

Following the BEGIN PICTURE BODY element, the following elements
should be written at most once to the CGM.

VDC INTEGER PRECISION. This elem.ent is written only when VDC
TYPE is integer. Use the value specified in the configuration
file, if present; otherwise, use the value used for INTEGER
PRECISION.

VDC REAL PRECISION. This element is written only when VDC TYPE
is real. Use the value specified in the configuration file, if
present; otherwise, use the value used for REAL PRECISION.
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AUXILIARY COLOUR. This element is written only when the
configuration file specifies a value—an index selected from the
range 0 through 8

.

TRANSPARENCY. This element is written—always with the value
off—only when the configuration file specifies that transparency
control is present.

CLIP RECTANGLE. Do not write this element.

CLIP INDICATOR. Do not write this element.

3 . 2 Geometric Entities

Entity 100 — Circular Arc. Generally speaking, this maps either
to CGM CIRCLE or CGM CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE, depending upon whether
the start point and the end point are coincident (GD index 19
provides the measure of granularity to determine coincidence)

.

In both instances, the center point (XI, Yl) is direcrly available
and the radius R must be calculated as SQRT [ (X2-X1) **2 +

(Y2-Y1) **2 ]

.

With CIRCULAR ARC CENTRE, che four additional VDC values needed
by the CGM element are (X2-X1)

,
(Y2-Y1) ,

(X3-X1)
,
'and (Y3-Y1)

.

Entity 102 — Composite Curve. A composite cur\^e is a conneored
curve that results from the grouping of certain individual
constituent entities into a logical unit. It is defined as an
ordered list of entiries of the following types: point ;'type

116), line (110), circular arc (100), conic arc (104), parametric
spline (112), and rational B-spline (126).

Each constituent entity has its own transformation matrix and
display attributes. Each constituent entity may have text
associated with it. Each constituent entity may inherit
attributes from a parent structure. Consequently, translator can
process a composite curve by repetitively calling independent
modules to process the more primitive entity types that comprise
the composite curve.

Entity 104 — Conic Arc. A conic arc is a bounded connected
portion of a parent conic curve, which consists of more than one
point. The parent conic cum^e is either an ellipse, a parabola,
or a hyperbola.

i:

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

l

I

I

I
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The conic curve is defined by the six coefficients in the
following equation:

A*X**2 + B^X*Y + C*Y**2 + D*’x + E*Y + F = 0.

Field 15 of the associated DE is a form number. If DE-FO is

non-zero, the form number specifies what kind of conic the
parameter data represents. However, if DE-FO is zero, the form
of the parent curve must be determined from the general equation.

In section 3.4.4 of reference 7, three quantities Ql, Q2 , and Q3
can be computed from the six coefficients. These quantifies are
used as described in reference 7 to deduce the form of the parent
curve

.

If the parent curv'e is an ellipse, use the CGM ELLIPSE or
ELLIPTICAL ARC element, depending upon whether the starting point
and the ending point are coincident. Then, calculate the
centerpoint and a set of conjugate diameter pairs using the
parametric equations given in section 3.4 of reference 7.

If the parent curve is a parabola or hyperbola, then the CGM has
no direct corresponding primitive element and a simulation
routine must be called to generate a POLYLINE element. The
number of line segments generared to approximate the parent cur\^e
is based on information obtained from mhe configuration file.

Entity 106 Form 11 — Copious Data: Linear Planar Curve.

The Interpretation Flag should always be 1 and fhe Common I

Displacement should always be zero (0) for the Technical
Illustraricn Subset:. The remaining parameters map directly into
fhe data needed for the CGM POLYLINE element.

Entity 106 Form 63 — Copious Data: Simple Closed Area.

The Interpretation Flag should always be 1 and mhe Common Z

Displacemient should always be zero (0) for the Technical
Illustration Subset. An additional syntax check on the IGES file
m.ay be performed to verify that X1=XN and Y1=YN. The remairiing
parameters m.ap directly into the data needed for the CGM POLYGON
element, with XN and YN being discarded for fhe CGM. Ari error
message should be written zo the error file if the IGES file
fails the syntax check and the coordinate (XN,YN) should not be
discarded.

Entity 110 — Line. This element maps directly to CGM POLYLINE,
where the number of points equals 2.

Entity 112 — Parametric Spline Curve. The CGM lacks any kind of
spline primitive. Conseq'aently

, translator must provide a full
simulation, miapping each cubic polynomial segment irito CGM
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elements. Only if the specified segment is in fact a circular
arc or elliptical arc can the corresponding CGM prim.itives be
used. Otherwise, CGM POLYLINES m^ust be used. The length of the
straight line segments generated by the curve drawing algorithm
is controlled by a parameter in the configuration file.

Much of the mathematics needed for the approximation algorithm is
found in reference 7, pages 132-137 and Appendix D.

In the Technical Illustration Subset, the splines are always
planar.

Software to convert between parametric spline curves and the
corresponding rational B-spline curves is available from the IGES
office at the National Bureau of Standards. Materials provided
include a magnetic tape of Pascal source code, a listing of the
code, and accompanying documentation. Translator could use this
software to convert from one spline representation to the other
and support only one set of spline-drawing algorithms.

Entity 116 — Point. The point entity is used to provide a
position for general notes to be attached and for subfigures to
be located. Other than picking up the coordinates of the point,
no special processing is required. If the first PD value is 0,

no processing is required unless there is a general note attached
(see the discussion of Entity 212 below). If non-zero, the
fouruh PD value is a pointer to the DE of a subfigure instance
(see the discussion of Entioy 408 below).

The CGM POLYMARKER element cannot be used when translating IGES
Technical Subset files to CGM files.

Entity 126 — Rational B-Spline Curve. The CGM lacks any kind of
spline primitive. Consequently, translator must provide a full
simulation, miapping each cubic polynomial segment into CGM
elements

.

The form numlDer associated with entity 126 indicates the nature
of ohe spline. If form 1 (line) , CGM POLYLINE can be used
directly. If form 2 (circular arc)

,
see the discussion of entity

100 above. If form 3, 4, or 5 (elliptical arc, parabolic arc, or
hyperbolic arc)

,

see the discussion of entity 104 above.

If the form number is 0, the form of the curve must be determined
from the rational B-spline parameters. Only if the spline turns
out to be, in fact, a circular arc or elliptical arc can uhe
corresponding CGK prim^itives be used. Otherv;ise, CGM POLYLINES
must be used. The length of the straight line segm.ents generated
by the curve drawing algorithm is controlled by a parameter in
the configuration file.
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Much of the matheiTiatics needed for the approximation algorithm is
found in reference 7, pages 16S-171 and Appendix D.

As noted before, software to convert between rational b-spline
curves and the corresponding parametric spline curves is
available from the IGES office at the National Bureau of
Standards

.

Entity 230 — Sectioned Area. A sectioned area is a portion of a

design that is to be filled with a pattern of lines. In addition
to specifying the general pattern of lines (18 of them are
available in IGES version 3.0— see figure 3-1), the IGES entity
may also contain information concerning distance between the
lines as well as the angle between the lines and the X-axis of
the definition space. Sectioned areas may also contain islands
(that is, smaller areas wholly contained within the sectioned
area entity that are not to be filled with the specified line
pattern)

.

Although not e::plicitly stated in the IGES standard, it is
assumed that the -definition of a sectioned area includes drawing
its boundary.

In the CGM, the closest comparable element is POLYGON SET. If
not for other problems, CGM POLYGON could be used if there were
no islands.

In the general case, a complete simulation of Sectioned Area as
POLYGONS and DISJOINT POLYLINES must be performed. POLYGON is
used for the boundaries of the area and any islands; DISJOINT
POLYLINE is used for each of the hatch pattern lines filling the
interior. The CGM FILL INTERIOR STYLE should be empty, with the
CGM EDGE VISIBILITY on and CGM edge attributes set according ro
the IGES line attributes set in the Directory Entry or inherited
from a.ny parent structures.

There are several complex aspects to the simulation algorithm:

1. Because the Sectioned Area boundary and enclosed islands can
be curves (that is, represented by entities 100, 102, 104 , and
106—perhaps even 112 and 126) not j-st polygons, the simulation
logic must first convert the boundary curve and any island
boundaries into their polygonal representations, using the same
logic required for translating the basic entities, as described
above

.

2. Because the angle between the lines and the X-axis is in
terms of definition space, this angle must be modified to reflect
any rotation contained in the Transformation Matrix specifying
the relationship between definition space and model space.
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3 . 3 Geometric Attributes

Line Font Pattern. The IGE3 line font pattern, provided in DE
field 4, indicates a display pattern to be used to display a

geometric entity. In the IGES Technical Illustration Subset,
four fixed line font patterns are defined: solid (1), dashed (2),
phantom (3)

,

and centerline (4)

.

The first two patterns
correspond directly to CGM's LINE (and EDGE) TYPES 1 and 2.

There are no CGM equivalents to the IGES phantom and centerline
line font patterns. These must be emulated by using the CGM
DISJOINT POLYLINE element.

Line Weight Number. The IGES line weight number, provided in DE
field 12, denotes the thickness with which an entity should be
displayed. A specific series of possible thicknesses are
specified by GD-LWl (global parameter 16) and GD-LW2 (global
paramerer 17) . The largest thickness possible is that specified
in GD-LW2 and is denoted by setting this value equal to the value
in GD-LWl. The smallest thickness possible is equal to the
result of dividing GD-LW2 by GD-LWl and is denoted by serting
this value equal to 1. Thicknesses between the smallest and
largest thickness are available in increments equal to rhe
smallest possible thickness and are denoted by setting this value
equal to the integer number of (adjacent) increments required.

Thus, display thickness is:

(eq. 3-1) Line weight number * GD-LW2/GD-LW1

.

A value of 0 indicates that the default line weight display of
the receiving system is to be used.

As mentioned in secrion 3.1.2 above, CGM LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATICN
MODE and EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE are always set ro
absolute. Conseque'~rly

,
the VDC value for LINE and EDIE WIDTH

can be calculated by applying equation 3-1 above.

Color Number. IGES entities may use color indices 0 through S.

Color number 0 is not assigned any particular color and
presumably corresponds to the natural background color of tne
receiving system's display. Color number 1 corresponds to black
(RGB values: 0.0, 0.0, 0.0) while color number 8 corresponds to
white (RGB values: 1.0, 1.0, 1.0). Colors 2 through 7 correspond
to red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, and cyan respectively.

At the beginning of each picture, translator should put a CGM
COLOR TABLE element that loads the appropriare RGB values into
CGM color indices 1 through 8. Color index 0 should not be
loaded, so that references to color index 0 can be resolved to
the normial background color of the device onto which the picture
v;ill be imaged.
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Hatch Patterns. As discussed under the Sectioned Area entity, in
general, the CGM interior style hatch attribute setting cannot be
used by translator. This is because the IGES entity may specify
rotated patterns, tne distance between lines, and variations in
the angle of the pattern with respect to the X-axis of the
display. However, when the distance and angles specified are
standard, there is a chance to use CGM INTERIOR STYLE hatch.
IGES section line pattern 1 corresponds to CGM hatch style 3,

pattern 16 to hatch style 6, and pattern 18 to hatch style 5.

If it were expected that most IGES entities would not be
specified with the distance and angle of the section line
patterns altered, it might be worth defining the other 15 IGES
section line patterns using the CGM PATTERN TABLE element.
However, this approach will have limited value because many CGM
interpreters do not yet support fully the pattern element
capabilities of CGM.

3 . 4 Annotation

Entity 212 — General Note. A general note entity consists of
one or more text strings. Each text string contains text, a
starting point, text size, text slant, and mirroring and angle of
rotation information, either explicitly or implicitly. A single
font number applies to the whole note and incorporates the
separate concepts of type face (appearance of the characters;
e.g., bold Helvetica, italic Futura) and character set (shape of
the characters; e.g., ASCII, German National Set, Math, Greek).
Only 7-bit character codes are supported.

The form number is used to select from 12 different layouts of
the (possibly multiple) text strings. These layouts specify
whether embsedded text font changes need to be made, what the
justification (left, center, right) of the strings within the
specified text reccangle is, and whether there are subscripts,
superscripts, and fractions.

Although, in general, the CGM text attribute elements are
sufficiently powerful to represent all desired IGES general note
facilities, two aspects of IGES notes—the s\m?.bol fonts and text
slant—cannot be realized by CGM elements. Consequently, a
faithful rendering of IGES general notes requires a complete
stroke text simulation facility. The rules to be followed by
such a facility are found on pages 223-237 of reference 7.

Implementation of a simulation facility should be divided into
two stages. First, from the form number, the box location, the
box height and box width, and the box rotation angle, the
position of each individual text string can be found. Second,
the individual characters are stroked out, based on the font
number, slant angle, mirror flag, and rotate-internal-text flag
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specified with the entity. Of course, any description space to
model space transformations must be applied to all position end
size calculations during the. simulation.

Text Font. The IGES Technical Illustration Subset requires the
support of three fonts: numbers 1, 1001, and 1002. In both IGIS
and CGM, font 1 is used to refer to any font that can represent
the 7-bit ASCII character codes. The appearance of the font
(e.g., stick figures, filled characters, bold weight) is not
specified by the standards.

IGES fonts 1001 and 1002 are called "symbol fonts." The
numerals, uppercase letters, and punctuation marks all correspond
to ASCII. However, the 26 lowercase letters are mapped to 26
different symbols (see figures 3-2 and 3-3). These symbcls
correspond to no registered 7-bit character code and consequently
are unlikely to be supported in any graphics device. Therefore,
simulation of these characters by stroking out the shape is the
only approach for translation.

Other Text Attributes. Only if the slant angle is pi/4 and if
the font number is 1 could CGM TEXT elements be used, instead of
POLYLINES that approxim^ate the stroked text. CGM TEXT and APPEND
TEXT in conjunction with the CGM attributes of TEXT PRECISION,
TEXT COLOUR, TEXT HEIGHT, TEXT ALIGNMENT, CHARACTER EXPANSION
EACTOR, and CHAP.ACTER SPACING, take care of, the stage 1

considerations. CGM TEXT FONT, TEXT PATH, and CHAPAiCTER UP
VECTOR permit mirroring of the text sometimes needed in stage 2

to be accomplished.

3 . 5 Structures

CGM has no hierarchical structuring and instancing capability.
Consequently , none of the IGES structuring facilities can be
directly represented in the CGM. Instead, each instance of an
object must be fully expanded and stored explicitly in the CGM.
Any mappings from definition space to model space to drawing
space must be performed on coordinates in order to derive the CGM
VDC coordinates (VDC corresponds to IGES drawing coordinates)

.

The simulation capabilities required of translator are extensive
and ccm.plex, especially when dealing with the nesting and
stacking of the transform^ations

,
which are based on the settings

of the status digits in DE field 9.

Entity 124 — Transformation Matrix. The IGES Technical
Illustration Subset perm.its only rotations and translations of 2D
ob j ects

.

Trans forr.ation Matrices (TK) are used in only two situations in
the Technical Illustration Subset:
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1. Mapping definition space coordinates into model space
coordinates: DE field 7 contains a pointer to the TM entity, and

2. Mapping model space coordinates into viewing space
coordinates

.

Successive coordinate system changes are specified by allowing a

TM entity to reference another TM entity through its DE field 7.

Such matrices are composed by applying the second matrix to the
first using left multiplication of the matrices.

In the IGES Technical Illustration Subset, translator should see
only Form number 0 matrices, because left- or right-handedness is
irrelevant when dealing solely with 2D objects and because IGES
node entities (type 134) are not included in the Subset.

Entity 404 — Drawing. A drawing is a collection of annotation
entities (i.e., any entity with use flag—DE field 9, digits
5-6—set to 01) defined in drawing space, and views (i.e.,
projections of model space data in view space) , which together
constirute a single representation of a part, in the sense that
an engineering drawing constitutes a single representation of a

part in standard drafting practice. Views are specified by
referring to a View Entity—see discussion below.

Drawings are located in drawing space as illustrated in figure
3-4, with sides coincident with the drawing coordinate system
axes, and with the lower left corner at the drawing space origin.
The drawing space coordinate system is a special 2D system used
for view origin locations in the Drawing Entity and for
annocation entities referenced by the Drawing Entity.

Annotation entities can be defined in drawing space and be
referenced by the Drawing Entity directly or can be defined in
model space and appear in individual views. When defined in
drawing space, the subordinate entity switch should be set to
physically dependent (01). The subordinate entity switch for a
View Entity referenced by a Drawing Entity should be set to
logically dependent (02)

.

The transformation of a view from view space to drawing space is
controlled by the view scale factor, specified in the View
Entity, and the view drawing locations, specified in the Drawing
Entity.

In the Technical Illustration Subset, the drawing units will be
the same as the model units, and the size of the drawing may not
be communicated to the receiving system.
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The following values are given in drawing units:

view origin drawing locations

coordinates of annotation entities referenced directly.

Entity 410 — View. The View Entity specifies the view matrix
and the translation vector by use of a pointer to a
Transformation Matrix in field 7 of the Directory Entry.

In the Technical . Illustration Subset, the scale factor is always
1.0 and the view volume pointers are always 0, which implies chat
no clipping of the objects in the view takes place as the objeots
are mapped to the drawing space.

Note that the value of field 6 of the DE for an entity controls
whether that entity is displayed in a particular view.

Entity 308 — Subfigure Definition. The subfigure definition
enticy supports the concept of a subpicture, if you equate
drawing creation with graphics picture processing. This entity
perr.its a single definition of a detail to be utilized in
multiple instances in the creation of the whole piccure.

Subpictures can be nested: the contencs of the . subfigure
definition may include a set of pointers to any combinacion of
entities and other subfigures. The depth of subfigure nesting is
provided in the first parameter data field.

Translator expands subfigures by calling procedures that expand
each entity in the definicion, applying the proper coordinate
transformacions and attribute inhericance rules at each stage.

Entity 408 — Subfigure Instance. This entity defines the
occurrence of a single instance of the specified subfigure. The
first parameter data field points to the subfigure definition.
The remaining daca specifies scale and translacion infcrr.ation to
be applied as the subfigure definition is expanded and the
entities comprising the subfigure are placed in the C3M.

In a drawing, subfigures are displayed in all views; chey cannot
be constrained to appear only in some views.

Entity 412 — Rectangular Array Subfigure Instance. The
rectangular array produces copies of an object called the base
entity, arranging them in equally spaced rows and columns. The
following types of entities from the Technical Illustration
Subset are valid for use as a base entity: point (type 116) , line
'110), circular arc (100), conic arc (104), parametric spline
curve (112), rational B-spline curve (126), any annotation entity
(212, et. al.), rectangular array irstance i412), circular array
instance (414), or subfigure definition (408).
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The number of rows and columns of the rectangular array ,
together

with their respective horizontal and vertical displacements are

given in the parameter data. Also, the coordinates of the lower

left hand corner for the entire array is indicated in the

parameter data. This is where the first entity in the
reproduction process is placed and is called posit_on 1. The
successive positions are counted vertically up the first column,
then vertically up the second column, and so on.

The whole array of instance locations for the base entity can be
specified as being rotated about the line through the lower left
hand point. However, the instances of the base entity are not
rotated from their original orientation.

A special flag associated with the parameter data enables one to
display only a portion of the instance array. You may display
either the first n instances or the last m instances.

The algorithm needed for subfigure expansion is straightforward
if tedious. Repeated subroutine calls, stacking and applying of
rransf ormations, and changing of individual attributes is
required

.

Entity 414 — Circular Array Subfigure Instance. The circular
array subfigure instance entity produces copies of the base
entity, arranging them around the edge of an imaginary circle
whose center and radius are specified. The same types of
entities may be used with entiuy 414 -as with entity 412.

The number of possible insuance locations for the base entity is
specified and rhe location of the firsr instance position is
specified in terms of a radius and a start angle measured
positive, counterclockwise in radius from the line through the
center parallel to the X-axis. The successive positions follow a
counterclockwise direction around the imaginary circle and are
distributed according to the delta angle specified in parameter
data field 8.

As with the previous entity, a special flag associated with the
parameter data enables one to display only a portion of the
instance array. You may display either the first n instances or
the last m instances.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION RECOiEMENDATIONS

1.0 Implementation Alternatives

To encourage the development of IGES to CGM translators, the
Government has three principal alternatives, plus a derivative
alternative strategy if it already owns IGES translator software.

Alternative 1. Contract for Translator. Based on this report,
the Government could solicit bids by private developers to
develop an IGES-to-CGM translator. The deliverable would be the
source code for the program, ov/ned by the Government, and made
available to ail organizations via such a mechanism as NTIS. The
Government would incur the entire development cost, but the
developer would retain no further rights in the software.

Alternative 2. Wait for Private Development. The Government
could publicize the need for an IGES-to-CGM translator,
disseminate this report--and others relating to CALS
reguirements

,
and wait for private industry to develop the

product. The developer would incur the entire development cost,
bur the government would have to pay fcr each copy of the
translator it needed.

Alternative 3. Issue an RFQ/RFP for Volume Purchase. Based on
this reporr, the Government could indicate irs need for a large
numiber of copies of such a translator and reguesr that industry
respond with a bid. The exact form of the purchase could be or. a
sire-license basis or volume-purchase basis. In either of these
cases, all Government agencies needing the translator would be
able to get the product inexpensively and promptly, but the
developer would retain the rights to sell the software to private
organizations and to other, non-US covernmenr agencies.

2.0 Discussion

Alternative 1 is likely to be most costly in the short run (say,
1 year) , but it is likely to provide the product most quickly and
with the greatest probability that the Government's requirements
are met in full. It might be less expensive than Alternative 2

and, perhaps. Alternative 3 in the long run (say 5 years).
However, Alternative 1 requires the Government to take on
maintenance responsibilities over the life of the product.

Alternauive 2 is least costly in the short run, but it might not
even come to pass in a timely fashion without some economic
encouragement by the Government:.

Alternauive 3 is the most likely to provide a cost-effective
solution in a timiely mianner. Government, and industry share the
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risk and the cost. The Government provides a guaranteed initial

market, while industry provides the initial capital investment

and shoulders the maintenance responsibility.

^alternative 4. Develop from Existing IGES Software. A fourth

alternative aoes exist if the Government already owns software

that provides a quick-view capability for IGES files. Under
contract to private parties or developed in-house, the Government
could modify such software by replacing its calls to graphics
drawing primitives to calls to generate equivalent CGM elements.
Most drawing packages are less rich than the CGM in their
collection of graphics primitives and attributes, so the
replacement process would be a relatively straightforward one.

Overall, the translaror task consists of about 60% IGES
interpretation, 25% IGES-to-CGM element mapping, and 15% CGM
generation. The complexity lies about 40% with IGES, 40% with
the IGES-to-CGM element mapping (because of all the emulation
required)

,
and 20% with CGM. The cost of developing from scratch

a full CGM generation capability, tested and reliable, is
probably about $75K-$100K. A similar interpretation capability
for the IGES Technical Illustration Subset would cost over $250K.

Consequently, NBS estimates that the cost to provide an IGES to
CGM translator in source code form to the Government for
distribution as public-domain software is about $350K.

Following Alternative 3 ,
the Government might be able to get a

volume purchase license for such software for about $150K-$2C0K
from suppliers that either already had developed the CGM
capaoility or the IGES translation capability. The Gcvernm.ent
would have to agree not to miake copies available to its
Contractors as GFE, because the suppliers would be looking at the
Contractors as the target market where it would mtake up the
remaining development costs and pay for maintenance and
enhancement of the software.

Of course, the details of the terms and conditions that might be
required are too extensive and complex to be discussed in a
report of this type. Furthermore, lessons might be learned from
the Government's purchase of other, popular software like word
processing and spreadsheet software for the PC.
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VI. SUl^MARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous NBS CALS reports have deir.on£ trated that the CGM is the

most appropriate and cost-effective way to store and transmit

device-independent picture descriptions for use in Technical

Illustration and Technical Publishing application environments.

The CGM is also the basis for importing graphics into "compound"
documents, as specified in forthcoming ISO standards for document
architecture (ODA/ODIF)

.

These previous reports argue for the ability to convert technical
drawings represented as IGES product definition files into pure
picture descriptions represented as Computer Graphic Metafiles
(CGMs,

.

This report develops the design specifications for an IGES-to-CGM
translator utility program. In particular, the detailed mapping
of the IGES Technical Illustration Subset to the CGM standard
(ANSI X3. 122-1986) is described and explained. In addition, the
program suructure and principal internal processing steps for
such a program are outlined.

Finally, procurement alternatives are proposed for implementin
the IGES-ro-CGM translator utility program. These alternative
include

:

1. Contract for Translator;

2. Wait for Private Development;

3. Issue an RFQ/RF? for Volume Purchase;

4. Develop from Existing IGES Software.

Pros and cons for each alternative are discussed. NES would like
to develop this translator for CALS. However, the funding needed
for such an effort (9350K), makes this task very uncertain. NES
will await feedback from DOD CALS as to the cost benefits and
projected use of such a translator in relation to the high cost
of its proposed development.
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GLOSSARY

character set The set of displayable symbols mapped^ to

individual character codes in a text string.

A character set is independent of the font or

typeface

.

color In the context of this report, in addition to
its ordinary meaning, the word color includes
bi-level black-and-white (so called,
monochrome) systems and multilevel gray-scale
systems

.

color table A table for use in mapping from a color index
to the corresponding color.

control elements Metafile elements that specify metafile
delimiters, address space, clipping
boundaries, picture delimiters, and format
descriptions of the metafile elements.

descriptor elements Metafile elements that describe the
functional content, format, default
conditions, identification, and
characteristics of a metafile.

device-dependent A system or portion of a system that contains
logic, algorithms, or data that are
consistent with the behavior of .a specific
graphical device.

device-independent A system or portion of a system that contains
logic, algorithms, or data that do not
require nor represent knowledge about the
behavior of any particular graphical device.

device coordinates The coordinates native to a device;
device-dependent coordinates; physical device
coordinates

.

direct color A color selection scheme in which the color
values are specified directly, without
requiring an interm.ediate mapping via a color
table

.

escape functions Graphical functions that describe
device-dependent or system-dependent elements
used to construct a picture, but that are
otherwise not standardized.
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external fimctions Functions present in some graphics standards
t.^at communicate information not directly
related . to the generation of a graphical
image

.

IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification . A
mechanism for exchanging product data
information in human-readable form.

metafile A mechanism for retaining and transporting
graphical data and control information. This
information contains a device-independent
description of one or more pictures.

metafile generator The process or equipment that creates a
metafile. Also, CGM generator.

metafile interpreter
The process or equipment that reads a
metafile and interprets the contents to
produce again the picture represented in the
metafile. Also, CGM interpreter.

model space A two-dimensional Euclidean space in which an
IGES product model is described.

normalized device coordinates (NDC)
Coordinates specified in a device-independent
coordinate system, normalized to some range
(typically 0 to 1)

.

pixel The smallest element of a display surface
that can be independently assigned color.

prior agreement A process whereby the creator of a metafile
and the intended recipient of the metafile
come to some understanding regarding the
content or format of the metafile, that
understanding not being recorded in the
metafile itself. In a blind interchange
environment, prior agreement can be used to
overcome limitations of exchange standards.

segment A collection of graphical functions that can
be manipulated as a unit. Once functions are
grouped into segments, they are referred to
as segment elements.
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translator In the context of rhis report, a utility-
program. that converts a picture represented
as an IGES file, conforming to the IGES
Technical Illustration Subset, to a picture
represented as a conforming Computer Graphics
Metafile

.

world coordinates Coordinates specified in a device-independent
coordinate system, whose units are selected
by and are meaningful to the client.
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